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o, you want to be a leader. Do you know yourself? Are you open to feedback? Are you eager to
learn and to improve? Are you curious? Do you take risks? Do you concentrate at work? Do you
learn from adversity? Can you balance tradition and change? Do you have open communication

channels? Do you work well within the system? Do you serve as a model or mentor? If so, this book is for
you!

There are currently several management books on the market that target physical education and
athletics. However, these books focus on the theory of management and assume that the individuals
leading our field are in "official" administrative positions.

This is not the case in today's world. In many school districts today, there are no physical education
supervisors, directors, or coordinators. This begs the question, "Who is minding the store, and what skills
and knowledge do these individuals have to lead the field of physical education through the twenty-first
century?"

This book acknowledges the current state of affairs and provides a practical approach to current leader-
ship theories as applied to the many duties of a physical education leader. In addition, it takes into consid-
eration the various individuals who currently assume leadership roles in our profession.

This book is definitely timely, since it is closely linked to the recent publication by NASPE of Moving
into the Future: National Physical Education Standards: A Guide to Content Assessment, Concepts for
Physical Education: What Every Student Needs to Know, National Standards for Beginning Physical
Education Teachers, Developmentally Appropriate Practice in Movement Programs for Young Children:
Ages 3-5, Developmentally Appropriate Physical Education Practices for Children, Appropriate Practices
for Middle School Physical Education, Appropriate Practices for High School Physical Education,
Physical Education Program Improvement and Self Study Guides: Middle School, Physical Education
Program Improvement and Self Study Guides: High School, Physical Education Program Improvement
and Appraisal Checklist for Elementary School, Shape of the Nation, and Including Students with
Disabilities in Regular Physical Education. It provides important information for the leaders who will
chart the course of physical education in this era of educational reform, standards and assessment, and
accountability.

The first part of the book looks at the changing role of leadership and the leadership skills required for
success in the next decade. Part 2 delves into the various tasks required of a leader, including dealing with
change, developing curricula, creating assessment and accountability tools, planning professional develop-
ment opportunities, finding financial assistance, and applying and promoting the use of technology. Part 2
provides all physical educators, regardless of their roles, with the knowledge and skills necessary
to become a leader.

The third part of this book looks at the position of leadership from a variety of perspectives, including
state director of physical education, regional coordinator of physical education, district director of phys-
ical education, high school physical education teacher and department chairperson, middle school physical
education teacher and team leader, and elementary school teacher. Part 4 turns an eye on the future and
looks at how current trends in education may affect physical education and the role of leadership.

Each chapter in this book is organized around seven key points. The latest in brain-based learning
research suggests that seven is the maximum number of items that an individual can retain in short-term
memory at one time. Therefore, each author has selected the seven most significant points related to the
chapter topic, so that youthe leadercan focus on the most critical information as you lead the way for
your fellow physical educators.

6 The New Leadership Paradigm for Physical Education 1
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Part 1. Where To Start

Leaders take initiative, make things happen, dream
dreams, and then translate them into reality. Leaders
attract the commitment of followers, energize them, and
transform programs and organizations into new entities
with greater potential for survival, growth, and excellence.
Effective leadership empowers a program or organization
to maximize its contribution to the well being of its
constituents and the larger society of which it is a part. If
managers are known for their skill in solving problems,
then leaders are known for being masters in designing and
building institutions; they are the architects of the organi-
zation's future.

Adapted from Burt Nanus
The Leader's Edge: The Seven Keys to Leadership in a Turbulent World

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Leadership a behavioral
process in which one person
attempts to influence other
people's behavior toward the
accomplishment of goals.

esearch demonstrates that leadership is essential to
substantive and enduring progress in business and

ffilL education (Schmoker 1996, p. 67). Teachers, principals,
and central office administrators all acknowledge that physical
education leaders play a key role in the success of the physical
education program (Evaul 1995). Physical education leaders
range from teachers, to mentor teachers, to department chairper-
sons, to school district administrators, to regional administra-
tors, to state-level administrators. And, while each person and
each position is unique, each also must blend the art and science
of leadership to ensure continued progress toward the vision of
quality physical education.

FIGURE 1.1: Leaders versus Managers

MANAGER LEADER

Administers Innovates

Maintains Develops

Controls Empowers

Short-term views Long-range perspectives

Accepts status quo Challenges status quo

Focuses on structure Focuses on people

Commands Communicates

Imitates Originates

Reacts to change Initiates change

Fixes the blame Fixes the problem

Takes credit Gives acknowledgment

Manages today's crisis Creates tomorrow's
opportunities

Does things right Does the right things

Although the terms "leader" and "manager" may be thought
of as synonymous, writers in the field of leadership have begun
to delineate the differences between the two (see Figure 1.1). I
believe it is clearafter looking at the characteristics of each
that we need leadership, not management, in physical education
for the twenty-first century. Think about the roots for both of
these words: leadership comes from "guide," and management

A

Wanted: Leaders for
the Twenty-First Century

Bonnie Mohnsen

comes from "hand." Both in terms of teaching and leadership,
the future needs the "guide on the side" (the facilitator), not the
"sage on the stage" (the commander).

Leadership in the twenty-first century will require strength
of character and conviction, endurance for advocacy, andflexi-
bility for changing the immediate objective without compro-
mising the long-range plan. The leader also must possess the
cognitive skills for planning, organizing, staffing, directing,
coordinating, and reporting, while at the same time remaining
sensitive to those who are responsible for delivering the
visionthe physical educators. An individual with these skills
will be physically and mentally fit and able to perform the many
tasks required of a physical education leader.

The seven major points to be made in this chapter are:

1. Wanted: Passionate Leader

2. Wanted: Visionary

3. Wanted: Life Long Learner

4. Wanted: Risk Taker

5. Wanted: Moral and Ethical Character

6. Wanted: Efficient Worker

7. Wanted: Adaptable Style.

Wanted: Passionate Leader
One of the easiest ways to determine the type of leader you

want to be is to look at the type of leader you want to follow.
What makes this physical educator unique and different from
others? No doubt this individual models leadership through
personal example and dedication. He or she creates standards of
excellence and sets high expectations for all to achieve.

During the early 1900s, leadership was defined by the "great
man theory." This theory held that by identifying and adopting
the characteristics or traits of great leaders, anyone could
become one. While we now know that the ability to lead is far
more complex than a series of characteristics or traits,
researchers still search for those traits that separate great leaders
from others in their fields.

Great leaders tend to possess vision, compassion, courage,
conviction, competence, integrity, character, energy, persistence,
self-confidence, composure, humor, knowledge, and, above all,
respect for others (Zand 1997, Waitley 1995, Senge 1990,

.1 0 The New Leadership Paradigm for Physical Education 5



Kouzes & Posner 1995). These leaders also tend to be effective
communicators, decision makers, planners, and risk takers.
When leaders are at their best, they challenge the process,
inspire a shared vision, enable others to act, model the way, and
encourage the heart (Kouzes & Posner 1995).

When I look at the type of physical educators whom I want
to follow, I find they have many, but perhaps not all, of the
characteristics outlined in the previous paragraph. But, one
characteristic that they all seem to possess is a sense of passion.
Many people go to work in order to earn a living to pay for
food and other basic necessities; great leaders seem to work
because they "must." They are compelled to create quality phys-
ical education programs not only because they want to, but also
because they need to. There exists in each of them a desire,
love, and enthusiasm for performing the task at hand.

Passionate leaders are committed to quality physical educa-
tionnot an elusive goal, but a measurable outcome. They have
accepted the obligation to lead, guide, and facilitate. These
leaders have found the purpose in their lives. They possess a
harmony that comes from their ability to blend and integrate
their personal and professional needs and desires.

Wanted: Visionary
What is a compelling idea or purpose; what is a vision? A

vision is the picture we carry around of what we want to create.
It defines the ideal physical education program. It is one part
insight and one part foresight, along with plenty of imagination
and creativity. A vision must be ambitious; it must set standards
of excellence and reflect high ideals. It must clarify both
purpose and direction. In order to be effective, a vision must be
well articulated and easily understood by those who will turn
the vision into reality. A vision answers the questions:

O Where are we going?

O Why are we going there?

El How will we get there?

gi What will we do once we get there?

Visionary leaders spark others' imaginations with compelling
ideas that extend beyond what is known today. They can trans-
late the ideas into reality. Visionary leaders passionately believe
they can make a difference. They envision the future, creating
an ideal and unique image of what physical education can
become. They ensure that amid the daily crises, the dream
remains at the center of all work.

A shared vision must be cultivated in order to secure and
maintain the involvement of others. A shared vision connects
with the personal visions of each person involved with its
implementation. People want to be a part of something greater
than themselves; something where they can contribute their
energy, skills, and abilities.

Visionary leaders provide that "something." Through their
strong appeal and persuasion, they enlist others in the dream of
quality physical education for all students. They breathe life
into the shared vision and get people to see the exciting future
possibilities (Kouzes & Posner 1995). Visionary leaders nourish
the dream by keeping all participants fully aware of the progress
and by letting them know how their individual efforts are

6 The New Leadership Paradigm for Physical Education

contributing to its success.
Vision formation is not a task for those who like to avoid

complexity or who are uncomfortable with ambiguity. It can be
a messy, introspective process that is difficult to explain, even
by the person who conceives the vision. However, visionary
leaders are able to solve day-to-day crises while continuing to
focus on their vision: They have a special sense of purpose. For
these leaders, a vision is a calling rather than simply a good
idea. They feel as if they are part of a larger creative process
that they can influence but cannot unilaterally control. Visions
occur to individuals with well-informed open minds, minds
prepared by a lifetime of learning and experience. Their minds
are sharply attuned to emerging trends and developments in the
worldboth inside and outside the arena of physical education.

Wanted: Life Long Learner
In order to create a vision of quality physical education

based on the constant changes that are the norm in today's
world, physical education leaders also must be life long
learners. They must constantly seek out growth and learning
opportunities. Being a learner means living in a learning mode.
There is never a finish line, only a life long pursuit. Life long
learners are acutely aware of their ignorance, and this awareness
motivates them to learn more.

Life long learners ingest and digest large quantities of infor-
mation. They collect and analyze the same data that everyone
else has in ways that allow them to conceive of new and unseen
ideas. If you want to be a learning leader, you must be inspired
to learn as much as you can, to know as much as you can, and
to gain as many skills as you can. The ability and desire to grow
constantly will help you to develop relevant information bases.
As Senge states, "Personal mastery is a special level of profi-
ciency... discipline of continually clarifying and deepening our
personal vision, of focusing our energies, of developing
patience, and of seeing reality objectively" (Senge 1990, p. 7).

The amount of information available today is overwhelming.
Therefore, leaders must select the most relevant information on
which to focus their attention. Leaders must be aware of general
trends both in and out of the field of education. (The Futurist,
Learning and Leading with Technology, and Educational
Leadership are excellent information sources.) Leaders also
must be knowledgeable about physical education. (Journal of
Physical Education, Recreation & Dance, Strategies, Journal of
Teaching Physical Education, and Research Quarterly for
Exercise and Sport are excellent resources for this category.)
The information needs of each leader will vary according to
past learning and experiences.

To begin the information selection process, create a list of
skills that you desire to attain. Next, list the information you
need in order to competently demonstrate the skills. Then, find
the necessary resources (i.e., books, training, experts) that will
provide you with the information and skills you wish to acquire.
If your list of desirable skills is substantial, then take the time to
make a plan, set goals, prioritize the skills, and schedule the
time to implement your plan.

Once your personal learning is progressing, the next step is
to help others in your organization become learnersto create a
learning environment or community of physical education



learners. In learning communities, leaders become designers,
teachers, and stewards. They are responsible for helping their
followers expand their capabilities to shape their own futures.

School agencies should be places where adults and children
learn simultaneously to think critically and analytically and to
solve problems. Leaders help their organizations to become
learning communities by modeling their own life long learning
habits, acknowledging their own inadequacies, collaborating
with other learners, and creating learning situations.

Learning situations are created when the taboo that prevents
the sharing and discussing of physical education teaching ideas
among teachers is overcome. Creating learning situations
involves making discussions about teaching effectiveness as
commonplace as discussions about discipline problems, getting
students dressed for physical education, and weekend adven-
tures. They are initiated by bringing physical educators together
and providing them with the time and motivation to discuss
instructional problems and solutions.

Wanted: Risk Taker
This book isn't about being in a leadership position; it is

about being a leader regardless of the position you're in. It is
about having the courage and spirit to make a significant differ-
ence in the field of physical education. It's about leadership,
how ordinary physical educators exercise it, and howin the
processthey become physical education leaders. It is, in fact,
about taking risks.

A sure sign that a leader is stale is when he or she becomes
complacent or finds decision making difficult. Such static
behavioras compared to the proactive behavior of a leaderis
a virus for which effective leaders must be inoculated.

Leaders look for innovative ways to improve a situation.
They experiment and take risks. Effective leaders use the vast
amount of information they have collected to minimize failure
while encouraging risk taking. However, since risk taking often
involves mistakes and failures, leaders prepare themselves to
accept the inevitable disappointments by viewing them as
learning opportunities.

Leaders who are new to risk taking should begin by taking
small steps. They should experiment with actions that require
only a small risk, and work up from there. The more you expe-
rience risk, the more comfortable you will become with taking
risks. Keep in mind, however, that effective leaders take only
calculated risks. Situations where there is little chance of
succeeding are considered frivolity, not risks. So, when taking a
risk be sure to weigh the odds of success against failure, and the
benefits against the liabilities.

Wanted: Moral and Ethical Character
All great leaders have wrestled with their soulsit is

inherent to the role of leadership. In fact, it is essential in the
development of great leaders, since leaders can't elevate others
to higher purposes until they have elevated themselves. I have a
colleague who says that making decisions is never difficult;
staying in tune with your values and beliefs is difficult. Once
you know your values and beliefs the answers are easy.

As we enter the twenty-first century, it is imperative that we
have physical education leaders with high moral and ethical

12

convictions, so that their values are exemplary. Leadership must
be based on moral authority. Moral authority comes from the
duties leaders accept and the obligations they feel toward others
and toward their work. Leaders must hold the highest of values
and beliefs, and they must demonstrate integrity by being direct
and honest.

Leaders must be willing to take a stand on important issues
and principles. They should focus on the identified ends,
ensuring that the ends and the means to achieving those ends
are consistent with shared purposes, values, and commitments.

In becoming a moral and ethical leader, it is important to
identify your priorities. The following priorities have served me
well in numerous physical education leadership roles:

1. Student safety

2. Student learning

3. Teacher needs

4. Site administrator needs

5. District administrator needs

6. My personal needs.

Knowing these prioritiesalong with my purposes, values,
and commitmentsmakes it much easier to act when dealing
with important issues and situations.

Wanted: Efficient Worker
How do you spend your time? Are you accomplishing the

most important things, or the things that are easy to check off
your "to do" list? Do you allow crises to eat up your time, so
that you are constantly putting out fires rather than moving
forward?

The first step in managing your time is to identify the tasks
you must accomplish. Then, place them in priority order and
assign deadlines. The next step is to repeat the prioritizing on a
daily basis, assigning each task to a particular time slot.

Stephen Covey (1990) defines a four-quadrant time manage-
ment matrix to assist with prioritizing tasks. Quadrant I defines
its activities as urgent and important (e.g., crises, pressing prob-
lems, and deadline-driven projects). Quadrant II defines its
activities as not urgent and important (e.g., prevention, relation-
ship building, recognizing new opportunities, and planning).
Quadrant Ill defines its activities as urgent and not important
(e.g., interruptions, some calls, some mail, some reports, some
meetings, and pressing matters). Finally, Quadrant IV defines its
activities as not urgent and not important (e.g., busy work, some
mail, some phone calls, and time wasters).

Covey suggests that "effective people stay out of Quadrants
III and IV because, urgent or not, they aren't important. They
also shrink Quadrant I down to size by spending more time in
Quadrant II" (Covey 1990, p. 153). Quadrant II represents orga-
nizing and executing activities around priorities. Learning to
focus on Quadrant II activities requires the leader to:

1. Identify significant projects related to the vision of
quality physical education.

2. Separate the projects into manageable pieces.

The New Leadership Paradigm for Physical Education 7



FIGURE 1.2:

Situational Leadership Model: Matching Readiness and Style

Follower readiness Leadership style

Unable and unwilling or insecure:

Unable but willing or confident

Able but unwilling or insecure:

Able and willing or confident:

(Hersey 1992, p. 71)

Provide specific instructions and closely supervise performance

Explain decisions and provide opportunity for clarification

Share ideas and facilitate followers in decision making

Turn over responsibility for decisions and implementation

3. Assign a portion of the project to different days.

4. Schedule time on these days to work on the project.

5. Honor the commitment to work on the project as if it
were a required meeting.

Time-wasters eat up our day because we aren't aware that we
are wasting time. Here are seven time wasters to watch for:

IN Chasing trivial data after the facts have been identified.

N Socializing at great length between and during tasks.

N Starting a job before thinking it through, or leaving a job
before it is completed.

Doing things that can be delegated to another person or
piece of equipment.

111 Doing unproductive things from sheer habit.

Paying too much attention to low-yield projects.

N Handling too wide a variety of duties.

In order to maintain a high level of efficiency and to stay in
Quadrant II, it is important to keep interruptions to a minimum.
Here are six suggestions:

Group your return telephone calls and e-mail messages.

Is Plan for activities in advance to minimize crises.

Call meetings only when necessary, and request the pres-
ence of only the people necessary.

Is Attend meetings only if you have something valuable to
offer or learn.

Be sure there is a clear purpose and agenda for every
meeting you call or attend and stick to it.

N When visitors linger, edge them toward the door by your
actions in order to terminate the visit.

Wanted: Adaptable Style
Leadership style refers to the patterns of behavior (words and

actions) of the physical education leader as perceived by others.
It is defined in terms of how leaders appear to others whom
they're trying to influence. Leadership style is typically defined
in terms of both task behavior and relationship behavior. Task

8 The New Leadership Paradigm for Physical Education

behavior refers to telling people what to do, how to do it, when
to do it, where to do it, and who's to do it. Relationship
behavior refers to listening, encouraging, facilitating, providing
clarification, and giving support. The physical education leader
with the widest range of appropriate responses will be most
successful.

The specific response to any situation depends upon the
interaction between the leader, the follower, the organization,
the job demands, and the time constraints. The most important
of these variables is the readiness of the follower to assume
responsibility for a specific task. Readiness is the extent to
which the follower has the ability (knowledge, experience, skill
and willingness, confidence, commitment, and motivation) to
accomplish the task.

Hersey's (1992) Situational Leadership Model associates
four basic leadership styles with four different levels of follower
readiness (see Figure 1.2). When followers have low levels of
readiness, the physical education leader must take responsibility
for the "traditional" management functions such as planning,
organizing, motivating, and controlling. The leader's role is that
of supervisor of the group. However, when leaders have spent
time helping their followers evolve to high levels of readiness,
the followers can assume much of the responsibility for step-by-
step management functions. Again, the key is flexibility or
adaptabilityunderstanding that one style will not work in
every situation.

Chapter Summary
Leadership can't be taught, but it can be learned. Learning to

deal effectively and efficiently with crisis, adapting to different
situations, making tough decisions while maintaining one's
moral convictions, taking acceptable risks and handling the
stress, and rebounding from failures will help you to become a
physical education leader for the twenty-first century.

Part two of this book will provide you with the necessary
cognitive skills and abilities to put your vision into practice.
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Part 2. Becoming a Leader

Finding the leader within begins with the belief that you
possess the foundation on which to build leadership.
Remember: Leadership can be learned. Learners are totally
committed. Leaders are super listeners and excellent
communicators. Leaders are students of their respective
industry, company, and its people. Leaders have "the
authority of knowledge."

Adapted from Howard G. Haas, The Leader Within
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Autopoiesis (from the Greek for self-production): A
natural process that supports the quest for structure,
process, renewal, integrity. This process in not limited to
one type of organismit describes life itself. Every
living thing that expends energy will do whatever is
needed to preserve itself, including changing. (Wheatley
1992, p. 18)

by is it important for educational leaders to study the
nature of change? According to Wheatley (1992, p.
8), "We inhabit a world that is always subjective and

shaped by our interactions with it. Our world is impossible to
pin down, constantly changing and infinitely more interesting
than we ever imagined."

Based on this perspective, it appears that our world continues
to change regardless of our individual willingness to change
with it. It is the nature of all living things to constantly renew
themselves. Living things are compelled to continuously
improve. Even individuals who resist change are swept up in it.
Therefore, the question that each of us answersconsciously or
unconsciouslyis, "what will my role be in this change?"

Responses can vary from actively leading the effort, to
passive acceptance, to resistance, and many more. Strong phys-
ical education leaders have typically found themselves
compelled to action. But over-aggressive or inappropriate action
may actually inhibit change efforts. There are times that we
may not even be aware of the decisions we make. For example,
doing nothing is the result of a decision.

Change will occur regardless of the stance we take. But
understanding the nature of change can provide some advantage
in dealing with this inevitable reality. The most important step
in a successful change effort is recognizing the need to under-
stand the process of change. "No change would be more funda-
mental than a dramatic expansion of the capacity of individuals
and organizations to understand and deal with change" (Fullan
& Miles 1992, p. 745).

You will notice that "educational" leadership/leader often is
used to describe the physical educator's role in leadership. This
is a purposeful attempt to depict physical educators as "educa-
tors" first, who also are primarily responsible for the content of
physical education. Physical educators can most effectively
influence change in the system when they perceive themselves
primarily as educational leaders. From an educational leadership
perspective, they demonstrate how physical education concepts,
knowledge, and skills are integral to student attainment of a
wide breadth of general educational concepts, goals, and
outcomes.

The intent of this chapter is to assist physical educators with
their leadership efforts through the understanding of the nature
of change. This understanding includes personal, interpersonal,
and systemic change. A deeper knowledge of the change
process can help leaders direct their energy in efforts that will
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be most likely to produce desired results. Change will be
explored through seven areas. They are:

1. The Leader's Role in Change

2. Developing a Common Vision and Shared Goals

3. Systemic Components and Systemic Thinking

4. Appropriate Resources and Support for Change

5. Creating a Risk Taking Environment for Change

6. Resistance to Change

7. Assessing the Effectiveness of the Change Effort.

The Leader's Role in Change
What does understanding individual and organizational

change mean to me as an educational leader? What can I do to
build upon my personal power to effect meaningful change?

The first step in understanding how to effect change is recog-
nizing the fallacy of "cause and effect." Sir Isaac Newton
promoted the machine model of comprehending the world:
reducing everything to its parts, examining them, dissecting
them and then putting them back together. His premise was that
one had control over the parts and their effect on the machine
(Cause and effect).

New Science suggests that to understand systems we must first
give primary value to the relationships among seemingly discrete
parts. Seemingly discrete parts that can be viewed through the
dynamic of how they relate might include departmentalizing
curricular areas, teacher autonomy, student behavior and mean-
ingful work, parent/teacher roles, and administrative and teacher
leadership. This theory presents an entirely new perspective for
explaining phenomena that cannot be reduced to simple cause and
effect, but are rather a continuous flux of Dynamic processes
(Wheatley 1992, p. 9). In practical terms this means that people
cannot cause a particular outcome in change. What we can do is
influence how the change process occurs. However, we must first
understand as much as we can about various models of change
and change facilitation strategies.

Gene Hall's research on change led to the development of
the "Concerns Based Adoption Model " (CBAM). This is a
personal change process that focuses on the individual's expres-
sions of concern throughout the various stages of an innovation.
The model makes several assumptions regarding the adoption of
innovations. These include:
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1. Viewing change not as an event, but as process, which
takes a lot of time and goes through many stages

2. Focusing on the needs of the individuals first in relation-
ship to their roles in the change process

3. Understanding change as a highly personal experience,
involving the frustrations, perceptions, concerns, satisfac-
tions, motivations, etc. of each person involved in the
change

4. Completing several predictable stages in individuals'
perceptions and skill levels regarding any innovation

5. Using a teacher-centered diagnostic/prescriptive model of
staff development for facilitating effective change

6. Being adaptive to individual needs relative to total organi-
zational needs.

These assumptions provide the framework from which the
individual's personal response to change is examined.

Although there are people who are exceptions to every model,
and progress through the stages will not always be as linear as the
model would suggest, it does provide a framework from which
leaders can offer support for individuals involved in change.

The typical pattern of individual responses through the
process of changing, or adapting to a new innovation, involves
seven stages:

Ea Level 0Awareness: The individual has little concern
about or involvement in the innovation. This stage might
be illustrated by the physical educator who handles new
curriculum guides, instructional strategies, policy issues,
etc. with indifference, apathy, and indulgent smilesa
"this too shall pass" attitude. It also could be illustrated
by the physical educator who believes that the new
information and innovations don't have anything to do
with teaching, therefore it is not necessary to pursue
them further.

E1 Level 1Information: The individual has a general
awareness of the innovation and wants to learn more
about it. This might be demonstrated by a staff meeting in
which several ideas/ resources are mentioned. The indi-
vidual finds something interesting and requests more
information about it. This is a stage that is usually
nonthreatening to teachers because they are exploring,
gathering knowledge, deciding how or if they will use the
information.

53 Level 2Personal: In this stage the individual begins to
be concerned with how the innovation will affect his or
her work, potential role in the reward structure of the
school, and decision making ability. Financial or status
implications of the program are considered. This stage can
produce feelings of inadequacy and uncertainty. Physical
educators in Level 2 may be heard saying things such as:
"I'm not sure I want all the extra work it will take to
implement the tenets of the new state framework." "I
probably won't be able to decide how it will affect my
budget." "How much am I going to be expected to
change?" "Will I have the time I need to learn to do this?"

12 The New Leadership Paradigm for Physical Education

Level 3Management: At this level, individuals focus
their attention on the tasks involved in using the innova-
tion. Their concerns are largely related to efficiency, orga-
nizing, managing, scheduling, and handling time
demands. A physical educator in Level 3 wants to know
how to organize the lesson for tomorrow. What materials
will be needed? Where can the resources needed to plan
be found? How can equipment set up time be reduced?
Problems be anticipated?

Level 4Consequence: The attention in this level is
focused on how the innovation affects students. What is
the relevance of the innovation to students? Emphasis is
on evaluation of student outcomes and how to best use
new innovations to maximize student outcomes. Teachers
in this level might say things such as, "This strategy
worked really well for some of my students, but not for
others. I wonder what I have to do to modify it so more
students will benefit."

i Level 5Collaboration: The main focus of this level is
coordinating and cooperating with others to maximize use
of the innovation. Individuals in this level are very
comfortable with the innovation, have probably used it
successfully for a long time, and want to share ideas with
other knowledgeable teachers. Physical educators in this
stage of the change continuum are usually strong advo-
cates for the innovation. They want to affect change and
are anxious to gain new knowledge.

Level 6Refocusing: The focus of this level is explo-
ration beyond the current understanding of the innovation.
Individuals want to find new ways, more powerful alter-
natives, and major adaptations to the existing form of the
innovation. A physical educator in this stage has an in-
depth knowledge of the strategy and can adapt it for use
within his or her own situation. The educator may have
done extensive Action Research on the implementation of
the strategy in working with eighth grade coed classes, for
example, and shared the results at professional meetings
or in papers. Educators at this level are usually innovators
and leaders.

A depth of understanding about how people change charac-
terizes effective leadership at all levels. Innovative actions
require a number of varied support systems, access to informa-
tion, facilitative abilities, resources, communication skills, and
insights that directly correlate to an understanding of change.
An example of the need to understand the levels of change
would be that of a school administrator who assigns teachers in
Level 2 to collaborate to create a new curriculum based on the
state framework.

This kind of error is made frequently, and is often the result
of fiscal needs/time constraints. Whether we are leaders at the
instructional level, within a department, a school, or at the
district level, knowledge of how to respond appropriately for
different stages of change is critical. This knowledge can
provide each type of leader with the ability to determine the
direction, methods, and kinds of support systems that are
required. It can offer lower level leaders current and compelling
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research on effective change strategies to challenge policy and
higher level decisions that are not in the best interest of the
change effort.

The CBAM model of change is a practical approach to self-
examination in relationship to the continuum of stages.
Individuals can ask themselves a number of questions to deter-
mine their level of concern in any given change effort. These
include:

Am I aware of the innovation?

E Am I using it?

1M What can I share about the innovation?

How do I feel about it?

What problems or concerns do I have about it?

E What do I think of it?

How does it affect me? How does it affect others I am
involved with?

El Is there anything I have a question or wonder about?

CI What is my reaction to it?

M What is my attitude toward it?

m Do I have any reservations about it?

Would I like any information about it?

(Hall & Hord 1987.)

It may be useful to consider such self-examination as a
pliable, flexible self-description rather than a definitive self-
depiction. For example, you are not a "Level 3" simply because
you have some concerns regarding organizational tasks in an
innovation you are currently trying to apply. It is more accurate
to examine the strongest prevailing feelings, issues, and
concerns when trying to understand your personal relationship
to any given change effort/innovation. The goal of under-
standing your own level of concern is being able to participate
in selecting appropriate interventions as well as personal and
professional growth experiences. This understanding also can
provide valuable insight into your leadership readiness and the
types of leadership tasks that are best suited to your abilities
and levels of concern.

Developing a Common Vision and Shared Goals
Change is a continuous process of improving. To accomplish

this, Fullan and Miles (1992) suggest creating accurate maps of
change. Each person involved in the changefrom teachers, to
the principal, to parents, to board membershas a perception of
what the reform means. When everyone involved creates a
different "map" or way of approaching the change, there is no
direction, no clarity in the map.

This affects physical educators in at least two ways: We
cannot possibly begin to implement profound changes in
content and process unless we are an integral part of the
systemthe "map" of the school site planand in a larger
context, the district map. Physical educators must be as knowl-
edgeable and involved with the formulation of a schoolwide
vision, of general goals, policy, reform measures, instructional
uses of technology, interdisciplinary connections, and powerful

teaching and learning strategies as every other teacher and
administrative leader on staff.

A microcosmic example of the urgent need to function using
the same map can be illustrated in the diversity of perceptions
regarding purpose, instruction, and content of teachers within
many physical education departments. What efforts are made to
assure that everyone in the department agrees on a Common
vision, purpose, educational objectives and strategies to achieve
those objectives? The largely autonomous nature of our profes-
sion over the years has greatly inhibited our ability to coop-
erate and collaboratean essential if we are to create valid
maps for change.

Physical educators have, by and large, been able to select the
games and sports they want to teach or that they know best as
their physical education "curriculum." They may collaborate to
share equipment and space, but are more often likely to pursue
their interests instructionally. In cases where staff members do
cooperate and collaborate on curriculum decisions and instruc-
tional strategies aligned with current research and National
Guidelines, much more Common visioning occurs, thereby
stimulating the effectiveness of the change process.

Change is a journey, not a blueprint (Fullan & Miles 1992).
Rather than try to account for the overwhelming complexity of
change with an implementation plan, Louis and Miles (1990)
suggest a "guided journey" approach, based on the assumption
that Organizational elements are by nature chaotic. These struc-
tures can't be controlled in the sense that any specific plan can
account for the variabilities that abound. Gaining consensus for
incremental strategies, decentralizing experimental applications
of ideas (allowing teachers more freedom to experiment by
themselves versus administrators forcing experimental strategies
on them), harnessing creativity in all staff members, and
focusing the resulting energy on the change are more compat-
ible ways to address the nature of change.

Continuously identifying and considering the sense of
purpose of the people involved in the change also helps to shape
and reshape a shared vision. Louis and Miles (1990) refer to
this process as, "Do... Plan...Do...and plan some more."
Rather than attempting to have a philosophy and vision state-
ment drive program implementation, physical educators would
have an ongoing dialogue as they begin to implement predeter-
mined curricular objectives. They would discuss the effective-
ness of the implementation, make adjustments, and carry it out
while continuing the cycle of reflection. As the process evolves,
a Common vision is formed and reformed.

People often talk about visioning, establishing a vision, and a
leader with a vision as critical to organizational leadership.
Wheatley (1992, p. 53) defines vision as, "the need for organi-
zational clarity about purpose and direction." Thus, creating a
vision most often occurs in a linear fashion with the belief that
the clearer the image of the destination, the more likely it is that
people will achieve it.

In New Science theory, vision is thought of as a "field" that
permeates organizational space rather than a linear destination.
This profound shift in thought has tremendous implications for
the way we view vision in relationship to understanding change.
Traditionally, a small group of elite individuals determine the
vision of the organization, which is then given to the employees
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to embrace as their own. In a field theory model, every indi-
vidual involved in the success of the system would be a part of
the formation, shaping and reshaping of the vision throughout
time. Actions such as leaders being present and accessible,
modeling, stating the vision continuously, clarifying and
discussing the vision, and filling every space with messages
about the purpose and direction of the organization would char-
acterize vision creation. The energy of all of the individuals in
the organization would be linked to form behavior congruent to
the organizational goals. Peter Senge (1990, p. 212), an authori-
tative organizational consultant believes, "that an organization's
vision grows as a by-product of individual visions, a by-product
of ongoing conversations."

Formulating a vision can occur on many levels. Within a
school system, all subdivisions, schools, departments, classes,
teachers, etc. develop their purposes and goals based on the
permeation of the larger vision throughout the organization.
One definition of a vision is "a type of propagation of character-
istics... ." This definition is compatible with effective vision
transformation. If the vision is clear and easy to understand, and
if ownership occurs, every subdivision should reflect the larger
vision. Physical education leaders who have contributed to and
are committed to the larger vision of the school/district are
much more likely to be regarded by others in the learning orga-
nization as viable, important contributors in decision making.
They are in a strong position to gain support for their physical
education program goals.

What power do physical educators have to influence organi-
zational visioning? Is it something that emanates from on high,
leaving those in its wake at the mercy of the wisdom of those
above? The New Science model of change clearly supports the
idea that change can occur from anywhere in the organization,
at any time, by any individual or group of individuals. It is not
enough for teacher leaders to wait until higher level decisions
are made. True leadership is self-initiated. Any effort made to
move the system toward authentic Participatory management
will ultimately result in moving the whole system to adapt to
the increasing Self-empowerment of the individuals comprising
the system. A physical educator who successfully leads a
schoolwide interdisciplinary connection effort will be viewed as
a respected decision maker in the future. The action by the
physical educator to initiate a leadership effort automatically
shifts future decision making power to him or her.

Self-empowerment is necessary for contributing to visioning.
Although I have seen many books and theories on empowering
others, it seems to me to be a contradiction in terms. The notion
that one person can "give" another empowerment indicates that
the person doing the giving has the control to do so. Although
the control might be positional power, it still is incompatible
with the ultimate goal of accessing and recognizing one's own
personal power.

Accessing personal power means just that. Be willing to take
risks. Gain access to the people who can influence the changes
in your school or district. Learn everything you can about the
needs and wants of those individuals. Negotiate for the needs of
your students with informed confidence and a willingness to
take responsibility for the vision you helped to create.

Physical education leaders have a tremendous opportunity to
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shape the vision of their programs relative to the larger organi-
zational vision. Rather than focus on how we have in a sense
become stepchildren of a monolithic educational system, I will
focus on the things physical educators can do to become an
integral component of the educational vision for all students.

This is by no means an exhaustive list. It is a starting place
for physical educators who want to play a part in shaping the
vision in an organization that rarely recognizes or appreciates
the worth of their content area:

M Crave, seek out, and acquire knowledge in all areas of the
curriculum and in every instructional process. Know as
much as you possibly can about the goals, needs, and
wants of others in the system. This would include policy
issues, budgeting, scheduling, special projects, political
issues, legislation, major educational trends and reform
movements.

Develop the five traits of holonomy described later in this
chapter.

m Be a life long learneras a teacher, colleague, leader,
student of life, and researcher.

M Understand the change process and use it to your advantage.

Continuously develop your professionalism for yourself
and in relationship to colleagues.

Be aware of how to negotiate for what your program and
students need. The more physical educators know about
schoolwide programs and content issues, the more
connections they can make and the more resources they
can share.

Always negotiate to a win-win outcome. Winning at the
expense of other programs or individuals can backfire.

To create a vision for physical education programs aligned with
the larger educational vision, we need to know much more about
how others in the system operate than we generally realize. We
need to share common language and understandings among all of
the individuals that operate in the school or district. How much of
the terminology used by educators in other subjects, the staff
development personnel, and administrators do you understand?
What do you do if you don't understand?

To gain access to the world of general education, physical
education leaders must be willing to ask a lot of questions. They
have to admit that they don't know but are extremely interested in
knowing in order to contribute to the success of the effort. The
more physical educators know about the issues, the "educa-
tionese," the content of other curriculum areas, the greater access
they will have to the source of power. It is in the center of power
that they will become players in the intricate web of connections
required to effectively address the learning needs of all students.
They also will be able to share knowledge about physical educa-
tion content and instruction that others may know little about.
Shared knowledge is essential to creating a shared vision. Physical
educators need to get off the bench and enter the game!

Physical educators also must learn to understand one another
and make time to discuss philosophical differences regarding
the content and instructional processes used in our programs.
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Because change doesn't occur in a vacuum, they also should
network with action-oriented individuals throughout the school
to discuss their educational values, beliefs, and understandings.
As people share, listen, and seek new learning, commonalties
are formed. These evolve into a Common vision. And a
common school vision provides impetus for a common physical
education department vision.

Systemic Components and Systemic Thinking
For change to succeed, it must be systemic (Fullan & Miles

1992). Systemic change means addressing the impact of change
on every part of the organization (school/district) at the same
time. When episodic innovations and segmented and disjointed
answers are steadily imposed on teachers, they become cynical
and unresponsive to the "next, newest right answer." Systemic
change must be focused on the interrelationships of all of the
main components of the system at the same time; and it must
pay attention to the culture of the system. For physical educa-
tion leaders, this might include paying attention to enabling
other physical educators to perform the functions that are set in
place by the leader's efforts. It might mean helping others to
take ownership responsibility for enough of the program that it
can sustain itself without the enthusiastic innovator. Shared
knowledge and skills can be the key to sustaining powerful
change efforts.

If systemic efforts are to be successful, they must combine
knowledge and all components of change. Unfortunately, many
physical educators neglect to notice opportunities for systemic
change. For example, physical educators cannot continue to
change half of a department, or remain isolated from the larger
site or district systems and expect to achieve any lasting reform.
One of the most widespread and self-defeating practices
impeding successful change is that of segregating into "men's"
and "women's" domains. This practice has serious implications
for continuous growth and renewal as a content area.

Some physical educators also remain isolated from the larger
school site and district program, either by self-segregating or by
perceiving that the larger school community does not value
them. This practice also is singularly self-defeating. In cases
where the physical education department of a school has
immersed itself in every aspect of the larger school community,
it has emerged as integral to the school. To participate as an
equal is clearly a choice that every physical educator makes.

Physical educators have the power and the ability to determine
how influential and integral they are to the whole system. The more
knowledge and understanding any one part of the system has
regarding the remaining parts of the system, the more effective that
part will be in contributing to the whole. If physical educators are
to be integral to the system, they need to risk learning more, being
involved in more, contributing in more ways, and networking more
to create meaningful interdisciplinary connections.

Dissipative structures in chemistry also teach a paradox-
ical truth, that disorder can be the source of new order... .
Dissipation didn't lead to the demise of a system. It was
part of the process by which the system let go of its
present form so that it could reemerge in a form better
suited to the demands of the present environment.
(Prigogine 1983.)

1) 0c.,

Physical education leaders are responding to the professed
need of twenty-first century students to be Self-directed, life
long learners. Examples include a shift in emphasis from
students knowing sports and sports skills to knowing exercise
physiology, biomechanics, motor learning, sociology, etc.
Physical activity choices have the potential to be profoundly
different 20 years from now. Evolving physical education
programs prepare students for the future by teaching them how
to learn and by giving them the skills they need to teach them-
selves. The program changes and subsequent teacher skills, abil-
ities, and philosophies needed to implement those changes are
many and complex. Simplistic solutionssuch as adopting a
new curriculum, teaching new games, giving homework or more
written testsoften are employed in disjointed change efforts.

Applying simplistic solutions to complex problems under-
mines change efforts in many ways (Fullan & Miles 1992). The
interaction of needs and wants between the multitude of discrete
segments that exist in any educational structure are staggering.
To suggest that we have answers given the current quick fix,
reactive mode of many educational organizations is a gross
mistake. As physical education leaders, our course should
include understanding and communicating the role of physical
education as it relates to all other programs and content areas.

A good example of applying simplistic solutions to complex
problems is the practice of mandating that physical educators
make interdisciplinary/thematic connections. In attempting to
implement this mandate, many physical educators find that they
are making superficial connections, which can result in frustra-
tion and undue anxiety for both students and teachers.
Meaningful interdisciplinary connections are not made easily or
quickly. Physical educators, like all educators, need time and
access to learn about each other's content areas as well as about
general teaching/leaming strategies designed to meet the diverse
and increasingly complex needs of students.

Systems thinking is perhaps the most challenging facet of
change dynamics. Variables can be almost imperceptible, yet all
of the interactions in an organization are shapedeither directly
or indirectlyby systems thinking. When one part is affected,
the entire system is affected. Traditional systems thinking is
based on order and assumed predictability. New Science
Quantum physics, Chaos theory, and Fractal geometryall
suggest that viewing systems this way is inaccurate.

We may harbor the hope we will regain predictability as
soon as we can learn to account for all variables, but in
fact no level of detail can ever satisfy this desire... . In
complex ways that no system will ever capture, the
system feeds back on itself, enfolding all that has
happened, magnifying slight variances, encoding it in the
system's memoryand prohibiting prediction,
ever...Chaos theory and quantum science share the uncer-
tainty that arises from the wholeness of the universe to
resist being studied in pieces. (Wheatley 1992, p. 127.)

By this definition, the minutest details shape the whole, but
they cannot be studied in isolation from the whole. Physical
education leaders who try to understand every aspect of the
system and how the multitude of pieces affect their program
goals may find themselves more confused than comforted. The
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real value of a "quantum" view of organizations for physical
education leaders is that it provides a strong argument for Self-
empowerment.

What physical educators do matters to the system. Decisions
made regarding curriculum, assessment, and instructional strate-
gies within the physical education department can dramatically
affect the whole system in ways that may not even be attributed
to them. A department that teaches students to interact posi-
tively by using Cooperative learning and social skills instruction
will be contributing not only to its students' ability to acquire
and value movement skills, but also should produce a positive
learning environment throughout the school. Physical education
leaders can make these connections apparent to others in the
system by first recognizing their contributions themselves,
offering to share innovations at staff and other leadership meet-
ings, inviting others to observe their teaching, collaborating on
student projects, and making meaningful interdisciplinary
connections.

Quantum matter is influenced by the very act of observa-
tion. If the investigator chooses to study wave properties,
matter appears in wave forms. The act of observation joins
in the greater process, removing the ideal of pure, objective
science. To observe and measure is to make a choice. In
such choice making the observer joins the system being
observed. Each act of observation is also an act of influ-
ence. (Wheatley 1992.)

This powerful statement is evident in schooling/planning/
problem solving in the way that schools, departments, and
teams selectively examine issues. Even when multiple
measures are used to collect data, the lack of depth and breadth
in identifying the problem has a decidedly prejudicial effect on
the outcome.

For example, consider the practice of grading on dressing
out. If the problem is examined in terms of student resistance to
authority, willful acts of rebellion, laziness, or even irresponsi-
bility, the solutions will reflect the original assumptions
harsher dressing out grading systems, harsher follow-through
with parents to force submission, etc. If the problem is viewed
in terms of student needs, the teacher's thinking may lead to
assessing instructional strategies, content, rapport with students,
etc. to determine the factors that may be inhibiting student
enjoyment and participation. Solutions may include surveying
students to gather information regarding likes, wants, and needs.
Teachers might apply Peer coaching, Cooperative learning, Self-
directed Meaning centered projects, and other strategies to
involve students.

Some educational systems are plagued by segmenting plan-
ning processes into departments, projects, school programs,
extracurricular activities, student support strategies, etc. While
they can have a profound effect on the system, physical educa-
tion programs are usually so far out of the system's thinking
that they are barely included in the system thought process. An
unfortunate consequence of a systemic error such as this is that
physical educators often don't realize what is happening and
don't take appropriate action to become viable, active partici-
pants in the system. All it takes to change this dynamic is to
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become visible and involved in school meetings, decision
making, policy, reform measures, innovations, and schoolwide
program implementations. Don't give people the opportunity to
think that you are any less important to the success of the
school than teachers in any of the other content areas.

Although there is no one "right answer" in interpreting all of
the implications of the New Science Theories relative to system
components and culture, some suggestions for ways to align
applied practice with these theories include:

M Ensure that educational organizations (such as physical
education departments) continually ask themselves two vital
questions: "Who are we?" and, "What is our purpose?"
Basing every decision on these questions while filtering
responses through agreed-upon core values will increase the
likelihood of an evolving system (Garmston 1994).

Focus efforts on building effective relationships among
everyone in the educational organization.

Approach problems differently: step back from the
problem to gain enough perspective to recognize the
myriad of variables that shape it, while looking for themes
and patterns rather than isolated causes.

Help people to know, understand, and appreciate the
multiple components that comprise the learning organiza-
tion. The more people know about the roles that each
individual plays in the system, the greater and stronger
those connections can be.

Some major implications for physical educators in under-
standing system components and culture are:

Everything matters. This includes the way we interact
with students; the way we participate in the structure of
the school; the way we interact with parents, community
members, and peers; and how well we understand
ourselves. In a quantum system, every action produces a
reaction that can have an unpredictable effect on the
system. If we are consciously aware that every action we
take can contribute to the vision of the system (to extent
this is possible), we are more likely to contribute posi-
tively to that vision.

m Adaptability is paramount to survival. The system's desire
to continuously renew itself into new and improved states
of efficiency will cause disintegration in those components
that are not contributing to the maintenance of the system.
Those physical educators who continue to remain imper-
vious to change or who continue to find no relevance in
reform efforts and trends in education will eventually be
eliminated by the system.

El Relationships between the individuals involved in the
success of the system must be supported, nurtured, and
given time to develop. Physical educators need to talk to
one another continuously, offering and being open to
professional feedback. The single most likely cause of a
dissipative structure is the alienation of forces in the
system working toward the same goal.

Decisions must be based on criteria developed from what
students need to know and be able to do. Make sure that
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every action, strategy, program component, curriculum
item, and manner of interaction with students supports the
attainment of those criteria.

Appropriate Resources and Support for Change
By avoiding the impulse to adopt impatient and superficial

solutions, one can increase the possibility that the application of
more time, energy, and resources eventually will contribute to
successful change (Fullan & Miles 1992). When we do not
allow ourselves the time and energy to engage in in-depth, long-
term planning processes, we perpetuate the conditions that
cause crisis. Superficial solutions usually make matters worse.

The change effort would benefit from consideration of the
way in which the change affects the culture of the system, and
of the personal responses of each individual. Neglecting
behavior patterns that accompany structural changes is a sure-
fire recipe for failure. A excellent example of this tenet is the
way that many physical educators have responded to Title IX
legislation. For more than 20 years, they largely avoided, often
undermined, and even more often ignored the intent of the legis-
lation. A monumental change effort was needed to produce real,
substantive change relative to gender equity. What happened
instead, in many instances, was a series of crisis or quick fix
kinds of interventions designed to force the mandates of the
new legislation on predominately uncooperative teachers.

When problems are embraced as opportunities to learn,
deeper change and deeper satisfaction in the outcome results.
Immersion in problems that evolve as a natural consequence of
change enables people to develop creative solutions. If problems
are used to blame and defend positions, successful change is
inhibited.

If we were to apply this approach to Title IX implementation
it might look something like this:

1. Teachers are given the opportunity to meet together to
discuss the pros and cons of coed physical education.

2. They implement coed physical education in stages, with those
teachers most willing and knowledgeable taking the lead.

3. Teachers self-monitor and peer coach over a period of
time as all teachers receive staff development in gender
equity and instructional strategies along with ongoing
technical and moral support.

4. Teachers begin to conduct Action Research by observing
successes and failures, maximizing successes and learning
how to make program/teaching modifications as a result
of failures.

There are legitimate, sometimes profound, philosophical
differences among physical educators. It may not be possible to
reconcile those differences into a common belief system. What
change theory tells us, however, is that systems will continue to
evolve as necessary in order to survive or they will perish.
Reforms are not merely an inconvenience; they are an evolu-
tionary necessity.

Reforms and innovations are often symbolically implemented
rather than substantively implemented (Fullan & Miles 1992).
Common symbols include slogans, district or schoolwide kickoff
events, media fanfare, speeches, and new equipment or instruc-
tional materials. Some new curriculum or innovation may be

. ,
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adopted, but no follow-up staff development, support, program
evaluation or accountability is ever carried out. This happens
most often because change is also a political process. Many
times, decisions are made that have more to do with satisfying a
current agenda item than creating a long-term, effective reform.

Symbols in and of themselves are not necessarily negative.
Symbols can provide personal and collective meaning and
inspire confidence and faith, but only if they are used in
conjunction with substantive, concerted action. An example of
symbolic support is the practice of having a state or district-
sponsored kickoff event to showcase the new state physical
education framework/ curriculum guide/course of study. This
"symbolically" represents support of the framework/guidelines.
Substantive support would be demonstrated by providing
adequate professional development offerings, resources, and
support structures, such as Peer coaching, department and inter-
disciplinary planning time, instructional material development
time, mentor teacher support, visitations to successful programs
in other schools, etc.

Change requires resources to support and sustain it.
Resources are needed for inservices, instructional materials,
substitutes, space, equipment, planning time, etc. Time for
learning, planning, and sharing is especially crucial. Louis and
Miles (1990) found that at least 30 days a year of external
professional assistancei.e., university classes, consultants,
seminars, conferences, etc.was essential for success. They
also recommended several more days a year to allow for devel-
oping a Common vision, shared goals, instructional support,
and program planning, and for sharing individual expertise.

Louis and Miles (1990) encourage leaders to be creative with
existing resources. They describe "resourcing" as the ability to
scan resources that already exist and adapt them to meet the
current needs. Examples include flexible scheduling, block
scheduling, sharing space/equipment, innovative use of
personnel, volunteerism, student projects, and teaming.

Change also requires the power to manage it (Fullan & Miles
1992). Change efforts necessitate monitoring, information
sharing, linking multiple change projects, identifying unsolved
problems, and applying clear coping actions. This requires legit-
imate Shared leadership, ownership of the problems by all
parties involved, cooperation with others, trust, open communi-
cation, and conflict resolution.

Personality Styles workshops, diversity trainings, trained
group facilitators, Conflict Mediation, and more have been
employed extensively in an effort to help physical educators
develop collaborative, cooperative interactions. Shared leadership
is a learned process. Physical educators need access to these skills
and abilities in order to carry out successful change efforts.

There are pockets of success where physical education
programs have achieved recognition and acclaim. However,
these pockets often face attrition: There is little evidence that
they can remain successful over time. They seem to rely on the
energy and skills of one or more individuals. When lost, the
progress made while those individuals were there disintegrates.
This occurs because the innovation is not institutionalized into
the normative structure of the educational organization.

A physical educator's experience with this phenomenon
might look something like this: You are hired as the only phys-
ical educator for a large elementary school. For the next five
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years, you develop an amazing awareness and advocacy among
the staff for daily, quality physical education for all students.
You have a model program, multiple interdisciplinary connec-
tions, a fitness lab, running clubs, parent/student "play" nights,
extracurricular activities, etc. Then, you leave.

What happens to the program? Although there are a range of
possible outcomes, we can conclude, with some certainty, that
widespread commitment, more than one person trained to do the
program, and appropriate resources are critical to maintaining
the change effort.

Creating a Risk Taking Environment for Change
Change is learning loaded with uncertainty (Fullan & Miles

1992). It is disrespectful to believe that others are ignorant or
prejudiced when they don't immediately embrace a new idea or
innovation. It takes months or years to assimilate change.

The changes that are being proposed for the field of physical
education constitute a dramatic change for some physical
educators from what they believed when they decided to enter
the field. The shift from an activity based curriculum to a
conceptual based curriculum requires an enormous philosoph-
ical shift in thinking.

Everyone deserves the chance to go through this process.
Everyone must be allowed to go through the process, or the
change effort will be impeded. If people view change as a
learning process, one of coming to grips with personal meaning,
a sense of shared ownership occurs. Mutual understanding
evolves. This can only happen when the needs of others are
considered in a climate of support, a climate where risk taking
is valued by all. For physical educators, this means accepting
that others in the department may not be as enthusiastic about a
new idea while at the same time inviting them to read, visit
other programs, and try something new with support and
encouragement. Risk taking and ownership of the innovation are
optimized by focusing on what can be learned from mistakes as
well as from successes.

Robert Garmston, nationally renowned for his research in
whole school reform, has created a theory he calls
"HolonomyThe Five States of Mind." Garmston maintains
that these five states are the foundation of a person's ability to
adapt to an ever changing environment; that they are necessary
attributes for facilitating a risk taking environment. Change, he
contends, demands adaptability. Holonomy is a way to describe
a balance between autonomyan individual's desire for inde-
pendenceand communitythe welfare of the whole.

The five states of mind necessary to achieve this balance are:

Efficacy. An efficacious person regards events as opportu-
nities for learning, believes that personal action produces
outcomes, is resourceful, recognizes and proactively
pursues what is not known, and initiates visions of desired
states with feedback systems that allow for course of
action modifications.

Flexibility. A flexible person sets aside his or her own
views and opinions to seek to understand others, searches
for possibilities and generates novel connections, adjusts
cognitive style and perceptual position to the situation,
and considers data from a kaleidoscope of perspectives.
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Consciousness. A conscious person selectively attends to
one's own style and other's styles, modalities, beliefs,
values, and behaviors; monitors and directs attention from
external to internal stimuli; generates, holds, and applies
criteria for decision making; is aware of intentions and
outcomes; and mentally rehearses before, monitors during,
and reflects on experiences.

O Craftsmanship. An individual who has mastered crafts-
manship creates, holds, calibrates, and refines outcomes;
monitors and manages refinements in thought/language;
perseveres to resolve disequilibrium between present and
desired states; predicts, monitors, and manages time well;
and creates and refines standards of excellence.

01 Interdependence. An interdependent person values and
draws upon the resources of others, reframes events and
communications in the pursuit of the common good,
defers his or her own needs and desires, believes that
conflict is an opportunity for growth, and envisions
expanding the capacity of the group and its members
( Garmston 1994, pp. 18-23).

Garmston's five states of mind, or holonomy, can be particu-
larly useful when examining interactive processeshow we
work together toward successful change. Physical educators
who reflect regularly about their own teaching, personal, and
collaborative skills are most likely to regard change positively
and to operate successfully within change initiatives. "Power in
organizations is the capacity generated by relationships"
( Garmston 1994, p.17).

After developing an understanding of his or her personal
change paradigm, with the realization that change is a dynamic
process, the physical education leader can work on fostering
professional relationships with others. Everything that occurs in
change happens in response to the ways that individuals in the
system respond to the innovation relative to each other
(Wheatley 1992). Although it is impossible to predict or even
plan for exactly the kinds of interactions that will best facilitate
each innovation, there are some strategies that are more likely to
produce successful change efforts:

O Developing supportive organizational arrangements
actions taken to develop policies, plan, manage, staff,
fund, structure roles, provide space, equipment, and
resources that establish and maintain the innovation.

O Trainingactions that develop individuals' knowledge
about and skills in using the innovation. Workshops,
modeling, and discussion sessions for users are examples
of training.

Providing consultation and reinforcementactions taken
to assist individuals in problem solving, peer support
groups, and support for using the innovation.

01 Monitoring and evaluationactions taken to gather,
analyze, or report data about the outcomes of the change
effort. Examples include ongoing discussions, surveys,
assessments of individual concerns, pre and post-analysis
of learner outcomes, and personal goals assessment.
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External Communicationactions taken to gain support
from individuals or groups external to the users. Examples
for physical educators include board reports, open houses,
publications and events for parents and the community,
involvement on schoolwide committees and organizations,
interdisciplinary knowledge, and applications

11 Disseminationactions that inform others and encourage
adoption of the change or innovation (Hall & Hord 1987).

If the ability to nurture relationships is the single most crit-
ical element in successful change efforts, how is it accom-
plished? A genuine concern for the feelings and needs of others
in their efforts to align past practices and beliefs with new infor-
mation and expectations is beneficial. People need the opportu-
nity to share their fears and discuss their losses. One way of
determining the kind of intervention most appropriate for
another person would be to ask the questions listed in the
section on the CBAM model. The person asking the questions
could lead the interviewee to understand the level of his or her
concern in relationship to the change.

Once an understanding is developed, suggestions can be
made for appropriate interventions. It is common for individuals
to enter the change process in the lower levels. Some may act as
if they are uninterested, or even somewhat hostile. Avoid
assuming another's motives, feelings, or beliefs regarding a
change. Such labeling can result in polarization and can breed
miscommunication that becomes systemic and inhibits future
change efforts.

Stallings (1991) suggests that there are nine conditions under
which teachers are most likely to change and use new ideas.
Teachers are more likely to change if they:

1. Become aware of a need for improvement through their
own analysis or observation profile

2. Make a written commitment to try new ideas in their class
the next day

3. Modify workshop ideas for their own situation

4. Try new ideas and evaluate the effect

5. Observe in each other's classes and analyze their own data

6. Report their successes and failures to their group

7. Discuss problems and solutions regarding individual
students, teaching, and subject matter

8. Use a wide variety of approaches such as modeling, simu-
lations, observation, critiquing videotapes, presenting at
professional meetings, conferences, workshops, and Peer
coaching

9. Learn to set personal goals for professional growth.

Another strategy that may be useful in working with others
in an effort to support the adoption of a specific innovation is
called Reflective Interviewing. This process is a component of
Richard Sagor's Collaborative Action Research model (Sagor
1992). Staff members select a partner and decide who will ask
questions and who will answer questions first. They each select
an issue to discuss that meets the following criteria: the issue is
directly related to the new innovation, the issue is something
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that the person being interviewed can influence, and the issue is
of deep concern to the person being interviewed. Issues for
physical educators might include: "How will my most gifted
athletes be challenged if I teach boys and girls together?" or,
"This new curriculum includes a lot of concepts and skills I
don't know anything about."

In step two, one partner interviews the other for approxi-
mately 20 minutes. The facilitator stops the interview and the
partners switch roles. The purpose of the interview is to help
teachers surface the concerns regarding an innovation that
matter most to them.

Here are some interview guidelines:

1. Make the interview comfortable but challenging.

2. Keep it challenging but not threatening.

3. Try to elicit both deep and broad responses.

4. Keep the interview structured, but allow for flexibility and
spontaneity.

5. Consider the rights and feelings of the respondent.

After teachers develop an understanding of their own issues
and concerns, they are ready for a process of Analytic
discourse. This technique helps them to more deeply explore
their current understanding of a phenomena and enhances colle-
giality. Analytic discourse begins with groups of approximately
six people sitting in a circle. Each group member takes several
minutes to share the issues that surfaced in the reflective inter-
view. If one particular issue is raised repeatedly, it becomes the
focus of the Analytic discourse. A volunteer is then asked to be
the subject of a group interview. A leader usually explains the
purpose of the interview (to help the volunteer come to a full
understanding of a troubling issue or concern). The interview
ends when the volunteer states that everything known and
understood about the issue has been explained to the best of his
or her ability, and each interviewer can accurately paraphrase
the volunteer's problem.

Interviewers must follow a strict set of rules if Analytic
discourse is to be effective. Interviewers can only ask questions,
make no critical comments, and offer no solutions.

After the interview, the interviewees should be asked how it
felt to be interviewed, and how it felt to have the undivided
attention of their colleagues on a topic they were concerned
about. Interviewers should be asked what it was like to be an
interviewer, and what it was like to refrain from offering sugges-
tions and to focus on understanding the complexity of the issue.

Analytic discourse allows several things to occur that facili-
tate change: teachers discover common issues and concerns;
they have the opportunity to develop a deep understanding of
their issues which increases the possibility of working through
them; and they develop a sense of community along with the
ability to communicate and be heard (Sagor 1992, pp. 12-15).

Resistance to Change
Resistance to change does not have to be considered a threat

to the survival of the system. People often misunderstand resis-
tance; understanding individual attitudes and behaviors is essen-
tial to transitioning. It is not surprising that people seem
resistant, when in fact any number of issues could be affecting
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their behaviors. These include lack of technical skill, lack of
sufficient resources to change, and lack of clarity for the inno-
vation goals and outcomes. The propensity for humans to want
to label individuals as "resistant" probably causes more damage
to the change process than do those who are resistant.

Change involves periods of intense personal and structural
learning and problem solving. People need to feel supported
during this time, not blamed or met with impatience. Self-interest
is an important component of furthering change. It helps people
consider appropriate support structures for the innovation, such as
computer networking, rescheduling, planning time, student
grouping strategies, and teacher teaming and sharing options.

Some physical educators have mentally divided themselves
into "teachers who teach" and "teachers who resist teaching"
(although there are any number of variations on the descriptors
of these two groups). The net outcome of such actions is that
physical educators become more and more polarized and unable
to understand each other's needs and wants. The same strategies
that have been discussed throughout this chapter for helping all
teachers deal with change can work for resistant staff. And,
keep in mind that staff members are not the only people who
may be resistant to the change effort. Others could include
parents, community members, and even students.

It is important to consider that parents and community
members also may have concerns about the innovations being
proposed. The most effective means of addressing their needs is
to listen with compassion and empathy. Give them access to
resources and information that will enable them to make
informed decisions. Provide forums for sharing their concerns
with others. Invite them to see the change in action. Make them
a part of the culture of the learning community.

I have heard parents and community members described as
obstacles, as if their very involvement impaired the implementa-
tion of change. We need to remember that they are part of the
change process. They are just as integral to the process as any
educator. If they are not allowed to participate in the initial
stages of change (either by design or neglect), and if they are
not valued for their contributions, they will very likely become
detriments to implementation. The physical educator's role in
relationship to parents and community members is to provide
them with multiple opportunitieson an ongoing basisto see,
hear, read about, and become involved with change.

What about students? Most students demonstrate amazing
adaptability, as evidenced by their ability to function in
disparate learning environments, alternating from class to class,
with 12 or more teachers a year from the time they are 12 or 13
years old. To develop the capacity of students to deal with
change, teachers need to provide constructs for students that
enhance adaptability.

Some structures and strategies that can help students deal
effectively with change are:

el Using thinking/meaning teaching strategies and allowing
the students to develop projects in which they construct
their own meaning

Esi Employing Cooperative learning strategies that emphasize
social skills and self-assessment

M Making "goal setting" and "achieving" a priority
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Providing a leaning environment that is physically and
emotionally safe and that allows for positive student risk
taking

Using positive versus punitive discipline; positive disci-
pline teaches responsible behavior, while punitive disci-
pline inhibits the student's ability to internalize positive
decision making skills

Having routine forums for students to share feelings and
concerns; e.g., class meetings, journals, peer feedback,
peer discussions, and small-group processing

Eg Modeling critical thinking skills within teaching and learning

Encouraging students to problem solve and share problem
solving processes

Having daily rituals that students can count on

Providing grieving ceremonies and transition periods
when students are getting used to a new way of doing
something and saying goodbye to the old.

Students are constantly bombarded with changes, and they
will be exposed to changes at an exponential rate compared to
that of past generations. The best we can offer them is our
appreciation and wonder at the ability of the world to continu-
ally adapt for renewal.

Assessing the Effectiveness of the Change Effort
How do you measure the success of the implementation of

your innovationwhether it is a new direction in curriculum
content, implementing student-centered instructional strategies,
a new approach to discipline, authentic assessment, or any other
new idea, strategy, or program? You may choose any number of
methods from informal (Does this seem to be working for us?)
to formal (complex data collection strategies, surveys, student
assessments).

I will suggest some possible ideas for measuring the effec-
tiveness of change with the reminder that not all variables can
or should be isolated for observation. The nature of change is
seldom linear. It may take years to notice the impact of a single
innovation. There are, however, some indicators that the change
is leading you in the right direction. These include:

Et Answering questions such as: "Are we taking incremental
steps?" "Are we getting consensus on the change from all
personnel affected by the change?" "Are we collaborating
and cooperating on goals of the change?" "Have we been
willing and open to share successes and failures?" "Do we
feel free to take risks and value mistakes for what they
can teach us?" "Do the individuals involved in the change
feel a profound personal and professional connection to
the change effort?" "Is the staff involved in the change
continually and actively seeking and participating in
professional growth activities related to the change?" "Is
there a noticeable increase in the valuing of physical
education by school site peers and administrators?" "Are
we able to access greater financial support, resources,
materials, etc. as a result of the change effort?"

Gathering data: Use of authentic student projects that
demonstrate the effectiveness of the new strategy,
curriculum, etc.; surveys of students, staff, parents, and
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department personnel involved in the change; and statis-
tics on increases in student participation, attendance, and
assessment scores.

Ca Using the characteristics of holonomy to continuously
self-assess personal and professional skills relative to
implementing the change.

fa Conducting individual self-monitoring using the CBAM
model, periodically throughout the change.

la Using professional journals to record the successes, obsta-
cles, and solutions to obstacles over time.

Using collaborative Action Research projects (described
earlier in this chapter) that are aimed at key issues in the
change.

al Demonstrating patience, mutual respect and under-
standing; an openness to accept both successes and fail-
ures in the change effort; and a willingness to discuss the
results of the effort and make ongoing modifications as
needed to maximize the accuracy of the assessment of the
change. Assessing the change over time, rather than
considering it a one-time event also will increase the
validity of the assessment.
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Chapter Summary
The work of Edward Lorenz led to the butterfly metaphor

popularized in the movie, Jurassic Park. The theory states that
the wings of a butterfly in Peking generate tiny currents of air
that can influence a storm system over New York City some
time in the future (Garmston 1994). Educators have the capacity
to generate enormous amounts of changes by taking deliberate,
seemingly tiny steps in the right directions. Connecting with the
web of values, visions, and culture 'reverberating through the
system creates pathways of energy. They feed on themselves
and grow into a living, dynamic whole. Educators who have
experienced this feeling describe it as exciting, energizing,
empowering, and immensely satisfying.

Dynamic change occurs in an environment that fosters
communication and shares common goals and values; an envi-
ronment where people plan and problem solve together, propa-
gating a Common vision. Margaret Wheatley notes a general
movement in all organizations toward expanded participation.
This is not a fad that will pass away and be gone. This tendency
for participation is rooted, "...perhaps, subconsciously, in our
changing conception of the organizational principals of the
universe" (Wheatley 1992, p. 143).
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n integrated and comprehensive physical education
program requires the leadership of many different indi-
viduals. A single individual cannot simply write the

program and "give" it to teachers. The input of all physical
educators who will be using the curriculum is required.

A curriculum should clearly define the skills, knowledge,
and values students should acquire at various levels. Physical
educators must develop and use authentic assessment tools and
techniques to obtain feedback about their program and the
progress of the students. If physical educators are to be truly
accountable, they must be able to clearly state what the student
should learn, offer activities to help the student learn, and assess
whether the student has actually acquired the knowledge.

This chapter will examine the leadership factors associated
with the curriculum process, assessment procedures, and the
issue of accountability. The seven major points it will cover are:

1. The Need for a New Direction

2. Developing Standards

3. Creating Curriculum

4. Implementing the Curriculum

5. Creating Assessment

6. Implementing Assessment

7. Accountability.

The Need for a New Direction
Historically, some physical education programs were

designed to meet the needs of athletically gifted individuals
with little, if any, consideration for the needs of individuals with
minimal athletic talent. This focus led many to experience the
type of horror stories Passero (1995) wrote about in her article,
"The Agony of the Ex-P.E. Student":

Dodgeball was another nightmare. It seemed like the
twentieth-century equivalent of a stoning: OK, boys and
girls, let's all stand in a circle and let the bully in the
center hurl the ball at us as hard as he can. Then we'll try
to leap out of the way before we get beaned! Welcome to
the Klaus Barbie school of phys. ed.

Choosing teams is even worse. We stand on display as if
being auctioned off. Kids around me jog off cheerfully to
their respective team, but I remain alone in the center of
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the gym until someone relents, Oh, all right. I choose
Kathy."

Panic sweeps over me and suddenly I'm 12 again, facing
the horror of first hour P.E. Otherwise a relatively well-
accepted, if slightly chubby, preadolescent, I am reduced
to a social outcast in gym class.

He's sentencing me to the worst of all possible fates: the
flexed-arm hang.
My legs turn to cold spaghetti.

It appears she learned one lessonfear. The worst part of the
article reflected how common this experience can be:

Recently, I mentioned my trauma to a few friends and, to
my surprise, all but one confessed to having loathed P.E.
Even though many of us have lost our extra pounds and
embraced exercise, we're still wary of sports.

Many principals, school board members, superintendents,
and parents have had similar experiences in physical education.
We must do more than prepare students for athletic pursuits; we
must meet the very real health, physical activity, and fitness
needs of our students.

I spent many years teaching sports skills and games. One
day, as I was testing students to determine the power of their
tennis serve, I suddenly realized I was spending a great deal of
time doing two things:

Teaching content that would not affect the students'
quality of life.

Teaching students the way to pass skill tests.

I was spending time and energy teaching "stuff' that was not
very important! I asked myself, "If I went before my school
board, could I justify what I was teaching?" Suddenly, the
obvious questions entered my thoughts:

What should I be teaching these students that matters in
today's world?

What could I give them that would affect the quality of
their lives as teenagers and as adults?

What skills should I give them to take into the "real"
world?
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I decided that healthy attitudes and a lifestyle of wellness
were more important than the accuracy or power of a tennis
serve. Problem solving, cooperation, teamwork, and critical
thinking are skills that contribute more to the personal and
educational growth of young people than does winning a game
of flag football.

A very practical first step in any curriculum process is for the
physical educators in the school district to answer one very
simple question: What would they say to their school board to
justify the physical education program?

Developing Standards
Once the need for a new direction has been established, the

next step is the development of standards. In 1995, NASPE
published content standards and assessment material for
physical education. This extraordinary document, Moving into
the Future: National Standards for Physical Education,
established seven content standards:

1. Demonstrates competence in many movement forms and
proficiency in a few movement forms. (Motor Skills)

2. Applies movement concepts and principles to the learning
and development of motor skills. (Concepts)

3. Exhibits a physically active lifestyle. (Active Lifestyle)

4. Achieves and maintains a health-enhancing level of
physical fitness. (Physical Fitness)

5. Demonstrates responsible personal and social behavior in
physical activity settings. (Personal and Social Skills)

6. Demonstrates understanding and respect for differences
among people in physical activity settings. (Diversity)

7. Understands that physical activity provides opportunities
for enjoyment, challenge, self-expression and social
interaction. (Values Physical Activity)

These written standards provide a general description of each.
content standard, and are followed by delineation of the
standards for grades K-12 in two-year intervals. In addition,
benchmarks and assessment examples are provided for each
grade level standard. These seven standards have united our
profession; they provide a unified direction and focus for all
physical educators.

The leader who is facilitating the physical education
curriculum change can suggest that the group accept the
standards with no changes, accept the standards with modifi-
cations that reflect the community philosophy, or reject the
standards and develop an entirely new set of standards. If the
group envisions a focus that differs from the one identified by
the NASPE standards, it must solidify that vision before it can
begin to develop a comprehensive physical education
curriculum. A primary function of the leader during this stage is
to help the group understand the standards and how they affect
curriculum development. Consider the following example.

The teachers in the Wichita (Kansas) Public School District
had difficulty envisioning how the seven standards provided a
"pathway" to becoming a physically educated person (Hensley
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1997). As a result, they decided that all seven standards should
be taught, but each grade level should emphasize different ones,
as illustrated below.

Elementary Level: The elementary level should
emphasize Standards 1 (Motor Skills) and 2 (Concepts).
While elementary teachers want their students to be
physically active and healthy and to work together and
display positive sportsmanship, their main focus is
teaching all the basic skills.

E2 Middle Level: The middle level should emphasize
Standards 5 ( Personal & Social Skills), 6 (Diversity), and
7 (Values Exercise). While middle school teachers want
their students to be physically active and healthy and to
have basic motor skills, their main focus is teaching
personal and social responsibility.

Secondary Level: The secondary level should emphasize
Standards 3 (Active Lifestyle) and 4 (Physical Fitness).
While secondary teachers want their students to have
basic motors skills and personal and social skills, their
main focus is on the development of an active and healthy
lifestyle.

The teachers began to see the whole picture as they worked
together, K - 12. The process can be seen in the Curriculum
Flow Chart. (See Figure 3.1.)

Creating Curriculum
Standards are not meant to be curriculum, and they are not

meant to dictate instruction. They are meant to provide a
framework for curriculum and to guide instruction. And
curriculum does not tell the teacher how to teach; it provides a
map to achieve the standards. The curriculum leader needs to
ensure that the planning group identifies ways to achieve the
standards. This is a systematic process. First, everyone agrees
on what students should know and be able to do upon exiting
the program, and then activities and experiences that will assist
the students in reaching those standards are created.

Creating a written curriculum takes a great deal of time and a
"buy in" from all teachers in the district. Teachers are the best
curriculum writers, because they know and understand the
characteristics of their clients. They are aware of the students'
ages and stages of development, the community norms, and
their own strengths and weaknesses.

However, decisions teachers make about activities and
experiences often are made without considering the big picture
of the final standards. If teachers are asked how they decided to
include archery, or dance, or football in the curriculum, they
often respond with a teacher-centered, rather than a student
centered, approach. For example they may say, those activities
are being taught because "I" enjoy them, or "I" learned those
activities at a conference, or "I" decided on that because of the
weather conditions of the day. This approach is in direct contra-
diction to the emphasis on standards, and certainly leaves the
most important personthe studentout of the decision-
making process.

Perhaps the most difficult task the curriculum leader has is
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FIGURE 3.1: Wichita Public Schools
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moving the group to a student-centered approach. In order to
make this transition, the group needs to take the standards they
are using and develop benchmarks for them. Benchmarks are
competencies specific to certain grade levels. They serve two
purposes:

1. They clearly define what behaviors are necessary to
accomplish a specific standard.

2. They direct assessment procedures and target times for
assessment.

During this stage, the leader needs to reassure the group that
benchmarks are not instructional objectives, and that the deci-
sions concerning instructional activities remain with each
teacher.

At this stage, the teachers may want to break into groups
with each grade level (elementary, middle, and secondary)
represented in order to create appropriate benchmarks for each
standard. In Wichita, the teachers took the seven NASPE stan-
dards and wrote benchmarks for each grade level. For example,
for Standard 1 (Motor Skills), the teachers developed several
age appropriate benchmarks for each grade. (See Figure 3.2.)

This can be a very tedious part of the curriculum process.
Most teachers want to get to the "meat and potatoes" of the
curriculum without examining the "nutritional needs" of the
students. Once they struggle with this process, however, they
will understand and be able to articulate what it means to be a
physically educated person, and they will know how their
programs contribute to the development of such a person.

Implementing the Curriculum
This is a critical stage: Either all the work up to this point is

disregarded, or the work is actualized and put into practice. The
leader's role at this point is keep the teachers focused on the
benchmarks and standards, and to help them keep their instruc-
tional activities in perspective. They are no longer teaching
basketball, volleyball, or football; rather, they are using these
activities to achieve various benchmarks and, ultimately, to
develop physically educated students who have the knowledge
and skills to live a physically active, healthy life.

Teachers should be free to write yearly and unit plans that
are distinctive to their educational setting. However, the plans
need to be focused on the benchmarks and standards. In
Wichita, as teachers developed their plans they were asked to
indicate where each benchmark that had been identified for that
grade level was being covered. One way to ensure the bench-
marks are covered is to develop a simple check system. This
check system permits a quick visual review of the integration of
the plan with the benchmarks. See Figure 3.3.

This check system will enable the leader to keep the teachers
focused on the benchmarks, and it may help in identifying
curricular weaknesses. For example, if one of the benchmarks is
not covered in any of the activities selected by the teachers, they
may have to rethink what they are teaching in order to achieve
that benchmark. Many teachers will try to make their current
curriculum "fit" into benchmarks. Fortunately, that is like
putting a square peg into a round holethe teachers are forced
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to examine the appropriateness of the activities and experiences
and the focus of those activities.

At this stage, the leader also must focus on the continued
growth and motivation of the staff. Teachers need time to meet,
interact, and discuss problems, concerns, and successes they
have had implementing the curriculum.

Wichita used district inservice days to bring all the district
teachers together for this purpose. The teachers would suggest a
need they had, and the leader would attempt to develop mate-
rials, resources, and presenters to meet that need.

Another way to work on professional growth is to hold
monthly meetings where teachers can share new ideas or
discuss new directions. A very real attempt should be made to
prevent these meetings from becoming complaint sessions. The
meetings should be open to all teachers, and a specific focus
should be planned and conveyed to the teachers in advance.

As a result of these professional opportunities, the leader
discovered that several changes had begun to occur:

110 Many teachers who had never written yearly plans began
to develop excellent yearly plans.

El Teachers began to communicate clearly to students,
parents, and administrators about the goals and outcomes
of the physical education program.

El Teachers began to use a common language, including
terms such as physically educated person, standards,
benchmarks, etc.

ID Teachers began to network, not only with teachers at the
same level, but with teachers at all levels. Teachers at the
secondary level began to understand what the elementary
and middle school physical educators were doing, and
how those things interfaced with their programs.

121 The physical education program in Wichita changed from
a sports-oriented curriculum to a fitness/wellness
curriculum. This "new curriculum" used a broad range of
physical activities to teach students how to become physi-
cally educated.

Creating Assessment
Curriculum development would be incomplete without an

assessment mechanism. Assessment is not an independent
process; it is an integral aspect of curriculum development. This
is the stage that could be considered the "glue" in the
curriculum. It is a stage that allows teachers to ascertain
whether the preceding stages are making a difference in their
students' learning. Assessment answers the questions:

1. How do students know they have learned something in
physical education?

2. How do teachers know if the students have learned the
objectives of the lesson?

3. How do teachers know what to change in their learning
activities?

4. How do parents know their children are making progress?
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As assessment procedures are implemented, the major func-
tion of the curriculum leader will be to define and clarify termi-
nology. Assessment terminology is confusing and the following
terms frequently are used interchangeably and incorrectly.

M Assessment: Determines what students know and can do.
Assessment is a developmental, ongoing process.

O Test: A series of questions or exercises or some other
means of measuring the skill, knowledge, intelligence, or
aptitudes of an individual or a group. Testing takes place
at one moment in time. A test is a product.

Align: To match physical education curriculum and
outcomes with district mission and outcomes.

t Articulate: A physical education curriculum that is written
with K-12 scope and sequence.

Alternative assessment: Generally, any kind of assessment
technique or tool other than a traditional norm-referenced
or criterion-referenced pencil-and-paper test.

MI Authentic assessment: A generic term for alternative
assessment methods that test students' ability to solve
problems or perform tasks under simulated "real life"
situations.

Formative assessment: Continuous methods of deter-
mining how students are progressing toward meeting
identified outcomes at the daily lesson unit level.

Summative assessment: Demonstrated accomplishment at
the end of a given unit, course, or curriculum block that
indicates students have achieved success in meeting iden-
tified outcomes at that level.

Rubric: A set of guidelines for giving scores for student
work.

M Grade: The statistical level at which a student performs on
a standardized test. Often used as a tool for communi-
cating with students and parents. At best, it is a ranking
score. Grades are traditionally used by secondary
teachers.

Once teachers understand the differences between these
terms, the leader can facilitate the development of assessment
procedures and techniques. This step can be relatively simple if
the group realizes teaching is inseparable from assessment, and
that assessment can enhance student learning.

In Wichita, four basic questions guided the implementation
of assessment:

1. What should students know and be able to do? Can the
teachers clearly identify the outcomes for their programs
for the year, the unit, and the daily lesson? Can they
explain what they want their students to know and be able
to do at the end of a lesson?

2. How will we know if students have reached those
outcomes? What evidence is there to demonstrate student
accomplishments? Do students realize the connections
between the objectives and their accomplishments?

3. How will we report/record student progress? What system
will we use to let students, parents, administrators, and
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members of the community know about student progress?

4. How will assessment results be used? What will the
students, parents, administrators, or community members
do with this information?

Since the first question had already been addressed by the
standards, benchmarks, and activity units, the leader had the
assessment teams focus on the second question: What evidence
should be used to determine if students had reached those
outcomes? The leader should direct the group to create
"evidence" for the grade levels where assessment will take
place. Some districts will assess student progress at every grade
level, other districts will assess every two years, and still others
will have varying combinations of assessments.

While assessment procedures will vary from school to school
and district to district, the principle remains the same: Identify
what students should be able to do, and then develop a means to
demonstrate that learning.

In Wichita, the assessment committee developed two inte-
grated procedures:

1. The committee created a developmental rubric for each of
the seven standards. (See Figure 3.4.)

2. The committee created sample assessment activities for
elementary, middle, and secondary levels for each stan-
dard. (See Figure 3.5.)

Rubrics are generally used for specific tasks, but a develop-
mental rubric will assess the level at which students perform
from kindergarten through graduation. For example, catching is
a basic skill that Wichita teachers want all students to demon-
strate as a motor skill necessary to live a physically active life.
The developmental rubric can be used by all teachers, elemen-
tary through high school, to monitor their students' catching
development. A sample of a developmental rubric is seen in
Figure 3.6, and a specific task rubric in Figure 3.7.

The rubrics were used to demonstrate the level of proficiency at
which a student was working for each standard. The assessment
activities were used to provide information to the students, the
parents, and the teacher about what the students knew and could
do. Students were able to use this information to set goals, recog-
nize strengths, and correct weaknesses in their performances.
Parents were able to understand the progress their children were
making. Teachers were able to improve instruction and alter and
supplement instructional plans when necessary.

Implementing Assessment
Initially, the Wichita teachers questioned the need for assess-

ment. However, the paradigm shift the teachers made in the
curriculum development process made it easy to overcome this
resistance. Once the teachers had bought into the outcomes
focused curriculum, they began to realize authentic assessment
procedures were necessary to complement and improve the
curriculum.

It is at this point that the leader needs to help the teachers
realize that curriculum is a process, and that it takes on a life
form of its own: creation, development, assessment, change, devel-
opment, assessment, etc. In Wichita, the leader used the following
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FIGURE 3.2: Wichita Public Schools Physical Education Program Standards

All areas of the Wichita K-12 Physical Education Curriculum are aligned with the USD 259 Curriculum and the National
Standards for Physical Education developed by the National Association for Sport and Physical Education (NASPE).

Grade 1: Motor Skills/Standard 1
All students will develop the ability to control the use of fundamental motor patterns.
1. All students will demonstrate the following skills:

Demonstrate motor patterns of running, leaping, walking, galloping, skipping, hopping, and sliding.
Demonstrate the ability to balance on a variety of body parts.
Demonstrate hand and foot dominance.
Continuously self toss and catch an object at various levels.
Negotiate a low balance beam using forward, backward and sidestep patterns.
Dribble a ball from a seated, kneeling, or standing position.
Demonstrate the ability to move an object with their feet
Run and kick a moving ball without hesitating or stopping prior to the kick.
Demonstrate continuous striking skills using hand or other object
Demonstrate underhand and overhand throwing skills into or at a target
Jump and land safely and in control from a height of approximately 12".
Use different locomotor skills to move at different speeds, levels, and directions while moving in relationship to others.
Continuously jump a turned rope held by others.
Demonstrate the correct movement patterns for self-turned rope skills.
Travel in forwards, sideways, and backwards directions and change directions safely without falling.

Grade 2: Motor Skills /Standard 1
All students will develop the ability to control the use of fundamental motor patterns.
1. All students will demonstrate the ability to catch, dribble with hand and foot, kick, strike, throw, and volley.
2. All students will demonstrate the ability to gallop, skip, how and slide showing mature motor patterns.
3. All students can jump a long rope.
4. All students can perform the skills of rolling, balance, jumping and landing, and transfer of weight

Grade 3: Motor Skills/Standard 1
Demonstrates competency in many and proficiency in a few movement forms. All students will develop maturity and versatility in the
use of fundamental skills.
1. All students will demonstrate the following skills:

Perform locomotor movements, starting and stopping on command and in control.
Refine forward jump rope skills and initiate backwards skills and beginning individual tricks.
Demonstrate agility and the ability to change directions during group activities while manipulating an object.
Consistently demonstrate proper striking patterns when attempting to hit a thrown object
Negotiate medium height beam using forward, backward, and sidestep pattern and hold a steady position.
Lift and control body weight and hold for a specified time.
Transfer weight to a handstand position against a wall and attempt to hold that position.
Demonstrate simple sequence patterns using combination of movements.

Grade 4: Motor Skills/Standard 1
All students will develop maturity and versatility in the use of fundamental skills.
1. All students will demonstrate the following skills:

Escape, catch, or dodge an individual or object while traveling.
Leap, leading with either foot.
Jump and land, throw, catch, and kick using mature motor patterns.
Travel into and out of a rope turned by others.
Roll into a backwards direction without hesitating or stopping.
Balance with obvious control on a variety of moving objects (e.g. balance boards, skates, skis).
Transfer weight from feet to hands at fast and slow speeds using large extensions (e.g. mulekick, handstand, cartwheel).
Strike a softly thrown, lightweight ball back to a partner using a variety of body parts and combination of body parts (e.g. the bump or

volley as in volleyball; the thigh as in soccer).
Hand and foot dribble a ball and maintain control while traveling within a group.
Consistently strike a softly thrown ball with a bat of paddle demonstrating an appropriate grip, side to the target, and swing plane.
Develop patterns and combinations of movements into repeatable sequences.
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FIGURE 3.2: Wichita Public Schools Physical Education Program Standards (continued)

Grade 5: Motor Skills/Standard 1
All students will develop maturity and versatility in the use of fundamental skills.
1. All students will demonstrate the ability to catch, dribble with hand and foot, kick, strike, throw, and volley.
2. All students will demonstrate the tumbling skills of balance, rolling, jumping and landing, and transfer of weight.
3. All students will demonstrate the skill of jumping rope.

Grade 6: Motor Skills/Standard 1
All students will demonstrate motor patterns, now having evolved into specialized skills, that are used in increasingly complex
movement activities.
1. All students will demonstrate the following motor skills:

Leap, roll, balance, transfer weight, bat volley, hand and foot dribble, and strike a ball with a paddle, using mature motor pattern.
Design and perform gymnastics and/or dance sequences that combine traveling, rolling, balancing, and weight transfer into

smooth, flowing sequences with intentional changes in direction, speed, flow.
Perform a routine combining various jump rope movements so that it can be repeated without error.
Consistently throw and catch a ball.
Throw a variety of objects demonstrating accuracy (e.g.frisbees, deck tennis rings, footballs).
continuously strike a ball to a wall of a partner with a paddle or racquet using both forehand and backhand strokes.
In a small group, keep an abject continuously in the air without catching it (e.g. ball, foot bag).
Play small group games that involve cooperating with others to keep an object away from opponents, using basic offensive and

defensive strategy (e.g. by throwing, kicking, and/or dribbling a ball).

Grade 7: Motor Skills/Standard 1
All students will demonstrate motor patterns, now having evolved into specialized skills, that are used in increasingly complex
movement activities.
1. All students will demonstrate the ability to catch, dribble with hand and foot, kick, strike, throw, and volley.
2. All students will demonstrate the ability to perform a rhythmic routine.
3. All students will demonstrate the ability to perform basic gymnastics skills.

Grade 8: Motor Skills/Standard 1
All students will demonstrate motor patterns, now having evolved into specialized skills, that are used in increasingly complex
movement activities.
1. All students will demonstrate the following motor skills:

Use basic offensive and defensive strategies in modified net games (e.g. tennis, volleyball, badminton) and invasive games (e.g.
soccer, basketball).

Combine skills competently to participate in modified versions of team and individual sports (e.g. soccer, racquetball, tennis,
golf).

Demonstrate track and field skills.
Perform a variety of simple folk, square, and/or creative dances.
Demonstrate knowledge of offensive and defensive strategies in games and sports.

FIGURE 3.3: Sample Benchmarks and Activities

Activities/Experiences

8th Grade
Benchmarks

Volleyball Aerobics Recreation
Games

Lacrosse

Uses basic offensive and defensive strategies in
modified net games and evasive games

Applies rules and courtesies in physical activities

Analyzes and categorizes activities and exercises
according to potential fitness benefits

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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FIGURE 3.4: Sample Developmental Rubric

Standard #5: Demonstrates responsible personal
and social behavior in physical activity settings.
(Social)

Standard #7: Understands that physical activity
provides opportunities for enjoyment, challenge, self-
expression, and social interaction. (Values Exercise)

PK-9 PK-9

6 Can initiate independent and responsible personal
behavior, demonstrate leadership and group work, and
can anticipate and plan for safety, rules, procedures,
and etiquette.

6 Can share enjoyment and influence others to participate
more in physicla activity.

5 Can work independent of peer pressure, make mature
behavior choices (regarding safety, conflict, etiquette,
etc.), work well within a coperative and competitive
group, while completing goals.

5 Can identify specific reasons for participation in physical
activity.

4 Can begin to positively influence others with reflections
on safety, rules, procedures, and etiquette, and demon-
strate problem solving techniques.

4 Can show appreciation for physical activity by identifying
positive experiences outside the classroom..

3 Can work cooperatively and independently to help
establish rules, make decisions about etiquette, proce-
dures, and safety practices, and stay on task.

3 Can identify specific positive feelings about movement and
activity.

2 Can work independently and with others while following
rules, procedures, etiquette, and safety practices, and
to complete tasks.

2 Can express positive feelings about movement while partici-
paling in a group.

1 Can work with others and follow directions, rules, and
safety practices.

1 Participates in group activities.

NS No Score NS No Score

FIGURE 3.5: Wichita Public Schools USD 259 Physical Education Standards
Sample Assessment Activities

Demonstrates competency in many and proficiency in a few motor forms. (Motor Skills)

DRIBBLE/HAND

Elementary Suggestions
1. Students dribble in self and general space. Challenge the

students with variations such as, one hand only, self-space
for 10 times in a row.

2. Students dribble a ball with one hand while moving in
empty space and maintaining control.

3. Students dribble in empty spaces and switch hands on
signal, maintaining control.

4. Students take part in a game involving dribbling (i.e. dribble
tag.)

Middle Level Suggestions
1. Use Elementary suggestions.
2. Students dribble around one defender to a designated finish

line or goal.
3. Students dribble a ball with control through three defenders

for approximately 30 feet and challenge them to use domi-
nant and non-dominant hand.

4. Students demonstrate dribbling skills in a Keep-Away game.

5. Play Team Handball.
6. Play modified and lead-up Basketball games.

High School Suggestions
1. Use Elementary and Middle Level suggestions.
2. Using the game of Newcomb students catch an 8 inch nerf

ball.
How to Play: Newcomb is a modified catching volleyball
game. Use catching instead of bumping and passing. Use
a variety of objects.

3. All Star Dribble Down:
How to Play: In groups of 4-5, students line up along one
sideline. Place 5 markers in a star formation before each
group, 10 feet apart Each student dribbles a start pattern
around the cones, then returns to the starting line. Require
students to use the correct hand when dribbling around
each cone. The drill can be made more complex by short-
ening the distance between cones to 5 feet.

4. Play basketball. (3 on 3)
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FIGURE 3.6: Sample Developmental Rubric

Catch
PK-9

Dribble/Hand
PK-9

Dribble/Foot
PK-9

Kick
PK-9

Strike
PK-9

Throw
PK-9

Volley
PK-9

6 Can catch an
object thrown
with increased
velocity or
catch an object
while moving

Can dribble
around moving
obstacles using
dominant and
non-dominant
hands, while
moving with
greater speed

Can use feet to
dribble with
control and
agility at
greater speed

Performs a
variety of kicks,
with defenders,
showing
increased
velocity and
accuracy

Can strike a ball
with increased
velocity and
accuracy

Can throw with
increased
velocity and
accuracy

Can sustain a
volley using
hands, arms, or
racket, with
two people or
more

5 Can transfer
catching skills
to a "game
situation"

fCan transfer
dribbleing skills
with either hand
to a "game
situation"

Can transferC f
dribbling skills
with either foot
to a "game
situation"

Can transferC f
kicking skills to
a "game
situation"

T fTransfers
kicking skills to
a "game
situation"

Can transferC f
throwing skills
to a "game
situation"

Can transfer
volley skills to a
"game
situation"

4 Can catch a
variety of
objects at
different levels
with a partner

Can dribble in
control with

handand
while moving

Can dribble a
ball around
moving obsta-
cies, using both
feet

Can demonstrate
a variety of kicks

ti(stationary, drop-
kick, moving ball)
using various

types of balls

Steps toward
and makes
contact with a
moving object

Shows trund
rotation and
accuracy

Self-toss or partner

volley a lightweight

ball using hands,

arms, or racket,

showing lower body

flexion and proper
tint* pncitinn

3 Can catch a
variety of self-
tossed objects

Can dribble in
control with
dominant hand
while moving

Can move a ball
using a variety
of pathways
and can dribble
around or
through various
obstacles

Can kick a
stationary or
moving ball and
follow through
toward target

Steps toward
and makes
contact with a
stationary
object

Follows through
toward target Volley a light-

weight ball
tossed by a
partner, using
arms, hands, or
racket

2 Can catch a
bounced ball
from a partner

Can dribble
with one hand
in self-space
while keeping
control of the
ball

Can move a ball
using either
foot while
keeping ball in
control and
close to the
body

Moves toward
a stationary ball
and makes
contact wioth
dominant foot

Shows side
orientation and
proper grip

Shows
opposition Can volley an

object, main-
taming control,
with hands,
arms, or racket

1 Arms extended
toward thrower,
shows avoid-
ance reaction

Can bounce a
ball using one
or two hands in
self or gener-
ated space

Can move a ball
with feet

Limited body
movement, leg
dominated
action

Limited body
movement, arm
dominated

Limited body
movement, arm
dominated

Can volley a
balloon with
hands

NS No score No score No score No score No score No score No score

five steps to keep the process growing and developing:

1. Education and training of teachers in the curriculum and
assessment techniques. We used district inservice days,
workshops, and meetings to bring teachers together to
share new ideas. We created a physical education
curriculum and assessment vocabulary in order for
teachers to understand the curriculum process and assess-
ment procedures.

2. Collection of data from teachers on student achievement.
Each physical education teacher was asked to assess one
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class on all seven standards. The teachers took small steps
in learning how to assess. By having teachers use assess-
ment techniques on a small scale, they were able to use
them more effectively and efficiently.

3. Analysis of data to improve curriculum and instruction.
Data collected from teachers and students was used to
make revisions in the curriculum and instruction.

4. Accumulation of data from the teachers on the assessment
project. The teachers were surveyed about the assessment
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FIGURE 3.7: Sample Specific Task Rubric
Physical Education Motor Skills Assessment

Outcome:
Students create a game including scoring options, a penalty
system, and sample offensive and defensive strategies.

Assessment Tool Options:
Students choose from three options:
1. Students create a video of their game showing all

scoring options and penalties along with sample
strategies.

2. Students write an essay describing all a spects of their
game.

3. On a poster board, students diagram all aspects of their
game.

Rubric:
6 Game includes correct application of scoring options,

penalties, and strategies. Game is original.

5 Game includes correct application of scoring options,
penalties, and strategies. However, it is not original.

4 Game includes scoring options, penalties, and strate-
gies, but it does not have correct application.

3 Game includes two of the three requirements of
scoring options, penalties, and strategies with minor
flaws in application.

2 Plan includes the three requirements of scoring
options, penalties, and strategies with major flaws in
application.

1 Plan includes only one or two requirements of scoring
options, penalties, and strategies with major flaws in
application.

NS No Score

project the committee had created and were asked for
suggestions, ideas, and new directions.

5. Updating, rewriting, and improving the assessment tech-
niques. The information collected from the teachers was
used to update, review, and rewrite the curriculum and
assessment techniques on a yearly basis.

Through these five steps, the teachers had begun to under-
stand what Wiggins (1991) meant when he said, "The goal of
student assessment is not merely to measure student perfor-
mance, but to improve it."
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Accountability
Physical education teachers are famous for leading classes

that are fun and active. Students come to class and teachers
create great activities that are full of competition, aerobic
activity, and cooperative and challenging games. When the
teacher is asked what was accomplished that day, the answer
may cover everything from having fun to completing a weight
lifting routine. But, what actually was accomplished?

Consider Alice, and how she wandered around
Wonderland...

"Would you tell me, please:' said Alice, "which way I ought
to walk from here?"

"That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,"
said the Cat.

"I don't much care where..." said Alice.

"Then it doesn't matter which way you walk," said the Cat.

"...as long as I get somewhere:' Alice added, as an explanation.

"Oh, you're sure to do that," said the Cat, "if you only walk
long enough."

(Alice in Wonderland Lewis Carroll)

Most physical education teachers are enthusiastic, caring,
positive people with great attitudes. Kids love them! But, are
they helping our students? And if they are, can they prove it?
Or, like Alice, are they just wandering from place to place,
having a great time and enjoying some wonderful experiences?

If physical education teachers do not have a purpose or a
plan (a curriculum), and if they cannot clearly express their
goals to the students, those 180 days of fun may be difficult to
justify. On the other hand, they also wouldn't want to have a
clear goal and purpose and not have fun getting there; they must
have both. Never give up the wonder of having fun and being
active, but also be accountable and know where you are going!

Because parents and school board members want to know
what teachers are doing and why they are doing it, the big ques-
tion is, "Can they prove that they've done it?" The community
wants all teachers to be accountable, and in order to be account-
able one must write a curriculum that contains clear outcomes
and then prove that students have learned and can demonstrate
these outcomes. If teachers cannot show what students know
and can do, they do not have an instructional program. And they
must have an instructional program in order to be part of the
curriculum and ensure that all students have the opportunity to
become physically educated persons.

Chapter Summary
This chapter has defined the need for a new direction for

physical education curricula, demonstrated how the National
Standards for Physical Education can guide curriculum develop-
ment, and suggested ways to create and implement curriculum
and assessment procedures. Accountability is the beginning and
the end for curriculum and assessment.
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uring my years attending kindergarten through high
school, I was unfamiliar with the term metacognition.
Learning how to learn did not seem to be an important

outcome of the school system. Although I enjoyed some
teachers more than others, felt more motivated in some classes
than others, and seemed to learn more in some classes than
others, I never gave much thought to how I was learning.
Rather, I focused on what I needed to learn to earn a certain
grade and pass the class.

During my teacher education preservice program I was
taught how to teach children in the same the way I had been
taught: by focusing on duplicating skills and knowledge. Thus,
when I began my teaching career as an elementary physical
education specialist, I taught my students how to duplicate skills
and knowledge.

Then something changed. As I began my graduate work in
night school, I had the opportunity to take a physical education
course taught by a teacher from England. As a student, I was
asked to work with other students to solve movement problems.
By experimenting with the movements and by being engaged
with the movements, we solved movement problems. Then, we
were asked to reflect on how we learned to solve the problems;
how we learned to move.

Although many of my teacher preparation classes were
excellent, to this day I remember the most about that particular
class. In addition to being engaged in the learning process, I
was able to apply my new skills and knowledge immediately in
the physical education classes I was teaching during the day.
My students reacted to the new learning process in the same
way I had reacted: They were engaged, motivated, and empow-
ered. They were no longer recipients and duplicators of skills
and knowledge; they were shapers and creators of skills and
knowledge. And in turn, the physical education classes I taught
became more exciting for me as I participated with the students
in the learning process and learned from them.

Many of the inservice programs I attended as a young
teacher were of the show and tell variety. Participants were to
absorb the information and knowledge presented by an "expert."
But one program was different, and it remains vivid in my mind
to this day. It was an in-depth multicultural workshop that
engaged a wide variety of strong emotions and provided exten-
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Professional Development
in Physical Education:
Education Never Ends

Betty Hennessy

sive time for reflection and group sharing.
In the past decade, I have been fortunate to have worked with

two effective in-depth professional development programs that
focus on sharing knowledge among peers and using group
problem-solving processes. One program is for school adminis-
trators, and the other is for teacher/leaders from kindergarten
through university. Both are nonhierarchical and focus on the
valuable gifts of personal knowledge and experience each
participant brings to share with other participants.

The parallels among the changes in effective professional
development models for adults and those in effective
instructional models for students are interesting, although not
surprising. The longer I am involved with professional develop-
ment for adult learners, the more similarities I note regarding
how young persons and adults respond to learning situations. I
have seen principals throw spitballs at each other when they
have been bored by a speaker; I have done off-task work when I
am coerced into attending inservice sessions that have little rele-
vance to my daily work or interests; and I have seen students
quietly daydream or become disruptive during lessons they
perceive to lack relevance.

Educational models that are effective for learners of all ages
tend to be engaging and relevant; they require the participant to
connect and apply knowledge. Such models demonstrate care for
the learner by providing an appropriate learning environment.
They address the diversity of participantsincluding language,
culture, maturity, interests, and experience. Finally, such models
promote interest in continued investigation and learning.

What are we talking about when we refer to adult profes-
sional development? A professional is engaged in an occupation
requiring an education. Development is becoming better or
more useful. Development is achieved through enhancing
knowledge, skill, ability, attitude or confidence by teaching,
training, study, or experience (in other words, education).
Professional development in our arena is education for the
educator, with a focus on improving student achievement.

There are multiple lenses through which to examine profes-
sional development in physical education. Drawing largely on
the Standards for Staff Development published by the National
Staff Development Council (1995), my choice of seven orga-
nizers for discussion purposes is as follows:
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1. The Role of a Professional Developer

2. The Context of Professional Development

3. The Process of Professional Development

4. The Content of Professional Development

5. The Design of Professional Development

6. The Evaluation of Professional Development

7. Resources for Professional Development.

The Role of a Professional Developer
Who is the professional developer for physical education? It

may be a person with this title at the school site, or the district,
county or state level. Professional developers may include
consultants from profit or nonprofit firms and agencies, univer-
sity professors, district managers such as superintendents or
directors, or site managers such as principals and physical
education department chairs. Increasingly common is the phys-
ical education teacher/leader as a professional developer. The
teacher/leader might hold such positions as mentor teacher,
teacher on special assignment, or peer coach.

The roles of the physical education professional developer
are varied. Depending on situational needs, structure, and
timing, the professional developer may recommend or provide
resources, design workshops and conferences, develop
curriculum and courses, manage programs, write newsletters
and articles, advocate change, coach peers, and serve as a group
facilitator (Killion & Harrison 1997).

In our positions as county consultants for physical education,
my counterparts and I have had the opportunity to serve in each
of these roles, and we know numerous outstanding teachers in
the field who have done the same in addition to their daily
teaching responsibilities.

A professional developer locates needed resources. Resource
requests I receive most often include order information for key
physical education curriculum documents such as state and
national standards for physical education, sample curricula and
courses from other schools and districts, annotated bibliogra-
phies and order information for instructional materials and soft-
ware, equipment resources and catalogs, event calendars and
workshop schedules, funding sources, and technical references
for specific education codes and regulations. To be effective at
providing resources, it is critical to be an active participant in
professional associations and networks that share such informa-
tion. It also is important to use technology to access and provide
current resources through e-mail, the Internet, and web pages.
Resource and media specialists in professional libraries are
wonderful friends who possess skills to shortcut searches and
save valuable time in accessing information.

To effectively design physical education workshops and
conferences, it is necessary to first assess the need for the event
through observations, surveys, or evaluations from prior events.
Next, identify the target participants, establish workshop or
conference outcomes, and plan engaging activities and sessions
to meet those outcomes. It is especially important to connect
this physical education professional development opportunity to
a larger professional development thrust if you are constrained
by time, budget, facilities, or other resources.
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For example, a few years back there was a statewide effort to
promote a middle school focus across all subject areas. There
also was a statewide dearth of physical education professional
development opportunities that focused specifically on the
needs of middle school teachers. A group of outstanding phys-
ical education teachers, realizing this need was not being met,
created a week-long summer workshop specifically for middle
school physical educators. Evidence of the success of this work-
shop lies in its expansion to additional sites statewide, its
outstanding evaluations, and the positive impact it has had in
connecting middle school physical educators to cross-discipli-
nary concepts.

The development of physical education student standards and
curriculum is, in my opinion, the base on which professional
development is built at the school and district level. Curriculum
provides the roadmap for establishing a long-range professional
development plan, ordering instructional materials and equip-
ment, revising facilities, and establishing assessment and
grading procedures. The curriculum development process is a
form of professional development for physical educators and
administrators, and in most cases this process is more important
than the curriculum product.

Curriculum developed or adopted in isolation of those who
are expected to implement the curriculum tends to provide shelf
decoration at best, and engender opposition at worst. Physical
education curriculum committees provide valuable opportunities
to share perspectives, experiences, and ideas; to focus on
student needs; and to do group problem solving. Curriculum
committees are enriched by the participation of parents,
students, and community members. While the actual writing
committee may be small, and published curriculum documents
may be helpful resources, the physical education curriculum
advisory committee should represent all individuals expected to
implement the document.

The schedule for curriculum development needs to provide
adequate time for representatives to interact with those they
represent during each stage of product development. In a small
K-8 school district, for example, a classroom teacher took the
lead to convene a districtwide physical education curriculum
committee. He involved physical educators, classroom teacher
representatives from each elementary school, parents, commu-
nity members, and administrators. The committee used various
published curriculum documents. They adapted materials from
each to create a document that met the needs of the students in
their district. The enthusiasm of the committee carried over to
the school board, which provided needed funding for equip-
ment. Numerous teachers and administrators within the district
volunteered to conduct physical education workshop sessions.
(For more detailed information about curriculum development,
see Chapter 3.)

A professional developer often manages a program. Physical
education program management requires a multitude of skills
from budgeting and scheduling, to empowering people.
Examples of professional developers in this role are the two
codirectors of a high school health and fitness academy. They
have had to advocate for change; gain school, district, and
community support; recruit staff and students; develop course-
work; order equipment and instructional materials; and provide
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staff workshops on such things as technology and assessment.
The program they manage has become a model for other high
schools in the state. The co-directors provide professional devel-
opment for physical educators from other schools and districts
by hosting program visits and sharing information about the
health and fitness academy at regional conferences.

Professional developers create newsletters, write articles, and
maintain web pages. They use the pen (or keyboard) to network
and share helpful ideas and practices. While we have many
excellent writers in our field in peer-reviewed and other phys-
ical education journals, I am always pleased to read articles by
physical educators who reach outside our field to publish phys-
ical education articles in technology journals, cross-disciplinary
journals, and parent journals. Not too long ago, I noticed a
wonderful, professional response by a physical educator to an
Ann Landers column in which a parent had expressed concern
about her child's emotional pain at not being chosen for teams
in a physical education class. The physical educator's letter,
printed by the national columnist, shared appropriate practices
for selecting groups in physical education and helped educate
the parent (and all other readers) about the resources of the
Council on Physical Education for Children.

As an advocate for change, the professional developer is
empowered by an understanding of the change process. (For a
detailed review of the change process, see Chapter 2.) I recall an
outstanding physical education teacher who participated in an in-
depth professional development program that profoundly changed
the way she taught. She returned to her site determined to become
an advocate for change in the physical education department and
better meet the needs of students. For three years, she expressed
frustration at her seeming inability to change how others were
teaching at the site. Finally, she accepted a position at a new
school. After she left, the physical education department at the
previous site instituted the changes she had been advocating. The
impact of her efforts were simply delayed!

Coaching peers is another role of the professional developer.
The effectiveness of such collegial support can be seen in a
middle school demonstration project. Physical education depart-
ment members were involved in a three-year professional devel-
opment program. They then received funds to mentor and coach
at other schools that requested assistance. The peer coaching
support they provided greatly facilitated the efforts underway at
other schools to improve their physical education programs.

The professional developer often has the role of facilitator,
helping groups to complete a task or achieve a desired
outcome. For this role, understanding the stages of group
development and the processes for establishing group norms is
helpful. How many of us have been in meetings where a few
persons dominated the conversation while other members of
the group were never heard from; ideas offered were met with
criticism or scorn; or conversations digressed and never
returned to the key issue? The importance of facilitation skills
is increasing as physical education professional development
programs continue to focus more on participant engagement
and group problem solving. Workshops and literature to
enhance facilitation skills are becoming more prevalent in the
professional development arena.
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The Context of Professional Development
The power of a professional developer to effect change is

situational. Physical educators who have experienced powerful
professional development programs often return to department
environments that inhibit their efforts to apply new skills and
knowledge. Frustration, rather than change, may be the result.
Other professional development efforts are focused at the phys-
ical education department level, and many have had great
success in creating change at that level. Yet, these departments
may be working in isolation or at odds with the norms of the
school, making it difficult to maintain change.

Site-based management that affects schoolwide change is
among the most powerful forms of professional development.
However, even site-based efforts can be undermined by district,
county, state, or national priorities that create an overlay of
demands that can dilute the focus and result in teacher confu-
sion, overload, and burn-out.

Professional developers seldom have control over all the
variables that affect the quality of a professional development
experience. Consider this example: Early in my career, I
received great reviews at a site workshop focusing on physical
education for elementary classroom teachers. A short time later,
another principal called and asked me to present a physical
education workshop at his school. I described my previous
workshop, and the principal said it would be very appropriate at
his school. Upon arriving at the school I met a friendly, but
nervous, principal and a cold and hostile staff. The staff
members reluctantly participated in activities, and the
evaluations were devastating to this tenderfoot professional
developer.

The principal felt the teachers needed to improve the phys-
ical education program. Due to negotiations and other school
issues, however, the teachers were very angry with the principal,
and program enhancement was among the least of their
concerns. This situation taught me to thoroughly investigate the
context of any professional development program in which I
would be involved.

The context is the organization, system, or culture in which
the new ]earnings will be implemented. Unless the professional
developer is also a line administrator or program manager, this
is usually the area in which he or she has the least control. This
is especially true if the physical education professional devel-
oper comes from outside the system in which the development
activity is to take place.

Research indicates that many of the barriers to improvement
reside in the organization's structure and processes, not in the
performance of individuals. Therefore, in recent years there has
been a shift in focus from individual development to individual
development and organization development (Sparks 1994).

The following standards reflect an increasing focus on the
organizational setting. (Throughout this chapter all bulleted
statements are standards directly from Standards for Staff
Development, published by the National Staff Development
Council in 1995, and shared with permission.)

Effective staff development:

D Requires strong leadership in order to obtain continuing
support and to motivate all staff, school board members,
parents, and the community to be advocates for
continuous improvement
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M Is aligned with the school's and the district's strategic
plan and is funded by a line item in the budget

Provides adequate time during the workday for staff
members to learn and work together to accomplish the
school's mission and goals

Requires and fosters the norm of continuous improvement.

While a physical education professional developer may not
have control over all of these factors, it is helpful to leverage
system support when negotiating the agreements to provide
professional development. Prior to designing physical education
professional development programs, I try to access school and
district mission and goal statements, district and school physical
education grade level standards, school program reviews, school
reports, and student, teacher, and community perspectives. Such
information helps to best connect the physical education profes-
sional development with other school and 'district professional
development programs. Even when no effective plan is in place
at a site, information about the school culture enables the
professional developer to better serve as a catalyst for change
and promote continuous improvement.

The Process of Professional Development
The process describes the means for the acquisition of new

knowledge and skills. It includes the length of professional
development and follow-up, the methods to achieve group
norms and collegial teams, the institutionalization of the change
process, and the evaluation of the effectiveness of the physical
education professional development program.

Effective staff development provides for the three phases
of the change process: initiation, implementation, and
institutionalization.

The change process is critical to the success of professional
development. However, since this topic is covered in depth in
Chapter 2, the reader should refer to that chapter for further
information on the change process.

Effective staff development requires an evaluation process
that is ongoing, includes multiple sources of information,
and focuses on all levels of the organization.

Evaluation is a very important aspect of the professional
development process, and this topic will be covered in more
detail in a separate section of this chapter.

M Effective staff development provides knowledge, skills,
and attitudes regarding organization development and
systems thinking.

In business as well as education, knowledgerather than
skillsis the greatest resource. In The Knowledge-Creating
Company (1995), co-authors Nonaka and Takeuchi contend that
the most powerful learning comes from direct experience with
the body and mind, as well as through trial and error. Innovation
is a highly individual process of personal and organizational self-
renewal. Creating new knowledge frequently requires intensive
and laborious interactions among members of the organization.

The authors suggest that effective organizations get out of
the mode of thinking that knowledge can be acquired, taught,
and trained through manuals, books, or lectures, and instead
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focus on highly subjective insights, intuitions, and hunches.
They indicate that in an effective organization, no one depart-
ment or group of experts has the exclusive responsibility for
creating new knowledge. Rather, the creation of new knowledge
is the product of dynamic interaction among differentiated
groups. A key recommendation of the authors is to treat every
employee as a member of the "knowledge crew."

Similarities among effective business organizations, effective
schools, and effective physical education classrooms are striking.
As in the business organization model described by Nonaka and
Takeuchi, effective schools and classrooms build learning
communities with genuine sharing of experience and insight in
order to solve problems and enhance student achievement.

Consider for example the Durham, Ontario, school board,
which last year was honored with the Carl Bertelsmann Prize as
the world's most innovative and high-performing school system.
The incentive for change was the low achievement of students
in relation to surrounding school systems. Student scores that
are now among the highest in the region are testimony to the
effectiveness of the change process. The committee bestowing
the award noted: "It is particularly impressive to see how the
commitment of allteachers, parents, students, and other
community membersis being encouraged.... The fostering of
a vast number of bottom-up initiatives guarantees permanence
and self-renovation of the process" (Richardson 1997).

Another example of "the knowledge crew" is the College of
Education and Social Services at the University of Vermont. A
professor of education, John Clarke, has moved virtually all of
the professional preparation work into the K-12 school system.
Classroom teachers serve as mentors for preservice students.
Classroom teachers also serve as adjunct university faculty.
Students, teachers, preservice students, and university faculty
members work together on collaborative action research in the
classroom. "In a professional development school, teaching,
research, and service become one act, inseparable in the surging
flow between classrooms and hallways" (Clarke 1997). A
number of university professional preparation programs in phys-
ical education follow aspects of this model.

The need to work collegially requires that professional devel-
opment address team building skills. Effective staff development:

Requires staff members to learn and apply collaborative
skills to conduct meetings, make shared decisions, solve
problems, and work collegially

Requires knowledge and use of the stages of group devel-
opment to build effective productive collegial teams.

Adult learners are a diverse group, and individuals partici-
pating in physical education professional development programs
have varied experiences in social skills. An important difference
between group work and cooperative learning is that in the
latter, social skills are specifically taught. Skills such as active
listening, creating group norms, breaking down barriers
between groups, and mediation are critical to the success of
professional development programs. Without these basic inter-
action skills, group project development becomes an uphill
effort. For groups with these skills, learning seems to accelerate.

Teachers appreciate the relevance of social skills when
connections are made to students in the classroom. For example,
a physical educator went through an in-depth professional
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development program that focused a great deal on social skills.
He went back to his school and began to teach many of the
same social skills to his students through the use of cooperative
games. The rest of the physical education department joined
these efforts. The positive impact on students and the school
culture was noticed by staff members, administrators, and
parents.

Soon, the physical education department was providing
social skill development workshops for the entire school staff.
In physical education as well as other subject areas, the staff
feels that increased social skills have resulted in decreased
discipline problems and have helped to create a positive, coop-
erative learning environment in which all students achieve.

Ei Effective staff development is based on knowledge about
human learning and development.

In recent years, there has been a great increase in brain
research and efforts to connect the results to student learning
across all subject areas. Brain research emphasizes the complex-
ities of personal learning processes. For example, new informa-
tion in physical education is learned best when students have
the time to reflect, dialogue, and make meaningful connections
between the new information and concepts learned previously.
Evidence is mounting that long-range, in-depth professional
development approaches for physical educators are far more
effective than "one-shot" sessions.

Like classroom instruction, professional development is most
effective when it attends to the individual needs of participants
through multi-modal (visual, auditory, and kinesthetic) presenta-
tions of new information and through strategies that connect to
the multiple intelligences: i.e., musical, logical-mathematical,
linguistic, spatial, interpersonal, naturalist, intrapersonal, and
bodily kinesthetic (Check ley 1997). Although I have seen phys-
ical education standards presented in many different ways, the
most effective introduction was provided by a physical educator
who rotated participants through interactive stations that
provided an example of each standard. The participants thought-
fully read each standard, discussed each standard, and physi-
cally attempted an activity for each standard.

E3 Effective staff development bases priorities on a careful
analysis of disaggregated student data regarding goals for
student learning.

Student work is a determining factor in selecting focus areas
for change in physical education. A wide variety of student data
is examined, including achievement scores (in such areas as
physical fitness, motor skills, knowledge assessments, and
social skill development); attendance and failure rates; portfo-
lios; student surveys; and other norm or criterion-referenced
tests. Staff development priorities are made by analyzing these
data in relation to desired student outcomes.

The primary purpose of fitness scores may be to help
students set and achieve personal goals. However, by reviewing
district scores disaggregated by grade, gender, and other factors,
one may be able to determine if there is a districtwide need to
provide workshops on aerobic activities for all grade levels,
upper body strength development programs for particular grade
levels, and so on. Sometimes student fitness scores may be high,
but student surveys and student failure or dropout rates in phys-

ical education may indicate a dissatisfaction with the manner in
which the fitness programs are conducted.

Effective staff development uses a variety of staff devel-
opment approaches to accomplish the goals of improving
instruction and student success.

Once the focus strands for professional development have
been selected, a wide variety of professional development activ-
ities may be utilized to support the achievement of benchmarks
and goals for each strand. Sample activities that can be effective
are school and classroom visitations, coaching and shadowing,
skill development sessions, demonstration lessons, teacher talk
and collaboration, networking and teaming, accessing and
sharing resources, consultation and reflection, inquiry and
collaborative action research (Speck 1996). For example, at one
school it was determined that students needed more experience
in rhythm and dance. The members of the physical education
department, however, had limited experience teaching this area.
Therefore, the teachers selected dance as a professional devel-
opment strand.

Once the professional development strand was determined,
the teachers visited schools that had quality dance programs.
They networked to locate resources for instructional materials
and lessons, audio equipment, and storage facilitieS. They shad-
owed effective teachers, tried lessons, debriefed lessons with
each other, and tried the lessons again. They shared successes
and failures, and worked as a group to solve problems. Within
three years, all members of the department were providing a
wide variety of rhythm and dance opportunities for students.
This department now mentors other schools desiring to improve
dance for students.

Et Effective staff development uses content that has proven
value in increasing student learning and development.

The content of the professional development activities used
to achieve physical education standards and goals should be
research-based, and may include physical education specific
knowledge and skills. The content also may include cross-disci-
plinary knowledge and skills such as classroom management,
instructional strategies, child development, learning theories,
assessment strategies, curriculum development processes, moti-
vation and discipline theories and strategies, group interaction
skills and strategies, technology innovation and application,
parent and community interaction strategies, interdisciplinary
connections, and processes for personal and organizational
change. When cross-disciplinary workshops and presentations
are provided, examples should always include physical educa-
tion as well as other subject areas.

The Content of Professional Development
The content of professional development refers to the skills

and knowledge educators need in order to be effective. For
purposes of discussion, the content standards from the National
Staff Development Council can be grouped in four categories:
Curriculum, Instruction, Assessment, and Connections.

In the area of curriculum, effective staff development:

El Enables educators to provide challenging, developmen-
tally appropriate curricula that engage students in integra-
tive ways of thinking and learning
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El Prepares educators to demonstrate high expectations for
student learning.

Curriculum is a key area for professional development in
physical education because it provides the direction and ground-
work on which instruction and assessment are based.
Unfortunately, the process of curriculum development is often
overlooked in physical education. Preservice programs may
focus on class management, instruction, and lesson and unit
planning rather than the process for developing articulated stan-
dards across grade levels. While most schools and districts
focus on articulated curriculum development in areas such as
reading and mathematics, physical education is sometimes tragi-
cally left out of this loop at regional and school levels.

Physical education teachers in these systems may end up
with only a schedule of activities or a series of unit plans. I have
seen the frustration of physical educators who attempt to imple-
ment authentic assessment or enhance instructional strategies
without a standards-based curriculum. The National Standards
for Physical Education (NASPE 1995) provides an outstanding
model on which to base the development of regional or site
curricula. (See Chapter 3 for further information about the
content of curriculum.)

In the area of instruction, effective professional development:

151 Increases administrators' and teachers' understanding of
how to provide school environments and instruction that
are responsive to the developmental needs of adolescents

Facilitates the development and implementation of school
and classroom-based management which maximizes
student learning

fa Prepares teachers to use research-based teaching strategies
appropriate to their instructional objectives and their
students

Addresses diversity by providing awareness and training
related to the knowledge, skills, and behaviors needed to
ensure that an equitable and quality education is provided
to all students.

There are so many lenses through which educators can study
and evaluate instruction that it is sometimes helpful to select a
focus within instructional strategies to narrow the scope of
target skills and knowledge. An example of such a focus is
examining the extent to which students are encouraged to make
decisions about their own learning. This lens is described in
Mosston's spectrum of instructional styles, which describes a
continuum of teacher controlfrom command style in which
the teacher makes all the decisions about the lesson (for
example, in fencing and archery) to the student-designed style
in which the student makes all the decisions. For example, a
group of students may select a topic in basketball, decide how
to study the topic, prepare a project, and present it to the class
(Mosston & Ashworth 1994).

Another lens that can be used examines the extent to which
we provide equal opportunity within the physical education
classroom based on our interaction with individual students.
Coding interactions in categories such as wait time, proximity
to students, eye contact with students, and quality of feedback
provides data to determine the equity of teacher interaction with
all students.
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Effective staff development prepares teachers to use
various types of performance assessment in their
classrooms.

Professional development helps teachers make the transition
from traditional forms of grading in physical education (e.g.,
focusing on suiting up, tardies, absences, and attitudes) to
authentic or standards-based assessment. The lack of standards-
based assessment is one of the greatest obstacles to the estab-
lishment of physical education as an entrance requirement for
higher education. (For further information on student perfor-
mance assessment, see Chapter 3.)

Effective professional development:

Facilitates staff collaboration with and support of families
for improving student performance

Prepares educators to combine academic student learning
goals with service to the community

Increases administrators' and teachers' ability to provide
guidance and advisement to adolescents.

Connections are a key. The content of physical education
professional development is connected to the larger picture of
the Coordinated School Health Program (CSHP), with specific
connections to health education, health services, nutrition
services, psychological services, safe schools, family and
community involvement, and employee wellness. For example,
professional development on physical fitness may better prepare
the physical education staff to provide information and opportu-
nities for employee wellness.

Physical education also is connected to the school mission
and goals, and to student standards in other subject areas. For
example, members of one physical education department are
preparing a workshop session to share the effective interdiscipli-
nary mathematics and fitness assessment module they created in
cooperation with the mathematics department.

The Design of Professional Development
As I have mentioned before, the longer I am involved with

physical education professional development, the more I note
similarities with the physical education class instructional
program. Since we tend to teach the way we are taught, the
modeling of quality plans in professional development for
educators is essential. The steps for creating a professional
development plan are similar to the steps used to create an
instructional plan for students:

1. Determine the needs of the learners.

2. Establish learning outcomes.

3. Select/design and implement appropriate experiences to
achieve the outcomes.

4. Evaluate the extent to which the learners achieve the
outcomes.

5. Modify the outcomes and activities as indicated by learner
progress.

To determine the needs of the learner, the professional devel-
oper needs to gather as much information as possible about the
current skills, knowledge, performance, interests, and attitudes
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of the intended participants in relation to the goals of the
district, school, or department. In some cases, the professional
developer has the opportunity to assist in establishing the goals.
In other cases, the goals for physical education professional
development have been established, and the professional devel-
oper is responsible for helping physical educators achieve some
portion of them. As mentioned previously, it is critical that all
professional development programs be part of a comprehensive
plan, and not isolated incidents.

Tools I have found helpful to determine learner needs include
district and school site plans; program review or accreditation
reports as well as staff responses to such reports; observations
of random classes; student work; interviews with teachers,
administrators, staff, students, and community members; and
information about the impact of previous professional develop-
ment programs for the target group. (If background information
is not available, design the professional development as effec-
tively as possible, then begin the session with activities that will
allow you to gauge participant needs, and adjust accordingly.)

Once the needs are determined, develop outcomes related to
these needs. The outcomes should be stated in participant perfor-
mance terms. They should be reasonable in relation to limitations
of time, facilities, scheduling, funding, and materials. Some
professional developers can provide long-range involvement and
follow-up. Others may be asked to provide a one-time-only
session on a given topic. If I am asked to be involved in the latter
situation, I have found it is imperative to connect the session to a
larger professional development plan. For example, a school may
be emphasizing reading across the curriculum. I then gather the
information provided by the reading resource teachers at the
school and select physical education resources that connect. If a
professional developer needs to make choices among service
opportunities to educators, it is helpful to keep in mind that the
most effective sessions are usually those that are components of
long-range, thoughtful plans.

The next step involves selecting or designing and imple-
menting the activities to achieve the stated outcomes. This step
requires artfully combining appropriate content with the appro-
priate processes. Should, for example, content on instructional
styles in physical education be presented in a lecture or an expe-
riential format? To what extent will demonstrations, observa-
tions, peer coaching, inquiry, and reflection be used to achieve
the performance outcomes for participants?

Research on staff development and personal experience has
helped me gain increased respect for the experiential approach
as a powerful learning tool. There are many ways to break
lectures into bite-sized pieces, to provide time for reflection and
interaction, and to present lectures in humorous and multi-
modal formats. Yet, I continue to be amazed at the long-range,
powerful impact of participant-designed learning experiences.
One example that comes to mind is an academy for physical
education in which teachers were asked to design a project of
their choice that would affect programs and instruction. The
projects the teachers designed and shared with others far
exceeded the expectations of the professional development
program designers! Years later, many of these projects
(including curriculum materials, innovative equipment, and
public information packets) continue to have a positive impact
on teachers and programs.

The next step involves assessment of the extent to which
participants achieve the outcomes. This step is relatively easy if
the outcomes or objectives are written in performance terms.
The evaluation process provides important information needed
to appropriately revise participant outcomes and adjust learning
activities.

The Evaluation of Professional Development
In many ways, the evaluation of professional development

programs is similar to the evaluation of instruction in the class-
room. Tests, surveys, and performance rubrics are just a few of
the means that can be used to determine the extent to which
participants have gained new skills or knowledge.

However, one large difference exists between the evaluation
of effective professional development and the evaluation of
instruction in the classroom. Funding sources for professional
development programs have expectations for accountability.
Often these sources expect to see improvement in student
achievement as a result of particular professional development
efforts. However, there are problems with directly relating
professional development efforts to student outcomes. There are
simply too many variables within a school community that
affect student achievement. To isolate professional development
as the key variable for change in student achievement is a fore-
boding task, since many variables interact to affect student
achievement.

Measuring the effectiveness of physical education profes-
sional development programs seems to demand a portfolio
approach with many types of assessment procedures that add
information and data. For example, a portfolio of a teaching
strategies professional development program might consist of a
self-analysis of a videotaped lesson that displays a teacher's
instructional strategies before and after the professional devel-
opment intervention. The portfolio could include participant
reflections and personal perceptions of progress and examples
of student work.

Internal evaluation information gathered by workshop
providers, and data gathered from external, objective reviewers
can contribute to the professional development portfolio. Even
when such portfolios cannot be used to "prove" that a particular
professional development program is the cause for change in
student work, the accumulation of data from a variety of
sources can be convincing documentation of positive change.

It is especially difficult to connect professional development
to student work when a program is not site-based. Yet, non
school-based programs, such as the California Subject Matter
Project (CSMP), are particularly effective in the depth of
resources they provide for content and process. These projects
focus on specific subject areas, connect experienced teachers
and researchers in rich dialogue, and recognize time as a valu-
able resource to promote investigation and innovation.

Firestone and Pennell (1997) recently shared the results of a
comparison of two designs for state-sponsored teacher
networksone of which was the California Subject Matter
Project. Using interviews and observations, they concluded that
state-sponsored networks can improve teachers' knowledge and
motivation while at the same time empowering them. The
authors offered three recommendations:
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1. Networks should use a loosely coupled, capacity-building
strategy to promote reform.

2. Extrinsic incentives to help reduce costs to participants
should be provided.

3. Networks should offer activities that vary the emphasis on
delivering knowledge to teachers and helping teachers to
construct knowledge.

Professional development, like teaching, is an art and a
science. We continue to base our programs on documented,
effective approaches while experimenting with innovations such
as the Montana Master Teacher Program for physical educators
(see Chapter 12), the Kansas Physical Dimensions Project, the
South Carolina High School Physical Education Institute, and
the Pennsylvania Physical Education-Learning Is for Everyone
(PE-LIFE) Project. We share new experiential data, and we
work together to enhance professional development programs
and opportunities.

Resources for Professional Development
Every teacher is a potential resource for professional devel-

opment. There also are associations and groups that provide
networks for sharing resources and publications specifically
related to professional development. One such association is the
National Staff Development Council, which produced the
Standards for Staff Development that were shared with permis-
sion in this chapter. Another valuable network is the Association
for Supervision and Curriculum Development.

In terms of specific content and processes for physical
education, the National Association for Sport and Physical
Education (NASPE) is an outstanding resource, as are the
district and state associations connected to this organization.

Many schools, districts, regions, and states employ individ-
uals who specialize in professional development across all
subject areas. Most institutions of higher education also have
personnel and media resources to support various aspects of
professional development.

Technology is an increasingly important resource, one that
provides not only access to rich stores of information but also
opportunities to network across the miles through teleconfer-
encing, e-mail, and the Internet. Technology for long distance
professional development has been effectively implemented at
various sites, but is still in the embryonic stages.

Chapter Summary
All educators have roles related to professional development.

For some, this may mean taking responsibility to enhance
personal effectiveness as a teacher or administrator; for others-
whether mentor teachers, department chairpersons, teachers on
special assignment, or administrators-it means promoting the
professional development of school personnel at site, district,
regional, or state levels.

Effective professional development in physical education is
thoughtfully designed; it adheres to standards in three critical
areas: context, process, and content. Evaluation is important, not
only to provide specific program feedback to monitor and adjust
programs, but also to add to the growing body of knowledge that
supports the education of physical educators- a life long
endeavor.
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Decreased governmental spending means
increased pressure for programs to be
subsidized by private sector support...In order
for public education to survive in the 21st
century, partnerships among federal agencies
and with others in the public and private sector
are forthcoming. (DeGraw & McGinnis 1991.)

magine this: You have just returned from the most innova-
tive physical education conference of your professional
career. As you went from session to session, you were inun-

dated with new ideas, new technology, new product lines, and
most importantlynew concepts in curriculum programming.

With catalogs and brochures in hand, you meet with your
supervisor expecting to get allor at least partof your wish
list approved. Unfortunately, within five minutes you are
leaving your administrator's office broken hearted. You have
learned that there is no money available to fund your programs.
If this sounds like a familiar scenario, don't be disillusioned.
You're not alone.

Today, when the overall student population is growing and
legislative dollars are shrinking, many constraints are placed on
all programs, especially when public outcry demands that
school resources be spent on increasing student test scores,
reducing class size, and instituting tougher academic standards
to name just a few.

In these new and difficult financial times, nontraditional
funding sources emerge as a key to overall restructuring and
modernization of educational programs. Knowing where to find
additional sources of revenue can ease your anxieties about addi-
tional programmatic needs. Don't despair. Monies are avail-
able...if you exert a little time and a lot of effort in finding them.

In this chapter, I will lead you through successful procedures in
identifying and securing funds for your programs. These include:

1. How To Secure Existing Dollars, or In-House Funding

2. How To Secure Parent Teacher Association (PTA) Funds

3. How To Secure Outside Funding Through Corporate
Donations and Fundraising Strategies

4. How To Secure and Establish Business Partnerships

5. How To Obtain Funding Through Grants

6. How To Write a Simple Grant

7. Some of the Do's and Don'ts of Grant Writing.

Although some monies may be obtained in the traditional
manner, it's time to be creative and start looking and thinking
"outside the box." The brass ring really is within your reach!

How To Secure Existing Dollars, or In-House Funding
As you probably are aware, individual schools receive money
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from their respective state Departments of Education in propo-
tionate manner, based upon the number of students enrolled in
the school. All of the dollars generated by student full-time
equivalent (FIE) are placed in the principal's discretionary
account. This is money that the principal can spend any way he
or she sees fit, as long as it benefits students.

This account funds all of the educational programs that are
considered "basic." All programs not designated as line items
such as vocational education, JROTC, or alternative education
fall into the basic category. How the principal disseminates
these dollars is usually based on two simple factors: (1)
programs that support the goals and objectives of both the indi-
vidual school and the school district, and (2) programs that
bring recognition to the school. Although physical education
programs usually fall into the latter category, they can by no
means be eliminated from the former.

So, how do you tap into the discretionary pot of gold? The
first way is to show how your program supports the educational
goals of the school. To become a part of the solution means
becoming a contributing part of the School Improvement Plan
(SIP). Although meetings are often held after school, and in
many cases interfere in part with your interscholastic practice
schedule or intramural after school activity program, it is crit-
ical that you initiate creative coverage to ensure your attendance
at these meetings.

Utilizing this strategy, you not only maintain high visibility
for your program or department, but you get to participate in the
inner workings of the decision-making process. For example, at
the elementary school level, if you know that one of your
school's goals is to improve reading comprehension, then you
need to show how your physical education program contributes
not only to critical thinking, but to improved standardized test
scores as well. At the secondary level, you might add specific
reading materials or study guides that would enhance prepara-
tion for the PSAT or SAT.

Physical education, by virtue of its strong connection to our
cultural heritage, lends itself to interdisciplinary units at all
levels of education. Associating what we do in physical educa-
tion to concepts in science, mathematics, social studies, and
language arts is.easier than you might imagine. For example, a
teacher in Broward County, Florida, recently received funding
through an Impact II Grant to develop a program, "Jack Be
Nimble," to teach mechanics by integrating math, science, and
physical education. Throughout this program, students run
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obstacle courses to determine distance covered, time, mass
moved, work done, speed, and power output.

The key is sharing this concept with other teachers and
getting them to buy into it. Once you visibly associate yourself
and your program with the school's mission and goals, financial
support will come as a necessity rather than as a luxury.

External Recognition
A second strategy is to bring visibility or recognition to your

program. This can be accomplished in a variety of ways. For
example, at the elementary school level, mall demonstrations,
activities during back-to-school night assemblies, or family
fitness field days are easy to implement and positively received.
At the secondary school level, you might consider putting on
health fairs at community gatherings, or conducting an intergen-
erational golf or dominoes event. Intergenerational events
pairing up a high school student with a senior member of your
communityfurther bring to public attention the impact that
your program has in the community as a whole. Community
service or volunteerism through physical education is also a
good way for your students to meet their community service
graduation requirement.

Tagging onto Existing Programs
A third strategy for securing in-house funds is to connect

your program with another school-based program whose funding
is provided under a different structure. For example, in a tradi-
tional school setting, students enrolled in Alternative Education
programs usually take physical education with the general popu-
lation. However, keep in mind that the FIE funding is signifi-
cantly higher for students enrolled in Alternative Education than
for students enrolled in the general educational program.
Because every student in Alternative Education has access to all
your equipment, you could request that Alternative Education
dollars fund a specific piece of equipment.

However, because of auditing issues, be certain that the
equipment requested through these funds will be utilized by
students enrolled in Alternative Education programs. The same
holds true for students enrolled in the Exceptional Student
Education (ESE) program. Additional balls, equipment, and
supplies can be purchased with ESE dollars as long as that
equipment will be utilized by ESE students. Of particular
interest would be the purchase of items which could be utilized
in the Sports Program for Students with Disabilities, or in
Special Olympics competitions. This may not help the overall
program significantly, but it will add to the longevity of your
consumable items and existing equipment.

With respect to technology, working closely with other
faculty members across disciplines is another way to ensure that
students enrolled in physical education have access to the latest
software and hardware. A common way to accomplish this is by
coordinating your assignments with those of other faculty
members. Let's say, for example, that the business education
teacher is providing lessons in Power Point or Hyper Studio. By
working closely with that teacher you can provide an opportu-
nity for your students to use the software to develop their phys-
ical education portfolios. In a win-win situation, the business
education teachers would accomplish their instructional objec-
tives by having the students exposed to technology while adding
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physical education content to their business education applica-
tions. Similar lessons could be coordinated in science classes by
purchasing heart rate monitors through Urban Systemic
Initiatives (USI) dollars when studying cardiac output. (USI is a
program that provides money to school systems through the
National Science Foundation.) In health classes, nutrition soft-
ware might be purchased with Drug Free and Safe Schools
dollars. In language arts classes, students might conduct phys-
ical education research and create reports using the Internet.

How To Secure Parent Teacher
Association (PTA) Funds

One of the most highly respected organizations that works
closely with the schools is the Parent Teacher Association
(PTA). Guided by the mission of supporting and speaking on
behalf of children and youth in the schools and community,
assisting parents in developing skills they need to protect and
raise their children, and encouraging parent and public involve-
ment in the public schools of this nation, members of the PTA
play an integral role in the overall development of educational
programs.

Because of their high profile and involvement, it is not
surprising that we often turn to the PTA to assist in raising
funds for individual school projects. After all, isn't it the parents
that we see selling paper and pencils before school in the school
bookstore, selling physical education uniforms before and after
school, selling wrapping paper prior to the holiday season, and
selling fresh baked pies and cookies to help fund school specific
projects? Although fundraising is not the primary function of
the PTA, the National PTA leaflet on "Funding PTA Projects"
says, "Funds are raised to carry out PTA work. The real
working capital of a PTA lies not in its treasury, but in its
members' energy, resourcefulness, and determination to
promote the well being of children and youth."

The local PTA usually sponsors one major annual fundraising
project for a specific educational purpose. Justifying to the
parents your specific need in physical education is one way of
getting on their calendar of fundraising activities. Knowing the
members of your PTA could also prove to be beneficial in
securing funds from the community. Many members of the PTA
either work in local businesses or know someone of influence in
your community. Networking through the PTA is one of the best
vehicles for getting your needs known.

As a case in point, a group of 12 students from South Florida
were preparing to go on an Olympic exchange program with
students from Canada. The students were from different
schools, so a meeting was held with the students and their
parents so that they could meet one another. It was made clear
that it was up to the group to raise funds for the trip, and it was
necessary to raise enough money for everyone to go. The
parents went into action. By the time they were through, they
not only raised enough money for travel , they raised enough
money to purchase souvenirs! This was an example of parents
networking with their respective PTAs for the cause of children.
Hats off to all those who are involved with their school PTA.

Simply put, money is available, through various sources, to
accomplish all your existing instructional objectives and prob-
ably even a few new initiatives. You just need to show that what
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you do contributes to the overall mission of the school. On a
final note, don't forget to give public recognition to your school,
your supervisor, and your principal in everything you do. That
goes a long way.

How To Secure Outside Funding Through Corporate
Donations and Fundraising Strategies

Once you have determined that there is absolutely no money
in-house to fund your programs or projects, it's time to start
looking outward to determine what dollars are available. The
two best sources for outside financial assistance are simple
fundraising activities and corporate or business donations.

Fundraising
As money becomes more and more scarce in the schools,

legitimate fundraising activities become the norm rather than
the exception. Once permission is granted from your school or
district, a wide range of sales items are available from the
several hundred fundraising companies in the country. If you
have had a long-standing career in the field of physical educa-
tion and athletics, chances are you already may have been
involved in the sale of items such as ribbons for homecoming,
gift wrap for the holiday season, or school spirit T-shirts.

Although there are several strategies you can use to organize
a successful fundraiser, the most important thing to remember is
to check on the accounting procedures that are required by your
school or school district. Depending on the type of product, and
length of the campaign, a solid fundraising activity has the
potential of bringing in several thousand dollars. And, you will
be accountable for those funds at a later date!

Fundraising activities can be conducted by school-recognized
groups, such as clubs or athletic teams, as well as by school-
related organizations such as PTAs and booster clubs. The
major difference between the two groups lies in the accounting
procedures they use. For example, the Florida State Board regu-
lations require that all financial transactions related to student
activities and conducted by school-recognized groups be
recorded in the internal funds of the school. School-related
organizations, such as athletic booster clubs, usually handle
their finances outside the school and make gifts or donations to
the school as they choose.

The second most important factor in the planning stage is
selecting a company with which to work. When making your
selection, you need to take into account such factors as how
long has the company been in business, whether the company
guarantees its products, whether the company will give the
school credit foror buy backunsold items, and whether the
company will assist you in your kick-off. It is also a good idea
to make sure that the company is not in conflict with the goals
of your program. For example, selling candy is probably not the
best fundraising activity for a physical education or athletics
program.

After your selection is made, the actual planning of the
fundraiser begins. According to Zaidel (1996) several strategies
exist to make fundraising a manageable activity rather than a
burdensome one. These include:

Form a committee and divide the workload. Don't feel
like you have to conduct the whole campaign yourself.
Appointing a co-chair or several committee chairpersons
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to assist will ease your tensions. For example, one
committee chairperson can assist you in the accounting,
another can be in charge of inventory control, and a third
can assist in the distribution of the items.
Motivate your volunteers. Include students in the deci-
sions made at the early stages of the project. If students
are a part of the decision-making team, they will be more
apt to have ownership in the project. And, provide incen-
tives, prizes, and a means of tracking sales.
Establish a financial goal. Know exactly how much you
will need for your project, how large your target sales
audience is, and how much time you need to allot for
sales. This will assist you in keeping realistic fundraising
goals.
Choose a quality product to sell. If you are going to put in
the time and effort into organizing a fundraiser, be certain
that the product you choose to sell is a product that people
are willing to buy. People won't pay for inferior or poor
quality merchandise. Keeping the customers satisfied will
ensure repeat customers if you decide to do a second, or
annual, fundraiser.

M Set specific beginning and ending dates. This will assist
you in pacing your activity. Include target timelines so
that you can monitor the success of your efforts.

A successful fundraising campaign will undoubtedly provide
you with the money you need to implement your program. If
additional dollars are required to fully implement your program,
then perhaps corporate donations or sponsorships are what you
need to explore.

Corporate Donations and Sponsorships
In a manner less formal than a contractual business partner-

ship, many local corporations are willing to assist with school-
wide projects through donations or sponsorships. The process
begins by developing a comprehensive plan of action before
approaching a potential corporate sponsor. Once your plan is
conceptualized, the next step involves developing a formal
letter. It can be less sophisticated than a comprehensive
proposal, yet it should carefully lay out your plan. Before
making the initial contact, be certain to acquire the support and
approval from your principal, district supervisor, and superin-
tendent.

Having the name of a contact person will greatly enhance the
probability of your request being taken seriously. The initial
contact is usually made by a one to two-page letter followed up
with a phone call shortly thereafter. Once you have an appoint-
ment with a member of the staff, you're on your way.

Prior to your meeting, be sure to develop a corporate presen-
tation packet for distribution. Also be sure to have a prepared,
established agenda so that you can cover all your points in a
controlled manner during the meeting. Continued communica-
tion, along with a thank you card, is essential after the initial
meeting.

Once your funding request is granted, it's up to you to be the
advocate for the company that is supporting you. You must be
their best public relations person in the community. This can be
accomplished by mentioning the corporation in all of your
publications and interviews, as well as using their logo in
appropriate places. When corporations donate materials or
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actual dollars to educational institutions, they usually simply
request a letter of receipt on official letterhead for tax purposes.
It is up to you to maintain a positive relationship with them
throughout the school year. In this type of relationship, the
corporation becomes an active part of the school, and the
students and faculty become more supportive of the businesses
in their community.

How To Secure and Establish Business Partnerships
The local business communitywhether large or small,

urban or suburbanhas a vested interest in the operation of the
schools for two primary reasons: the members of the business
community are made up predominately of the parents of the
children who attend the schools, and the graduates will be the
next generation of employees for that business community. As
tax paying members of the community, nobody knows better
than the business community the financial constraints placed on
educational institutions. Knowing the importance of quality
education across the board, many businesses in the community
have come forward to provide both financial and human
resources to public education.

By definition, partnerships achieve mutually agreed upon
goals and objectives by matching community resources to iden-
tified needs of the school system or individual schools, and by
matching school resources to the identified needs of a particular
partner, whether it is a business, university, or community group
(Dade County Public Schools 1997). The long-term purpose of
developing partnerships is to provide greater awareness and
understanding of the needs and resources of the schools and the
community, to provide ongoing dialogue between schools and
the community, and to work together to improve and enhance
educational programs responsive to the needs of the students
and the community.

Because of the financial responsibilities involved, securing a
business partner should be a formal process. Although not as
formal as writing a grant, it begins with identifying a need and
culminates with an evaluation. (See Figure 5.1.) Of course, the
partnership process also should follow the guidelines set by
your school system for entering into a contractual agreement.

The first step in developing your potential business partner-
ship is to identify your needs. In essence, you must ask what is
lacking in your educational program. Where is the deficiency,
and what program can be implemented to correct it? Test your
concept by asking yourself some relevant questions. For
example: Can you defend the program for which you are
seeking funding? How many students will the program impact?
What is the importance of implementing this program? And,
why should Corporation X fund this program? For example,
securing a partnership with a sport beverage company is one
way of providing funds for your physical education program
while at the same time providing marketing opportunities for
the beverage company.

Remember, funding programs through corporate sponsorship
is a reciprocal process. While you are seeking funds for your
programs, the businesses are asking themselves, "What's in it
for us?" Once you have done a complete needs assessment
analysis, you're ready to formalize your thoughts. After care-
fully thinking out your proposal, develop it formally on paper.
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FIGURE 5.1:

The Partnership Process

Assess School Needs

9

Identify Resources

Recruit Partner

9

Implement Plan

Evaluate Program

Make Necessary Changes

9

Ask a colleague who is not familiar with your program to read
it over to determine if your request is clear. Now that the
proposal is ready for distribution, you're ready to progress to
the next stage of the processidentifying resources.

Identifying the business that might be interested in funding
your project can take some thought and some time. One good
resource is the business listing offered through your local
Chamber of Commerce. This directory describes local busi-
nesses and the type of service they provide. After identifying
several businesses you might approach, do your homework.
Learn about the company, the types of community activities
with which it already is involved, and the types of services they
might be willing to provide for you.

If you are looking for fitness equipment, you might be
restricted to an exercise equipment facility that will give you a
significant discount or loan you equipment for a year. For
example, one local fitness vendor in the Miami area became
interested in working with Dade County Public Schools after
learning about the "Fit-Tech" Centers that were opening in
several of the 51 middle schools. Knowing that the school
system was securing funding to place high tech fitness equip-
ment in the schools, they saw a golden opportunity to provide a
variety of services to the schools. The most basic service they
provided was a significant discount for bulk purchases. In
return, they were granted permission for their company's logo
to be placed on the base of the equipment. As an extended
service, any child or parent who visited that particular vendor
and mentioned the equipment at that particular school was given
a 25 percent discount on any purchase. This type of agreement
not only helps the schools, but helps members of the commu-
nity as well.

You also might establish a close working relationship with
the fitness or health clubs in your community. All commercial
fitness clubs must refurbish their equipment every three years,
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FIGURE 5.2: Business Partner Introductory Letter

District/School Letterhead
Date

Prospective Business Partner
Address
City, State Zip

Dear

The purpose of this letter is to introduce you to SCHOOL NAME, and to invite you to take part in an innovative and exciting
new program known as PROGRAM TITLE. As a proactive business in the community, I am certain that you will be interested
in learning more about this program, as well as how we could work together to improve the educational opportunities of our
students.

SCHOOL NAME is comprised of students from SCHOOL DEMOGRAPHICS. Our total enrollment is NUMBER OF
STUDENTS. (In this section you would describe your program as well as the void that it is designed to fill.)

I am enclosing a copy of the formal proposal for your review. I will follow up with a phone call within the week to arrange a
meeting with you. If you would like additional information, please contact me at SCHOOL PHONE NUMBER.
I look forward to meeting with you in the near future.

Sincerely,

YOUR NAME
YOUR TITLE

as fitness equipment becomes outdated rapidlyespecially with
the advent of virtual reality equipment. Many fitness or health
clubs would rather donate their old equipment to schools, take
the tax write-off, and purchase new equipment for their clubs.
This is a win-win situation for all parties involved.

The next step in securing a business partner is the actual
recruitment process. There are several ways to contact a poten-
tial business partner, depending upon your comfort zone and
level of experience. Regardless of how you proceed, be sure to
develop a comprehensive plan of action before making a corpo-
rate contact. For your own credibility, make sure that all your
"t"s are crossed and all your "i"s are dotted. Strategies could
include a direct phone call, mailing a proposal on your school's
letterhead with a request for a meeting, a cold call visit, leaving
the package with a secretary, or asking a friend or neighbor
within the company to present the concept to the manager and
feel out the response.

It is critical that the proposal be well written and on your
district or school letterhead. This will tell the potential partner
that your request already has the support of your school system
and supervisor. By the way, don't forget to get permission from
your administrator to pursue a business partner. It would be
embarrassing for yourself and your school or school district if
you were to receive support, and then found out for one reason
or another there was a conflict with the school system. Once
you get the approval, go ahead and draft your introductory
letter. (See Figure 5.2.)

Designing and implementing the program are the next steps
in the process. This means sitting down with all the players

involved to determine the best strategy. Issues that might arise
include how to include members of the business in the program,
how to properly publicize the program, and which specific
activities will be utilized to fully implement the program.
Communicate with your business partners on a regular basis to
keep them updated on the status of the program. This gives the
business partner a feeling of being a part of the program, rather
than strictly a funding source. Having a sense of ownership may
help to ensure future funding requests for your ideas.
Remember, when a business partnership is formed, the school,
business, and community all benefit.

Benefits to the schools include:

Additional personnel to enhance educational programs for
students

Utilization of business perspectives to enhance the present
curriculum

Increased opportunities to relate academic information to
the workplace

Assistance in rewarding students for outstanding
achievements

Reinforcement of good citizenship values by community
members.

r

Benefits to businesses include:

Satisfaction in becoming an active participant in the
education of our children
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FIGURE 5.3: Business Partner Thank You Letter

District/School Letterhead
Date

Business Liaison, Title
Name of Business
Business Address
City, State Zip

Dear BUSINESS PARTNER
Thank you for becoming a partner to SCHOOL NAME. It is through partnership efforts with distinguished community leaders
such as yourself that we can strengthen both our school and our community.

I am especially grateful for your commitment to the students of SCHOOL NAME. Your partnership activities, as outlined in
the proposal, will contribute greatly to the success of our students, and will make the link between the public and private sector
of our community even stronger.

I look forward to a long and positive working relationship with you.
Sincerely,

PRINCIPAL'S NAME
Principal

Opportunities to motivate students and increase their
awareness of career opportunities

Enhanced corporate image in the community

Tax benefits from financial and in-kind contributions.

Benefits to the community include:

Establishment of an ongoing dialogue between the
schools and the community

Increased awareness and understanding of the needs and
resources of the schools and community

Better educated students who become better educated citi-
zens. (Dade County Public Schools 1997.)

After the link is established between the benefits to the
schools and the business community and the program is imple-
mented, it is time for evaluation. Knowing that there are several
stakeholders in your program should motivate you to continu-
ally make changes as they become necessary. Very seldom does
the initial plan run as smoothly as envisioned. Most programs
undergo change on a regular basis. As your program is ongoing,
it makes sense to perform an informal, or process evaluation.

At the conclusion of your initial year, perform a formal eval-
uation of your program. If an increase in fitness test scores was
the culminating factor of your program, did the involvement of
the business partner help fulfill that objective? Did your busi-
ness partner get the recognition that it deserved? Was your
partner mentioned in all of your school newsletters? Did you
invite a representative of the company to all of your holiday
functions? Was your partner recognized at your end of the year
awards ceremony?

If all of these criteria were satisfied, then congratulations on
your successful implementation of your program. If not, then go
back and make the necessary corrections. If, after the first year
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of implementation, you honestly feel that the program was
successful in making an impact on the lives of your students,
then move forward and expand the program.

Expanding a program can include adding more business part-
ners to the same program, but giving the new partners a
different responsibility. This will ensure that the first partner is
not offended by another company taking part in the project. A
second way to expand the program might entail adding more
students to the program. This could be accomplished by
expanding the criteria for inclusion or asking a colleague to
become part of your program. One real test of the measured
success of a program is whether the program spreads to other
schools in your district, or whether the school district as a
whole adopts your program.

After all is said and done, don't forget to formally thank your
business partner. This could be accomplished at a PTA/PTSA
meeting, end of the year awards ceremony, at a Chamber of
Commerce luncheon, in your school newsletter, or simply by a
formal thank you letter. (See Figure 5.3 for an example.)

Business partnerships have become a viable way to fund
educational programs when state allocations can no longer
fully subsidize them. Public involvement in support of primary
and secondary education has, through proven programs, yielded
many benefits to the educational community and the business
community alike. Students benefit from enriched school
programs and business partners reap the satisfaction derived
from community involvement and helping young children
succeed.

How To Obtain Funding Through Grants
Now that you have mastered the less complicated means of

securing funding for your programs, you're ready to move on to
a more sophisticated means of securing dollarsgrant writing.
Because grant funding is a competitive process, the important
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FIGURE 5.4: Grant Proposal Title Format

Chapter 2 Program Proposal
Title: FIT-TECH: A High Technology Physical Fitness Program for Middle School Education

School/Work Location : Prepared By:
Address: Mail Code:

thing to remember in writing grants is not to take the success or
failure of your application personally. In other words, don't be
too disappointed if your request is turned down. If you honestly
feel that you have a good idea, find out why your application
was turned down, revise the application, and either resubmit it
to the original funding source or submit it to another funding
agency. Writing grants is not an unusually difficult process, but
it does require time and perseverance.

Grant writing is similar to developing a business partnership
proposal in that there is a set procedure to follow. The initial
stage of grant writing requires finding a funding source that is
interested in funding your idea. You might contact local or civic
organizations, school systems, local or national foundations, and
state or governmental agencies to locate potential funding
sources. Locally, mini grants for teachers are usually made
available through public education funds; Chambers of
Commerce; area franchises such as McDonalds, Burger King,
Pizza Hut, and Wendy's; and service organizations such as the
Rotary, Lions, and Kiwanis Clubs. Foundations such as the Phi
Delta Kappa Educational Foundation, also award mini-grants
for teachers.

In addition, individual school systems offer several grant
opportunities through entitlement programs such as the Safe and
Drug Free Schools, Block Grants such as Title 6, as well as
through state Department of Education discretionary grants.
Federal grants, although extremely competitive, can be located
through sources such as The Foundation Center, The Federal
Register, The Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance,
Education Week, and Grantsmanship magazine. Federal grants
are disseminated through such agencies as the U.S. Department
of Education's National Diffusion Network, the Department of
Health and Human Services, the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, and the National Institutes of Health.
Additionally, requests for grant proposals can be located online
at various websites.

Before beginning the writing process, be absolutely clear
about what you want to achieve through your project and ascer-
tain exactly what the funding agency wants. Reading the grant
application carefully will usually tell you exactly what kind of
project they are looking to fund and what their priorities are for
funding. Educational grants in particular usually target specific
types of students such as at-risk, exceptional education students
(ESE), Limited English Proficient (LEP), and minority popula-
tions; and particular types of programs such as critical thinking,
cooperative learning, academic achievement, ecology, and
health issues. In many instances, specific geographic locations

also are targeted.
If you feel that your idea falls into a certain area of interest,

then begin conceptualizing your proposal. If you feel that your
idea is outside of the parameters of the funding interests, then
you will need to determine if you could modify your proposal
enough to meet the agency's requirements, or if you need to
find another funding source. Once you are certain that you have
found a match between your idea and a funding source, you're
ready to begin writing the proposal.

If you have never written a grant proposal before, relax.
Grant writing is basically a systematic process. All grant appli-
cations or proposals have basically the same format: title of
your project, abstract, proposal narrative, statement of the
problem, related research, objectives, procedures or activities,
budget, and evaluation. Throughout this section, I will try to
ease your anxieties about grant writing by sharing an actual
physical fitness grant (FIT-TECH) that was funded for $60,000
through a simple Chapter 2 (federal grant) application.

How To Write a Simple Grant
To begin, the Title of your project should be a concise

description of the proposed project. The title will usually tell the
reviewer whether the proposal falls into the parameters of grants
that the agency is seeking to fund. The title should be creative
but clearly related to your proposal concept. Figure 5.4 illus-
trates a basic title format.

A simple yet complete title informs the reviewer of the
content of the pages to follow. If the title grabs the attention of
the reviewer at the start, you will have his or her undivided
attention throughout the rest of the proposal.

Next, you are ready to proceed on to the Needs Assessment
or statement of the problem. The first statement you make in
this section is probably the most important, because this sets the
stage for what is to come. Your problem statement should
convince the reviewer that what you are proposing is important.
It also must show the funding agency that what you are
proposing is directly related to the philosophy and goals of that
agency's mission.

This section also must establish that the need is great enough
for that particular agency to fund the project. The problem
needs to be clearly stated with specific data to support it. This
section usually includes a short review of literature to lend
support for your project's need. In this section, you must
convince the reviewer of the need to fund your project. The
focus should be on the problem, or the need to be addressed,
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FIGURE 5.5: Sample Needs Assessment

NEEDS ASSESSMENT. Briefly explain the problem you are addressing and state why the project is needed. Tell what condi-
tions are believed to have caused the problem and indicate which of these will be addressed by the project.

Recent national and local findings from several fitness and health studies determined that American children in general, and
Dade County Public School students in particular, are not developing the exercise and fitness habits that could help maintain
their good health as adults; and as many as half are not getting enough exercise to develop healthy cardio-respiratory systems.
Studies sponsored by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and the President's Council on Physical Fitness and
Sports revealed that today's youth have higher absolute and relative weights than their counterparts in the 1960s; 28 percent
have higher than normal blood pressure; 41 percent have high cholesterol levels; 98 percent have at least one factor corre-
sponding to heart disease; and many exhibit signs of poor muscular strength, flexibility, and vital capacity.

To a large degree, the conditions believed to cause the problems are exhibited in poor eating habits and exercise patterns,a
sedentary lifestyle prevalent among today's youth, an increase in working mothers leading to a curtailment of extracurricular
activities, and a reduction in required physical education classes. Through innovative nutrition and fitness education strategies;
evaluative feedback to students, parents, and teachers; and enhanced motivational opportunities through the use of the latest
technological fitness equipment, it is anticipated that many of the issues confronting enhanced fitness achievement will be
addressed.

and how your project will address this problem or need. A
sample needs assessment is provided in Figure 5.5.

You are now ready to proceed to that part of your proposal
commonly called the Project Design. In this section, you have
an opportunity to delineate your actual objectives, develop the
activities that you will implement to achieve those objectives,
and develop a timeline for implementation and evaluation. Keep
in mind that as you develop your project design, your objectives
should be clear, specific, measurable, and written in concise
terms. Objectives are usually written in a single sentence,
outcome format, and listed in their order of priority. This will
tell the reviewer what is to be the expected result of participa-
tion in the project.

The methods or activity section of your proposal provides
the opportunity for you to describe how you intend to achieve
the objectives of your proposal. In this section, you must
convince the reviewer that, in essence, you know what you are
doing and that your project, or idea, is well thought out. When
developing your activities, keep in mind that they must support
the intended objectives.

Developing timelines for implementation is a good way to
ensure that all of your activities will be completed and the
project will progress as planned. When setting timelines for
both activities and evaluations, be sure to be realistic. If midway
through the development of your proposal you find that you
have tried to include more activities than you can realistically
accomplish, go back and revise your plan. Professional grant
reviewers are usually successful grant writers; they will see
through the shortcomings of a proposal with unrealistic expecta-
tions. Figure 5.6 provides a sample plan of implementation.

Once your project design is charted, it is often helpful to add a
project narrative to assist the grant reader in conceptualizing the
project. Figure 5.7 provides a sample project narrative.
Remember, follow the directions provided in the grant application
packet. If the application packet gives you the opportunity to add
a narrative, then do so. If the application packet does not permit
any extra sections, do not add anything. This could actually elimi-
nate your grant from funding considerations.
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Following the completion of the project design section, the
next step is to take a close look at the resourcesboth human
and financialthat you anticipate you will need. Your Budget
breakdown is critical in showing the reviewer that you have
carefully thought out you financial needs and will be spending
the money in a cost-effective and efficient manner. Both a
budget sheet and budget narrative are, required for most grant
applications.

When preparing the overall budget, keep in mind that the
funded dollars usually are received from six months to one year
after acceptance. This in essence translates into developing a
budget that is sensitive to inflation. Carefully think out all facets
of your project that will need to be funded. These usually
include personnel, social security, workman's compensation,
insurance, and other fringe benefits (contact your district's
personnel office for exact figures); services and materials,
including supplies, equipment, professional and technical
services, printing and duplicating, and shipping and handling;
and transportation costs, whether they involve in-county or out-
of-county field trips, your travel expenses, etc. Unless you are
writing a continuation grant ( grants that are funded for more
than one fiscal year, in which re-application is required at the
end of the initial funding year), once your funding is received,
you cannot go back and ask for additional dollars. You will have
to adjust your project accordingly if you under budgeted.

Begin by listing all personnel who have agreed to take part in
your project. Do not list people who have not given at least their
verbal permission. Once you have secured a list of personnel,
develop a short paragraph for each person indicating the title,
qualifications, and what part he or she will play in the grant
process (i.e. consultant, principal investigator, etc.). As you
develop the list of human resources, don't forget to ask if these
people need to be included in the budget or if their services will
be in-kind. For example, an outside consultant might ask for a
flat rate of $5,000 for services throughout the project; a local
personal trainer might be so excited about your proposal that he
or she will assist you in developing your exercise program as an
in-kind service. You might need the services of a full-time
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Figure 5.6: Sample Implementation Plan

Project Design
Project To Be Implemented from September 1992 to June 1993

Objective Activities Evaluation/Timelines

1. To increase fitness instruction time to
ensure the development of increased
levels of physical fitness.

A.

B.

C.

D.

Conduct intensive site-based training
for teachers focusing on instructional
methods and strategies.
Develop curricular activities relevant
to the needs of a fitness curriculum.
Included will be a scope and
sequence of activities as determined
by age, grade level, and needs of the
students.
Pretest and posttest the student
population to obtain a baseline
measure of fitness levels and
achievement gains.
Utilize state-of-the-art computer tech-
nology within the framework of
fitness education to expand the
program.

Complete by September 1992

Complete by September 1992

Analyze Data:
Pretest - October 1992
Posttest - March 1993

Ongoing

2. To increase the amount of instruction
for the cognitive development of
concepts to enable students to make
intelligent decisions about the quality
of physical activities that will
contribute to life long fitness.

A. Instruct students in the general prin-
ciples and concepts related to fitness
activities.

B. Provide students with the opportunity
to experience factors associated with
assessing, developing, and moni-
toring adequate levels of fitness.

Ongoing

Ongoing

3. To increase participation opportuni-
ties to encourage all students to
develop positive attitudes toward
physical fitness and personal well
being.

A. Understand the value of maintaining
an adequate level of physical fitness.

B. Exhibit positive attitudes that will
reflect an acceptance of differences
in others.

C. Demonstrate the ability to coopera-
tively work with others through skill
development.

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

4. To provide increased opportunity for
community members to participate in
existing and innovative school-based
programs and projects.

A. Develop a cadre of additional human
resources to enhance educational
programs for students.

B. Identify volunteers within the commu-
nity to support new or expanded
programs and to work closely with
the school population.

Ongoing

Ongoing

educational aide, in which case you will have to budget for
salary, along with fringe benefits.

Determine where your financial priorities are; keep in mind
that the funding agency may fund all or part of your grant

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

request, so be cautious not to over budget in the beginning. It is
easier to add services and equipment once you have your actual
dollars than it is to eliminate from your master plan if a partial
funding request is received. Figure 5.8 is a sample budget work-
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FIGURE 5.7: Sample Project Narrative

Problem to be Addressed
The overall purpose of FIT-TECH is to develop a model program of fitness education that will address the urgent need for fitness
improvement at the middle school level as evidenced by actual Dade County Public School fitness test results indicating defi-
cient fitness levels among our student population.

Implementation Plan and Strategies To Be Used:
On a rotational basis, all students enrolled in the physical education instructional program will be monitored one day per week
with computerized heart rate monitors. As an instrument utilized to measure and monitor cardiac output, the heart rate monitors
will assist with the physical education instructional program by providing feedback to the individual students with regard to the
amount of time the students exercise in their "target zone." A unique feature of the monitor is the ability to set high and low target
zones, which will allow for optimum safe training. When a student exceeds safe limits, based upon his or her individual target
zone, the monitor beeps, alerting the student to decrease the exercise intensity until he or she is back in the "safe" training zone.

The students will wear the heart rate monitors for the duration of their physical education instructional period. This will provide
evaluative feedback to the physical education instructors as to the amount of quality exercise/activity time the students are
exerting during their fitness training time, physical skills activity time, and recovery time. At the completion of the instructional
period, the cardiovascular data will be downloaded to a personal computer by means of a special interface module and soft-
ware. Data can then be analyzed for the purpose of making individual fitness prescriptions for the students, and reports can be
prepared and sent home to parents.

In addition to the heart rate monitors, computerized exercise equipment will be utilized to enhance cardiorespiratory training.
Students will not only be given the opportunity to develop cardiovascular fitness through jogging, walking, and other selected
aerobic activities, but they also will be provided the opportunity to utilize electronic treadmills, climbers, steppers, cycles, and
ergometers. Cardiovascular activity also will be monitored while on the fitness equipment. By focusing on the "process" of
fitness education through motivational high-tech experiences it is expected that the "product"enhanced fitness levelswill
be a natural consequence.

This approach was selected because of its utilization of the latest technological fitness equipment enhanced motivational and
educational instructional methodologies; and ability to provide evaluative feedback to teachers, parents, and students.

The approach selected is further expected to change the problem situation by providing students with the educational means of
taking responsibility for their own fitness gains. The focus shifts from a teacher-centered orientation to a student-centered
educational process.

sheet that was developed by the Dade County Public Schools
Grant Administration Office.

Make sure you familiarize yourself with the format that the
funding agency requires. For example, if the funding agency
will only fund projects that provide for equipment and supplies
for students, don't write yourself in as the project manager for a
salary. This will not be within their parameters, and your grant
application will be denied.

The next to last step of the application process is writing a
formal Evaluation for your project. An evaluation is important
to both the school system and funding agency, as it serves to
determine if you were able to do what you proposed to do, and
how you can do it better next time. An evaluation also will help
the funding agency decide whether to extend funding for your
project. When planning your evaluation, be specific as to what
evaluative instruments will be utilized and who will conduct the
evaluation. In the end, the evaluation should determine the
degree to which you have met your intended objectives and
whether your project design was fully implemented.

Evaluations can be either process or product in nature. A
process evaluation, or formative evaluation, looks at the proce-
dures carried out throughout the length of the grant contract.
This is a way to determine if the process of the project was
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beneficial in achieving the objectives or whether changes need
to be made. A product evaluation, or summative evaluation is
used to determine whether or not your project achieved its
objectives. Figure 5.9 provides an example of both.

The final phase of your proposal writing is the development
of the abstract. Although first in order of appearance, the
abstract is usually written last. The abstract is used to give the
reviewer an overview of your proposal. Written clearly and
concisely, it should explain the need for your project and the
major objectives and procedures of your proposal. It should be
limited to one page, or approximately 250 words. After the first
phase of reading all grant applications, it is usually the abstract
that the reviewers look at when making their final decision.
Therefore, key facts, activities, and outcomes are critical to this
section of the proposal.

Some of the Do's and Don'ts of Grant Writing
As noted earlier, grant writing is not a difficult task, but it

does take time. And, there are several rules that you should
adhere to ensure that your grant has a fair chance of being
funded. First, follow the guidelines on the grant application
precisely. Second, write in language that is understood by all;
avoid using educational jargon or slang. Third, show how your



FIGURE 5.8: Budget Worksheet

Project Title: FIT-TECH: A High Technology Physical Fitness Program for Middle School Education

Project No: 1234 Date: 2/28/93

Project Manager: <Name of designated manager> Telephone No: <Where manager can be reached>

Location : <Name of school> Mail Code <In house mail>

Function of Focus

Instruction to Students:

Curriculum Services :

PERSONNEL

of Proposal

X Student Services:

X Instructional Staff Training: X

Object Number Description Cost

5149 <5 days 0 $75 per day> <Substitute Teacher (Training)>

5144 <1> <Full Time Teacher - $38,500>

FRINGE BENEFITS

5210 Retirement <16.45%>

5220 FICA (Social Security) <7.65%>

5230 Workman's Comp. <2.24%>

5240 Insurance <$3,342>

SERVICES AND MATERIALS

5510 Supplies 6,000.00

5640 Equipment 45,000.00

5310 Professional and Technical 7,000.00

5399 Printing and Duplicating 2,000.00

TRANSPORTATION

5330 In-County Field Trips

5332 Field Trips

OTHER

Total: 60,000

< > = Provided as sample data only; not part of actual FIT -TECH grant proposal.
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proposal can be replicated in other states, regions, communities,
and school systems.

Conversely, when writing your proposal, don't promise more
than you can deliver, don't think that a longer application will
increase the probability of getting funded (the reverse is actually
true), and don't over extend your budget.

When seeking corporate funding, be assertive in stating what
benefit your project will have to the corporation. Make refer-
ence to key documents from the corporation, including the
mission statement, strategic plan, etc. In other words, do your
homework thoroughly.

Obtain advice and assistance from colleagues or other
professionals in the field who have experience in working with
corporations or foundations. Not only can they lend assistance
in the preparation of your proposal, but they could serve as an
external support network. And finally, give a draft copy of your
completed proposal to a colleague or friend to proofread. By
this time, you have probably spent so much time on your appli-
cation that you may not see your own grammatical errors.

Grant writing is a fun, yet challenging experience. Following
the steps listed above should assist in guiding you through the
application process. As you achieve success, you'll begin to feel
more comfortable writing subsequent grants. If you are not
successful in winning a grant award and are still convinced that
you have a unique project, then re-evaluate your proposal, make
revisions, and seek funding from other sources.

Chapter Summary
At this point, you should feel a little more comfortable in

seeking funding through alternative strategies. From the
simplest form of fundraising to the more complex form of
proposal writing, money is available to fund your programs and
projects if you approach the task in a systematic and controlled
manner.

As legislative dollars for education continue to shrink, the
challenge to seek funding sources for new and innovative
projects and programs will increase. As you venture out into the
corporate world, accept the challenge by knowing that the busi-
ness community is behind you. Don't hesitate to make securing
funds a group or team project; it becomes less burdensome
when you have a support group to assist you in developing
proposals. Additional assistance can always be secured from the
community relations or grants administration office in your
school system or university.

There is a pot of gold out there just waiting to be tapped. Go
ahead and go after your share!

FIGURE 5.9: Evaluation

The evaluation of the FIT-TECH project will contain both process and product elements; that is, it will document both the activi-
ties that will take place under the grant as well as the impact.

The process aspect of the study will document such information as the demographics of the student population, the nature of
staff development activities, and the nature of the "fitness" and 'cognitive" activities. The grant proposal call for extensive
computer stored information descriptive of the students who will participate as well as the nature and duration of participants.
These computer files will serve as an important source of input for both process and product aspects of the evaluation.

Process data will be gathered from available student records and from specially developed evaluation forms. As part of the
product evaluation, the impact of different durations of exposure to this project, including pre- and posttest measures will be
assessed. A final evaluation report will be prepared to document both project activities and project impact.
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echnology can be defined as anything that facilitates the
accomplishment of a task. A separate chapter on the topic
may seem redundant in this book, since technology can be

infused into every other chapter. However, because many profes-
sionals are having a difficult time adjusting to the rapid changes in
technology, we choose to devote one chapter to the use of tech-
nology and how it applies to the various aspects of leadership.

Ten to 20 years from now this chapter will likely be analogous
to a chapter on the overhead projector in a book on teaching today.
The focus in the future won't be on the technology itself, but
rather on the purpose or process of the task.

The seven major points for this chapter include:

1. Model the Use of Technology

2. Organize Time and Connections

3. Establish Telecommunications

4. Use Technology To Stay Accountable

5. Assess Instruction Using Technology

6. Encourage Staff Use of Instructional Technology

7. Provide Professional Development Related To Using
Technology.

Model the Use of Technology
In 1949, Henri Fayol listed the five basic elements of adminis-

tration as planning, organization, command, coordination, and
control. During the past 50 years, the basic elements of adminis-
tration have changed only slightly. However, the efficiency with
which they are performed has greatly improved. The emergence of
new technologies has reduced the amount of time necessary to
perform the five basic elements of administration. This has
provided the educational leader with more time to concentrate on
improving the instructional program.

Our ultimate goal as leaders is to facilitate the use of the most
efficient and effective tools. Modeling the use of current tools is
the first step in facilitating their use by others. This includes
selecting computer hardware and software, and using word
processing, data base, and spreadsheet applications.

Selecting a Computer
The first decision when selecting a computer is whether to use

the Macintosh Operating System or the Windows Operating
System. When making this decision, consider the following:

D Which type of computer is more predominant at your site?

kg Are the software programs you want to use available for
Macintosh, Windows, or DOS?

Utilizing Technology
Bonnie Mohnsen

E Do you or your staff have personal preferences?

Is there technical assistance for only one type of computer
at your site?

Remember, Macintosh computers with a DOS card (piece of
hardware that is placed inside the computer) or Soft Windows (a
piece of software) can run both Windows and DOS programs.

The second thing you must determine is what size computer
will best meet your needs. There are basically four sizes of
computers: desktop, notebook (5 to 10 pounds), sub-notebook
(less than 5 pounds), and handheld. Ideally, we would have one of
each and use each one for different jobs. However, most of us will
need to select the one that best fits most of the tasks we perform.
When making this decision, consider the following:

Where do you normally work (in a chair, at a desk, or on the
run)?

E What kind of tasks will you be performing with the
computer?

Fa Do you have a personal preference?

My personal preference is the notebook computer. It provides
me with mobility; I can continue to work whether I am on a plane,
at my desk, or in my rocking chair. I find that it is not too heavy to
carry, and it allows me to accomplish most of the same tasks as a
desktop computer and more tasks than a handheld computer.
However, I no longer work in the field, so my preference might be
the handheld if I were still teaching.

Most handheld computers can interface with either a Macintosh
or Windows-based computer. Popular models include the Apple
Message Pad (Newton Operating System), Windows -CE based
devices, Psion Series 3, and 3Com Pilot. Basic word processing,
data base, spreadsheet, calendar, address book, to-do lists, time
accounting, and telecommunication features discussed in the
following sections are available for handheld computers. However,
for teachers, the Newton Operating System (no longer produced,
but still in use) currently offers the greatest number of titles in the
area of grading. These include Sunburst's Grade Point and
Sunburst's Learner Profile.

Now we get down to the specifics of speed: how much RAM
(active memory), how big a hard drive (storage memory), and
which computer. The answers are as fast as you can afford, as
much as you can afford, as big as you can afford, andfinallyit
depends. Any recommendation on a specific computer is outdated
as soon as it appears in print. So, I suggest that when you are
ready to buy, purchase a few magazines that contain reviews on
computers and compare the top three or four recommendations.
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Then, consider your finances and computer needs, and select one.
For example, if you don't plan to take advantage of the audio
features on the computer, then you may select a less expensive
computer with inferior audio quality.

Software
The three most common uses of a computer include the

inputting and printing of data (word processing), the organization
of data (data base), and the manipulation of data (spreadsheets).
When it comes to the use of technology, it can be helpful to use
non-technical analogies. Thus, think of word processing as type-
writing. Anything that once was created on a typewriter now can
be created using word processing software. The non-technical
analogy for a data base is a Rolodex, and the non-technical
analogy for a spreadsheet is a ledger. These three tools are so
commonly used that software publishers sell them as an integrated
package along with art software, draw software, and communica-
tion software. Examples are Microsoft Works, Claris Works, and
Microsoft Office.

Word Processing. Word processing is one of the most frequent
uses of the computer in leadership. Supervisors used to sit at their
desks and write memos using a pen and paper. Their secretaries
were left to decipher the handwriting and produce the final docu-

ment. Today, supervisors type rough drafts directly into a
computer using word processing software. The draft is then sent
through a local area network (LAN) to the secretary, who uses a
computer to format the memo, select a font and style, correct for
spelling and grammar, and print the final document.

Curriculum guides, agendas, evaluations, minutes, and policy
statements are typical word processing files. The ability to save on
a disk allows for quick updating when it is time to revise any of
these items. No longer do we need to retype an entire document;
changes are literally made in a matter of minutes.

In the past, if you wanted to create a more sophisticated layout
for a document, you had to use special desktop publishing soft-
ware, such as PageMaker. However, today many word processing
programs provide the necessary tools for developing newsletters,
flyers, task cards, and anything else that requires the manipulation
of text and graphics. Most word processing programs also come
with templates (predesigned forms ready for the user's data) for
flyers, certificates, brochures, and newsletters.

The mail merge option adds a new dimension to letter writing.
A form letter can be personalized for each recipient by placing a
list of names, addresses, and any special information in one file,
placing the letter in a second file, and using the mail merge feature
available with most word processing or integrated software pack-
ages to merge the two files. The final product is a series of person-

FIGURE 6.1: A file of physical educators sorted by expiration dates for
cardiopulmonary resuscitation certification.

E

First Last School CPR First Aid

2 Juan Garcia Roosevelt Nov-98 Nov-98

3 Brenda Ada ms R oosevett Nov-98 Nov-98

Jenny Smith Santa Ana Nov-98 Nov-98

5 John Chan Bell Gardens Nov-98 Nov-98

6 Steve Samuels Roosevelt Nov-98 Nov-98

7 Jesse Gomez Franklin Feb-99 Nov-99

8 Kelley Thompson Santa Ana Feb-99 Nov-99

Jason Washington Bell Gardens Feb-99 Nov-99

Alicia Gonzales Roosevelt Feb-99 Nov-99

11 Jane Kennedy Bell Gardens Feb-99 Nov-99

1 j Valerie Johnson Bell Gardens May-99 Nov-00

13 Steve Brown Franklin May-99 Nov-00

14 Jera.mie Bradley Roosevelt May-99 Nov-00

16 !Joshua Jones Franklin May-99 Nov-00

10 Manz Gonzalez Franklin May-99 Nov-00

17 Amy Woo Santa Ana May-99 Nov-00

18 1-twong Chung Franklin May-99 Nov-00

19
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FIGURE 6.2: A curriculum file sorted by grade level to produce the scope for each grade level.

Standard Number Grade

1 7

Standard

Student sets goals and monitors change in movement skill development.

7 Student applies locomotor nonlocomotor, and manipulative skills to a variety of activitil

7 Student creates an individual/dual game with scoring options and a penalty system.

7 Student analyzes n-lovement performance using spin and rebound principles in order to irr

7 Student designs a one week personal fitness plan.

7 Student assesses personal fitness, compares scores to a health-related standard, and se

7 Student explains the growth rates of her body segments and the relationship to movemer

S 7 Student demonstrates risk-taking through participation in individual or dual movement a(

7 Student values personal identify and the development of aesthetic features of her perfor

10 7 Student displays collaborative problem solving techniques during risk-based initiatives.

alized letters, each addressed to an individual, and containing
information specific to that individual. And the initiator need only
type one letter!

Data Base. Data base software organizes data into records and
fields. A record is equivalent to a card in a Rolodex file: It
contains a variety of related information. A field represents one
piece of information, such as a name or address. Information can
be sorted (alphabetized or placed numerically) based on one or
more fields

Scheduling facilities, updating eligibility lists, organizing
locker assignments, scheduling teachers, and monitoring informa-
tion is done more efficiently using data base software. Once a data
base file is created, the user can sort the information within a
matter of seconds using one or more of the fields. For example, a
file that contains teacher's names, schools, expiration dates for
first aid certification, and expiration dates for cardiopulmonary
resuscitation certification can be sorted on the expiration date for
first aid certification in order to determine which teachers have the
same renewal dates (see Figure 6.1).

Another feature of data base software is its unique ability to
filter information. In the previous example, the file can be put
through a filter or selection process so that only the names of
those teachers who need to renew their cardiopulmonary resuscita-
tion certification during the coming month are displayed. A more
complicated filter can display the names of those teachers who
need to renew both their first aid certification and their cardiores-
piratory certification. The same file can be sorted, filtered, and
printed in many different combinations.

A data base program also can be used to facilitate the
curriculum development process. Each record contains the grade
level, standard number, and standard. The file can be sorted by
grade level to produce the scope for each grade (see Figure 6.2) or
sorted by standard number to produce the sequence for each stan-
dard (see Figure 6.3).

Spreadsheets: Spreadsheets facilitate the manipulation of numbers.
They are made up of rows and columns. Each row (see Figure 6.4)
is designated by a number, and each column is designated by a
letter. The intersection of each row and column is called a cell and
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is referenced by the column letter and row number (e.g., Al, C3,
E7). Data in the spreadsheets can be manipulated using operators
(+, *, /) and special functions. Even though spreadsheets may
appear complicated, they are in fact one of the easiest programs to
use, once you learn a few basics.

Spreadsheet programs are typically used to create files for
inventories, purchases, and budgets. Income, expense, and
payroll files can all be maintained with current information. The
grant development and implementation process is greatly
simplified by using a spreadsheet file to create the original
proposal budget and to maintain the budget once the grant is
received. Spreadsheets also can be used for grading and fitness
testing, although specific programs do exist for these tasks.

Organize Time and Connections
As leaders, we often find that we have more to accomplish than

time permits. We can make better use of our time while simultane-
ously modeling the use of technology in our everyday work.
Electronic address books, electronic calendars, time accounting
programs, and "to do" lists are four specialty programs available
to assist us in this area.

All of these programs are available for desktop, notebook, sub-
notebook, and handheld computers. The handheld computer or
"personal assistant" is ideal for these applications, since it can be
easily used away from the office. Once back in the office, the
handheld computer can be connected to a desktop computer via
either a cable or infrared connection and the new data transferred
to the desktop within a few minutes.

Electronic address books provide easy access to addresses,
phone numbers, fax numbers, and e-mail addresses without the
need to fumble with loose business cards. Associates can be sorted
by first name or last name, or any other field. Specific individuals
can be quickly located using the "find" command. Many of these
software programs also provide automatic dial service; simply
click on the person's name you wish to call, and your computer
(connected to your phone) automatically dials the number for you.

Calendar programs produce daily, weekly, and yearly displays
of appointments. Audible signals from the software alert you to
meetings or special appointments. Calendar programs on a
networked system even allow users to schedule meetings by
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FIGURE 6.3: A curriculum file sorted by standard number to produce the sequence for each standard.

Standard Number

1

1

Grade Standard

Student explains that the desire to learn increases learning.

Student explains that mental practice assists with improving or learning movement ski

1 3 Student uses cue discrimination when involved in movement activities.

1 4 Student develops a practice plan using the variables of whole and part practice.

1 5 Student constructs practice programs for increasing speed and accuracy in movement-

1 6 Student applies appropriate feedback to a partner while developing or improving mover

1 7 Student sets goals and monitors change in movement skill development.

1 8 Student applies the principle of transfer of learning in order to learn a new skill.

1 9 Student develops a practice program for an open skill and for a closed skill.

1 10 Student develops a practice plan for himself taking into consideration his stage of learn

viewing the calendars of colleagues.
Time accounting programs track time spent on specific tasks.

Type in the name of the activity, the starting date and time, and the
ending date and time, and the computer calculates the total time
and stores the information. This can be a helpful feature if you are
working on a number of different grants and each requires a
precise accounting of time. These programs also can be used to
help you determine whether time is being used effectively.

Electronic "to do" lists can serve as a management tool for a
multi-manager project. The computer allows for sorting and
viewing of the list by deadline date, task priority, project name, or
person responsible. Multi-manager project software often provides
a number of organizational charts, including Gantt charts designed
to monitor the development and implementation of a project that
involves a number of people.

Establish Telecommunications
The ability to communicate is a leader's most important asset.

Too often, we don't have time to pick up the phone and contact
one another. This is where telecommunications can come in
handy. During the last several years, use of the Internet has liter-
ally exploded. The Internet provides users with the opportunity to
send messages to and receive them from one or many colleagues
simultaneously. In addition, the Internet provides each user access
to vast amounts of information.

The Internet is, simply, a connection between computers
located around the world. The World Wide Web (WWW) provides
users with a graphical user interface for finding and using Internet
resources. In addition to a computer, Internet users need a modem
(converts the computer's digital code into the telephone's analog
code and vice versa); a direct connection to the Internet or an
Internet Service Provider (e.g., America Online, Earth link, local
school district); and Internet connection software, software for
electronic mail, and software for browsing the WWW. Such soft-
ware is generally provided by the Internet Service Provider.
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E-Mail
Using a real life analogy, e-mail is like having your own post

office box. Your friends and colleagues send mail to your post
office box and, when you have time, you go to the post office,
open your box, and retrieve your mail. With electronic mail, your
mail box is located on the server (computer) of your Internet
Service Provider.

All electronic mail software programs provide you with a
template for sending mail. Eudora is a popular e-mail program,
and Netscape Navigator and Internet Explorer are popular web
browsers that also have e-mail features. The process for preparing
an e-mail message is very similar to preparing a regular (snail)
mail message. You type in the address of the individual to whom
you are sending mail, type your message, and send the message
(by clicking on the "send" button).

Electronic mail can facilitate communication between a leader
and other educators in a school district, a region, or a state. It also
can bring leaders together for articulation and problem solving,
regardless of where they are located geographically. Finally, elec-
tronic mail seems to eliminate the artificial boundaries of title and
position. It allows for communication between first-year teachers
and senior university professors. Asking a question of an expert is
as simple as clicking on a buttonas long as you know the
expert's e-mail address.

Listsery
Listservs provide an opportunity to communicate with tens,

hundreds, and even thousands of individuals simultaneously. In
order to send a message to a listserv, you must first be a member
of that listserv. There are many listservs available for physical
educators. A roster is available at http://www.stan-
co.k12.ca.us/calpe/.

Typically, listservs have two electronic addressesone for
administrative purposes (i.e., joining the list), and the other for
communication purposes (i.e., sending a message). When using
the administrative address, you are communicating with a software
program, so you need to use special commands. Common
commands include:
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FIGURE 6.4: A sample spreadsheet.

Room 1

Room 2
Room 3

Totals =Sum(62 :B5) =-Sum(C2 :£5) =Sum(D2 :D5)

SUB or SUBSCRIBE To join a list

UNSUB or UNSUBSCRME To leave a list

DIGEST To have messages accumulated
and sent to you once a day

HELP To get a list of all commands

The Council of School Leadership for Physical Education
(CSLPE),which exists under the National Association for Sport
and Physical Education (NASPE) umbrella, provides a listsery
service for its members. If you are a CSLPE member, you can join
by sending the following in the body of the message and leaving
the subject line blank:

To: listsery @ host.fsd.k 1 2.ca.us
From: (Your e-mail address)
Re:
SUB CSLPE YourFirstName YourLastName

Then, you may send messages to everyone on the list by
addressing the e-mail to:

cslpe @ host.fsd.k I 2.ca.us

Listservs are especially effective when you need a quick
answer or input from several persons regarding the same topic, or
when you need to communicate/disseminate something to a large
audience. Perhaps you are on a curriculum writing team and you
want sample curricula from several other districts or regions. You
can simply send a request to the CSLPE listsery and it will go out
to hundreds of physical education leaders across the country, many
of whom have already developed and implemented new curricula.
What a listsery does not provide, however, is a live interaction.
You must wait for the receivers to check their e-mail before you
will get a response.

Chatting and Conferencing
Live, interactive sessions are available via the Internet through

chat sessions (written communication) and audio/video confer-
encing. Unlike listservs or e-mail, all users are on -line simultane-
ously so a constant dialog can occur. As long as you have an
Internet connection and the appropriate software you may use any
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of these services without incurring an additional time charge.
Unlike a telephone system, you don't have to pay for the length of
the conversation.

There are several sites on the World Wide Web where chat
sessions occur. Some of these sites do not require special software.
You simply go to the web page, type in the message you wish to
share, and click on "send" to send it, and "listen" when you want
to view what others are inputting. At other sites, special "chat"
software is required. The software allows you to immediately see
the messages written by other users.

Video conferencing provides audio and video communication;
the users hear one another and see one another. They can pick up
the subtle forms of communication that come with body language
and facial expressions. The bandwidth (data transmission speed)
requirements for video conferencing are great; they require at least
an ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) line. Video confer-
encing software such as CU-See-Me is freely distributed over the
Internet.

Each form of communication (e-mail, listserv, chat, video
conferencing) can put you in contact with new resources for infor-
mation and the sharing of ideas. These resources can be from the
other side of the country or the globe. In addition, these new forms
of communication are much more efficient when compared to
traditional meetings, which often require more time for transporta-
tion than for the meeting!

Searching the Web
Sometimes acquisition of knowledge or information, not

communication, is the primary purpose of going online. Since the
Internet is a connection of computers around the world, a wealth
of information is available. In order to maneuver through the
World Wide Web, you will need a browser like Internet Explorer
or Netscape Navigator.

There are two major strategies for searching the World Wide
Web. The first is used if you already have an address for the site
that has the information you need or for a general site (i.e. phys-
ical education) that contains links to the information needed. In
this first example, you simply type in the address and the browser
brings the information to you (see Figure 6.5).

The second strategy involves conducting a search using one of
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FIGURE 6.5: Locating a specific Internet address using a World Wide Web browser
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the search tools available on the web. The choice of search tools
depends on the information you are seeking, but popular tools
include Excite, Yahoo, and AltaVista. Each of these tools has its
own home page which has space for you to type in your topic (i.e.,
social skill development).

The difficulty lies not in finding information, but in limiting the
parameters of your search. A search for physical education leader-
ship may result in several thousands entries (see Figure 6.6). Thus,
it is helpful to apply a filter (selection process) so that fewer "hits"
(number of times a search word is found) occur during a search.
Using the previous topic, you may wish to put quotes around
physical education leadership so that you only get references to
information where these three words appear together. You may
want to further reduce the number by adding AND "middle
school?' Using this search string, you will only get physical educa-
tion leadership references that also relate to middle school.

Using the world wide web as a personal library is a very effec-
tive tool for the busy leader, since access to current events,
research, literature, grants, laws, sample curricula, and assessment
data is immediate. Sites visited often (e.g., Centers for Disease
Control, AAHPERD) can be bookmarked (the name of the site
and its address are added to a list), so that you can return to the
site quickly.
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Designing Web Pages
Once you have had an opportunity to search the World Wide

Web, it will only be a matter of time until you will want to
contribute to this international library. A few years ago designing a
web page required the skills of a computer programmer. Today,
anyone with word processing skills, an idea, and time can design a
web page.

You can learn the basics of web creation tools such as
Microsoft Front Page, Adobe PageMill, and Claris HomePage.
With a few hours of personal study or class time, you can have
your web page up and running in an afternoon. So, the question is
not, "Can I learn how to create a web page?" Rather, the question
is, 'Do I have something significant to contribute?"

Many leaders create web pages to share their physical educa-
tion programs; others create web pages to educate parents on
quality physical education and the importance of physical activity;
and still others create web pages that include or link to curriculum
samples, lesson plan samples, and assessment ideas.

Once you have designed your web page, the next step is to post
it on a server so that everyone can see your work. Many school
districts have their own servers and encourage contributions from
teacher/leaders and students. If your school district doesn't
currently have its own server, you can secure an Internet account
through an Internet Service Provider such as America Online or
EarthLink.
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FIGURE 6.6: Locating information on the Internet using a search tool.
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Use Technology To Stay Accountable
Manipulating numbers and information is what computers do

best. Therefore, an obvious use for technology is the management
of assessment data. By keeping track of core objectives/standards
and assessment results, teachers are better able to evaluate the
current performance level of their students and determine future
learning experiences. By aggregating student achievement, leaders
can demonstrate the importance of physical education in the total
school curriculum.

Management Software
Management software facilitates the input, organization, and

storage of standards and individual/group achievement data.
Basically a management program is a data base that is
predesigned to monitor data for an entire school or school system.
Popular management programs include Abacus and Instructional
Management.

Electronic Portfolios
Electronic portfolios are similar to management software,

except that each student is responsible for maintaining his or her
own individual portfolio. A number of generic portfolio software
pieces are available on the market, including Grady Profile
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(Grady) and Scholastic's Electronic Portfolio. These programs are
templated to assist both students and teachers with the formatting.

Teachers and students also can create their own portfolios using
authoring programs such as HyperStudio, SuperLink, HyperCard,
and NewtCard. A number of preformatted HyperCard Stacks
(Macintosh Operating System), NewtCard Stacks (Newton
Operating System), and SuperLink Folders (Windows Operating
System) also have been created to serve as templates for electronic
portfolios in physical education. These programs, available from
Bonnie's Fitware, include: Health-Related Fitness
Tutorial/Portfolio, Portfolio, and Volleyball Complete
Tutorial/Portfolio.

The electronic portfolio picks up where the paper portfolio
leaves off. It allows the collection of written information, audio
records, pictures, drawings, handwriting samples, and even video
clips to document student learning. Using a video card, users can
connect either a video cassette player/recorder or camcorder to
their computers (similar to the process of connecting a VCR to a
television set) and convert analog video into digitized video that is
ready for computer use. Video clips are ideal for showing student
performance on a motor skill prior to practice and after several
weeks of practice.
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Fitness Reporting
Fitness reporting was one of the first uses of the computer in

physical education. Fitness reporting programs analyze raw fitness
scores, print summaries (tables, charts, graphs) that can be sent
home to parents, and store data for pre/post-test comparisons and
statistics. From a leadership perspective, fitness reporting is an
ideal use of technology. Fitness scores are maintained in a master
file, so that charting a student from kindergarten through twelfth
grade becomes possible regardless of which schools the student
attends. In addition, the summary sent home to parents is an
outstanding public relations tool and encourages parental involve-
ment in the child's fitness development.

Assess Instruction Using Technology
Many leaders are asked to do some teacher observation and

assessment. The ability of the leader to document what is actually
occurring in the class or gymnasium increases the credibility of
the assessment. The type of data collected should reflect the expe-
rience and abilities of the teacher being observed. Time on task,
number of specific feedbacks, and ratio of boys and girls asked to
demonstrate a new skill are all good starting places when the
leader doesn't know the background of the teacher being
observed. When visiting classes, the quantitative data can be
collected on either a notebook computer or a handheld device like
the Sharp Wizard or the Apple Message Pad (Newton).

Popular software programs include ALT-PE (Microcomputer
Data) and OARS (Maze Products). Most of these programs
prompt the user for the type of activity occurring. The computer
then notes the time when the activity (roll call, exercise, transition)
was selected and continues to monitor the time until a second
activity is selected. At the end of the lesson, the computer calcu-
lates the amount of time spent in each activity. (It should be noted
that although these software programs have been used for some
time by faculty at many colleges and universities, they are fairly
new to most leaders, teachers, and master teachers.)

Encourage Staff Use of Instructional Technology
Being a leader in the area of technology means more than

using technology for management purposes. It also means seeing
to it that the teachers in the field have access to and use tech-
nology to prepare and deliver instruction to students. Every phys-
ical education teacher should be equipped with at least one
teaching/presentation computer workstation. (Grants and other
avenues of financial assistance are available where funding is an
issue.) The workstation should ideally consist of a notebook
computer with a modem and CD-ROM drive. The portability of
the notebook computer provides teachers with the opportunity to
work on the computer regardless of locationboth on and off the
field and at home.

The workstation also can be used with students to learn phys-
ical education concepts during the instructional period.
Presentations are easily developed using software programs such
as Microsoft Power Point. The teacher simply develops an outline
of his or her presentation and the software program converts the
outline to slides. The teacher then connects the computer directly
to a projection system or through a television encoder to a large
monitor, so that the entire class can see the slides as the informa-
tion is discussed.

Teachers also can use this arrangement with instructional soft-
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ware programs. These programs run the gamut from drill/practice
(ask a question and the user provides an answer), tutorial (provide
the user with some information and then ask a question), and
resource information such as encyclopedias, to simulation
programs that require users to solve a problem in order to demon-
strate their understanding of the concept.

It is our responsibility as leaders to encourage teachers to select
high-quality simulations and resource software. For information
on the software available for physical education, consult Physical
Education Sourcebook (Hennessy 1996), and Using Technology
in Physical Education, Edition 2 (Mohnsen 1998).

The selection of instructional materials is an important leader-
ship responsibility. It is not unusual for school systems to put
committees together to review textbooks and make recommenda-
tions for school board adoption. However, when it comes to
instructional software, it is not uncommon for teachers to be left
on their own in the selection process. Some states, including
California, have created state software clearinghouses where
teacher/reviewers try out software, use it with students, and make
recommendations on its appropriateness. The reviews from
California can be found at http://clearinghouse.k12.ca.us. In addi-
tion, the International Society for Technology in Education
publishes an annual review of recommended software that
includes programs for physical education.

It is not enough to simply put hardware and software into the
hands of physical educators, however. They need to observe other
physical educators using technology effectively. It takes time to
learn to use a computer well enough to begin saving time. So, it is
crucial that physical educators can see the long-term benefits of
the time they must invest. They also must observe the increase in
motivation and learning of students who are engaged with tech-
nology. A visit to a nearby school where physical educators are
using technology will provide such a view.

Provide Professional Development
Related To Using Technology

Teachers will need sufficient inservice time in order to become
comfortable with the computer. According to Boudrot et al.
(1988), while teachers need 20 to 100 hours of inservice training
to adequately learn to use the computer, most teachers get between
5 and 15 hours of training. Training should be specific to how the
physical educator will use the technology, and ability grouping is a
must. In my region, we have developed a three-level approach
(beginning, intermediate, and advanced) to professional develop-
ment in the area of technology.

Our Level One courses focus on teacher utility. The teachers
learn how to work the operating system and to open, close, copy,
move, and save files. In addition, they create word processing,
data base, and spreadsheet programs. They receive their e-mail
addresses and learn how to use their electronic mail accounts.
Depending on the needs of the group, special grading software or
fitness reporting software also is introduced. The instructor for the
Level One courses uses a command style of teaching initially with
the participants, then as the course progresses the participants are
given task cards to follow in order to progress at their own rates.

At Level Two, it is assumed that the teachers have had an
opportunity to work with the programs taught during Level One
and have begun to feel comfortable using the computer for their
own teaching duties. Level Two focuses on the use of instructional
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software with students. We have found that teachers are unlikely
to use the software with their students until they feel some comfort
with computers in general, as well as with the specific software
they will be asking their students to use. During this time, teachers
have the opportunity to experiment with the instructional software,
follow task cards, and participate in online tutorials. Then, they
work in groups and create lesson plans that take advantage of the
instructional software programs.

Finally, at Level Three, it is assumed that the teachers have
interacted with their students using instructional software. And,
like most physical educators, they have found that there are only a
limited number of software programs available. This inservice,
then, provides them with an opportunity to learn an authoring
language such as HyperCard, Hyper Studio, or Super Link so that
they can create their own instructional programs or electronic port-
folios. Learning to use an authoring program also provides the
participants with the necessary skills to teach their students how to
create their own multimedia projects to demonstrate what they
have learned. It is at this level that interested participants are
taught how to create web pages.

My region also uses technology as the process for delivering
professional development. By offering professional development
via the Internet (see Chapter 11), we provide simultaneous
learning opportunities for physical educators. They not only learn
the content of the professional development, but also the necessary
skills for navigating the WWW and using other Internet tools.
Many colleges and universities now offer degree programs through
the Internet. As leaders, we can use this vehicle for professional
development as well.

Chapter Summary
Whether it be as a user or an advocate, physical education

leaders have a role to play in advancing the new technologies of
our day. Those who are novices must update their skills, and those
who already are familiar with the technology must stay abreast of
the latest advances. As leaders in the field of physical education,
we must show the way for the teachers in our district and enable
them to become more efficient in the instructional tasks they
perform each day.
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Software Resources

Adobe PageMaker, Adobe PageMill: 800-833-6687
Apple HyperCard: 800-776-2333
Bonnie's Fitware Health Related Fitness Tutorial/Portfolio,

Bonnie's Fitware Portfolio, Bonnie's Fitware Volleyball
Complete T/P: 562-924-0835

Claris HomePage, Claris Works: 408-727-8227
Eudora: 800-338-3672
Maze Products OARS: 2610 Commonwealth Dr., Charlottesville,

VA 22901
Micro Computer Data ALT-PE: Virginia Tech, Department of

Physical Education, Blacksburg, VA 24061, do Michael
Metzler

Microsoft (Front Page, Internet Explorer, Office, Works): 800 -426-
9400

Netscape Navigator: 650-937-2722
NSBasic NewtCard: 416-264-5888
NCS Abacus Instructional Management System: 503-224-2152
Roger Wagner HyperStudio: 1050 Pioneer Way, Suite P, El Cajon,

CA 92020
Scholastic Electronic Portfolio: 800-SCHOLAS
Software for Teachers Grady Profile: 800-77-GRADY
Sunburst Grade Point, Sunburst Learner Profile: 800-321-7511
Washington Computer Services SuperLink: 360-734-8248
White Pine CU-See Me: 603-886-9050

Hardware Resources

Apple Newton: 800-776-2333
Sharp Zaurus: 714-903-4600
Psion Series 3: 800-997-7466
US Robotics Palm Pilot: 800-881-7256

Internet Service Providers

America Online: 800-827-6364
Earthlink: 800-395-8425

Internet Search Tools

Excite: http://www.excite.com
Yahoo: http://www.yahoo.com
AltaVista: http://altavista.digital.com
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Part 3. Assuming the Role

"The original Greek idea of pedagogy had associated with
it the meaning of leading in the sense of accompanying
the child and living with the child in such a way as to
provide direction and care for his or her life. Teachers
practice a form of pedagogical leadership directly, because
in schools they stand first and closest in a caring
relationship to children. They have the major responsibility
for guiding children academically, socially, and spiritually
through the world of childhood to adulthood. Indeed, the
process of education in itself implies leadership."

Thomas Sergiovanni
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hey call me a leader at my site, in my district, and even
throughout the state. But I have always believed myself to
be unremarkable. I care about kids, have a passion for

teaching and learning, and love to share and grow professionally.
I am a steward of information, a troubleshooter, a listener, an

advocate, a model for life long learning, a willing hand when
something needs to be done, and an active participant in the
decision making process. I am a catalyst for interdisciplinary
connections, critical thinking/problem solving activities, student
social development, positive discipline, instructional strategies,
brain compatible learning, organizational strategies, and
ordering equipment and instructional materials. My role evolves
from doing research, consulting, listening to a multitude of
teachers and innovative thinkers, borrowing ideas, applying
what I learn with my students, and securing the trust of posi-
tional leaders.

My primary goal has always been to be a good teacher.
Teachers who take pride in their performance and profession
and gain personal satisfaction from their work are the ones who
leave lasting impressions on their students. It is not just through
the knowledge they impart, but by the example they set.

It may be difficult to perceive of yourself as a leader until
you understand that leadership is not limited to one type of
behavior. Nor must leadership be delegated to be realized.
Leadership occurs in many ways and on many levels: You can
lead by example, by being a facilitator, by directing a change
effort, by inspiring others, or by a combination of these.
Schools that demonstrate positive performance and attitudes
among their students and teachers usually have strong leaders.

This chapter will address teacher leadership in terms of:

1. Identifying Effective Teacher Behaviors

2. Building Relationships

3. Improving the School Physical Education Program

4. School-Site Leadership

5. School-to-School Leadership

6. District Level Leadership

7. Leadership in Professional Organizations.

Although these topics are similar to those listed for middle
and high school teacher/leaders, I will address each through the
lens of an elementary physical education leader.
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Elementary Teacher
Leadership

Dom Hawkes

Identifying Effective Teacher Behaviors
There are official leaders such as mentor teachers or project

coordinators, but there are far more unofficial leaders in
successful elementary schools. These leaders may include
talented teachers who rarely supervise or train other teachers but
whose professionalism is demonstrated continuously by their
knowledge, skill, and enthusiasm. Leadership begins with effec-
tive teaching. Effective teaching can be divided into three
segments: (1) instruction, (2) curriculum and assessment, and
(3) professional behavior and life long learning.

Instruction
Instruction encompasses the range of methods that can be

applied in working with students in physical education.
Generally, the more teachers know and practice a variety of
instructional strategies the more likely they are to meet the
diverse needs of students. Instructional strategies appropriate for
elementary physical education include cooperative learning,
reciprocal teaching, guided discovery, movement exploration,
and direct instruction. While balancing strategies takes skill and
experience, choosing the most appropriate strategies for meeting
specific curricular objectives requires continuous thoughtful
consideration. For example, cooperative learning is a great
strategy to use to teach social interaction skills, while direct
instruction is useful for introducing a specific motor skill.

Perhaps one of the most significant challenges to physical
educators is that of creating an environment where all students
regardless of gender, size, skill, ability, or cultural background
can flourish and feel confident in their performance, knowledge,
and skills. It is not an accident that three of the seven National
Standards for Physical Education focus on student self-image,
personal development, and social development:

M Standard 5. Demonstrates responsible personal and social
behavior in physical activity settings.

Standard 6. Demonstrates understanding and respect for
differences among people in physical activity settings.

Standard 7. Understands that physical activity provides
opportunities for enjoyment, challenge, self-expression,
and social interaction. (NASPE 1995.)

These standards focus on the way students feel about them-
selves and each other, and their valuing of physical activity. To
teach to these standards requires much more knowledge and
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understanding of the multitude of instructional strategies than is
typically available to physical educators. These strategies are
most often taught within the context of other content areas such
as language arts, social science, and math. Physical education
teacher/leaders would benefit from attending workshops, inser-
vices, and trainings in these content areas and adapting the
strategies learned to physical education content.

Constructing a thinking/meaning centered curriculum, using
multiple intelligences and authentic assessment can provide
students with great motivation for self-expression, enjoyment,
and challenge. Some models of cooperative learning, such as
David and Roger Johnson's, offer more of an emphasis on
social skills instruction than others. Social skills instruction can
be applied to reciprocal teaching, conflict resolution, and any
partner or small group strategies. Individualized instruction,
guided discovery, and critical thinking/problem solving can help
develop student self-awareness.

Physical educators know that if elementary students are to
develop a desire for being physically active for life they must
acquire skills and abilities beyond fitness knowledge and motor
skills. Students need to feel connected to their learning and to
each other while developing a realistic and positive sense of
self. These are the motivators that drive the desire for life long
health and wellness, which includes physical fitness and motor
skill acquisition.

How can we make physical education a positive experience
for every student? We can do it by ensuring physical and
emotional success for all students.

Emotional success for all students will be determined in
large part by the elementary physical education teacher's will-
ingness and ability to teach and model appropriate social skills.
Physical education is one of the most natural places to teach
students how to interact successfully, because it is highly inter-
active in nature. One way to create a positive learning experi-
ence for students is through the use of cooperate teams or
groups where two or more students work together in a struc-
tured process to accomplish a common task or goal.

Cooperative learning strategies focus on the skills necessary
for students to be successful, contributing members of a group.
These skills include facilitating, recording, time keeping, equip-
ment/materials monitoring, reporting, and social skills moni-
toring. An abundance of interaction occurs in the performance
of movement activities, and we can ensure a physically and
emotionally safe environment by teaching students to be
encouraging and caring, to disagree in a positive manner, and to
show respect for diversity.

Teachers can be role models by using positive versus puni-
tive discipline; holding class meetings; using techniques such
as journaling, peer feedback, peer discussions, and small-
group processing; modeling critical thinking skills; and
encouraging students to problem solve and share problem-
solving processes. For a physically and emotionally safe envi-
ronment to exist and endure, not only in physical education
but in all classrooms and throughout the campus, staff and
students must demonstrate respect for each other, while
supporting the development of the appropriate skills in every
individual and every aspect of schooling.

Physical success in elementary physical education encom-
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passes both movement performance and cognitive under-
standing of movement related concepts. It is important to use a
variety of instructional strategies because it is impossible to
meet all student's needs with direct instruction alone. Some
students learn best alone while others learn better in groups;
some learn sequentially (one thing at a time) while others are
more global learners. Students can be more visual, auditory, or
kinesthetic. They can come from diverse cultural backgrounds
and speak any number of languages. And, they can vary widely
in ability level. There are instructional strategies to meet the
needs of all students, and these strategies can be used together
with ease once the teacher becomes familiar with them.

The importance of effective instruction cannot be overstated.
Effective instruction is a fundamental building block for leader-
ship. Although teachers can become leaders in varying arenas
without these skills, authentic leadership necessitates a solid
foundation of professional instructional expertise. Without it,
credibility cannot be established.

Curriculum and Assessment
Curriculum, instruction, and assessment are inseparable. A

strong instructional knowledge base prepares teachers for
teaching critical knowledge and skills identified in the
curriculum. Authentic assessment is embedded in instruction: It
should not look very different from instruction, it should be
performance and product-based, it should be ongoing, and it
should provide meaningful information to students to help
improve their skills.

Effective teacher/leaders research current information and
resources, and they examine their own site/district goals and
student outcomes to determine the content of the physical
education curriculum. Moving into the Future: National
Standards for Physical Education (NASPE 1995) and Concepts
of Physical Education, What Every Student Needs To Know
(Mohnsen 1998) are excellent resources to begin to explore
curriculum standards.

The primary question that needs to be answered before
developing curriculum is, "What do students need to know and
be able to do to be physically educated for the twenty-first
century?" Teachers may have a curriculum in place that is
mandated by the school district or school site, and some of
these may not meet the needs of twenty-first century students.
Aligning outdated curricula with National Standards and state
standards and guidelines is a worthwhile leadership project.

A powerful curriculum includes attention to higher level
thinking skills and meaningful interdisciplinary connections.
When I arrived at my first teaching assignment as the sole phys-
ical education teacher for 800 elementary students, I began by
visiting other teacher's classrooms and asking questions about
the most important aspects of their curriculum. I watched them
teach and invited them to watch their students in physical educa-
tion class. This process created a natural medium for shared
curricular outcomes and mutually supportive approaches to
achieving those outcomes. Curriculum development can provide
teacher/leaders with an invaluable opportunity to nurture strong
and enduring advocates for quality physical education.

Assessment in physical education is as valuable to learning
as are curriculum and instruction. After elementary physical
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education teacher/leaders have determined what students need
to know and be able to do (curriculum), assessment tools should
be developed that enable teachers and students to know whether
they have achieved the curricular goals. If multiple instructional
strategies are used effectively, assessment can occur both forma-
tively (ongoing) and summatively (at the end). Formative
assessment can include student self-checklists for designated
motor, social, and personal skills; teacher observations and
checklists; skills and knowledge tests; journals; etc. Summative
assessment may include skills and knowledge tests, portfolios,
pre and post-fitness assessments, student projects, and exhibits.

Assessment should include self-evaluation, student-to-
student, teacher, and group evaluation strategies. The goals of
assessment should be to provide students with useful feedback
for monitoring progress, making adjustments in their perfor-
mance, and achieving their goals. It should provide teachers
with information regarding curriculum and instruction, program
effectiveness, and student enjoyment.

One example of student self-assessment is a three-point
rubric that students use at the end of physical education class to
assess their social performance.

3 I was successful at completing the tasks. I cooperated
with others and encouraged others.

2 I completed most tasks successfully. I cooperated and
encouraged others most of the time.

1 I was unable to complete the tasks successfully and
work cooperatively with others.

Students can explain to one another how they assessed them-
selves. They can discuss why they were or were not successful,
what they said or did to encourage others, and what they will do
differently next time. They also can use the rubric for self-
reflection when they return to class by writing about it in their
journals. A prompt might be: Write about a way that you
encouraged others in your group to accomplish the task.

Professional Behavior and Life Long Learning
Starting in my first year teaching, I began to recognize the

importance of learning about other content area goals and how
they relate to physical education. I noticed that classroom
teachers had a common language that did not include me, as a
physical educator. It was not intentional, but I knew that phys-
ical education would never be integral to the school unless I had
access to the knowledge, language, and skills that the majority
of teachers shared. So, I began attending every professional
development inservice required of classroom teachers as well as
other content inservices provided by the district. I observed in
classrooms, participated on school-site leadership committees,
and asked a lot of questions.

When committed teachers lack the content or process
knowledge necessary to meet the needs of their students, they
do whatever is necessary to learn. They attend workshops and
professional development programs. Physical educators who
do not have access to the range of necessary instructional
strategies in their own content area seek out the strategies in
other content areas.
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I have always been interested in teaching as a process, and in
the many ways teachers can reach children and facilitate
learning. I have learned about cooperative learning models,
multiple intelligence strategies, learning styles instruction,
meaning centered activities, metacognition, authentic assess-
ment, technology applications, English language learning tech-
niques, diversity sensitivity (cultural, gender, ability), and more.
A majority of the training sessions I have attended have been in
content areas other than physical educationmost often
language arts and math. These are the disciplines where cutting
edge research on teaching and learning seems to be focused
first. At the same time, I continue to attend workshops to
expand my physical education content knowledge and skills.

In my pursuit of continuous improvement, I have noted a
number of behaviors that have transformed me over time. These
behaviors have become the foundation for my professionalism. I
have learned to:

Ask questions for clarity and understanding

M Model every skill and behavior I ask of my students

Be courteous and considerate of all students, staff, and
community members

Enthusiastically research knowledge and information to
improve learning

m Actively listen and participate in meetings

Participate on committees and in professional groups

Take an active role in both site and district-level decision
making

M Be a life long learner.

Teachers are not assembly line workers, manufacturing
"educated" children. We are facilitators of learning, innovators
for using technology to enhance living and learning, and guides
for positive interaction. When we work to consciously meet the
needs of all students we realize the need to take responsibility
for developing our own skills. Teachers are always at the helm;
therefore, we must advocate for the necessary time and
resources to cultivate knowledge in our discipline, knowledge
across the disciplines, teaching and learning techniques, and
continuous sharing and interaction among educators. These
processes provide the source of professionalism that can breed
pride, integrity, personal accountability, efficacy, and desire for
excellence in all caring teachers.

Teachers are expected to adapt and change. Societal needs
change over time, as does the knowledge and information in our
profession. Teachers who do not attend to societal needs and the
changing knowledge base may be providing information that is
neither needed nor wanted. With the acceptance of change as a
reality comes the necessity and willingness to prepare for it.
Teachers must recognize their need for continuing education
and acquire it through research, ongoing staff development,
seminars and courses, site visits, etc.

I realized early in my career that if I was to foster student
growth I must nurture and develop my personal and profes-
sional knowledge and skills. If I continually ask, "What is it my
students should know and be able to do?" it leads me to ask
myself, "What should I know and be able to do?"
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The sense of wonder and awe I feel when immersed in the
process of teaching and learning compels me to seek more:
"Why did Marie develop the ability to demonstrate opposition
while Jorge is struggling with extension errors?" "Can I affect
the social interaction skills of individuals who are from vastly
disparate backgrounds and who have vastly different tempera-
ments?" "What skills and abilities will my students need to be
successful in movement activities and life in the 21st century?"
These questions, and thousands more, drive my thirst for contin-
uous life long learning.

Building Relationships
Building relationships with and among staff members,

administrators, parents, students, and community members has
enormous implications for successful program implementation
and leadership endeavors. The nature of the relationships that
the elementary physical education teacher leader develops can
be readily correlated to the success that teacher has in imple-
menting program outcomes. Although there are numerous ways
to approach successful interactions with others and to advocate
for quality physical education, I have found some tenets to be
particularly helpful:

M Always be forthright and sincere in professional
relationships.

Be knowledgeable about and interested in the goals,
wants, and needs of other persons and assist them to the
best of your ability.

IM Know the language ("educational lingo") of those in your
school-site/district, and be part of the discussions. Shared
knowledge is shared power. Teachers own responsibility
for acquiring knowledge. Leaders do not wait for
someone else to determine what knowledge and skills
they need to possess; they learn as much as they can about
every aspect of teaching and learning.

Turn negative comments about physical education into
"teachable moments" instead of defensive posturing. People
base their opinions on their own experiences. Tell them
about the concepts that students learn in motor learning,
exercise, physiology, biomechanics, social skills, etc. Offer
opportunities that will provide them with new, more positive
experiences; invite them to observe your program.

I have noticed a lack of awareness among many elementary
school staff members regarding the knowledge, skills, and
behaviors that quality elementary physical education programs
can produce. To some, physical education is games and sport.
To others, it is fitness or exercise. One aspect of leadership that
I fervently pursue is urging all educators on staff to view phys-
ical education in the same light as all other content areas. This
begins with conveying'to the entire staff the effects that a
quality school wide physical education program has on the
school learning environment.

I must be certain that the physical education program is
delivering on the claims I make and then ensure that those
claims are attributable to the physical education program. When
students demonstrate improved concentration, higher test scores
and academic performance, reduced disruptive behaviors,
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reduced susceptibility to stress, and positive social skills as a
result of cooperative learning in physical education, the
program value is enhanced.

Forging positive relationships also contributes to allocation
of necessary funding and resources. We need facilities, equip-
ment, and materials. By networking with other teachers,
parents, and community members, I discovered a variety of
strategies for obtaining sufficient equipment and materials. We
found ways to make our own equipment. We had parent volun-
teers supply the PVC pipes, paint, and other materials, but they
also constructed the equipment. On family fun nights, these
parents received rave recognition. Parents saw the equipment
being used and enjoyed, which encouraged more parents to
donate or build equipment. Building relationships with busi-
nesses also can result in an increase in resources. Consider, for
example, carpet stores (for carpet squares), hardware stores
(PVC pipe, rope, wood, boxes, crates, etc.), sporting goods
stores, businesses specializing in technology, etc.

There are several additional ways to nurture professional
respect. I met with the staff development coordinator for our
site and offered suggestions for training related to the school's
improvement plans in addition to physical education topics. I
consulted respected experts in the field who provided both
wisdom and encouragement. I researched materials written by
reputable physical educators and other content specialists. I
prepared myself for those "teachable moments."

Jesse Jackson once said, "Excellence is the best deterrent to
racism." I believe the same is true of misperceptions of physical
education. Excellence in teaching, learning, professionalism,
and leadership are the best possible forms of physical education
advocacy. Excellence always speaks for itself.

I believe that one of the most critical aspects contributing to
my effectiveness as a teacher is my desire to establish a learning
environment that reinforces the value of relationships. Rather
than isolating ourselves from one another and from the commu-
nity outside the school, we can benefit by cultivating relation-
ships with colleagues on and off site, students, volunteers,
parents, members of community and professional organizations,
and administrators.

For elementary physical educators, this can be done by
working with the school nurse for height/weight/body composi-
tion testing, volunteering for school/community collboratives,
co-sponsoring events with local recreational organizations,
inviting your school community to participate in a local 5K
walk/run, or organizing an after-school or evening bicycle,
skateboard, skating, jump rope, bowling, or movement rally for
students, staff, and families.

Finding enough time to network with colleagues is a constant
challenge. When appropriate, engage in professional talk during
lunch or recess, before and after school, during staff meetings,
and during school social events. Since opportunities for mean-
ingful dialogue with colleagues are rare, we can't afford to miss
them.

Quality instruction is expected of all teachers. An equally
significant characteristic of elementary physical education
teacher leadership is the ability to nurture positive, productive
interactions among teachers, students, administrators, and
community members.
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Improving the Elementary School
Physical Education Program

An effective physical education program balances and
contributes to children's academic learning. It is not separate from
the core curriculum (California Department of Education 1994).

Marc, a second grade student, says, "Physical education is
something we do in the morning. I exercise and run, learn how
to play new games with other kids, and I learn why I run and
jump and play games and make my body fit and healthy from
my mind to my feet."

This second grader's concept of physical education isn't very
different from what educators recognize to be components of
quality physical education. He's learning how to move, devel-
oping social behaviors by working with others, and gaining an
understanding of the importance of developing and maintaining
fitness. Marc, although he didn't use these terms, probably is
developing locomotor and non locomotor.skills, learning biome-
chanical principles, studying the human body, appreciating and
analyzing movement, and strengthening his self-image.

My goal as an elementary physical education teacher is to
provide a quality, comprehensive physical education program.
This includes facilitating student learning, which can lead
students to pursue healthier lifestyles as well as to meet other
challenges that are inherent in our changing world.

If it is true that effective teachers consistently address the
question, "What is it that students should know and be able to
do?" then it follows that the next question would be, "What is it
we must do to make it happen?" Since we are evaluated based
on the performance, behavior, and products of our students, it is
prudent to implement programs that enhance our desired
outcomes.

Physical education state frameworks/curriculum
guides/content standards provide philosophical insight and well-
researched perspectives on curriculum and instruction. These
types of guidelines serve as a primary resource for developing
the district and school-site curriculum. However, the guidelines
alone are not sufficient. Philosophical tenets, core values, and
beliefs about teaching and learning need to be explored with
everyone who will be responsible for implementing the
curriculum.

Before implementing new curriculum or other innovations,
teachers should consider specifications for texts/instructional
materials; requirements of what, when, and how much to teach;
and district/school policies. They also should consider the
professional development that will be needed to implement
necessary instructional strategies, student wants and needs, and
availability, of equipment, facilities, and staff to optimize skills
and expertise.

Political decisions regarding testing, standards, and curricular
priorities can have a profound effect on the teacher's decisions.
A practice such as using fitness scores to determine adequacy of
the physical education program provides an opportunity for the
elementary physical education leader to demonstrate the fallacy
of this conclusion. Another example of the way in which polit-
ical decisions affect instruction involves the distribution of
program funding based on a curricular priority, such as reading.
The curricular priority is seldom physical education. However,
it is prudent for the elementary physical education leader to find
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a way to access "priority" funding for elementary physical
education program improvement. This is most likely to occur if
the physical education program is making meaningful interdis-
ciplinary connections to the subject area being prioritized for
funding.

Elementary physical education teachers can receive profes-
sional development, equipment, planning time, new technology,
etc. to accomplish the interdisciplinary objectives funded
through the related content priority. Thus, elementary physical
education teacher leaders need to think globally to access addi-
tional funding. Don't be afraid to offer creative ideas for
funding program improvement. The networking alone that the
resourceful elementary physical educator cultivates will produce
new ideas and opportunities.

It is difficult to discuss funding sources without thinking of
the huge disparity in the times per week students receive phys-
ical education, the qualifications of the elementary physical
education teachers, the length of periods, and student/teacher
ratios. In my experience, I have found two tenets to be true:

ET Improving the quality of instruction, curriculum, and inter-
disciplinary connections of the existing physical education
programeven if it is once a week with 60 students at a
timeis more likely to produce additional resources than
waiting for the resources to improve the program.

El In negotiations for funding to improve the physical educa-
tion program, describe what your program can do to
contribute to the broader educational goals and priorities
of the school/district.

Improving the school's physical education program includes
a combination of advocacy, networking, assessment, content
knowledge, and professional developmentall of the recom-
mendations discussed in this chapter. With teacher/leaders who
can organize and motivate others to use new strategies and
ideas, the elementary physical education program can flourish.

School-Site Leadership
A teacher/leader's role can range from moderate, reliable

involvement in critical school issues to being a catalyst for whole
school transformation. The choices a potential teacher/leader
makes in initiating leadership actions depends largely on self-
reflection as to skills and abilities, as described earlier in this
chapter, and the circumstances in which the teacher finds him or
herself. What level of involvement and actions are actually neces-
sary? Although the possibilities are virtually unlimited, I have
found some general precepts to be helpful.

Capable school-site leaders have an intimate understanding
of the school's vision, and they cultivate this vision in others.
They use both people (the ability to get along well with others),
and process (the knowledge and understanding of how the
system works) skills. They are energetic, enthusiastic, and
insightful role models. Their spirit and enthusiasm influences
others. They gain the respect of others through their contribu-
tions to the success of the school.

Our staff decided on a goal to create a positive schoolwide
learning environment by consistently reinforcing social skills.
Students learned social skills in physical education and practiced
them throughout the day in cooperative activities. Together with a
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classroom teacher, we trained the entire school staff (including
classified personnel, supervisors, and instructional aides) to teach,
practice, and reinforce student social interaction skills.

The physical education program led positive schoolwide
change for students. There was improved achievement, accep-
tance, and support among peers; increased self-esteem; and
dramatic improvement in classroom behavior. While modeling
the skills in staff interactions contributed to the success of the
program, it also improved the morale of the staff. It created an
avenue for approaching another critical component of educa-
tional leadershipinterdisciplinary connections.

As noted earlier in this chapter, the physical education
curriculum must be an integral part of the school curriculum; it
must be integrated with other subject areas. This requires phys-
ical education teacher/leaders to pursue content knowledge in
other areas. It also means talking to other teachers, deciding on
concepts that can be taught and reinforced across the disci-
plines, developing a schedule for instruction, and identifying
key assessment strategies and shared projects and activities.
Some examples include vocabulary reinforcement,
math/science/language and health concepts, cross-cultural
games and activities from social studies, and social, personal,
critical thinking, and problem-solving skills.

Change can be generated both by inspiring others and
sharing in the ideas of others. Enthusiasm is infectious and will
certainly spread. To become an integral part of the school,
participate in projects like science fairs, history days, read-a-
thons, and literacy fairs at your site. Initiate projects such as
jump rope for heart, jog-a-thons, dance-a-thons, and school
wellness or family fitness nights. Create student/staff running or
aerobics clubs. Invite input from other teachers, parents, and
students. Of course, all of this requires doing more listening
than talking. And when you are introducing an idea, proposing
an activity, or describing an event, invite the others involved to
share in the presentation.

Learn as much as you can about the goals, programs, and
operations at your site. Listen to the administration to find out
about the school's goals and significant activities. Then, share
your thoughts in terms of relevance to the school. Because the
principal or leadership team determines how change is imple-
mented and sustained at your site, it is important to nurture this
relationship continuously.

Leadership roles can involve researching special projects and
writing or participating in the writing of grants. Volunteer for
(and chair, when appropriate) committees to give input about
schoolwide policies, and align your program with them. For
example, fundraisers that include selling candy may not rein-
force nutrition education goals. If you like a challenge, and you
have a strong contingency of teachers supporting you, perhaps
you can affect policies regarding candy sales and other school
practices that do not align with physical education and health
curriculum goals.

More elaborate leadership pursuits can include changing the
structure of the school day to accommodate longer periods,
reducing class size to maximize positive outcomes of your
program, reorganizing lunch/recess schedules and activities to
increase student learning opportunities, developing cross-age
playground leadership programs, organizing peer conflict reso-
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lution managers, and supervising daily multi-class physical
fitness stations and student aerobics programs.

The number and kinds of activities that can be pursued is
limited only by your imagination and capacity to follow
through. Keep in mind that over-extending yourself can lead to
ineffectiveness and burn-out. It is extremely important (and for
some most difficult) to know your own limitations in terms of
time, energy, and level of commitment.

School-to-School Leadership
School-to-school leadership can be the precursor to district

level leadership. Teachers with expertise in a certain area can
begin by sharing this information at local and state AAHPERD
meetings. Enterprising teachers also can invite other physical
educators, teachers, and administrators to observe their
programs. They can invite local media to cover programs and
events, and write articles or proposals for local conferences
(both general and physical education related), and network with
involved, action-oriented teachers in other schools.

As individuals began to learn about my expertise, I received
more and more requests to share what I knew with other
teachers in other schoolsboth physical educators and class-
room teachers. I did not initially seek out these experiences, but
as I began to see the value of raising a regard for physical
education in other schools, I realized that I needed to do more
of it. I became a resource for training in any area related to
physical educationfrom curriculum writing and planning, to
content area instruction, program development, and playground
organization. As I continued to develop my interdisciplinary
skills and teaching/learning strategies, I was able to provide
inservices to classroom teachers on more general educational
areas such as cooperative learning, conflict resolution, positive
discipline, interdisciplinary/thematic teaching, also including
examples of how I use these strategies in teaching physical
education.

I believe that these kinds of inter-school workshops and
consulting services provided the opportunity for general educa-
tors to value physical education in a way that they may never
have, had I not reached out to them. It also became another step
in my journey toward personal and professional growth that
would include districtwide leadership.

District Level Leadership
District level leadership can mean many things in relation to

elementary physical education program development. It may
mean effecting change by developing professional relationships
with influential district personnel, such as board members,
curriculum directors, project specialists, assistant superinten-
dents, superintendents, etc. Some districts appoint teacher
leaders as resource specialists, content area specialists, or
project leaders for a period of time to write curriculum, lead
major reform efforts, and implement new instructional strate-
gies. Whether it is a formal assignment, such as a resource
specialist, or an informal, self-directed leadership effort such as
offering to provide workshops in elementary physical education
for classroom teachers, staying in the hearts and minds of the
people who are most influential in the system creates great
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leveraging power for improving the quality of elementary phys-
ical education programs.

One good way to access the expertise of outstanding teachers
in a district is through mentoring or merit pay programs. In
mentor teacher programs, teachers usually apply for predeter-
mined positions. Some districts require mentor projects, others
select teachers based on certain criteria, some are selected
exclusively to "buddy with" new teachers. There is great poten-
tial for physical educators in a mentor program to influence
change in perception and valuing of physical education.
Interested physical educators should check with their district
offices to request information on the criteria for selection into a
mentor or merit pay position in their district.

My pursuit of quality physical education lead me to assume
responsibility as lead writer of our district curriculum, a consid-
erable undertaking. I was given the task of organizing a team of
writers who were experienced in interdisciplinary teaching, had
extensive knowledge of the state framework and National
Standards, and who were eager to transform the district physical
education program. It was a two-year process that involved
frequent meetings during and after school and on many week-
ends. It was extremely time intensive but also profoundly
rewarding. It offered a real sense of ownership to all involved.

Teacher/leaders who have developed a relationship with
district level leaders can use this relationship to advocate for
improved professional development opportunities for elemen-
tary physical educators. As stated earlier in this chapter, elemen-
tary physical educators usually have to attend inservices in other
content areas to receive information on the latest research-based
instructional and assessment strategies. Although there is great
value in the interdisciplinary aspect of attending these work-
shops, they should not be the only way that elementary physical
educators can access this information.

Because I have knowledge and expertise in both elementary
physical education content and current research on instruction and
assessment from attending hundreds of hours of cross-discipline
training, I am able to provide elementary physical educators the
information within their content. Elementary physical education
teacher leaders who are prepared to take on this role will be a
tremendous asset to their peers as well as to classroom teachers,
administrators, and staff developers/curriculum coordinators.

General education instructional leaders are not intentionally
avoiding including the content of elementary physical education
in their offerings. They may simply not have the necessary
content knowledge to make the connection for physical educa-
tors. Sometimes we must do it ourselves.

District level leadership is best characterized by a level of
involvement that includes but also transcends site and program
distinction. Most district level work will require a teacher to
have a solid reputation for site level program excellence. The
district's purpose is to build districtwide capacity by allowing
experienced teachers to share their expertise.

Leadership in Professional Organizations
Professional organizations offer extensive access to other

professionals, the latest research and methodology in the field,
vast support and encouragement networks, legislative services,
conferences and workshops, information dissemination avenues,
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resource materials, and experts in many areas. The national
professional organization for physical educators is the American
Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance
(AAHPERD). There are affiliate associations in each state. They
are separate memberships with separate fees for each associa-
tion. Membership in one is not a prerequisite for the other.

Professional involvement can occur by being a member in
the national and local professional AAHPERD unit, or helping
to start a local organization if one doesn't exist. A full range of
roles within the organization are possible. These include partici-
pating in meetings, volunteering to help with activities, and
holding office.

Typically, professional organizations initiate advocacy
campaigns, support legislative issues, raise money for special
projects, provide grants or scholarships, offer workshops and
conferences, provide networking opportunities during
monthly/bimonthly meetings, and keep members appraised of
all of the latest innovations/changes in the field. Professional
organizations provide a way for educational leaders to access
information and resources that will allow them to enhance their
leadership knowledge and skills. Vital, active professional orga-
nizations benefit the individuals in the field and strengthen the
discipline.

Chapter Summary
Elementary physical education teacher leaders are knowl-

edgeable about current research and practice in elementary
physical education curricula and have interdisciplinary knowl-
edge and skills. They know and apply a variety of instructional
strategies to meet the diverse learning needs of all students.
They use authentic, meaningful assessment strategies that help
students improve their performance and give feedback on
program effectiveness to teachers.

Building positive relationships among staff members, adminis-
trators, parents, students, and community members is critical to
creating and sustaining successful elementary physical education
programs. Improving the school's physical education program
requires a combination of advocacy, networking, ongoing assess-
ment, content and general education knowledge, and professional
development. The teacher/leader's role may include, but is not
limited to: modeling excellence in teaching, participating in
school site decision making, networking with teachers at other
schools, becoming a resource at the district/county/state level, and
contributing to professional organizations.

Leadership in elementary physical education is exhilarating
for the infinite possibilities and challenging for the dilemmas it
presents. As a teacher who was drawn to a leadership role, one
thing is very clear to me. I have always believed that students
deserve the best education that we as a society can offer. I read
the professional literature, networked with committed individ-
uals in the field, and decided that daily, quality elementary
physical education was not a luxury for students; it was a neces-
sity. I have wished many times that I had a manual on leader-
ship for elementary physical educators along the way. I
struggled through many mistakes but learned from them as well.
This chapter is a testament to the fact that acting on one's
beliefs and passion for excellence does make a difference.
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ometimes we don't even realize we've become
teacher/leaders until someone points it out. That's what
happened to me! I had standards fOr my students in terms

of their learning, and I had standards for myself in terms of my
teaching. Each year, I made improvements to what I had done
the previous year and tried new things to enhance student
learning.

I constantly asked myself, "Am I doing what's best for
kids?" And, as time went on, I found myself sharing ideas with
other teachers in my department. I also found myself
completing departmental tasks and taking on leadership respon-
sibilities both for the department and the school.

Fifteen years into my career, I became the team leader as we
began to restructure our physical education program. During this
restructuring period, I became more involved with districtwide
projects and activities related to physical education. I also took on
some leadership responsibilities. As I reflect on my career,
perhaps the reason that I didn't realize that I had become a
teacher/leader was because the process was so gradual.

In order to gain the respect of administrators and other staff
members, a teacher/leader must first set high standards for him or
herself, model effective teaching, and share the significance of
physical education with everyone in the school environment. With
that in mind, here are the seven major points for this chapter:

1. Be an Effective Teacher

2. Develop Relationships

3. Provide Department/Team Leadership

4. Participate in School Site Leadership

5. Initiate School-to-School Leadership

6. Broaden Your Impact: District Level Leadership

7. Assume a Leadership Role in Your Professional
Organization.

Although these topics are similar to elementary and high
school, I will address each topic through the lens of a middle
school teacher.

Be an Effective Teacher
In order to write this chapter, I had to reflect on my growth

as a leader and the many leadership roles that I have assumed
throughout the years. This led me to believe that an effective
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Middle School Teacher
Leadership

Karen Mendon

leader must first and foremost be an effective teacherone with
a vision of quality physical education, who is capable of
demonstrating effective teaching strategies, and who is willing
to be a life long learner.

Vision
My vision of a quality middle level physical education

program is one where all students understand the need to
involve their young and growing bodies in vigorous activities.
Students seek a variety of physical activity experiences, are
challenged to meet their full potential, develop the necessary
skills to be competent in the lifetime activities of their choice,
and experience success that is so important to the middle school
student at a time when self-esteem is developing. As a
teacher/leader, I hope that all middle school teachers feel the
same way, and that their programs provide students with
optimal learning opportunities.

Regardless of the circumstances, you must maintain your
vision of what a quality physical education program should be
in middle school. Stay positive and don't let others pull you
down. If you are respected because of your teaching skills and
expertise, collaboration and change will be easier. Your
colleagues will have a tendency to trust and accept your sugges-
tions when collaboration is needed. Lead by example.

Teaching Strategies
It is of vital importance that you understand how your state

physical education framework or district curriculum aligns with
the National Standards for Physical Education. This document
contains standards, benchmarks, and assessment strategies that
address what a physically educated person should know and be
able to do. The National Standards are a guide to assist local
districts in developing curricula that meet the needs of their
students. (See Chapter 3 for a list of the standards.) Curriculum
provides direction for instruction.

Middle school students are like fingerprints; they're all
different - They come in all sizes, shapes, and levels of maturity.
Their levels of intellectual, physical, psychological, and social
development are extreme. In order for students to learn, an
effective teacher must use a variety of teaching strategies. Being
able to match teaching strategies with student learning styles
and standards promotes student learning. While it is beyond the
scope of this chapter to go into detail about a variety of teaching
strategies and styles, there are many good books on the market.
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Some of these include: Teaching Physical Education (Mosston
& Ashworth 1994), Teaching Middle School Physical Education
(Mohnsen 1997), Teaching Physical Education for Learning
(Rink 1993), and Developing Teaching Skills in Physical
Education (Siedentop 1991).

I have found that teaching stations and cooperative learning
are very effective with middle school students. Middle school
students' attention spans are short, and the variety of activities
and the freedom to move around give them a feeling of inde-
pendence. Fortunately, both strategies also work well with my
limited-English-proficient students. The more hands-on and
student-centered the instruction, the more learning can occur. If
each student has a piece of equipment or task to complete, and
the activities (i.e., high risk) are relevant to middle school
student's interests, student behavior is more on task. Be creative
and adjust teaching strategies so all students have a chance to
enjoy learning.

Teaching stations allow small groups of students to rotate
from one learning area to another. They allow students to peer
coach, practice on their own, and monitor their own progress
through check sheets. This leaves me time to give individual
feedback to students as well as to monitor group work. We need
to provide activities that are active, not passive, real-life
scenarios, and use a variety of activities and instructional strate-
gies to promote success. A variety of situations can be used at
the different stations to practice a particular skill or concept,
and more learning occurs than when I am working with the
class as a whole.

I use teaching stations in gymnastics, for example. Students
rotate from station to station in groups of four or five. Each
station has a task card, so students know what they are expected
to accomplish or practice at that particular station. Each student
also has an individual check sheet in order to monitor his or her
progress over time. Other group members act as spotters and
give corrective feedback. Every student has a responsibility; this
keeps active middle school students on task.

The same benefits occur in cooperative groups. Such groups
also foster a sense of belonging. Cooperative learning promotes
the development of social skills through team building activities.
Social skills are important to middle school students because
their behavior is erratic and inconsistent, and personal-social
concerns dominate their thoughts and actions. They are loving,
caring, and willing to please, but they also will test the limits of
acceptable behavior. Middle school students have all the capabil-
ities to succeed but they expend a great deal of time and energy
on trying to beat the system. However, students must be
instructed in how cooperative learning groups work. Each
member of the group shares a responsibility for the successful
completion of the assigned task. Students learn to work together
by helping one another, listening to all ideas, and then coming to
consensus to solve the problem or complete the task. Through
cooperative learning, students learn to trust each other and value
others' opinions. And, their self-esteem is enhanced.

An example of cooperative learning is when students are to
learn the five concepts of health related fitness. Students use the
jigsaw strategy, where each student becomes the expert on one
fitness concept and then teaches that concept to the other
members of their group.
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I am constantly trying new ideas and teaching strategies.
Some are more successful than others. And, when I find some-
thing that works for me and can demonstrate its effectiveness,
others around me are more willing to try it. Teacher/leaders
share their ideas with others and are willing to experiment with
new ideas.

Life Long Learners
Ideas and concepts are constantly changing. Therefore,

everyone needs to be a life long learner. A major change for me
was going from the junior high school model to a middle school
model. Teachers in particular need to be life long learners as
models for the students in their classes. I have found the best
way to stay abreast of what is happening in the field is to join
professional organizations, attend conferences and workshops,
network with others in the field of physical education, take
college courses, and read books and journals.

Professional organizations will keep you updated on current
events in physical education through conferences and publica-
tions. They also support legislative issues concerning physical
education. I belong to the American Alliance for Health,
Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance (AAHPERD), the
National Association for Sport and Physical Education
(NASPE), and the California Association for Health, Physical
Education, Recreation and Dance (CAHPERD).

I also belong to other educational organizations outside the
field of physical education, such as the National Education
Association (NEA), California Teachers Association (CTA),
California League of Middle Schools (CLMS), Computer Using
Educators (CUE), and Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development (ASCD). Their conferences and jour-
nals also are beneficial. You will find ideas and strategies that
can be applied in physical education such as portfolios,
authentic assessment, cooperative learning, gender equity, block
scheduling, technology, and meeting the needs of middle school
youngsters. Much of the information also can be used to inte-
grate physical education with other curriculum areas.

There are many types of conferences and workshops avail-
ableAAHPERD, NASPE, and state and local conventions are
examples. Sessions focus on teaching strategies, curriculum,
assessment, research, specific activities (i.e., golf, tennis,
dance), and standards. Other conferences and workshops are
built around specialized areas such as assessment, cooperative
games, effective teaching, technology, coaching, integrating
curriculum, Project Adventure, and specific activity workshops.

One extremely effective professional development workshop
I attended was Teacher Expectations and Student Achievement
(TESA). TESA was developed by the Los Angeles County
Office of Education for teachers throughout the curriculum;
however, it can be applied specifically to the physical education
setting.

TESA is based on expectation theory. Teachers form expec-
tations for individual students' learning based on their own
perceptions (i.e., race, class, physical appearance, gender, and
physical and emotional challenges). Teachers also base expecta-
tions on other information, such as past achievement, labeling,
test scores, and placement. In this workshop, teacher awareness
is heightened concerning perceptions and how those perceptions
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affect expectations for all students. Teachers are encouraged to
give low achievers more opportunities to perform in the class-
room, to receive feedback, and to establish personal relation-
ships with the teacher. TESA is not only concerned with the
quantity of interactions but also with the quality.

The networking that goes on at conferences is invaluable. By
networking at conferences, one can gain new ideas and strate-
gies for use in the classroom. I share ideas with colleagues
whom I have met at conferences or workshops in other parts of
the state or nation. One idea I learned from a colleague is using
stations in square dance and having students work in their
squares to learn the basic moves.

Another benefit of networking results in making lifetime
friends. Attending conferences and networking also provides
many new contacts for supplies and equipment. Colleagues have
asked about my sources for fitness equipment, golf clubs, best
buys on jump ropes and physical education uniforms, etc. I have
conferred with colleagues about resources on Olympic material
and about making my own equipment. Why should each of us
spend our precious time developing materials and finding
resources when we can share what is tried and true?

In addition to conferences and workshops, college courses
are a great way to gain new information. Several years ago, I
took a college class"Advanced Teaching: Analysis of
Teaching Physical Education"that had a significant impact on
my teaching. In this course I was able to review research on
teaching effectiveness, identify my own weaknesses, work on
classroom management techniques, and increase my effective
teaching behaviors. I was videotaped by my peers, and we did
some peer coaching. When you peer coach (charting specific
behaviors and videotaping), you are able to work on specifics
and monitor your progress. I learned effective teaching doesn't
just happen; it takes a lot of work.

Reading is an important avenue to being a life long learner. I
subscribe to NEA Today, California Educator (CTA), Physical
Education Digest, Teaching Elementary Physical Education
(which addresses K-8), JOPERD, California League of Middle
Schools Journal, and other sports and health publications. A few
include: Shape, Healthline, Conde' Nast Sports for Women,
Living Fit, Golf Kids Discover, and Sports Illustrated for Kids.

Books I have read that include good sources of information
are: School Leadership and Administration (Gorton 1987),
Using Technology in Physical Education, 2nd edition
(Mohnsen 1998), Physical Education Sourrebook (Hennessy
1996), Teaching Middle School Physical Education (Mohnsen
1997), Adventure in the Classroom (Henton 1996), The Middle
SchoolAnd Beyond (George 1992), and Turning Points
(Carnegie Foundation 1989).

You are probably asking yourself, "When does she do all this
reading?" Often I do get behind; however, I catch up during
holidays and vacations. Airports and plane rides are another
good time for reading. And, I recently found the perfect time:
When I do my hourly cardiovascular workout (stationary bike
or stepper), I can get through a publication or make great
headway through a book.

We must keep pace with the ever changing world around us.
This means we need to be life long learners. Sometimes the
challenge can be overwhelming. Just about the time I have
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mastered the latest in technology, I find I am two years behind
what is current. So, I must push myself to keep learning that
which society expects me to be teaching my students, so that
they can be productive members of society in the twenty-first
century.

Develop Relationships
Effective middle school teachers and teacher/leaders develop

a variety of significant relationships: with your students, with a
mentor, and with fellow teachers both inside and outside your
content area. Relationships with administrators, principals,
parents, board members, community members, business people,
university people and members of professional organizations
also are valuable and should be pursued.

Middle school students need to know that they can have a
relationship with you; that you trust them, you are fair, and you
care about their well being. For example, I recall one student
who was having great difficulty with her lock. I sat down with
her during lunch and helped her learn to open it. Later in the
day, she came by and thanked me for taking the extra time to
help her. Even though this student was not in my class, every
time I saw her, she smiled and said hello. Even small actions
like this can help to build relationships and help students
develop a positive attitude toward physical education.

One of the most significant relationships for a teacher or
teacher/leader is the one he or she establishes with a mentor.
The mentor should be someone who is not only an effective
teacher but also someone whom you respect because of his or
her knowledge, expertise, and ability to guide or assist. It is
important that this person also be someone whom other people
respect, who works within the system, and who helps you get
established.

A mentor is someone with whom you can work closely and
share ideas. Many times you will find more than one person to
serve as a mentor due to the many areas of expertise needed in
teaching. I have two mentors. The first was my master teacher.
She has so much common sense and a feel for how middle
school students learn. The most important attributes I learned
from her were class management and class control. This mentor
had the first-hand experience and wisdom in dealing with indi-
viduals and everyday situations that I needed early in my career.
And, I still talk with her and seek her advice.

My second mentor came along later in my career. She came
to the district as a coordinator for health and physical education.
Here again, there are many things that I have learned from her.
The two areas that I feel are most significant are leading me
into leadership and advocacy roles and expanding my knowl-
edge of using technology in physical education. By sharing with
these mentors, I now have more ideas to trywhether it is with
classroom management or creative teaching strategies.

The next relationship to develop is with fellow teachers.
Physical education teachers are typically an isolated group due
to their location on campus. You may end up spending more
time with these individuals than with your own family. And just
like families, these relationships will have their ups and downs.
Teacher/leaders handle these ups and downs with patience. They
are good listeners, flexible with other's ideas, and nonjudg-
mental. A teacher/leader can minimize the "down times" by
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valuing the efforts, ideas, and accomplishments of others and
encouraging them to be the best they can be.

It is also important to develop relationships with teachers
outside the physical education department. Other teachers need
to understand what we do and how we can collaborate to
enhance student learning. To that end, our physical education
staff put on a full day staff inservice on cooperative activities,
developing trust, and teamwork. (These three are so important
to middle school students in all areas.) Along with four district
counselors who also had been trained in this area, we took the
entire staff through a series of cooperative activities that culmi-
nated with problem solving activities on a low ropes course.
Each activity was debriefed, and participants were allowed to
participate in their own comfort level. The day was very
successful. It brought the staff closer together, and many posi-
tive relationships were developed between the physical educa-
tion teachers and the rest of the staff.

It is important to gain the respect of administrators, espe-
cially your principal. Respect is earned by demonstrating your
effectiveness as a teacher and your willingness to help with
activities on campus, and by the input you give to improve the
school environment. If you are respected, you can better educate
administrators about the important role physical education plays
in the total middle school educational program.

Site administrators will support you and your program by
providing additional supplies and equipment, time in the
curriculum (minutes), and by making it possible for you to
attend conferences. And, they will use you and your program in
public relations efforts.

Because of the respect we have developed at my school, our
department yearly receives equipment that we would not ordi-
narily receive due to cost. During the past several years, we
have received four tumbling crash mats, apparatus to increase
upper arm strength, and six computers. The administration sees
the value of what we are doing, and they consider our requests
on an equal level with those of other staff members.

A positive relationship with the board of education is very
important. If board members know you and understand and
respect what you are doing for the students, physical education
will be considered when important decisions are being made.
Relationships can be developed with board members in a
variety of ways. You might have board members' children as
students. Through parent conferences and school events they
can see the effort you are making to prepare their children and
the other students for a lifetime of fitness and wellness.

Working on a campaign for a board member's election can
help that board member get to know you outside of the class-
room on a more personal level. Making a presentation to the
board on quality middle school physical education and what's
happening in your classroom is another effective technique.
What is happening in your classroom today very likely is
considerably different than when the board members were in
junior high school physical education classes!

Partnerships with community members can be very benefi-
cial to your physical education program. The best way to estab-
lish such relationships is to make direct contact by going out
into the community. Community clubs and service organiza-
tionssuch as Rotary, Kiwanis, Lions, and Optimistusually
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invite school administrators to their monthly meetings. Many
administrators belong to such organizations and if they don't,
encourage yours to join one. They usually have a guest speaker
or entertainment section on their agenda. Ask to be a guest
speaker or to bring a group of students to explain your program
and how they might be able to help you. Or, write a letter, on
school letterhead, explaining your middle school physical
education program and how you can use their assistance. Most
of these kinds of organizations have money set aside in their
budgets for donations or special projects.

You also could invite members of the community to your
school to see what you are doing and how they might help. I
have worked with community members by providing advertise-
ment in exchange for donations. Community members have
participated in school career days and fundraisers. The principal
has taken me to a Rotary meeting to receive an award. Because
members of these groups know what I am doing in physical
education and support it, I have received donations.

Relationships with parents are vital. Teachers need to take the
initiative and invite parents to the school. Parents need to feel
welcome and convinced that you value their input. Middle school
parents tend to be overprotective and concerned about the
welfare, progress, and behavior of their youngsters, so keep
parents informed and encourage two-way communication by
phone contacts, special progress reports, and monthly newsletters.

In order to build effective relationships with our parents, we
make sure they understand our program and what we are doing
for their children. During open house, conferences, and back-to-
school nights, our physical education staff presents our program
to the parents. And, we welcome parents to visit our classes
anytime. We send home flyers asking for volunteers or equipment
we might need when special events are scheduled. In the past, we
have held student-parent nights where students and parents can
engage in physical activities and then have refreshments.

Because we have built effective relationships, we have
parents volunteer to assist with our program. They work as
coaches in the intramural and extracurricular sports programs,
as cooks and servers at sports banquets, and as chaperons for
extracurricular sport trips. They also readily donate sports
equipment, such as stationary bikes, for our fitness lab. The
PTA is another organization that is willing to help when you
take the time to attend their meetings and explain what you are
doing for their kids.

Business relationships are not only beneficial for the school,
but also for the businesses. The business usually profits through
increased sales or advertising. One example of working with a
local business involves our local bowling center. We take our
classes on field trips to the bowling center, where the employees
provide a tour and a bowling lesson. Each student is then
allowed one free game of bowling. Students are given discount
cards to use for leisure bowling, and a percentage of each game
is refunded to the school.

A second example of working with a local business involves
the local golf course. Free lessons are offered to students
during the summer. And, a local recreation department brought
in area golf pros and gave a workshop for interested students.

As you can see, relationships are important to a quality phys-
ical education program. Time and money are limited, and any
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assistance received is a great benefit. But, it does take time and
effort to establish these relationships. Having established a collab-
orative working relationship with my fellow physical educators, I
earned their respect to work with them as a team leader.

Provide Department/Team Leadership
Teacher/leaders volunteer to take on leadership assignments

instead of waiting to be assigned a job. Your first leadership role
will probably be within the physical education department or
team, where there are many opportunities to assume leadership
rolesleading up to and including the role of department chair-
person.

In this section, I will be using two terms that can be
synonyms but also can take on different characteristics
depending on how your site is organized. The term "department
chair" refers to an individual who is appointed by an adminis-
trator (sometimes with additional pay) to oversee a particular
department (curricular area). The physical education department
chair meets periodically with other department chairs and the
administration to discuss what is happening in the department,
and to receive information and assignments for the department.
The other term is "team leader." Some middle schools are not
set up by departments, so a team may be an integrated curric-
ular group (social studies, language arts, math, science, and
physical education), or a curricular area that self-appoints an
informal leader. In a curricular area that self-appoints an
informal leader, a large number of the responsibilities are
shared. Personally, I use these terms interchangeably.

Department chairs are ultimately responsible for depart-
mental tasks. These include:

Ensuring that the middle school physical education
curriculum and instructional schedule is being followed.
This can be a grueling experience or a collaborative effort.
My department meets to collaboratively develop the
yearly plan. All members give input into the scheduling of
activities. As team leader, I make sure the curriculum is
being followed by monitoring grade level activities. I also
make sure there is no overlap of facilities, type up the
schedule, and distribute copies to all members of the
department. (See Figure 8.1.)

Scheduling staff supervision. In my department this also
is a collaborative effort. In many departments, however,
individuals rely on the department head or team leader to
do the scheduling. If teachers are asked which areas
(locker room, outside areas) they would like to supervise,
or a rotating system is used so supervision is seen as fair,
then teachers will be more likely to carry out their respon-
sibilities. Middle school students can be aggressive,
daring, and impulsive. They look to peers as sources for
standards and models of behavior. If left unsupervised,
peer pressure can result in unusual behavior leading to
risk of accident or injury. It is extremely important to
provide adequate supervision for the safety of middle
school students and to avoid negligence lawsuits.

10 Budgeting and ordering of supplies and equipment.
School budgets are set up differently. In some
departments there is a set budget for ordering supplies and
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equipment for the year; in others, staff members simply
request what they need. We have no set budget and
request what we need. After getting input from my
department, I take our prioritized list, make a budget, and
submit our equipment and supplies order to the adminis-
tration. Another responsibility along these same lines
would be to submit work orders for repairs.

Chairing department or team meetings. Effectively
chairing a meeting means allowing others to feel they
have a say by getting their input and providing discussion
time. We have weekly meetings in my school. The topics
vary from week to week, but we always start with general
housekeeping items such as adjustments in the school
calendar or general routine, due dates, problems that have
come up during the week, rainy day plans, and
announcements. Additional topics might include a report
on a conference attended, curriculum, specific activities,
upcoming inservices, assessment, and how literacy can be
include in physical education.

O Serving on the schoolwide professional staff development
committee. Many times, staff development is not seen as
relevant to physical educators. If the team leader is on the
committee, however, he or she can suggest ways to make
a topic relevant to physical education, or volunteer to lead
a session that would be relevant to physical education
teachers.

Keeping the department members abreast of current
trends and professional development opportunities. One
way to do this is to share relevant articles with others.
After conferences or workshops, we meet as a department
to share information we learned.

Writing letters of recommendation for colleagues. I
recently wrote several letters of recommendation for
student teachers who were applying for jobs. I have also
written letters of recommendation for colleagues who
were applying for recognition awards.

Our physical education program has received a professional
development grant for the past seven years. The goal of the
grant is for middle schools to develop ways to deliver programs
rich in problem solving activities to all students, but especially
to disadvantaged students, to English language learners, and
other student populations that have traditionally been denied
such access. The funds are used mostly for staff development,
so teachers can deliver curriculum richer in content and tailored
to the unique learning styles of these students.

Because of our involvement in this grant, our program and
instructors are respected by the other staff members for our
accomplishments. As the team leader, I also have served as the
grant coordinator. After our department meets and plans for the
coming year, I write up the proposals, objectives, accomplish-
ments, and budgets. I oversee the implementation of the grant,
and keep department members informed about the correspon-
dence between our school and other interested schools as well
as with the funding agency.

A team leader learns to delegate tasks to other department
members. By knowing their strengths and weaknesses, tasks can
be assigned that are suitable to each department member. I have
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FIGURE 8.1: Physical Education Instructional Schedule
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FIGURE 8.1: Physical Education Instructional Schedule (continued)
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found that when department members share the responsibilities,
they have a tendency to buy into department policies and feel
valued. This creates a department that works more like a team.
However, someone needs to be the leader to make sure
everyone does his or her part, and to assist those members who
are having difficulty carrying out specific assignments.

A team leader needs to demonstrate leadership skills to make
things run smoothly. The team leader needs to listen to others.
Get input from all members, be nonjudgmental, and don't dictate.
A team leader also needs to be a good negotiator and possess
consensus-building skills to resolve conflicts. If conflicts
continue, it is important for the team leader to seek outside assis-
tance from a neutral person who is knowledgeable in conflict
management and who is respected by all team members.

Being a good department chair means representing your
department and getting involved with other school leadership
activities. A team leader needs to have good organizational
skills to get things done in a timely manner and be able to
communicate thoughts and ideas to team, staff, administrators,
parents, and students.

Participate in School Site Leadership
There are many types of leadership opportunities one can

pursue at the middle school site level. It is important to get
involved in leadership positions to ensure that the views of
physical educators are represented. Remember that administra-
tors, teachers, and support staff look to members of committees
as school leaders.

Some examples of school site leadership opportunities
include decision making committees (i.e., school site council),
Parent Teacher Organization, school improvement committee,
safety committee, and school-site grant committees. Several
years ago, I was on the earthquake committee for my school.
Not only did I give input, but I ended up getting equipment for
the physical education program.

In discussing how to evacuate the second story of our main
building if all stairwells were blocked, I suggested cargo nets. I
also reminded them that students should know how to climb
them. One is now hung from the ceiling of our gymnasium, so
students in physical education can practice and learn safety
procedures for using the net.

I am currently on the technology committee. I represent
physical education and educate others as to how technology is
being used as an important part of the physical education
curriculum. As a result, we have received more than our fair
share of computers. We also have been trained to use the school
computer lab, and I have explained to the committee that our
physical education fitness lab needs to be wired to the Internet.

Physical educators can provide inservice instruction to other
teachers on various aspects of the physical education curriculum.
Teachers are respected for their expertise and willingness to
share that expertise with other teachers. In our school, the fifth
and sixth grade teachers are self-contained and teach physical
education to their own classes. We have provided instruction to
them in teaching the physical education curriculum, and we also
provide peer tutors to assist them occasionally.

When physical educators make the effort to contact teachers
in other subjects areas and express an interest in promoting
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interdisciplinary instruction, physical education begins to be
seen as a "subject area" with academic meaning. Physical
education teachers are then held in higher esteem by the rest of
the staff. In addition, they will have classes that are equal in size
to those in other subject areas. And, when students can make
connections through interdisciplinary instruction, learning is
enhanced.

An example in my school is when our seventh grade students
study the medieval era in their history/social studies class. The
seventh grade physical education teachers teach a combatives
unit. The culmination is an afternoon activity for all seventh
grade students. A local theater-restaurant ( Medieval Times)
brings horses and riders outfitted in medieval attire, and they
put on a demonstration using combative techniques. Seventh
grade students also study Africa. Physical education can use the
orienteering unit and survival skills to relate to the topography
of that continent. When sixth graders study Greece, we offer a
unit on the Ancient Olympics.

In eighth grade, students study U.S. history. In eighth grade
physical education, during our basketball unit, we have students
relate the history of basketball and why it was invented to what
was going on in that era. We also offer square dance to further
emphasize the type of physical activities that people were
involved in during that time.

Physical education teacher leaders also can assume leader-
ship roles by coordinating schoolwide events. For example, I
have organized student/teacher basketball, softball, and volley-
ball games; coached after-school sports teams; and organized
schoolwide field trips (roller skating, trips to theaters and
amusement parks).

Initiate School-to-School Leadership
Once a physical educator has had department and school-site

leadership experiences, he or she may want to branch out and
work with other schools. Expertise needs to be shared between
schools within the same district and beyond. This can take the
form of shared inservice days and articulation days.

Teacher/leaders can assume the responsibility to organize,
plan, and present sessions at district-sponsored inservice days.
Our school has cluster meetings (staff and teachers from the
high school and the feeder middle schools) on school inservice
days.

Last year, I took the responsibility to organize two inservice
day activities for the cluster physical educators. The first day,
we shared curricula, assessment, teaching strategies, and innov-
ative ideas. The second day was spent on reviewing and partici-
pating in Project Adventure activities. Teachers from the other
sites appreciated the opportunity to work with cooperative
initiatives and set up the low ropes course, and to practice
management techniques for using the low ropes course within a
classroom setting. Teachers commented that these were the two
best inservice days they have ever experienced because they
were relevant and meaningful to them.

Articulation between elementary schools and the middle
school is important. Instead of blaming the elementary teachers
for not teaching the students anything, set up a meeting with
feeder schools and find out what they are doing and why. In the
discussion, suggestions can be made to enhance their programs.
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Because elementary teachers in my district are not physical
education specialists, they are thrilled with new ideas and
suggestions. Recently, we also began articulating with our local
high school. Both feeder middle schools and the high school
shared their programs. Each school felt it had problems that
were affecting student learning. These were discussed by all,
and possible solutions were suggested.

This was the first articulation that has occurred between the
middle schools and the high school in the 25 years I have taught
in the district. Everyone was pleased about how the day went, and
we decided we needed more time together to make physical
education a continuum of learning experiences for our students.
Having a district curriculum with standards and outcomes makes
this easier, because it sets expectations for each grade level.

Experience in school-to-school leadership prepares the phys-
ical educator to assume even more responsibility and affect
more schools through a district level leadership role.

Broaden Your Impact: District Level Leadership
The step up to a district level leadership role is a big one.

Some of the district leadership tasks include mentor projects,
inservices, committee work, and special projects. Mentor
projects allow an exemplary teacher to share his or her expertise
with colleagues by developing education-oriented materials (task
cards, sample lessons), activities, teaching/learning strategies and
programs, or by providing staff development. Teacher/leaders
can affect many individuals and students by volunteering or
applying for these types of leadership opportunities.

I have served at the district level as a mentor teacher for phys-
ical education. In that role I instructed and provided inservice to
elementary teachers on our district's physical education
curriculum, since we have no physical education specialist at the
elementary level. I also provided demonstration lessons so that
elementary teachers could observe a physical education lesson.

As a mentor, I also have co-chaired the physical education
curriculum ad hoc committee as the middle school facilitator.
The purpose of the committee was to bring our district's
curriculum in alignment with the state framework. Each middle
school and high school selected one teacher to be a representa-
tive on the committee.

We started by asking the committee what they thought the
characteristics of a physically educated person should be.
Having agreed upon our definition of a physically educated
person, we then asked each member to identify what he or she
wanted twelfth graders to know and be able to do when they left
our school system. From there we worked through each grade
level. We looked at other curricula and designed ours to best fit
the needs of the students in our district.

Throughout the process, committee members took informa-
tion back to their school sites for additional input. Using this
process, everyone has a buy in, so implementation goes
smoothly. Other possible mentor projects might include devel-
oping instructional units, developing assessment materials, or
working with other physical educators to implement a new
curriculum.

Teacher/leaders can provide a variety of inservices or work-
shops for other physical educators. And, these do not need to
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stop at your district level, but also can be provided for neigh-
boring districts. Inservices and workshops should be planned
based on areas of need. Examples include middle school assess-
ment, curricula, specific units of instruction (i.e., juggling, a
variety of lead-up games, jump rope, and medieval times activi-
ties), fitness testing, dance, technology, cooperative activities,
team and trust building activities, and idea swap shops.

For example, I presented a session of golf at a district work-
shop. Information was provided on where to obtain equipment
at a reasonable cost, available resources, and teaching ideas and
strategies. I also provided practice opportunities for the teachers
to improve their skill levels. The teachers were very apprecia-
tive, because for many this was an activity outside their comfort
zone. They felt able to return to their school sites and teach a
beginning golf unit.

Teacher/leaders play an important role by participating on or
chairing districtwide committees. These committees can include
recreation advisory, comprehensive school health, curriculum,
textbook adoption, site-based decision making, professional
development, and the teacher contract negotiating team.

The recreation advisory committee develops guidelines for
the district's after-school sports program. At least one teacher or
coach from each middle school makes up the committee, which
meets quarterly. Our district's comprehensive school health
committee is made up of representatives from health services,
counseling service, nutritional services, health education, phys-
ical education, special services such as our pregnant minors
program, the police department, and the American Heart
Association, as well as other interested or invited community
members.

Teacher/leaders become committee members in a variety of
ways. My experience has been that the teacher/leader is asked
by the chairperson of the committee to be a member. Other
times the district sends a letter to the schools and asks for
teacher representatives. In these cases, the teacher/leader may
volunteer to be a member.

Personally, I enjoy knowing what is happening at the grass
roots level and being part of the decision-making process.
Professionally, I want the district to know what is happening in
middle school physical education and its benefits for our
students, so that physical education is considered when deci-
sions are made.

Teacher/leaders take on special projects, generally in areas
that are of interest to them. Some examples include making
board presentations, developing a middle school web page,
printing a district newsletter, developing and distributing infor-
mational packets (i.e., middle school assessment samples and
middle school interdisciplinary ideas), and overseeing your
district's state-mandated testing program.

As a teacher/leader at the district level, you can influence a
great many people, which will in turn affect many students. To
broaden your influence, you need to move outside your
geographic area and increase the number of people you can
affect. Assuming a leadership role in your professional organi-
zation is the next step.
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Assume a. Leadership Role in Your
Professional Organization

Professional organizations always need new leaders and new
ideas. Without new ideas, conferences become repetitive, atten-
dance drops, and the organization becomes stagnant.
Teacher/leaders can assume leadership roles in their profes-
sional organizations by volunteering for committee work,
assisting at conferences, presenting at conferences, and writing
articles for the organization's journal.

Volunteering for committee work is an important step for the
emerging teacher/leader. You can initially get involved by talking
with a conference manager or one of the officers and letting them
know you are interested. You will learn how the organization
works, and you can provide the necessary "personpower" to make
the committee successful. You also can organize and oversee the
creation of a middle school workshop or conference.

Committee work is time consuming, but when the final
product is completed it provides a sense of satisfaction and the
joy of knowing that you did the best job possible. I have worked
on several committees, and the type of work I like best is plan-
ning and organizing. I have helped organize workshops and mini-
conferences, and it makes me feel good to see each event become
a success. Most important, however, I enjoy seeing the partici-
pants learning and gathering valuable information and ideas.

Assisting at conferences starts with the role of introducing a
speaker. It also can include committee work such as helping
with registration or hospitality, setting up equipment, and
decorating for luncheons or special events. These roles are
learned by watching others and "pitching in" to help.
Volunteering at conferences is a great way to get involved in a
organization and learn first-hand how conferences are run.
Whenever there is an opportunity to volunteer, approach an
officer or the conference manager!

Teacher/leaders share ideas with others in the field through
their involvement in professional organizations. One way I have
done this was by opening up our middle school for visitations
during our state conference. Middle school teachers were
invited to come for a full day to see our program in action, and
to talk with the students and staff.

Another way to share is by being a conference presenter. Not
only do you share your ideas and teaching strategies but you
gain new ideas from those in your sessions. The more
presenting you do, the more proficient you become.
Presentation skills are fine tuned and you become more
comfortable speaking in front of a group.

I enjoy providing information to others, knowing that
teachers will use the information to make learning more mean-
ingful to their students. Time is a commodity that is in short
supply for most of us. Why should each person reinvent the
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wheel? I highly recommend presenting as a learning and
growing experience.

Finally, you can share information by writing articles for
professional journals. The way to begin would be to submit
articles to your state association journals. As you become more
proficient, submit articles to the national journals, such as
Teaching Elementary Physical Education (K-8), and Strategies.

Chapter Summary
Becoming a leader is like training for a marathon. Your

sphere of influence starts small, but you continue to add to it
because of the satisfaction and enjoyment that comes from
sharing. You start with yourself and your classes by being an
effective teacher. As you establish relationships with those
around you and you grow in confidence and expertise, your
sphere of influence grows from your department to your site, to
the district and the professional community.

As a teacher/leader, your sphere of influence continues to
grow as you begin to touch lives at the professional level. Being
a marathon runner, you will cross the finish line, but you will
continue to train. Middle schools are unique settings and you
will hit the wall many times. But just as a life long learner
continues to learn, a teacher/leader continues the journey to lead.
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As a child, the act of playing allowed you to lead, follow,
or get out of the way. Leadership opportunities may
have occurred for you as a youth in the scouts, or later,

during the teenage years, when you joined athletic groups,
clubs, or organizations. Responsibilities were given to those
who demonstrated initiative, direction, respect, and account-
ability. These beginning steps toward leadership taught you
communication skills and assertiveness. You probably even
discovered that great feeling of pride and accomplishment when
a task was completed or someone noted that it was well done.

I personally began to demonstrate leadership characteristics
as a student body officer and a club president in high school.
My leadership skills were honed as a playground leader for the
parks and recreation department during the summer while still
in high school. Each Monday morning, the recreation supervisor
met with the playground leaders to plan the schedule for the
following week. This is where I learned to create a matrix. It
showed the time of day, activities, crafts, and special events.
The job was wonderful and it taught me to be creative, to have
fun, and to guide the heads and hearts of youngsters.

As a college student majoring in physical education, I
continued my quest for playing, learning, and leading with
youngsters in the summer as a program coordinator at a private
camp. My organizational skills continued to flourish as I
became proficient at creating a variety of activity schedules,
delegating responsibility, and influencing program change. By
the time I completed my student teaching experience, my self-
confidence had escalated and I was ready to become a profes-
sional educator.

Leadership roles can vary according to the professional situa-
tion. In this chapter, I will share the journey I took, along with
the lessons I learned through study and experience. This chapter
centers around seven steps to becoming a teacher/leader. You
will notice that the steps are similar to the steps in the elemen-
tary and middle school chapters; however, the implementation
in this chapter is specific to high school physical education.

The high school structure and how that structure functions is
unique. There are teacher/leaders who are department chairper-
sons, and there are curricula that focus on career paths for
students. High school issues tend to be more severe, and they
often take longer to change. Consider, for example, educational
reform. Many secondary teachers are entrenched and resist such
changes as block scheduling, integration of curriculum, and
career paths.
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High School Teacher
Leadership

Carolyn Thompson

I hope these steps will provide you with guidance and ideas
for becoming an effective high school teacher/leader.

1. Be an Effective Teacher

2. Develop Relationships

3. Provide Department Leadership

4. Participate. in School-Site Leadership

5. Initiate School-to-School Leadership

6. Broaden Your Impact: District Level Leadership

7. Assume a Leadership Role in Your Professional
Organization.

Be an Effective Teacher
Why did you go into teaching? I chose the teaching profes-

sion because I wanted to make a difference in the lives of young
people. I wanted to affect the future and encourage youngsters to
become life long learners. Physical education is the vehicle that I
use to challenge my students' minds, bodies, and creativity. The
first step in becoming an effective leader is to be an effective
teacher. In fact, research has shown that the most effective
teachers possess effective leadership traits (Mohnsen 1984).

As educators, we all know that the real challenge in teaching
lies in designing motivational and inclusive lessons which allow
"all" students to succeed and to discover the power of knowl-
edge. Let's examine how this occurs in one high school physical
education class.

In groups of four, the students execute a warm-up run by
holding onto a jump rope and jogging as a team. They are
laughing and encouraging one another as they finish the warm-
up laps around the gymnasium. The teacher greets the students
returning from their fun run with a smile and directions to read
the white board resting against the equipment cart for further
instructions. The members of each group form a circle and
immediately begin chatting and discussing how they contributed
to the group fun run.

"I would like each group to share one example of how their
group worked together during the fun run," says the teacher.
"Jose, please share your group's discussion."

"Our group used encouragement by saying one another's
names."

"Thank you, Jose. Carmen, what did your group discover?"
"We decided to use the pace of the below average person so the

fastest person had to slow down and encourage the slowest person
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FIGURE 9.1: Learning Stations: Newton's First Law of Motion

Station 1. IBM Personal Computer System 2 with M-motion and audio playback cards for presenting video motion on the
screen and producing sound. The concept is presented followed by several examples including live action "clips"
from a laser disc entitled "Physics of Sport."

Station 2. Read page 65 and answer question 14 in the textbook. (Moving for Life. Dubuque, IA: Kendall Hunt.)

Station 3. Toss a tennis ball in the air but do not catch it. What eventually happens to the ball? Why?

Station 4. Drop a basketball. What eventually happens to the ball? Why?

Station 5. Place a volleyball and ping pong ball on the floor side by side. Blow on each. What happens and why?

Station 6. Kick a ball into a net or wall. What happens? Why?

Station 7. Roll a ball on different surfaces. What do you notice? What type of external forces do different surfaces represent?

Station 8. Using three of each (marbles, ping pong balls, and tennis balls), play a game of marbles. Place half of the objects in
a rope circle while using the other objects as your shooters. Play until you have observed each ball hit and moved.
What did you notice?

Station 9. Run as fast as you can, then stop as quickly as possible. What caused you to start, and what caused you to stop?

Station 10. Place a whiffle ball on a tee. Hit the ball off the batting tee and let it come to rest on its own. What caused the ball
to move?

Station 11. Using a golf putter and golf ball, putt the ball on different surfaces. What do you notice? What effect do different
surfaces have on the ball?

Station 12. Put a tennis ball in your left hand and a basketball in your right hand. Roll both balls at the same time, using the
same force. Which ball travels farther?

Analysis of Movement Unit Plans, Bonnie's Fitware

to speed up a little. The groups' intensity level continued to be
safe for everyone. We communicated by tugging on the rope."

"Thank you, Carmen," responds the teacher as she continues
to direct the attention of the class to each of the group's
responses.

"The purpose of this activity is to demonstrate that commu-
nication is important when working together. Today, you will
work as a group to learn about Newton's first law of motion.
The concept being learned today is: An object that is at rest will
remain at rest, and an object in motion will remain in motion
unless acted upon by an outside force. Your groups will need to
be able to explain how Newton's first law of motion affects
human movement. The groups will perform and discuss the
tasks at each station. The group members must agree on their
conclusion and record it on the team task sheet. Encourage one
another to problem solve the task and listen to all team
members ideas at each station." The stations around the gym
have been set up prior to the class. A task card and equipment
are placed at each cone marking one learning station.

"I would like one person from each group to come get one
pencil and a team task sheet for your group. Record your
answer next to the number that corresponds with the task card.
Each station is numbered. You will rotate on my whistle
command," directs the teacher.

The groups scatter to the stations. Each group reads the task
card (see Figure 9.1), discusses the assignment, performs the task,
and records its response. The teacher moves from group to group
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giving feedback, checking on task responsibility, and asking
probing questions like, "What did you observe and how does
Newton's first law affect the ball?" Laughter, encouragement,
cooperation, and feedback is observed throughout the lesson.

The teacher signals the students to bring in the equipment
from their stations and place it in the equipment cart. Two
students collect the pencils and the worksheets. The class sits in
their groups, facing the white board. The board displays the
concept being addressed. The students discuss the various
stations and how they relate to Newton's first law.

If an answer is incorrect, the teacher asks probing questions
like, "What caused the ball to stop bouncing?" "What are the
outside forces that are affecting the object?" "How does the
mass of the object come into play with the principle of
motion?" "What causes the ball to move?"

In the closure, the teacher summarizes Newton's first law of
motion, explaining that "objects only move when acted upon by
an outside force and once in motion remain in motion until
acted upon by another force (such as gravity)." This prepares
the students for the homework assignment. The students are
asked to identify another example of Newton's first law that
applies to their daily lives. The teacher thanks the students for
their help and a job well done. The class is excused as squad
four returns the equipment cart to the locker room.

Good teaching results in a behavioral change in student
performance. As a result of this lesson, students can apply
Newton's first law of motion to correct poor technique.
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This lesson is a model of effective teaching. The content is
appropriate for high school. The teacher was organized, as
demonstrated by equipment and learning stations being set up
prior to the beginning of class. The learning environment was
warm, friendly, and safe. Students are still developing their self-
confidence in high school. Inclusion and positive reinforcement
are essential when teenagers are required to take risks in
learning new content.

The lesson addressed Standards 3 and 5 during warm-ups,
and focused on Standard 2 during the lesson. The instruction
was student-centered and utilized a variety of teaching strate-
gies, including practice style and cooperative learning strategy,
that are especially effective for high school students. The same
lesson can be taught using other teaching styles, such as recip-
rocal, guided discovery, divergent, and congruent. These styles
are effective as well, because they require students to use
problem-solving skills. (Mosston & Ashworth 1994). The
students were kept on task and accountable for learning through
the use of a worksheet. The worksheet also served as one form
of assessment for the lesson. It provided feedback for the
teacher, with information as to who was still not clear about the
concepts. During the closure of the lesson, the teacher summa-
rized the key points. Homework was assigned to further the
students' understanding of biomechanics and the role it plays in
all movement forms.

This is good teaching for high school because the teacher
understands how to teach to standards, and how to engage
students in learning through performance exploration and move-
ment analysis. The use of a worksheet for student responses and
a homework assignment in physical education provide strong
evidence of what students know and are able to do. Each
student's grade is clearly based on meeting the standards and
not on attendance and uniform. New teachers can get to this
level of teaching by attending workshopS, taking additional
classes, reading professional journals and books, and observing
good teachers.

Develop Relationships
Research has shown that teachers progress through several

steps during the first few years of their teaching. Initially, new
teachers are concerned only with their classes; they gradually
become concerned with the physical education program at their
school. Then, they become concerned with the entire school
system. The relationships teachers form during their first
several years of teaching seem to match their areas of concern.
Initially, teachers develop relationships only with "their"
students, then with "their" students' parents, then with other
department members, and finally with other members of the
school environment.

As soon as you become a teacher, you become a leader; if
only in your classes. For an effective teacher to become an
effective leader, relationships must progress through the leader-
ship continuum (teacher, teacher/leader, administrator). Your
first relationship as a teacher/leader will be with your students.
It is important for teachers to meet the needs of their students so
they will stay in school. Providing motivational lessons and
understanding student learning styles will help to build a level
of trust between the teacher and the students. The effective
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teacher/leader must show that he or she cares equally about
each and every student. The first step in establishing rapport
with students is to learn their names.

I use social initiatives in my warm-ups to help students bond
and to establish a safe and friendly environment. During the
first week of school, the students learn one another's names
through fun, safe, and challenging activities. One example is
"Name Game." Students form groups of six to eight people.
One object (ball, beanbag) is given to each group. People in the
group introduce themselves as they toss the object from person
to person. Once everyone has been introduced, the ball is tossed
randomly as the person throwing calls out the name of the
intended receiver. As the teacher and students begin to learn one
another's names, students are rotated to different groups to meet
new classmates.

High school students complain at first, but join in the chal-
lenging activities as they witness the laughter and fun of their
peers.

There are many social initiative books available to assist you
in building camaraderie in your classes. I recommend
Curriculum and Instruction, The Secondary School Physical
Education Experience, Silver Bullets, Cowstails and Cobras II,
and Team Building Through Physical Challenges for High
School Teachers.

The relationship between a teacher and a student is strength-
ened when the teacher/leader is just and impartial. It is impor-
tant to be firm but not harsh. You want to reward with kindness
when the student has done what is asked, and admonish only
when the behavior interrupts the teacher from teaching and the
other students from learning. Clearly explain why the conduct
was wrong and how the student can prevent it from happening
again. Discuss the matter in an appropriate and reassuring way.
It is vital that the student believes in you. Convince the student
that you will not allow him or her to fail this class. Explain that
you will continue the pressure until he or she takes personal
responsibility for his or her education.

The teacher/leader needs to foster a relaxed, yet respectful,
learning environment. Be aware of body language: Keep the
corners up on your smile and let your eyes sparkle with an invi-
tation to learn. The teacher/leader must be able to "hear" what
is being communicated by the student. Is there a plea for chal-
lenge, guidance, friendship, or fairness? The teen years are a
confusing time for kids, so there are likely to be many
emotional ups and downs along the way. Fairness and reassur-
ance affects the heart of a straying student, so inclusion is the
key here. Be sure to reinforce each students' sense of worth and
celebrate his or her successes. Teenagers appreciate it when they
receive the trust that they have earned by being responsible,
dependable, and accountable. Both trust and respect are the
outgrowth of a good relationship between a student and the
teacher/leader.

Parents continue to play an important role in their children's
education, even at the high school level. However, it is a
constant challenge to get parents of high school students
involved in school activities. High school teacher/leaders need
to develop specific strategies to get parents involved with the
school and the physical education program. A parent newsletter,
mailed twice a year, describing the calendar of events and
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FIGURE 9.2: Stations for Parent Fitness Assessment

1. Blood pressure

2. Calculate target heart rate zone (computer program
by Bonnie's Fitware Health Related Fitness)

3. Lower back flexibility

4. Vital lung capacity

5. Height

6. Weight

7. Amount of activity and intensity (computer program
"Dine Healthy," by Dine Systems, Inc.)

8. Body composition using Futrex or Tanita

9. Calculate metabolic rate (computer program by Dine
Systems, Inc.)

10. Recommended caloric intake based on this data
(computer program by Dine Systems, Inc.)

special activities, along with the date and time for the next
Parent Teacher Student Association meeting, provides parents
with information. A personal letter describing your physical
education program and asking for parental support will keep
you in touch with the parents.

Back-to-school night and open house provide parents with an
opportunity to visit their teenager's classes and listen to teachers
describe course expectations and content. The physical educa-
tion department can distribute a pamphlet at this time describing
the curriculum and student expectations. NASPE's pamphlet,
"The Physically Educated Person" is a wonderful handout for
parents. The NASPE public service announcement video can be
shown, followed by sample lessons. Use the open house to
model what students know and are able to do. Let the students
help monitor the parents through a variety of self-assessment
stations (see Figure 9.2) to learn about their personal wellness.

Invite the parents to plan physical activities involving the
entire family, and encourage them to help their teenager practice
skills and share information learned in class. Extend an invita-
tion for parents to come and visit the physical education class or
to work out in the fitness center after school.

A parent volunteer program at the high school will allow
parents to assist in the classroom, library, attendance office, and
gymnasium. Parents also can serve on the School Site Council,
which makes financial decisions on federal and state funds.
Parents can be required to visit the school at the end of each
semester in order to pick up their teenager's report card, and the
parent and teacher can discuss the student's performance in
relation to content standards. It is important that parents are
kept informed about their youngster's growth and development
throughout the yearboth when the progress is positive and
when it is negative. A short note or a quick phone call can go a
long way to establishing a personal relationship with the parents
of your students. Remember, parental support is crucial to
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keeping teenagers in school.
Once your relationships with students and parents are in place,

you will want to expand your circle. This is an opportune time to
select a mentor. Pick someone whom you really admire. This
person should be someone who gets things done in a timely
manner. The individual does not necessarily have to be a physical
educator, since leadership is found throughout the disciplines. It
is wise, however, to select a mentor who is on campus. This
allows you the opportunity to talk on a daily basis. You also can
observe one another's lessons and discuss teaching strategies,
senior projects, community service, curriculum paths, educational
reform, and other high school issues.

It certainly is possible to have more than one mentor. Our
professional organizations provide us with networks of leaders
at the local, state, district, and national levels who can help
answer questions regarding leadership, curriculum development
using National Standards, powerful teaching methods, authentic
assessment ideas, cutting edge grant writing, implementing
current research into the daily lesson, using technology in phys-
ical education, etc.

I find that a knowledgeable role model brings out the best in
me and strengthens my self-confidence. Teacher/leaders need
reinforcement, too. Be sure to seize opportunities to work with
your mentor or with other professionals in order to learn and
grow together. Working collaboratively on projects often fosters
creativity, inspiration, enthusiasm, and mutual respect.

Relationships within your department are significant, and we
will explore these in the next section. However, we often over-
look relationships with faculty members in other subject areas.
As a physical education teacher in the Health Careers Pathway
(school within a school), I work closely with five other teachers.
Using our common preparation period, we collaborated and
designed four thematic instructional units (see the example in
Figure 9.3) for the year involving math, science, physical educa-
tion, history/social science, language arts, and health occupa-
tion. We spent many hours over the course of the year
communicating content with one another. We learned to inte-
grate content from one another's disciplines into our daily
lessons. As a result students experience the continuation of
thematic instruction being delivered from one class to another.

The Health Careers Pathway also helped me to develop
important relationships with other groups through participation
on an advisory board that consisted of health professionals,
community members, administrators, Pathway teachers, parents,
students, and district personnel. The purpose of the board was to
assist in the design of curricula and partnerships for the Health
Careers Pathway. We met once a month for a year to discuss
Pathway needs, resources, partnerships, academic curricula, and
the personal job skills needed to enter the work force.
Partnerships were developed and put into place with a nearby
rest home, two clinics, and one hospital.

It also is important to foster a relationship with members of
the school site council. This can be achieved by attending the
monthly meetings, taking an interest in the school-wide plan, or
becoming a committee member. This committee monitors state
and federal funds at the site level. Its job is to make decisions
regarding submitted proposals for additional funding.
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FIGURE 9.3 : Thematic Instruction for First Nine Weeks

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

SCIENCE

Microbiology
Epidemics
Integumentary System
Immune System
Hygiene

MATH
Bacterial growth - exponential growth
Epidemics graphing
Analyzing graphs
Force - velocity
Celsius - Fahrenheit
Half-life of radioactive

material

11th HEALTH OCCUPATIONS

Self-Image/Social Skills Advanced CPR:BCLS

CPR Certification/Research Work-Environment Safety

Disasters Disasters Temperature Immed. Care

Structure of the Body Medical Preparedness Leadership Skills

Mov't Analysis Biomechanics Triage
Observation Report
Preparation: CC/CVE

12th Occupational Specific Inst.

Sports Medicine/Athletic Injuries WPL/OJT

Ankle ISTORY/SOCIAL
HOSA

Lower leg SCIENCE
Knee Plagues LANGUAGE ARTS
Upper leg Earthquakes Hiroshima

Fires Long Essay Writing

Chemical Oedipus Rex

Spills/Contamination Bible Moses

Oil spills
Floods
Hurricanes

Recently, our physical education department received
$24,000 (the largest amount given for one proposal) to develop
a wellness center in a vacant industrial art shop. The entire
school community is benefiting from the allotment. The well-
ness center is open before, during, and after school. This is an
opportune time for parents and community members to visit the
school grounds and enjoy working out in the center. Physical
education is now viewed in a new light by many members of
the local community!

Teacher/leaders need to foster a relationship with adminis-
trators. These individuals can strengthen your physical educa-
tion program. The rapport you establish with the administration
needs to embrace trust, honesty, loyalty, and commitment.
Communication also is important. Invite them to visit the phys-
ical education classes. Let them see your program in action. Ask
them what they want to see in your program. Talk about ways
you can work together to improve the program. A teacher/leader
needs to be willing to take on additional responsibilities to show
support for the principal's ideas. This support is often returned
through permission to attend professional development semi-
nars, conferences, and conventions to stay abreast of events in
the profession.

How do you communicate with an administrator who
chooses never to leave his or her office? Possible strategies
include flyers, copies of pertinent information, e-mail, or verbal
communication. Even a personal note is effective. Identify the
things you think are important enough for administrative
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update. These might include articles about physical education
legislation; research that promotes your program requests; a
definition of physical education in high school and how it
differs from athletics, pep squad, band, and other non-equivalent
activities; supportive documents that guide quality physical
education; information about the National Standards; a
curriculum model that you support; examples of instructional
strategies; or even a brief note that updates the progress of the
physical education department toward school site goals.

But wait a minute! What about resolving the current issues
in physical education? How do you approach your adminis-
trator for support? How do you propose ideas, strategies, or
solutions to your administrator and not have to wait forever to
get results? These are viable questions that the teacher/leader
must be able to address.

The first step is to identify the current issues within the depart-
ment. Your list of concerns might include: facility upkeep, lack of
equipment, acquiring instructional technology, having a class-
room, getting textbooks, getting materials for student projects,
equitable class size, and sufficient class time. The second step is
to prioritize the list according to cost. For each item listed, the
department can then brainstorm solutions. The teacher/leader can
now take the third step: Make an appointment to talk with the
principal and share the list of concerns and solutions.

The discussions with the principal should lead to action.
Action will occur when task responsibilities are assigned and a
timeline is established. Schedule a follow-up meeting to report
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FIGURE 9.4 : High School Committees

1. School Inservice Committee (organizes school
inservice days)

2. Technology Committee (writes the vision and designs
the technology plan for the school)

3. School Site Safety Council (makes policy with the
school district regarding personal items, school site,
facilities, security system, and equipment safety)

4. Curriculum Development Committee (designs and
integrate curriculum)

5. Restructuring Committee (alternative bell schedule,
career pathways, and pathway courses)

6. Focus on Learning Committee (accreditation process)

on the progress being made. If the principal is unable to follow
through on the identified task, ask who you can work with to
complete the task with administrative support. The
teacher/leader needs to keep the principal informed on the
progress and outcomes achieved. Be assertive, persuasive, and
persistent in your mission. Show the administrator that you are
willing to do what it takes to solve department issues.

As a teacher/leader, you should volunteer for committees on
campus to ensure that physical education has a voice in the
school (see Figure 9.4). Some high schools have a leadership
council. This council is made up of department chairpersons
and the principal, and meets monthly to discuss school issues,
inservice days, and school reform. The principal uses this forum
to give and to receive feedback from the departments. However,
all school committees can benefitfrom physical education.

For example, the teacher/leader can use committees to
educate other staff members and to share the status of physical
education as a component of education. You can describe what a
comprehensive physical education program looks like and share
what research says about the value of physical activity. You can
explain today's trends for curriculum and instruction in high
school physical education. School committees are helping to
create the school of the future, and physical education needs to
be active in this planning process.

Once the teacher/leader is comfortable with these relation-
ships, the next level of leadership is to make a connection with
the medianewspapers, magazines, radio, and television. The
local media may already by aware of the Physical Activity and
Health, A Report of the Surgeon General Executive Summary
published in August 1996. Use it to promote the Centers for
Disease Control recommendations and reports in the Guidelines
for Schools and Community Pmgrams to Promote Lifelong
Physical Activity Among Young People.

Pose questions to the media about what the community is
doing to increase physical activity for its youngsters. What are
parents doing to increase physical activity within the family
structure? Then, communicate what physical education
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programs are doing in schools.
How do you make this all happen? Who should you contact

first, and how do you promote media relationships? The best
way to prepare for this new challenge is to learn how to develop
a relationship with the media. I highly recommend the National
Association for Sport & Physical Education's Sport & Physical
Education Advocacy (SPEAK) Kit. This is an excellent resource
for training yourself on how to take the first steps in building
relationships with a variety of audiences. It contains sample
letters, suggestions, and ways to make contacts, presentation
skills, and resources for supporting quality physical education.

My first media experience was an interview for Shape maga-
zine (Weider & Weider 1994) where, along with other teachers, I
responded to questions regarding student-centered learning in
physical education. Another event with the media occurred a year
later, when a reporter from the Los Angeles Times visited our
campus. The article conveyed the message that an educated and
fit youngster is likely to be a healthy active adult. This kind of
media visibility, with a positive view on physical activity, will
bring pride and recognition to your physical education program,
the school, the district, and the community. As your program
becomes more progressive and moves into the future, contact the
media and inform them of the new age of physical education.

Another important relationship that many physical educators
shy away from is with the district's board of education
members. These generally are informal as well as formal oppor-
tunities to meet with board members. Attend receptions and
other events at which board members will be present. Be
visible, and advocate quality high school physical education.
Extend an open invitation to visit your program.

Making a presentation to the board on behalf of high school
physical education is a worthy and educational endeavor, and it
provides a forum for changing "old attitudes" about physical
education. You can focus on quality physical education, ranging
from curriculum development, to restructuring, to powerful
teaching and learning, to a word of gratitude for the board
members' support of quality physical education. Don't hesitate
to seek board member support.

Another vital relationship that will help the program flourish
is the relationship with your fellow department members. These
are the individuals that lift you up or load you up on a daily
basis. As an evolving leader, you must be able to listen, support,
promote, collaborate, encourage, and commend your colleagues.

All of the relationships discussed here are essential to a
successful teacher/leader. Each is able to give you a different
perspective, which in turn gives you the larger picture. The total
program will prosper with such a broad perspective.

Provide Department Leadership
Where does one begin to establish relationships with other

department members, and how does one grow through this
process to become a change agent, and eventually the depart-
ment chair? In this section, we will look at sharing instructional
materials and ideas with colleagues, volunteering for additional
department responsibilities, and becoming an effective depart-
ment chairperson.

As a young professional in an experienced department, you
will be seen as a breath of fresh air. You bring with you a level
of enthusiasm and zest that has possibly faded through the
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FIGURE 9.5: Physical Education Exit Standards Aligned with California Physical Education Framework
Region 9 Sample Physical Education Curriculum

Motor Learning
1. Determine a movement-related goal and develop a practice

plan to meet that goal.
2. Apply the correct technique for fundamental movement

patterns in activities of choice.
3. Create a new movement-related game.

Biomechanics
4. Analyze movement performance using scientific principles

of movement to learn or improve movement skills.

Exercise Physiology
5. Create an individualized wellness program for various

stages of life.
6. Meet standards on health-related fitness test.

Growth and Development
7. Plan appropriate movement-related activities according to

developmental levels.

Psychology
8. Participate regularly in movement-related physical activi-

ties.

Aesthetics
9. Appreciate and value the aesthetic features of movement

and appreciate how these features contribute to movement
activities.

Sociology
10. Demonstrate appropriate interpersonal skills in a move-

ment-related experience.

Historical Perspectives
11. Analyze the relationship between a movement activity, its

culture of origin, and how it has evolved.
12. Describe the historical and current interrelationship

between physical education and issues in a global society.

years. You also bring with you the concepts of the new physical
education. This alone may be threatening to the experienced
teacher who is not professionally involved or is not knowledge-
able of the direction that physical education has taken.

This is when you need to exert your charm and begin
working to influence opinions. You need to infuse your exper-
tise gradually. Take the inquisitive position as the new kid on
the block. Ask each colleague, in an appropriate one-on-one
situation, what the department policies and procedures are; how
the department issues are addressed; what curriculum is taught
at each grade level; what content is covered in the units; who
gives instructional assistance with unfamiliar curriculum
content; and how discipline problems are handled. Each of these
questions demonstrates that you have a vested interest in the
department and in teaching physical education. But they also
will provide you with a very clear picture of how your
colleagues view one another and the curriculum, and their
philosophy of physical education.

With your colleagues' opinions tucked away in the back of
your mind, the next step is to identify a variety of strategies that
will move the department forward at a pace that will keep them
at ease. The best strategy is to share lessons, teaching styles,
task cards, worksheets, tests, and assessment strategies. Invite
your colleagues to share their expertise in an inservice environ-
ment. Inclusion is the key here, so that everyone shares his or
her area of expertise.

Does your administration provide inservice days, or a block
of time within the day to share new knowledge and skills with
department members? My high school has a modified schedule
on the first Wednesday of each month, when the students arrive
one hour later than usual. The early morning meetings are most
beneficial to the physical education department, since most of
the teachers have coaching responsibilities after school. The
agenda for these morning meetings relates to the schoolwide
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plan. For example, my school is focusing on how to write and
teach to standards. The staff addressed the following questions:
What is a standard? How do you teach to a standard? What does
the lesson look like when teaching to standards? How do you
assess a standard?

Using the National Standards document, Moving into the
Future, our physical education staff learned that content stan-
dards describe "what students should know and be able to do."
The staff recognized this definition because it is something we
are implementing with our district physical education
curriculum (see Figure 9.5). We decided to focus on one grade
level a year to establish familiarity and better usage of the stan-
dards. For example, the ninth grade units are fitness, team
sports, aquatics, and gymnastics (see Figure 9.6).The number
next to each unit standard addresses the exit standard.

The department decided to model a lesson by teaching to the
standards. The staff members selected partners and instructional
units. Dates were selected for each group to present. The task
consisted of the following steps:

1. Review the exit standards in the physical education
curriculum guide.

2. Review the grade level standards and content.

3. Study the grade level standards addressed in the unit of
choice.

4. Prepare worksheets, rubrics, and practice tasks for each of
the standards.

The process is going well. Packets are prepared by the
presenters for the teachers to use with their students. The work-
sheets are products of student learning; they are placed in the
students' portfolios. Each worksheet states the standard that is
being addressed in the lesson. The task is described, and a
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FIGURE 9.6: Ninth Grade Units and Standards

I. Introduction (2 weeks)
6 prepare for fitness pretest
10 become acquainted with team members and review class

rules

II. Fitness Unit (8 weeks)
4 analyze movement using principles of resistance
5 create and implement individualized fitness plan
6 assess personal fitness, compare data to health stan-

dards, and set goals for maintenance and improvement
7 analyze body types within and between age, gender

groups, and fitness levels
8 set goal for out-of-school fitness participation/activities
9 use aesthetic features of movement qualities to create an

aerobic routine
11 describe historical trends in fitness participation/activities
12 describe events in fitness history that have had an impact

on current physical education and sports.

III. Team Sports (8 weeks)
1 compare practice variables for open and closed skills
2 apply fundamental movement skills to a team sport of

choice
3 create a variety of offense/defense strategies for a new

team sport
4 analyze movement using principles of resistance
5 monitor implementations of fitness plan
6 perform exercises
7 analyze body types and efficiency at playing different posi-

tions in a team sport
8 participbte in out-of-school activities
10 demonstrate conflict resolution skills

IV. Gymnastics: tumbling, rhythmic gymnastics (8 weeks)
1 develop practice plan for a closed skill
2 apply fundamental movement skills to

tumbling/gymnastics
4 analyze movement using principles of resistance
5 monitor implementation of fitness plan

6 perform exercises
7 analyze body types in relation to different gymnastics

activities
8 participate in out-of-school activities
9 use aesthetic features of movement qualities to create a

tumbling routine

Aquatics Unit (8 weeks)
develop a practice plan for a closed skill
apply fundamental movement skills in aquatics
analyze movement using principles of resistance
monitor implementation of fitness plan
perform exercises
analyze body types in relation to floating techniques
participate in out-of-school activities

Aquatics Unit (dry land incorporated one day a week within an
additional team sport unit)
1 develop a practice plan for a closed skill
2 illustrate the use of fundamental movement skills in

aquatics
analyze movement using principles of resistance
monitor implementation of fitness plan
perform exercises
analyze body types in relation to floating techniques
participate in out-of-school activities

4
5
6
7
8

1

5
6
7
8

Closure Unit (2 weeks)
analyze the difference between the practice plan for a
closed skill and an open skill
assess ability to implement fitness plan and modify plan as
needed
assess personal fitness and compare to personal goals
and to a health-related standard
analyze the variety of body types within and between age
and gender groups and their efficiency at different skills
assess out-of-school participation for the year

6 Region IX Physical Education Curriculum, Region IX

rubric is placed at the bottom of the task sheet so the student is
able to measure his or her performance. Needless to say, the
model lessons have been a fun departmental activity, and they
are a very valuable part of our training to become more effec-
tive teachers.

Another technique is to volunteer to assist with additional
responsibilities. Actually, this is the first step in developing your
department leadership skills. Typical duties within a physical
education department include monitoring the budget, scheduling
facilities, maintaining the locker system on the computer,
preparing work orders for equipment and facilities, inventorying
equipment, ordering uniforms, and representing the department
on various committees (professional development, leadership,
restructuring, technology, etc.). Often, the department chair-
person will request that each staff member select one of the
duties to perform each year. If this is the case, be sure to volun-
teer for your fair share, if not more, and select different tasks
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each year in order to expand your knowledge and skills at
leading a physical education department.

Lead sessions on school improvement days for your depart-
ment. If you are working on curriculum reform, your colleagues
need to see that you have areas of expertise (i.e., self defense,
dance, authentic assessment, writing standards, etc.).This is a safe
and nonthreatening environment in which to "shine" by sharing
your knowledge as a young professional, and you will have the
opportunity to work collaboratively with other department
members. It will also afford you the opportunity to implement
your strategies to deal with difficult personalities while working
toward a common goal a "quality physical education program."

Teacher/leaders are busy people, so learn to manage your
time. Use a daily organizer and a monthly calendar. All events
are recorded on the due dates. Outline the tasks that need to be
accomplished by working backward from the due date. Items
are checked off as they are accomplished. Others are included
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as you move toward the completion day. Once you learn to
manage your time, you will reach expectations above and
beyond anything you thought possible, and you will lead with
confidence.

Through various leadership responsibilities, both in and out
of the physical education department, you have learned to plan
and organize, conduct meetings, accomplish assigned tasks, ask
questions, listen to others, lead discussions, follow through on
tasks, and still remain prepared to teach. You are now ready to
become a department chairperson. A good first step as a new
department chairperson is to revisit what your department does
well and where the weaknesses lie.

I recommend that you look at these eight program areas:

Department philosophy of physical education

Content standards

Learning environment

Instructional units

Ng Instructional strategies

Assessment and grading procedures

Facilities, instructional materials, and safety practices

Professional development.
An assessment survey is a good way to accomplish this. A

sample survey can be found in Handbook for Physical
Education, Framework for Developing a Curriculum for
California Public Schools, Kindergarten Through Grade Twelve
(California Department of Education 1986). Once the assess-
ment survey is completed, the department needs to interpret the
results and create a strategy to improve areas of weakness. The
department chairperson (you) leads the discussions on how to
prioritize the areas of weakness and ways to put them into
motion.

There are numerous responsibilities that come with the role
of being a department chairperson. They include:

Facility assignments

11 Facility maintenance

Supervision assignments

a Inventory

Monitoring the budget

11 Locker system

Uniform orders and sales

Professional development.

At least four of these tasksfacility assignments, supervi-
sion assignments, professional development, and budget
should be handled by the department chairperson. The other
tasks can be delegated or selected by other department
members. Delegating responsibility will help ensure that the
department is run efficiently. However, it is the department
chair's responsibility to follow up and to make sure deadlines
are met.

A matrix is very helpful for viewing the entire year's
curriculum when making facility assignments (see Figure 9.7).
The grid shows all of the units and facilities for each grade level
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FIGURE 9.7: Matrix of Yearly Curriculum (Ninth and
Tenth Grade Yearly Plan)

9th Grade yearly Plan

Week A B C

1-2 Class Orientation, Rules amd
Organization Pre-fitness Test

3-10 Fitness Unit Aquatics Unit Gymnastics

11-18 Team Sports Fitness Unit Aquatics Unit

19-26 Gymnastics Team Sports Fitness Unit

27-34 Aquatics Unit Gymnastics Team Sports

35-27 Closure Unit Closure Unit Closure Unit

38 Finals, Grades, Collect Locks, Clean Out Lockers

10th Grade yearly Plan

Week A B C

1-2 Class Orientation, Rules amd
Organization Pre-fitness Test

3-10 Self Defense Analysis of
Movement

Indiv./Dual
Sports-Outd. Ed

11-18 Dance Self Defense Analysis of
Movement

19-26 Indiv./Dual
Sports-Outd. Ed

Dance Self Defense

27-34 Analysis of
Movement

Indiv./Dual
Sports-Outd. Ed

Dance

35-37 Closure Unit Closure Unit Closure Unit

38 Finals, Grades, Collect Locks, Clean Out Lockers

for each semester. Be sure to consider which units are taught
according to the time of year and weather. Scheduling should be
based on the number of sections by grade level, the facilities,
and the number of staff members. Once the yearly plan is in
place, the department chair is ready to make staff assignments.
The grade levels that are to be taught are discussed with each
staff member.

In order to strengthen our curriculum and to keep it flexible,
we have learned to teach every course at each grade level. All
assignments are based on school enrollment. These numbers are
provided by our two feeder middle schools, and they determine
the number of ninth grade sections that will be needed. Our
department has worked very hard with the administration to
have coeducational classes by grade levels, so the sections are
balanced by the computer.

Speaking of computers, I highly recommend that as depart-
ment chair you learn how to use a computer. It will make your
job so much easier. For example, I use a spreadsheet for super-
vision assignments. I create column headings for period, locker
room, gate area, and week (see Figure 9.8). I then make
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FIGURE 9.8: Data Base (Supervision Schedule)

First Semester Supervision Schedule

1st Period 1st 6 Wks 2nd 6 Wks 3rd 6 Wks
West Gare

Boys Lk Rm

Boys Lk Rm

Boys Lk Rm

East Gate

Girls W Lk Rm

Girls E Lk Rm

MacAuley

McCurdy

Oseguera

Smith

Brenes

Sauceda

Bogdanoff

Oseguera

Smith

McCurdy

MacAuley
Brenes

Sauceda

Bogdanoff

Smith

Oseguera

MacAuley

McCurdy

Brenes

Sauceda

Bogdanoff

2nd Period 1st 6 VVks 2nd 6 Wks 3rd 6 Wks
West Gare

Boys Lk Rm

Boys Lk Rm

Boys Lk Rm

East Gate

Girls W Lk Rm

Girls E Lk Rm

Oseguera

Smith

McCurdy

Brenes

Bogdanoff

Sauceda

Brenes

MacAuley

Smith

Oseguera

Thompson

Sauceda

McCurdy

Brenes

MacAuley

Smith

Bogdanoff

Sauceda

3rd Period 1st 6 VVks 2nd 6 Wks 3rd 6 Wits
West Gare

Boys Lk Rm

Boys Lk Rm

Boys Lk Rm

East Gate

Girls W Lk Rm

Girls E Lk Rm

Smith

MacAuley

McCurdy

Brenes

Bogdanoff

Sauceda

Thompson

Oseguera

McCurdy

MacAuley
Smith

Thompson

Sauceda

Bogdanoff

ManAuley

Smith

Brenes

Oseguera

Bogdanoff

Sauceda

Thompson

4th Period 1st 6 Wks 2nd 6 Ms 3rd 6 Wks
West Gare

Boys Lk Rm

Boys Lk Rm

Boys Lk Rm

East Gate

Girls W Lk Rm

Girls E Lk Rm

LaCommare

Oseguera

Smith

McCurdy

Thompson

Iverson

Bogdanoff

Smith

LaCommare

Brenes

MacAuley

Iverson

Sauceda

Thompson

McCurdy

MacAuley

LaCommare

Oseguera

Sauceda

Iverson

Thompson

5th Period 1st 6 Wks 2nd 6 Wks 3rd 6 Wks
West Gare

Boys Lk Rm

Boys Lk Rm

Boys Lk Rm

East Gate

Girls W Lk Rm

Girls E Lk Rm

McCurdy

LaCommare

Brenes

Smith

Iverson

Reed

Thompson

LaCommare

MacAuley

Oseguera

Brenes

Sauceda

Iverson

Bogdanoff

Oseguera

Smith

McCurdy

LaCommare

Reed

Sauceda

Thompson

6th Period 1st 6 Wks 2nd 6 VVIcs 3rd 6 Mrs
Boys Lk Rm

Var Lk Rm

FB Coaches

FB Coaches

FB Coaches

FB Coaches

BKB Coaches

FB Coaches
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staffing assignments. When using a computer, be sure to back
up everything on another disk. It is possible to lose files on the
hard drive. A good resource for learning to use the computer in
physical education is Using Technology in Physical Education,
2nd Edition (Mohnsen 1998). This book will get you up and
running with ease.

To keep yourself and the department abreast of current
trends, make sure you are a member of the American Alliance
for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance and the
state organization. These organizations will provide you with
current professional literature, including JOPERD, Strategies,
and/or Research Quarterly. I also read my state journal and the
NASPE Newsletter, along with magazines that focus on well-
ness and physical activity.

The most exciting resource, of course, is the Internet. Learn
how to infuse the Internet into your lessons. There are many
wonderful physical education sites to visit. Be progressive and
stay up with the times!

Inservices, workshops, conferences, and convention atten-
dance become even more important to you as the department
chairperson. You gather information not only for yourself, but
also for other department members. And, you may need to
arrange for professional development seminars on topics
ranging from the use of technology in physical education to
curriculum writing, assessment, teaching styles, and interdisci-
plinary instruction. Take pride in being the instructional leader
for your department, and when possible lead the professional
development yourself. Provide time for all your department
members to share their knowledge on professional development
days and during department meetings. Teacher/leaders
encourage their colleagues to learn more and try new ideas.

As a new leader, you also will need professional develop-
ment related to leadership skills, including listening, para-
phrasing, negotiating, and collaborating. Remember also that
knowledge is power. And be sure to stay abreast of current
research, future trends (both within and outside physical educa-
tion), and professional issues.

Consensus building is a key process skill required of depart-
ment chairpersons. When department issues arise and the situa-
tion becomes uneasy, lead your department through these steps:

1. State the issue. Let everyone in the group express his or
her own opinion without interruptions from others.

2. List the recommendations.

3. Chart the pros and cons related to each recommendation.

4. Tally individual preferences.

5. Discuss the language of the primary recommendation.

6. Ask each person in the group if he or she can live with the
recommendation.

7. If someone still has a problem with the recommendation,
identify what changes need to be made, and let the group
discuss it one more time or until consensus is reached.

This process is healthy and friendly, and it allows the depart-
ment chairperson to remain neutral in the role of the recorder.
All department members get to practice good listening and
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communication skills during this process.
Another sensitive issue is the handling of financial requests.

The physical education budget is handled through the general
fund. Department members submit equipment requests, which
are given to the department chair. The district submits bids for
approved equipment. As the department chairperson, you must
know what funds are available and how to find alternative
sources of funding. Grants can provide additional revenue, and
there may be pockets of money in the business community.

I was able to apply for three grants (see Figure 9.9 for an
example) and I received funding for two of them during the first
couple months of the school year. I urge you to apply for every
grant available. Be aware that the smaller grant applications are
easier to write, especially if you have no experience.

Be forward thinking in your requests for money. The busi-
ness community likes to see schools address the future in rela-
tion to the upcoming work force and the roles students play in
the community. If you can answer who, What, where, when,
why, and how, you can write a grant. Enjoy the journey, and
don't be discouraged if your first proposal is not accepted.
Tweak it a little, adjust the weaknesses, rename it, and apply
again with another organization.

Participate in School-Site Leadership
What does it mean for a physical educator to be a site

leader? What additional skills are necessary to a school site
leader? In this section, we will look at being the chair of a site
committee and the presenter for schoolwide inservices.

It is not unusual for physical education chairpersons to be
leaders at the site level. They already possess the ability to orga-
nize, schedule, speak, and influence others. Actually, this is the
next step in the leadership continuum, to a new forum from
which physical education can speak.

My first leadership role within the school community was
chairing a committee on assessing student work. The questions
that needed to be addressed included, How do we know it is
outstanding? What are the criteria? Who designs the rubric to
measure the expectation of performance?

Student work was assessed by different teachers, which made
for wonderful discussions. For example, the special education
teachers saw one student's work as great. Other teachers were
very impressed with the student's ability to express himself so
clearly. The college prep teachers felt the student's work was
poor. This wide range of analysis lead to further discussions of
teacher expectations in the classroom. As the discussion group
leader, I used physical education as an analogy. The range of
skill abilities in one class spans both ends of the learning spec-
trum. In order to meet the learning needs of all students in the
same lesson, we use a teaching strategy called inclusion.

The skill being mastered (the lay-up) is set up in a variety of
challenges, so the student may choose the level of difficulty. The
concept of the lesson is stressed at each level and at all stations.
The students are challenged to demonstrate the skill at a pace
where control is demonstrated and successfully achieved. The
teacher observes the performances of the students and moves
them to different levels according to the skill ability observed.
The learning expectation is stated up front. The rubric is on the
worksheet, which allows the students to know what is expected.
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The goal is to be able to outwit your opponent in a one-on-one
situation in basketball, maintain position of the ball, and drive
for the basket to execute a lay-up during a game situation.

My analogy allowed others to see physical education in a
positive light, and the leadership opportunity allowed me to
illustrate my understanding of assessment.

To present materials out of your area of expertise is a real
challenge. I moved from a committee chair to being a school-
wide presenter. When you do presentations, be sure to have a
beginning, a middle, and an end. Start with a cartoon or some-
thing that relates to the topic, but with achuckle, and then
discuss the intended outcomes of the session. Present the facts
in a timely manner, and include some interaction with the audi-
ence. Ask for feedback and relate the discussion to the next
portion of the presentation.

Coaches also are seen as site leaders. Most coaches are
members of the physical education department. These individ-
uals may be great coaches and average teachers, or great
teachers and average coaches. It is the coach who gets involved
in the business of the school who is looked upon as a site
leader. This unique individual is great at teaching, coaching, and
leading because of his or her ability to set and meet goals.

Like many teacher/leaders, my goal setting experiences also
are a byproduct of athletics. The process includes weekly team
meetings with the athletes. These meetings teach the students
how to set personal goals, practice goals, game goals, team
goals, and seasonal goals. For example, my field hockey team
set the following seasonal goal: "The team will score from a
defensive clear."

In order to meet a goal, the skills must be practiced. So every
day, hockey practice would end with the goalie clearing the ball
to the sweep. The sweep scooped the ball to the right halfback,
who swung the play to the other side of the field to the left
wing. The left wing drove the ball to the center, the center
passed the ball to right inner who rushed for score. This
continued all season. The students looked forward to executing
the drill. And sure enough, what you practice does occur.
During the game with our cross town rival, the opportunity
arose for the goalie to clear the ball. The rest went like clock-
work. Everyone was off the bench to witness the goal. The team
went crazy. They met their season goal.

The game was lost, but the team won the intrinsic award of
meeting their seasonal goal. The students learned the value of
goal setting. They learned about pride, dedication, hard work,
and team work. These qualities stay with a person for a lifetime.
I would like to believe that many of my students are leaders in
one way or another because they possess the ability to set goals
and achieve them.

Initiate School-to-School Leadership
The next step as you develop into a leader is to initiate

school-to-school leadership. This section will discuss how to
initiate contact with other schools, use professional associations
as contacts, and work together with other schools.

How does a teacher/leader initiate contact with other high
school physical educators in the district? First of all, there needs
to be a purpose, such as developing quality physical education
curricula and programs in the district. In order for this to happen
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FIGURE 9.9: Sample Grant

Project Title: Wellness in the Twenty-First Century

Submitted to: Montebello Unified School District

Medi-Cal Collaboration

1. Project Description

I propose to keep America healthy. The Surgeon General's Report clearly

states, "physical inactivity is hazardous to your health." About 25 percent

of adults report no physical activity at all in their leisure time. Only about

one-half of U.S. young people (ages 12-21 years) regularly participate in

vigorous physical activity. One-fourth report no vigorous physical activity.

The CDC (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention) has produced a

document, "Guidelines for School and Community Programs to Promote

Lifelong Physical Activity Among Young People." This document supports

the role of physical activity for all age levels. This proposal strives to

improve the quality of life for the students, staff, and community members

by encouraging life long practice of physical activity. Our students will work

and live in the twenty-first century, maybe! It is up to schools and commu-

nity programs to keep our kids fit. There is no greater service to humanity

than to increase the longevity of one's life. In order to educate and motivate

people to be concerned about their health and fitness, I would like to use a

high-tech fitness and wellness system called Health First "TriFIT." This

state-of-the art technology will provide the student with valuable data

about his or her personal well being. The fitness assessment, health risk

appraisal, nutrition and exercise, and meal planning software guides the

student toward a complete fitness program.

After long negotiations, curriculum planning and facility preparation, a

shop class at Bell Gardens High School was renovated last summer into a

Wellness Center. The room is furnished with used exercise equipment

The facility has a caged area to secure our modest collection of other

technology devices such as heart monitors, VCR, monitor, blood pressure

monitor, spirometer, computer, and textbooks. The physical education

staff would like to educate and motivate the students, staff, and commu-

nity on the value of personal fitness using this "state of the art" equip-

ment The TriFIT 520 System informs the users as to what is going on

inside their bodies during physical activity and produces charts, graphs,

and personal assessment feedback summaries. This pertinent information

is used to make appropriate change and help the individual achieve his or

her healthy zone for each fitness assessment. Students, staff, and

community members will be able to design their own exercise programs

using the TriFIT System. They will learn about the principles of training

and the five components of health-related fitness.

The Wellness Center will be open to the public in the mornings two to three

times a week before school. Interest will determine future times that the

center may be open. The Wellness Center will be used during the day by

the students at Bell Gardens High School. Our state framework requires a

unit on fitness at the ninth grade level. We have designed a fitness

curriculum using the textbook, Personal Fitness: Looking Good, Feeling

Good to meet the framework's expectations.

The community will benefit not only in the use of the facility as a Wellness

Center, but it will gain fit and knowledgeable citizens in the work force.

The health services field is the second largest employer in this nation,

with more than 280 job titles. By the year 2000 there will be 3.1 million new

jobs created in the health field. These jobs will offer flexible scheduling

for employees with a range of education from high school to advanced

university degrees. The use of this technology system will prepare

students for employment in the health career field focusing on biome-

chanics, exercise physiology, sports medicine/athletic injuries, strength

and conditioning, physical therapy, and athletic training. The students at

the upper division level will explore these careers and gain insight into

the value and practices of how to help others to achieve a healthy

lifestyle.

2. Project Budget

Indicate as specifically as possible the amount of money requested and

how it would be spent.

The high tech TriFIT Fitness and Wellness Systems is by Health First

Corporation

6811 Academy Parkway East

Albuquerque, NM 87109-4403

800-841-8333

Materials Needed Cost

The Health First TriFIT 520 $7,000

Medical grade rolling cart

IBM compatible 486 computer, 520 MB hard drive

3.5" floppy drive

Super VGA color graphics

Retractable blood pressure shelf

Hewlett Packard DeskJet printer

Health First TriFIT System software plus

Fitness assessment and exercise planning software

On-Line Physiological System

Blood pressure and heart rate

Skinfold caliper

Wireless heart rate monitor

Isometric strength/body weight platform

Modified sit and reach station

Bike ergometer

Bike ergometer $1000

TriFIT Software $ 935

Health risk appraisal software

Fitness assessment

Exercise planning

Additional Software

Meal planning .$590

Freight and Handling $1,430

Sales Tax

Total $10,955

Bell Gardens High School will be able to offer its students, staff, parents,

and community members a free fitness center with a high quality assess-

ment program that is used by other professionals in Health/Fitness Clubs,

Rehab Centers, Corporate Wellness, Hospitals, Insurance Companies,

Government/Military installations, and College! Universities. The physical

education program can explore quality assessment procedures. WIPP"

is the future. It is an affordable cutting edge system. Everyone knows they

should exercise, but how do we motivate them to do so? I believe self-

analysis is the key. The students will be challenged to explore further the

human body in motion and then become the change agents for the future

wellness of America.
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there needs to be leadership at each of the schools. I suggest you
contact your district or county coordinator of physical education.
Express your interest in working with other high school physical
educators in the district. If no leadership group exists and this is
not already stated as a priority, request your coordinator's assis-
tance in helping you create the consortium. If there is no phys-
ical education coordinator, the time has come for you to take the
lead and initiate leadership for physical education.

Your next step is to identify leadership interest. This can be
done by sending out a memo to hand-selected high school phys-
ical educators inviting them to meet and exchange program
ideas. Suggest a variety of times to meet (mornings, after
school, or early evenings). Once you have two or more hand-
selected teacher/leaders interested, you can begin to meet regu-
larly to initiate and improve school-to-school leadership. Share
your current leadership roles. Encourage one another to repre-
sent high school physical education on their site committees.
Teach one another leadership strategies such as time manage-
ment, organizational skills, planning, presentation skills,
curriculum development, teaching to standards, and using
authentic assessment.

In my situation, our schools are clustered according to their
location in the district. There are two feeder schools that articu-
late with the high school. We recently held our first cluster
meeting. The morning session had break-out sessions with 15
participants from pre-K to adult education teachers in each
group. The task was to share outstanding student work. The
afternoon session had articulation by content area. The physical
educators met and discussed the agenda seen in Figure 9.10.

Another strategy is to contact the president of the local unit
of your professional association. Ask if he or she can provide an
avenue for initiating contact between schools through the local
meetings. Seek out the secondary level "movers and shakers."
Get involved in their high energy brainstorming sessions.
Become progressive and futuristic in your vision for secondary
level physical education.

Schools can work together on professional development.
They can even perform their own inservices at one mother's
school sites. Possible areas for inservice include activities,
teaching strategies, assessment strategies, technology, and ways
to articulate programs. Pursue grant opportunities. Connect with
a feeder school and write a grant together for supporting acad-
emic and physical development. Take the initiative in reaching
out to other schools.

Broaden Your Impact District Level Leadership
In this section we will look at the kinds of things you can

accomplish at the district level. These include curriculum devel-
opment, staff development, an effective equipment exchange,
and districtwide monitoring of physical fitness testing.

School physical education programs are most effective when
the goals and expectations match those of the State Department
of Education, district curriculum, and the school community. If
your district does not have a coordinator for high school phys-
ical education, then a teacher/leader needs to assume that
responsibility and be the voice for physical education in the
district. Ask the assistant superintendent of instruction if you
can chair a physical education curriculum committee to create a
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curriculum or revise the current curriculum.
If you are in charge of writing a district curriculum, be sure

to follow the principles outlined in Chapter 3, which deals with
curriculum. Begin by writing a letter to the principal at each
school in the district asking him or her to nominate one physical
educator to be a member of the curriculum committee. And,
make sure that the committee consists of elementary teachers,
middle school teachers, high school teachers, and adapted phys-
ical educators.

During the first meeting, the committee should brainstorm
the characteristics of a physically educated person. This is a
wonderful activity for educating the committee about the role of
physical education in the twenty-first century and the
curriculum development process. I also suggest using The
Curriculum Process in Physical Education (Jewett, Bain, &
Ennis 1995). It will guide your progress as you work to develop
district standards for physical education.

It is important to link the district's mission statement to the
physical education standards to show how physical education
supports the entire learning experience of the students. The rest
of the process consists of developing grade level standards
based on each exit standard. This is a year-long process in itself,
and will require meetings at least every other month. The devel-
opment of the yearly plan, unit plans, and lesson plans can be
an additional year or two of work. The final step is to submit
the curriculum to the board of education for approval.

The next phase involves implementing the curriculum and
inservicing all of the physical educators in the district. The who,
when, and how of implementation needs to be addressed by the
district office, but it also involves another possible role for a
teacher/leader at the high school level. For example, my district
is at the step of implementation. I am working with the director
of Instructional Division on the plan shown in Figure 9.11.

The plan will need to be repeated for both the middle school
and the elementary schools after the high school plan is
completed. The best of all situations is to have three physical
education mentors who can assist the teacher/leader on special
assignment in the curriculum implementation process. Whatever
plan is used, however, the district decision will be based on
money and time.

The teacher/leader should be assertive in promoting the plan
the committee has sent forward. Use the current research from
Physical Activity and Health, A Report of the Surgeon General
Executive Summary (Centers for Disease Control 1996) and
Guidelines for School and Community Programs to Promote
Lifelong Physical Activity Among Young People (Centers for
Disease Control 1997). Both of these documents have very clear
expectations of the schools' role in promoting life long physical
activity using a comprehensive curriculum.

What is the district's vision of physical education? Without a
coordinator at the helm, changes will occur slowly. What
programs would you like to see in place if you could coordinate
physical education in the district? As a high school
teacher/leader, you can create a few programs that would be
beneficial to physical education in your district. We have
already discussed curriculum, but what about staff develop-
ment? Many physical educators do not attend the local, district,
state, or national conventions.
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FIGURE 9.10: Cluster Meeting Agenda

/. Introduction of staff members
Have each person state his or her name, number of
years of teaching, and extracurricular responsibilities
including leadership roles.

2. Grade level curriculum
What is being taught at each grade level and does it
alignm with the state framework and the district phys-
ical education curriculum guide.

3. Skill ability of students
Discuss the skill level of the students and how it can
be sequential from K-12.

4. Inservice the administrators
Design a presentation to educate the administrators
about the new physical education program (compre-
hensive) on your campus. Use the principals forum at
the district level.

5. Discuss the passing on of students' physical fitness
scores. Discuss the strategy of having the students'
fitness scores posted in their transcripts. Stickers can
be generated by the district's Information Systems
Department

6. Discuss the intrinsic rewards of physical activity. Fit to
achieve, positive self-esteem, low stress, good health.
What are some ways for students to inherently be
physically active?

7. Share instructional strategies. Command, practice,
reciprocal, self-check, and inclusion. Cooperative
groups and teaching stations.

I Share assessment strategies. Dip Stick Quiz (five
questions at the start of the lesson); note pad size
paper and golf score card pencils. Worksheets, home-
work, presentations, projects, written tests, demon-
strations, skill applications, skill analysis, design a
game, create a routine.

9. Discuss the use of technology in physical education.
Devices: heart rate monitors, pulse monitors, pedome-
ters, Futrex body composition analyzer, spirometer,
sphygmomanometer, and pulse stick. Computer:
personal use, instructional use with fitness software,
instructional software and Internet, multi-media
projects using Hypercard, Hyperstudio, or Powerpoint
CDs: understanding exercise physiology, skill develop-
ment in sports. Video cameras: Sharp video camera
with a three to four-inch view finder for immediate
feedback, movement analysis, movement patterns skill
development Digital camera: Multimedia projects to
demonstrate student understanding of concepts.

10. Schedule visitations between sites. Visit one another's
programs. Develop mentor partnerships to assist one
another in teaching and assessment
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FIGURE 9.11: Implementation Plan

Plan 1: Three-year plan addressing introductions and four
standards a year for grades 9, 10, 11, and 12 at all
three high schools inservicing a trainer of trainer
program.

Plan 2: Four-year plan addressing introductions and three
standards a year for grades 9, 10, 11, and 12 at all
three high schools inservicing a trainer of trainer
program.

Plan 3: Hire a teacher/leader-on-special assignment for a
year. Inservice the whole staff at each school site
on three different days, covering the introduction
and four standards for grades 9, 10, 11, and 12.

Plan 4: Hire a teacher/leader on special assignment for a
year. Inservice the whole staff at each school site
on four different days, covering the introduction
and three standards for grades 9, 10, 11, and 12.

Plan 5: District-wide inservice for physical education
once a year for four years, addressing the intro-
duction and three standards a year for grades 9,
10,11, and 12.

Plan 6: District-wide inservice for physical education
once a year for three years, addressing the intro-
duction and four standards a year for grades 9, 10,
11, and 12.

Inservices can be provided to demonstrate model lessons,
teaching styles, and how to use technology in physical educa-
tion. They also can show how to create career paths and learn
the in's aqd out's of the accreditation process. Another great
project would be to develop an effective equipment exchange
program for your district. Such an exchange could include
portable climbing walls, portable pools, roller blades, snor-
keling/skin diving equipment, canoes, etc. I'm sure you will be
able to add to the list according to the climate and geography of
your district. Be sure to stretch your imagination and reach out
to business partners to assist in developing the program.

After working with the district office in a variety of capaci-
ties, you become known as the resource person for physical
education!

Assume a Leadership Role in Your
Professional Organization

The journey through the leadership continuum will hone
your skills and challenge your abilities. As the secondary level
teacher/leader, you are well read in current issues in the profes-
sion, and an authority on quality physical education. Now, it is
time to become active and visible in your professional organiza-
tion. This section will describe the progression from student
member, to professional member, to local unit leader, to local
unit president, to state committee member, to state officer. It also
will touch on recognition and writing for professional journals.

Student membership is the key to the future. The profession
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will be shaped by new visions and progressive leaders in
NASPE/AAHPERD. Every college and university teacher
should encourage students to join their local majors club.
Actually, student membership in the state AHPERD organiza-
tion is often a requirement of many majors. A good faculty
adviser will take the time to mentor student leaders through
well planned leadership activities. Master teachers can attend
conferences with their student teachers to guide their learning
processes to enhance curriculum outcomes, and the student
teachers can observe leadership traits in the master teachers.

As a new professional, you pay tribute to your college
professors by joining the ranks of quality physical educators in
NASPE/AAHPERD and state AHPERD. The members of these
professional organization are dedicated to shaping the future of
health, physical education, recreation, and dance. You can have
an immediate impact in your professional organization because
you have a voice in the direction it takes. As a dedicated volun-
teer, you will learn even more about leadership opportunities.
There are offices, committees, task forces, councils, projects,
sponsors, partnerships, and programs that all need volunteers.
Which one will you choose?

The state organizations usually have local or district associa-
tions. Contact your state AHPERD office to find out who the
unit/district president is. Communicate by phone or letter to
express your interest in attending meetings. Meetings at this
level usually address the issues of the local teachers, and put
into action the requests of the state association.

You can represent the high school perspective by attending
monthly meetings, chairing a few committees, contributing an
article for the newsletter, taking on projects, becoming a part of
the public speaking group, writing a letter to a legislator, raising
funds with the American Heart Association, or organizing the
district conference.

At this point, you are confident, knowledgeable, and respon-
sible. The next position at the local level is unit/district presi-
dent. The tasks remain the same: You bring a secondary level
perspective, but now you are the leader. You get to put your
ideas into action and bring a different perspective to the
unit/district activities. Time seems to be an issue for high school
teacher/leaders. Coaching one season rather than three seasons
can help in resolving the time constraint.

After a few years of experience at the local level as an officer
and now as president, your new responsibility is to attend meet-
ings held four times a year. You are a regional representative to
the state association. The state leadership is called the executive
board. The association uses a variety of standing committees to
accomplish its work and meet its membership needs.

Experienced professionals mentor new leaders and encourage
them to become more involved with committee work. The
standing committees include awards, budget/treasurer, constitu-
tion/bylaws, editorial board, governance and structure, invest-
ments, Jump Rope/Hoops for Heart, legislative, long-range
planning, membership, nominations, office, publications, public
relations, resolutions, scholarships, foundations, liaisons, and
conference. These committees review information and make
recommendations to the association. There are many choices, so
start with your passion and let your voice be heard!

The committee chair keeps the committee on task and the
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discussions on course. Agendas need to be planned and
followed. Sidebars need to be points of interest for the next
agenda. It is important that each meeting is productive. Know
ahead of time what you want to accomplish by when and by
whom. Assign tasks to committee members and let them know
you expect a report at the next meeting. Good leadership at the
committee level prepares you to be a state officer.

State offices are elected positions. The state officers discuss
finances and policy and take their recommendations to the execu-
tive committee. These state leaders are the shakers and the
movers in the profession. These are the dedicated and committed
folks who serve for the love of teaching and the profession.

Recognition by the association is a celebration of excellence.
There are a variety of teacher recognition levels. At the local
level, there are unit/district recognition or honors banquets.
Honorees at the local level are nominated by their units for state
awards, which are given out at the state conference luncheons.
State and district award honorees are nominated by their state
association for district/national awards. Recognition by your
peers in the profession is the highest honor that can be bestowed
on a teacher.

Teachers helping teachers helping students learnisn't that
what we do best? Why not share this expertise in another
forumwriting. One of the greatest contributions a teacher can
give to the profession is to share what works in his or her class.
Think for a moment about a program, a teaching strategy, or a
practice plan that you created that worked for kids. This is what
you need to write about. Try your hand at writing articles for
your state journal. When you feel more confident, I suggest you
write for NASPE/AAHPERD's journal, Strategies, A Journal
for Physical Education and Sport Educators.

Chapter Summary
In this chapter I have discussed seven topics that provide a

logical progression of growth for the high school teacher/leader.
Effective teaching emphasizes the use of varied styles to
empower student learning and encourage learning through
problem solving. Relationships with all involvedfrom
students to school board membersbuild the teacher/leader's
trust, credibility, patience, dedication, loyalty, and ability to
work with others. Department leadership keeps the crew rowing
in the same direction and toward the same goal. Participation in
school site leadership allows the school community to witness
the vital contributions that physical education makes to the
school curriculum. Initiating school-to-school leadership
contributes to the total development of individuals and programs
from school to school.

Broadening your impact with a district level leadership role
will facilitate curriculum development, staff development, and
any other idea that you are able to set in motion. And finally, your
willingness to become involved in your professional organization
by taking a leadership role will strengthen your character.

Learn to be a task master, a risk taker, a decision maker, an
organizer, a planner, an energizer, an initiator, and a performer
so you can fulfill the responsibilities undertaken and still main-
tain the integrity of a quality educator. You, too, shall learn how
to influence others in a meaningful way.

We need good leaders now. The times are changing. It does not
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have to take 30 years to become a leader. Be a progressive leader
and act as a mentor, a trainer, and a coach to develop other
leaders. Great leaders have a caring approach. They are able to
persuade others, articulate their views, and use a vision to
empower others to get the job done. They lead by example and
show loyalty, accountability, and respect for all parties involved.

The leadership continuum begins with the teacher, then to the
teacher/leader, and goes on through the administrative phase.
Where are you on the leadership continuum? Identify your
current location and begin to plan how to enhance your leader-
ship skills. Who you are does make a difference! I challenge you
to seek responsibility and look out for the welfare of our profes-
sion. Leadership for the new millennium began yesterday. Enjoy
the journey and empower others to do the same.

I leave you with a quote by Joel Baker:
Vision without action is merely a dream.
Action without vision just passes time.
Vision with action can change the world.
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district leadership positionsuch as physical education
coordinator, director, or supervisoris the threshold to
what has traditionally been thought of as the official

administrative position for physical education. The individual
who holds such a position is responsible for the physical educa-
tion program and reports to the board of education. Typically,
individuals applying for this type of position must have some
sort of leadership or administrative credential as well as creden-
tialing and experience as a physical educator.

The district coordinator can provide leadership for more than
500,000 students (as in the case of the Los Angeles Unified
School District), or as few as 30 students housed in one school.
I worked as the physical education coordinator for the
Montebello Unified School District, which included 27 schools
(17 elementary schools, 6 middle schools, 3 high schools, and 1
alternative school) and represented more than 30,000 students. I
was responsible not only for the physical education program but
also for the high school athletic program, the middle school
intramural/extramural program, the elementary recreation
program, the K-12 health education program, and a number of
drug education and nutrition education grants. This is quite
common; district coordinators for physical education often are
responsible for programs such as technology, driver education,
and safety programs along with their physical education respon-
sibilities.

A typical list of duties for a district level physical education
administrator might include the following:

Coordinates the implementation of all federal, state, and
board of education laws and policies regarding physical
education

la 'Coordinates the preparation of all required reports for
staff, board of education, county and state departments of
education

Coordinates all district efforts in development of student
and staff health and well being

Coordinates the administration of all required testing in
the area of physical education, including supervision and
interpretation of data collection and analysis

O Coordinates the development and revision of the physical
education curriculum and adoption of textbooks to meet
needs identified in physical fitness assessment

1O2

II I

District leadership
Bonnie Mohnsen

Organizes and conducts staff development activities in
physical education instruction and physical fitness
assessment

Prepares and administers the annual physical education
budget

Assists and advises in the selection process of equipment
and supplies used in the physical education program

Coordinates the adapted physical education program for
the district, including management of the budget and
scheduling of teachers

Represents the district and provides necessary liaison in
the area of physical education in contacts outside the
district

O Supervises mentor teachers in physical education.

Frequently, the physical education coordinator in a district
will have other responsibilities as well. These might include:

Prepares and administers the annual elementary recreation
budget

Coordinates the selection and assignment of all personnel
employed in the recreation program

Directs the supervisory personnel assigned to the
recreation program

fig Coordinates the use of school property permits for the
athletic facilities of the district

Supervises the high school athletic program

Supervises the middle school intramural program.

Typical employment opportunity flyers note the following
requirements for district leadership:

MI Minimum qualifications
Possession of a valid administrative or supervisory
credential issued by the state authorizing service in
grades K-12
Successful teaching/supervisory experience at the
elementary/secondary level in the area of physical
education

Desirable qualifications
A college major in physical education
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Ability to work effectively in a multi-ethnic community
Knowledge or experience in physical education
curriculum development, inservice, and instructional
methodologies related to learning theory.

The seven major points associated with district leadership
include:

1. Involve All Stakeholders

2. Establish Policies and Procedures

3. Develop a Curriculum for Assessment and Accountability

4. Provide Professional Development

5. Maximize Resources

6. Implement New Programs

7. Use Time Effectively and Efficiently.

Involve All Stakeholders
Although it has been acknowledged that the person in the

physical education leadership position is the key to the success
of the physical education program (Evaul 1995), that person
cannot and should not take responsibility for the entire program
by him or herself. It is important for the individual in this posi-
tion to develop and maintain quality relationships with all stake-
holders (anyone with a vested interest in the program). In terms
of district leadership, these stakeholders include teachers,
students, coordinators in neighboring districts, personnel at insti-
tutes of higher education, leaders of professional organizations,
site administrators, district office administrators (including the
superintendent), community members (including parents), and
the local board of education. Each of these individuals can play
an important role in developing a quality physical education
program. Let's take a look at enhancing the relationship between
the district leader and several of these groups.

Relationship with Physical Educators
The foundation for the relationship between the coordinator

and the physical education teachers depends on whether the
coordinator arrived at the position from within or outside the
district. Each scenario provides its own set of advantages and
challenges that must be addressed by the new leader.

An "in-house" appointment brings with it all previous rela-
tionships between the current leader and the physical educators
in the district. These relationships were based on a peer situa-
tion where both individuals were teachers sharing common
concerns and perceptions. However, once one of the individuals
in the relationship becomes an administrator, the relationship is
bound to change to some extent. The advantage of this situation
is that the individual in the leadership or administrative role
may continue to be perceived as a friend or colleague who will
serve as an advocate for physical education and physical educa-
tors within his or her new role as an administrator. The chal-
lenge is that the leader may continue to be thought of as "one of
us," with little or no power allocated to his or her new role.

Certainly there are other power bases besides positional
power, and it is important for the "in-house appointee" to garner
as much power as possible from these other bases. These
include skill/expertise power, reward power, popularity power,
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respect power, and coercive power. Power does not simply mean
the ability to tell others what to do; rather, it refers to the ability
to gather support and involvement from others. Many sources of
power are available for the taking, and leadership is certainly
what you make of it.

Individuals coming from outside the district have the advan-
tage of positional power along with the mystique of being an
unknown entity. This can be advantageous to the leader, since it
starts the leader off with the ability to establish new relation-
ships using the type of leadership style that he or she prefers.
The challenge is getting past being seen as an outsider who
does not know the history of the district, has not paid his or her
dues within the current organization, does not have an in-house
network of established relationships, and has not worked his or
her way through the system. This necessitates the leader getting
to know as much as possible about the organization and its
people as quickly as possible. One-on-one conversations with as
many different individuals in the organization as possible is
time consuming but well worth the effort.

Regardless of which way the leader enters the system, there
is typically a honeymoon period of several months when the
leader is granted a great deal of leeway in terms of making deci-
sions and establishing procedures. This is the ideal time to learn
one's position and, if necessary, getting to know the organiza-
tion's history. The two best ways to accomplish these tasks are
by reading everything currently in the files that relates to phys-
ical education, and by meeting individually with every physical
educator in the organization to begin to establish a relationship
and to solicit ideas for the physical education program. In larger
districts, leaders should at least try to meet with the department
chairperson/team leader from each site or have small-group
meetings by level or cluster.

As time goes on, an operational system should be established
that allows all interested physical educators the opportunity to
continue to influence the direction the district takes in terms of
physical education. The best strategy for this is to set up a
district physical education advisory committee. Ideally, there
should be at least one representative from each school or
building. However, it is equally important that anyone who
wishes to join the committee feels welcome.

The purpose of the committee is to share information, deter-
mine the future of physical education in the district, and
develop wish lists. This committee should meet approximately
once a month, and should have a specific agenda so that the
members feel a real need to attend. The members of the
committee should be privy to information that is not typically
sent to all physical educators. Members should be encouraged
to share this information with their colleagues to keep them
informed and to encourage their involvement.

It is important for the physical education advisory committee
members to convey the information they hear back to their
schools and solicit input from their colleagues for the next
meeting. However, it also is important for the leader to have
some type of direct contact with all physical educators. In small
districts, this can be one-on-one discussions with visits to the
physical educator's class. In larger districts, these type of
discussions and visits may be prohibitive or at the very least
rare. I have found a newsletter and other direct mailings effec-
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tive for getting the message out to all. (Granted, not everyone
will read the information, but at least everyone has equal access
to it!) In order for this technique to be effective, however, the
mailing must be sent to each physical educator rather than
sending a single copy to the entire physical education depart-
ment in hopes that it will reach all.

There also will be opportunities for oral presentations to all
physical educators. It is important that these opportunities be
viewed as an important way to establish relationships with the
physical educators and to share the district's and the advisory
committee's vision for physical education in the district. Such
sharing of information and vision provides everyone with the
opportunity to "buy in," ask questions, and contribute ideas. As
technology advances and every site is connected to the Internet,
a web site or listsery also can be a very effective form of
communication.

An effective district leader also is one who takes the time to
support each physical educator in his or her effort to be a
professional. Providing membership applications for local
professional associations and distributing flyers about local
conferences and workshops can help teachers take their initial
steps toward professional involvement. In addition, professional
associations often provide the vehicle for recognizing exem-
plary teachers. The district leader can play an important role in
nominating deserving teachers for various awards, such as
outstanding teaching and service to the profession.

Relationships with Other Physical Education Professionals
Relationships with other physical education professionals

include those between the district leader and coordinators in
neighboring districts, personnel at institutes of higher education,
and leaders of professional organizations. For each of these
groups, collaborative projects promote the opportunity to
contribute to and affect the implementation of quality physical
education programs.

A consortium of district leaders can work together to create a
common curriculum, a newsletter, or assessment tools. This
collaboration results in a product that can be shared by all
districts. Collaborative professional development opportunities
also can be effective as long as there is sufficient room in the
inservice for all interested parties. If the collaboration results in
only a handful of educators from each district attending the
inservice, then it may be better to plan and organize workshops
only for one district.

Collaborative projects with personnel at institutes of higher
education can include teacher action research projects where the
university provides research expertise while the district provides
the students and teachers for the research project. Other joint
projects include membership on the district's advisory
committee, presentations to teachers based on current research,
preparation of student teachers, assistance with writing/revising
curriculum, and development of proposals for grant funds.

Collaborative projects with members/leaders of the profes-
sional organizations also can prove to be mutually beneficial. I
have personally found it effective to invite the professional
organization in to handle all potentially political issues. For
example, if the physical education advisory committee wants
smaller class size, then the professional organization leaders are
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brought together to discuss the plan, leaving the issue outside
the educational structure of the district.

Relationship with Site Administrators
Historically, the district leader for physical education carried

the title of supervisor. Associated with this title was the respon-
sibility for hiring and evaluating teachers. Over time and with
the increased interest in site-based management, these responsi-
bilities have typically shifted to the principal and the site-based
decision-making council. As a result, the district leader for
physical education must assume a new role with the site admin-
istrator.

Essentially, the leader becomes the staff person or consultant
responsible for working with the physical education program.
As such, the leader must constantly keep the site administrator
up-to-date on physical education programs, concerns, and
needs. This is important, since it is the site leader who will actu-
ally implement and oversee the programs. There is definitely a
fine line between encouraging site administrators to implement
the necessary programs to improve physical education and
leaving enough room for the site administrator to make the final
decisions. I have found that regularly scheduled meetings with
site administrators (principals and assistant principals) as a
group is an effective strategy for keeping them informed and
letting them discuss projects. Also, depending on the size of the
district, it is important to meet with the site administrator indi-
vidually at least once a year to discuss ideas and concerns.

Relationship with District Office Administrators
The primary purpose of a strong relationship with other

district office administrators (other subject area coordinators,
directors, and assistant superintendents), including the superin-
tendent, is to ensure equal funding and respect for physical
education as compared to other subject areas. One of the first
strategies is to get other district office administrators to refer to
physical education as "physical education" and not "P.E.",
"gym", or "athletics". Once the linguistics are in place, the
second step is to educate colleagues on the purpose and features
of a quality physical education program. The more they become
aware of what physical education is, the more they can help to
promote quality programs and begin collaborative programs that
are inclusive of physical education.

A sure sign that the relationship between the district leader
for physical education and the other district office administra-
tors is weak is when there are projects going on in the district
(e.g., professional development days, presentations to the board
of education, interdisciplinary teams) that exclude physical
education. A sure sign that the relationship is strong is when
district administrators seek out physical education coordinators
when questions/issues/opportunities in relationship to physical
education and physical activity arise. It is important to note that
the education of district office colleagues on the importance of
quality physical education is never ending.

Relationship with Community Members
The relationship one develops with members of the commu-

nity is typically related to the amount of public relations initi-
ated by the district leader and other physical educators in the
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district. NASPE has published an outstanding document, Sport
and Physical Education Advocacy Kit (1994), which provides a
wealth of information on initiating and sustaining good relations
with the community, including community organizations, busi-
ness people, the press, legislators, and parents. Generally, any
attempt at public relations should be based on a long-term
public relations plan. One-shot or once-a-year programs don't
provide the necessary sustained effort to effect a change in
public opinion. If one-shot efforts did work, we wouldn't see
the same commercial over and over again, or new commercials
on the same product year after year. The folks in marketing
know that they must keep their message constantly in view of
the public.

The foundation for such a public relations plan is an excel-
lent physical education program. The plan itself must be based
on the truth, and the premise that the public has a right to be
informed about the programs. All avenues of communication
(e.g., newsletters, public presentations, mall events, newspaper,
radio, television, web sites, cable) should be included. The
message should be that physical education is no longer a "throw
out the ball" program. Community members must be informed
that physical education promotes physical fitness, health, motor
skills, and psychosocial growth of their children. The following
three steps help to ensure that your message is heard (Mohnsen
1997, p. 32):

1. Determine your message, including information on your
current program and your future needs.

2. Use a variety of methodsprint, video, audio, and
displaysto present your message.

3. Don't give upno matter what does or doesn't happen.
Keep delivering your message.

Relationship with Board of Education
The district leader for physical education is in a very unique

position to influence the district's board of education. Often the
coordinator is allowed to officially address the board once a
year to inform members of new programs, goals, successes, and
challenges related to physical education. In order to increase
this contact time, district leaders also can ask to make special
presentations. These might include presenting the results of a
district wide assessment (i.e., physical fitness testing), honoring
a teacher or program for an outstanding performance, asking the
board to acknowledge National Physical Education Week with a
resolution, accepting a grant or donation from outside the
district, or providing an update on an innovative program. The
district leader also should encourage physical educators to get
on the board of education's agenda to share information about
their physical education programs.

There also are informal opportunities to affect the atti-
tudes of board members. Social events that provide opportuni-
ties for conversations with individual board members can offer
some of the most beneficial opportunities for change. For
example, sharing stories of successful physical education
programs and their effect on individual students can generate
interest in the physical education program.

I was fortunate as a district leader in the Montebello
Unified School District, because each coordinator was given the
opportunity to influence the board members by decorating their
office and meeting room once or twice a year. The selection of
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student work, articles on quality programs, pictures of actual
programs in the district, and results from program assessments
all provided a silent avenue for educating the board on the
features and importance of a quality physical education
program. Offer to decorate the offices of your school board
members!

If you are assuming from the length of this section that rela-
tionships form a significant portion of the leader's time in a
district position, you are correct. For this position, and many
other leadership positions, relationships are everything. This
does not preclude the need for hard work, but hard work
without relationships results in great programs that are rarely
implemented.

Establish Policies and Procedures
How much do you pay teachers for extra duties? Can

teachers borrow instructional materials from the district office?
If yes, for how long? Must all physical educators be trained in
CPR. and First Aid? Are teachers paid for their time if they
attend conferences on weekends?

Established policies and procedures will make these and
other decisions easier. They also will help to establish consis-
tency, so that there is equity in the treatment of all personnel. In
fact, one study of the effectiveness of policies and procedures
concluded that they pay for themselves in the long run by
making the organization work (Horine 1991).

Policies are statements that guide decision making. They are
based on truths, facts, and expert opinions. Procedures are
methods or techniques for conducting activities. They describe
the manner in which an activity must be accomplished.
Although district administrators often write policies, they must
be approved by the board of education. However, district admin-
istrators typically have the sole discretion to select procedures
to carry out policies.

The first step in creating policies and procedures is to brain-
storm a list of all areas that need consistency during the deci-
sion-making process. Then, review all current policies and
procedures, looking for omissions and inconsistencies. Next,
propose, in conjunction with the physical education advisory
committee, new policies or procedures. Finally, have teachers
and administratorsand in some cases legal counselreview
the new policies and procedures for additional input.

After board of education approval, the policies and proce-
dures are then placed inside a policy handbook and distributed
to the appropriate personnel. One copy per school is a
minimum. Figure 10.1 provides a skeleton outline of policies
and procedures for a district physical education program.

Develop a Curriculum for Assessment
and Accountability

It is typically the legal responsibility of the local district to
create and implement curricula. Nonetheless, there are
numerous districts across the United States that either have no
physical education curriculum or haven't reviewed it since the
1960s. This is a detriment to our profession, and district leaders
must take the initiative to pursue the creation of a physical
education curriculum for both student assessment and program
accountability.

As noted in Chapter 3, there are National Standards and
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FIGURE 10.1: Sample Outline for Policies and Procedures

I. Equipment and supplies
A. Definition of equipment and supplies
B. Centralized purchases
C. Individual school purchases
D. Maintenance and care
E. Sharing of equipment and supplies

II. Instruction materials
A. Approval for use in class
B. Sharing of instructional materials

III. Health and safety
A. Accident forms
B. Treatment for injuries
C. Certification of teachers in cardiopulmonary

resuscitation and first aid

IV. Additional duties
A. Salary for extra duties
B. Compensation for attending professional development

opportunities

V. Interaction with teachers
A. Summative evaluation of teachers
B. Formative evaluation of teachers

VI. Data retention
A. Type of data for retention
B. Length of retention

VII. Transportation
A. Driver
B. Supervision
C. Guardian permission

VIII. Office
A. Personnel
B. Operation

IX. Facilities
A. Maintenance
B. Permits for use
C. Fees

D. Safety

numerous models and samples of curriculum to assist the
district leader with this task. These resources should be used to
assist with the process and eliminate redundancy while still
allowing for local needs and buy-in from the physical educators.

As difficult as the creation of a physical education
curriculum may be, the implementation of that curriculum is far
more difficult. The first step is the selection of the curriculum
committee. If the committee consists only of individuals who
are new to the district or who hold a particular philosophy, then
implementation will be even more difficult. It is the responsi-
bility of the local leader to ensure that all schools, grade levels,
and points of view are represented on the committee. This will
certainly contribute to more lively discussions than if everyone
were of one mind, but it also will help to ensure the acceptance
of the new curriculum by all involved. It should be noted that
committee members have the responsibility for sharing their
discussions and work with other members of their departments
and soliciting their ideas throughout the curriculum develop-
ment process.

Once the curriculum is completed and adopted by the local
board of education, the task still is not complete. Three steps
remain. First, a timeline must be created showing the implemen-
tation cycle. Will the entire curriculum be implemented at once?
Will the curriculum be implemented at certain grade levels first?
Will certain parts of the curriculum be implemented at each
grade level?

Second, there must be an assessment piece that holds the
physical educators accountable for implementation. How will
you know if your physical educators are following the
curriculum? Will you be asking for facility assignments? Will
you be asking for unit or lesson plans? Will you want to see
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evidence of implementation, such as samples of student work?
Third, the local leader must provide professional develop-

ment opportunities for the physical educators to assist them
with the implementation of the curriculum. Will you simply ask
your physical educators to sink or swim, or will you have a
systematic plan for professional development that addresses all
components of the new curriculum? Will you provide a variety,
of pathways for physical educators to secure the new informa-
tion related to the curriculum?

Provide Professional Development
Professional development helps physical educators imple-

ment a new curriculum, and it helps them between curriculum
rewrites to constantly upgrade their skills and to stay abreast of
new ideas and research. Again, it is not uncommon to visit
districts where there has been no professional development
specifically for physical educators in years. District leaders have
a fundamental responsibility for ensuring that continual profes-
sional development occurs in their district that meets the needs
of the physical educators.

Chapter 4 does an excellent job describing the important
elements of professional development; therefore, this section
will focus on the points important to the district leader. It is
especially important at the district level for the professional
development model to include guest speakers, opportunities for
physical educators to discuss issues and share ideas, and
optional opportunities for learning, which include making
contributions to the profession, visiting other schools, and
developing personal plans for life long learning.

Guest speakersespecially at the start of the school year
can bring a more global perspective of physical education to the
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audience. An effective guest speaker provides both motivation
and content. The content, objectives, and long-range plan for the
district's physical education program, along with state and local
laws and politics should be articulated by the district leader, so
that the guest speaker can focus on the specific needs of the
physical educators.

Guest speakers should be planned for well in advance, so
that there is time to complete all paperwork and arrangements.
All verbal arrangements with the speaker should be followed by
formal approval from the local board of education and written
verification to the speaker. Often, speakers will arrange for their
own air transportation, but local transportation and lodging
should be arranged by the district. Compensation will vary from
speaker to speaker, and needs to be negotiated up front.
Typically the speaker's fee does not include expenses, so the
speaker must submit receipts at the conclusion of the trip along
with an invoice for payment.

Some sporting goods manufacturers (e.g., Sportime, US
Games, Polar) will assist with the compensation and/or trans-
portation expenses for speakers. Simply keep in mind that the
manufacturers support speakers who promote their products.
This may or may not be in keeping with your district's needs or
long-range professional development plans.

Staff development days during the year provide another
opportunity for physical educators to learn and apply new ideas
and teaching strategies. It can be especially effective if all
schools or groups of schools in the district share common staff
development days. This provides additional opportunities for
guest speakers and for collaboration among physical educators
who can learn much from their colleagues.

Whatever the focus of these days, it is important to stay with
an ongoing topic, such as teaching strategies, assessment, or
technology rather than jumping from topic to topic. Sometimes,

0 you will also be faced with educators returning late from lunch
or not returning at all, or leaving early. As the district leader,
you can set the professional tone for the meeting by letting the
physical educators know what is expected of them for the day,
including the agenda, signing in and out procedures, and new
learning. In addition, prior arrangements should be made so that
athletic contests and practices do not occur on the these days.
Finally, at each staff development I like to give away equip-
ment, books, and materials randomly. However, I distribute the
tickets for the drawings immediately following lunch.

Ongoing professional development opportunities also can be
provided after school, on weekends, during the evenings, and
during the school day. Althoughwith appropriate funding
substitutes can be provided for school day inservices, the ques-
tion is how to compensate teachers for attending after school,
weekend, and evening events. Some districts have special
compensation packages (i.e., $25 per hour) written into the
teacher's contract. Another strategy involves working with a
local institute of higher education so that college credit is
provided for attendance at inservices. A third strategy is to
provide instructional materials to teachers who attend work-
shops. It is important, whichever strategy is selected, to have it
spelled out in the district policy/procedure manual.

Contributing to professional activities is another way to
increase your teachers' learning while simultaneously having
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them give something back to the profession. Many professionals
have found that contributing to the profession renews their own
excitement about the role they play in the lives of the students.
It also provides opportunities for contact with other profes-
sionals who can validate instructional strategies, ideas, and feel-
ings. Involvement with one's professional association as an
officer or committee member, participating on a schoolwide
committee, supervising a student teacher, and making presenta-
tions to colleagues or community groups are all opportunities
for giving and receiving.

"A picture is worth a thousand words" certainly holds true
for implementing a new teaching idea or strategy. Providing
opportunities for your teachers to see the actual strategy in
action with students often convinces them that the technique is
valuable and worth trying. In addition, visits to other schools
provide opportunities for discussions with other teachers.
Visitations, whenever possible, should be done in teams, or at
least in pairs. The dialogue that results between two or more
participants can be much more valuable than the single thoughts
of one individual. It also is important to provide teachers with
specific questions to ask and points to observe, so that they are
ready to benefit from the experience.

Just like school-aged students, adults learn in different ways.
It is important to encourage teachers to develop their own
personal plans for life long learning. Reading, listening, and
discussing are all effective strategies for pursuing new informa-
tion. In addition to local inservices, there also are numerous
conferences and conventions, not to mention graduate school
and online courses (see Chapter 11). However, it is important
that the learning plan be written ahead of time, so that the
goalsalong with the process and product of the learningare
documented.

Maximize Resources
Often, the district's general fund provides district leaders

with a physical education instructional budget for professional
development and sometimes even for instructional materials.
Typically this budget is minimal and allows for only a few
activities per year. However, many district leaders also have
budgets for various grants, especially if they are in charge of
health education or health service programs. District coordina-
tors also may have access to additional funds due to their rela-
tionship with the technology, recreation, or interdisciplinary
budgets. It is important to always be on the lookout for addi-
tional sources of revenue and to ensure that each expenditure
represents the best use of the allocated funds. In addition,
district leaders need to provide guidance, and perhaps central-
ized purchasing, so that all physical educators in the district get
the greatest purchasing power from their budgets.

Each year, the previous year's budget is analyzed, and a new
budget request is prepared. Often referred to as "zero based"
budgeting, each year's request for funds starts from ground
zero. Each budget area request for funds, even if it is the same
amount as the previous year, needs to be justified in terms of
student learning. For example, an inservice on effective instruc-
tional software and textbooks is linked to increased student
learning, since it provides additional instructional strategies for
student learning. The district's physical education long-range
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plan and an inventory of any holdings will help with prepara-
tion. Once the budget is constructed and the justification pieces
in place, the budget is presented to your administrator and,
eventually, to the board of education for approval before any
expenditures can be made.

Once the budget is approved, each expenditure must still be
approved by the district's board of education. Often, leaders
believe that as long as they have money in their budgets, they
can purchase whatever they want. This is not the case. Each
purchase must be justified, as was the original budget.

Centralized purchasing of physical education supplies and
equipment, whether the money comes from the district's budget
or each school's budget, reduces the overall cost to the district.
As the district leader for physical education, it is your responsi-
bility to write up the specifications for equipment and supplies,
so that the district's purchasing department can initiate the
bidding process.

During the bidding process, vendors submit quotes for the
cost of each item. The items must meet the specifications you
developed in order to be considered. Therefore, it is important
to be very specific. If you simply request volleyballs, the lowest
bid may be for a rubber ball that deflates easily.

I use a supply/equipment selection committee to assist with
the writing of the specifications, and a feedback form for phys-
ical educators to report any deficiencies to me. I have found that
even though mass (centralized) purchasing clearly reduces the
cost of the materials, it is also important to leave some room for
innovative purchases and creativity on the part of individual
teachers.

Most, if not all, districts have accounting departments that
monitor expenses. However, the accounting is often several
weeks or months behind actual expenses. So, with the current
availability of computers, it is a good idea to keep your own
accounting of expenditures. This provides you with up-to-the-
minute information on how much money is left in the budget
for emergencies or special purchases.

So far, we have been discussing the day-to-day operation
budget available in most districts. However, it is equally impor-
tant to maintain a prioritized wish list. Simply imagine if $1,000,
$10,000, or $100,000 were given to you tomorrow. What would
you spend it on? This becomes your wish list. As much as this
may sound like wishful thinking, it is not. There are times when
grants or grant opportunities actually come along, and it is those
individuals who are prepared who get the funds.

The creation of the wish list often provides the impetus for
the district leader to look for additional funding. This can be in
the form of fundraising, grant writing, and the use of alternative
funds in creative ways. Chapter 5 does an excellent job covering
fundraising and grant writing. As a district leader, however, it is
important to be on the lookout for any and all alternative
funding sources. A request for proposals was once sent out from
our state department of education for using technology across
the curriculumspecifically those subject areas with state
frameworks were listed. Physical education, as is often the case,
was omitted from the list. But, since a framework was in the
process of being developed, we applied for the grant anyway.
We not only received the funding for using technology to teach
analysis of movement to our high school students, we also were

awarded one of the largest grants in the state.
One unique area for securing additional funds is by tapping

into other grants and programs that have similar outcomes to
physical education and utilizing some of that money for phys,
ical education programs. I have found the Federal Drug Free
Schools money to be a great resource for funding fitness equip-
ment for adult wellness centers and project adventure ropes
courses. The connection for the ropes courses is the research on
the use of ropes courses in drug withdrawal programs. The
connection with fitness equipment for adult wellness centers is
the modeling of healthy behaviors by the teachers, administra-
tors, and community members. Of course, the low ropes course
and fitness equipment also are used during physical education.

In California, we have tobacco prevention education money,
and we have found this to be a great source of revenue for heart
monitors. The legislation states that tobacco money must be
used to educate students on heart/lung physiology, and what
better way than to put the student in touch with their own physi-
ology. One last example deals with a recreation budget that was
quite extensive in one district. At each site, the recreation
personnel were required to collect data and submit monthly
reports. This provided the opening for the purchase of
computers for the recreation personnel, who also happened to
be the physical educators. This allowed for a computer to be
placed in each physical education office at every middle school
in the district. Again, it was used for the recreation program, but
also for the physical education program.

Although funds are typically not allocated to the district
physical education leader to maintain and construct new facili-
ties, should rehab funds or new construction funds find their
way to a district, it is the physical education leader who will be
asked for input on the plans. It is certainly beyond the scope of
this book to get into specifics on facility planning; however,
there are a number of good books, such as Play for All
Guidelines (Moore, et al. 1987), Facility Planning for Physical
Education, Recreation, and Athletics (Flynn 1993), and Points
About Playgrounds (Christiansen 1995) that will provide you
with the necessary information should the time arrive.

Implement New Programs
Conducting a good physical education program means more

than maintaining the status quo. It means pushing the envelope,
trying new ideas, and implementing new programs. It means
being proactive or anticipative rather than reactive.

As a district leader, you no doubt will have a number of new
ideas that you will want to implement. But, it also is important
to find out what your teachers want to try, and to encourage
them and support their creativity. The district's physical educa-
tion advisory committee is typically the best place for teachers
to share creative ideas and set goals and priorities.

At the district level, I found it beneficial to not only bring
together the physical educators, but also the health educators,
nurses, counselors/psychologists, nutritionists, risk managers,
and facilities directors. Collectively, this committee was known
as the Healthy Kids Advisory Committee, and it was based on
the coordinated school health model. Its purpose was to share
programs, ideas, and concerns, and to create a collective vision
of where the school district needed to go in terms of student
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health and wellness. This committee also served as the advisory
committee for several drug prevention and tobacco prevention
grants. Thus, we had input from a variety of programs in terms
of how best to spend the money. As noted earlier, some benefits
of this collaboration for physical education included low ropes
courses, heart monitors, and fitness centers.

In other districts where I have visited, the district leader and
physical educators have focused their energy on bringing tech-
nology into physical education programs; creating authentic
assessment tools, including samples for each rubric level; inser-
vicing the entire staff on social initiatives; and increasing the
activity offerings through inservices throughout the year on new
activities. Regardless of the thrust, the most effective programs
are those that gain the support of everyone involved.

Use Time Efficiently and Effectively
It is important to use time efficiently and effectively in order

to get more accomplished each day; however, it is equally
important to prevent stress and burnout. The role of middle
management is literally thatin the middle. Forever feeling the
expectations of the superintendent and board of education,
along with empathy for the realities experienced by the teachers
in the field, as middle management you will no doubt experi-
ence constant role conflict. This role conflict, along with the
other pressures of the job, can quickly lead to stress. So, what
can you do?

Some people are more comfortable working around clutter,
while others require a neat office; regardless, there needs to be
some order to your office. You must be able to quickly find
requested items and pieces of information. How many times
have you looked for the same information? How much time did
this require?

In addition to a neat office, I have found that the creation of
information packets covering common questions and requests
for information (i.e., coeducational physical education, class
size, research on quality physical education) saves me an
incredible amount of time, since I can quickly send the
requester the appropriate packet.

Equally important to having the items you need is discarding
the materials that you no longer require. Each piece of paper
should only be touched once before taking action on it. Look at
it and read it, and then either file it, deal with it, or throw it
away. It may take time to clean your office, but like many orga-
nizational tasks, the rewards are worth the effort. Take time
each June, or whichever month is best for you, and throw out
files and papers that are no longer needed. Update and backup
important electronic files, and delete those that are no longer
necessary. A neatly organized office will reduce your stress and
allow you to work more effectively.

The most important relationship is the one you estab-
lish with your secretary. The time invested in describing
projects and programs along with specific details for each
assigned task will reap dividends in time saved. The better
informed your secretary, the more he or she will be able to
handle questions for you and lighten some of your work load. In
addition, the more prepared your secretary is, the more you will
be able to delegate.

Communicationby mail, phone, e-mail, or visitscan fill
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up your day and prevent you from accomplishing important
long-term projects. This, in turn, leads to greater stress and
burnout. Managing your communications is a key to staying
efficient and effective. The first rule is to group the various
types of correspondence and then allocate a specific amount of
time to this necessary task each day. It is important to stay on
top of these tasks, otherwise they will become unmanageable.
Some folks like to address them first thing in the morning;
others like to do them in the afternoon when their energy level
starts to drop. Regardless of when you assign time to do it, do it
once a day and then focus on your major projects.

Efforts to communicate by mail, phone, or one-on-one
conversations take a great deal of time, but I find that meetings
take even more time. Before calling a meeting, answer a few but
important questions:

El Can I accomplish the purpose of this meeting without
actually having a meeting (i.e., can the information be
sent out for reading, or will a conference call suffice)?

Eg Who really needs to be at the meeting?

How much time needs to be allocated for the meeting?

What is the precise agenda for the meeting? (Send it out
ahead of time so people come prepared.)

Once the decision is made to go forth with the meeting, be
sure to start and stop on time. Ask if there are any additional
items for the agenda, and then follow the agenda. Respect the
time of the attendees by limiting off-task conversations that
prevent the agenda from moving along. In the same vein, only
attend meetings where the purpose, goals, agenda, and time
frames are defined and relevant to you. Prepare ahead of time
by reading the agenda and collecting the necessary materials to
fully participate in the discussions.

If you are having difficulty managing your time or finding
the time to complete important projects, begin to monitor how
you spend your time. Look for items that can be grouped
together for more efficient use of time, and look for items that
can be eliminated or delegated. Also, ask yourself the hard
question, "Am I procrastinating?" Often, we procrastinate out of
fearwe want to perform the job perfectly, and out of fear of
failure, we tend to put important long-range projects on the
back burner.

Another common deterrent to completing tasks is constantly
preparing for activities (i.e., professional development, meet-
ings) at the last minute. This tends to create crisis situations that
in turn take up more of your time. Instead, take a long-range
(one year) view of what you plan to accomplish, and then break
it down into monthly, weekly, and daily tasks. Commit yourself
to finishing the piece assigned to each day. Prioritize your day
so that you can follow through on your commitments. You will
find that you end up with more time, because you are not
constantly putting out fires.

Above all else, the answer to relieving stress and burnout is
to have a life outside the office. Often, leadership positions can
become all encompassing. Early morning tasks, major projects
to work on throughout the day, meetings in the late afternoons
when teachers are free, and evening/weekend activities can
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quickly overtake your life. It is important to learn to say "no" once
your plate is full. Inasmuch as you schedule time for meetings and
workshops, also schedule time for working on projects, so you
don't have to take them home. Also, schedule time during the day
to take a walk and simply reflect. Remember, we are in the busi-
ness of physical education, and we know the importance of phys-
ical activity for health and wellness. You find that you come back
refreshed and can actually accomplish more.

Chapter Summary
District leadership positions are changing and, in some cases,

declining as we move into the new millennium. Those currently
in district leadership positions must strive toward promoting
quality physical education programs within their district, and
they must encourage others districts to enlist the services of a
physical education leader. The question really comes down to
(depending on the size of the district): Is it worth having a
district leader if it means that each physical educator in the
district must increase his or her class size by one student? If we
look at the research, the answer is an overwhelming "yes".

It is the district leader who develops and maintains relation-
ships with all stakeholders; establishes policies and procedures;
ensures the development of a curriculum; makes creative use of
funds, including the solicitation of new funds; ensures that
professional development opportunities meet the needs of the
physical educators; and infuses the district with innovative and
creative programs.

While much is asked of teachers, even more is asked of
leaders. A final responsibility of a leader is to maintain his or
her own physical and mental health by utilizing time effectively
and efficiently including a sufficient amount of "me time" to
maintain balance in his or her own life.
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egional leadership refers to any leadership position
where the leader is responsible for more than one
school district. This can be a formal position with a

county office (California) or area educational agency (Iowa), an
informal position as the designated leader for a consortium of
several school districts as described in the previous chapter, or a
private consultant for several districts in a local area.

For example, I work for the Orange County (California)
Department of Education, which oversees 27 school districts
representing more than 400,000 students. My job is different
from a state leader who oversees all schools in one state, and it
is different from a district leader who is only responsible for the
schools within one district. Regional leaders assist physical
educators who work for different superintendents and boards of
education with separate mission statements, curricula, and
yearly agendas. One of the greatest challenges for a regional
leader is guiding the different school systems in a coordinated
effort toward quality physical education.

A typical list of duties for a regional level physical education
administrator includes the following:

M Plan, prioritize, assign, review, and participate in the work
of staff responsible for the coordination and implemen-
tation of the state physical education framework.

Recommend and assist in the implementation of goals and
objectives, establish schedules and methods for providing
physical education instructional programs, implement
policies and procedures.

Organize, schedule, and implement a variety of training
programs and workshops dealing with the physical
education curriculum; provide consultation and technical
assistance to all school districts in the area of physical
education.

Promote and coordinate activities relating to the
implementation of the physical education curriculum;
prepare program event materials, including news releases,
flyers, schedules of events, pamphlets, and brochures.

Oversee, monitor, and supervise the development of
program curricula and instructional strategies and
activities; coordinate the development, selection, and
procurement of instructional materials and equipment.

Is Maintain awareness of developments in the physical
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education instructional fields, incorporate developments
into programs as appropriate.

Coordinate and support the cooperation of agencies
involved with physical education, prepare presentations on
program goals and objectives.

Participate in the preparation and administration of the
program's budget, submit budget recommendations and
monitor expenditures.

Typical employment opportunity flyers note the following
requirements for regional leadership:

ra Knowledge of:

Physical education curricula

Community-based organizations and educational
agencies that support physical education

Basic operations, services, and activities of the
instructional area

Basic procedures, methods, and techniques of budget
preparation and control

Evaluation and assessment techniques used in
determining proper teaching and instructional methods

Recent developments, current literature, and sources of
information related to instructional methods

Modem office equipment, including computers

Education codes and the policies, rules, and regulations
of the governing agency

Pertinent federal, state, and local laws, codes, and
regulations.

Skill to:

Coordinate, direct, and implement instructional
programs suited to the needs of the community

Recommend and implement goals, objectives, and
practices for providing effective and efficient instruc-
tional programs

Direct staff development programs on various subject
areas

Plan, direct, and coordinate various programs
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Elicit community and organizational support for
instructional programs

Make public presentations

Understand and interpret pertinent state education and
administrative codes, policies, and procedures

Maintain mental capacity that allows the capability of
making sound decisions and demonstrating intellectual
capabilities

Communicate effectively in the English language both
in oral and written form
Create and maintain strong cooperative relationships
with community agencies, school personnel, and
professional individuals
Develop and deliver presentations to a variety of audi-
ences.

Given these responsibilities, the seven selected major points
for this chapter are:

1. Be a Visionary

2. Create an Advisory Committee

3. Communicate the Vision to all Stakeholders

4. Create Models

5. Provide Inclusive Professional Development

6. Be Creative with Funding Issues

7. Groom a Replacement.

Be a Visionary
In the current world, the only constant is change. Therefore,

a leader must be adaptable to change. But more importantly, a
leader must initiate many of the changes as they relate to his or
her areas of responsibilities.

Before someone assumes the job of regional leader, he or she
needs to ask, "Why do I really want this job?" If the answer
relates to getting out of the classroom, having more power, or
increasing one's status, the individual may want to reconsider.
However, if the reason is due to a burning desire to improve
physical education or, better yet, a compelling vision of how to
improve physical education, the agency has found the right
person for the job.

All new jobs offer the employee a "honeymoon period"
during the first several weeks of employment. This is the one
period when a leader may have free time. This honeymoon
period is an ideal time to accomplish two tasks in particular.
The first is reading everything possible related to the job. Often,
employees leave a set of files when they leave their positions.
Take this time to go through the files page by page, taking notes
and recording ideas as they come to mind. Familiarize yourself
with all local, state, and federal policies, procedures, and legal
codes. Being aware of constraints and requirements is not only
beneficial in terms of questions you will be asked but also in
terms of setting up the parameters for your vision of quality
physical education.

The second task is to record your personal vision for quality
physical education in the region. The vision should include
what the programs in various districts will look like at the end
of your first year of tenure; what the programs in various
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districts will look like at the end of your third year of tenure;
and what the program in various districts will look like at the
end of your fifth year of tenure. These thoughts should be
posted somewhere in your office, so that you can refer to them
often and note the extent to which you implement them. Then,
you should write down ways to reach each part of the vision.
These become your intermediate goals, and they should be
prioritized. It is important that your vision and your interme-
diate goals are specific and attainable.

Although the honeymoon period is an ideal time to record
your personal vision, it may not all come to you in one sitting,
in a few weeks, or even in the first year. Therefore, I make it a
point to never be without a notepad or computer on which to
record my thoughts. Unique ideas and brilliant solutions do not
arrive on a predetermined schedule. As leaders, we must be
prepared to accept these insights whenever they appear and
record them so that they don't become fleeting thoughts.

Colleagues, leaders in charge of other programs in your
region, and leaders with similar responsibilities in neighboring
regional systems can provide additional impetus for the creation
of new visions. Discussing projects, ideas, and concerns can
lead to new goals for the following year. Finally, discussions
with these individuals can lead to collaborative projects that
support both your vision and that of your colleagues.

Create an Advisory Committee
It is important to know one's own beliefs and to have a

personal vision for quality physical education. However, in
order to implement change, the vision must be broader than one
individual. The creation of an advisory committee can institu-
tionalize the vision for physical education, assist with imple-
mentation of the vision, and help to address issues as they arise.

The Orange County physical education advisory committee
is open to any administrator, elementary teacher (both elemen-
tary teachers and physical education teachers teach K-6 physical
education), middle school physical educator, high school phys-
ical educator, and community member in the area. However, we
also work very hard to encourage every district to send at least
one representative. We meet three times a year, with subcom-
mittee meetings occurring more frequently.

The first task of the advisory committee is to create its
vision. This vision must be broader than the one created for
each district, since it must encompass the needs and desires of
various school systems. This process alone can take up to a year
(three meetings), especially if committee members have never
before created a vision. Initially, advisory committee members
brainstorm their visionary ideas. Then, committee members
select one vision to work on in-depth. For each vision state-
ment, committee members write activities for year one, year
two, and year three. Figure 11.1 shows the three-year plan that
the Orange County physical education advisory committee
developed. Note the inclusion of an evaluation piece to ensure
implementation of both the activities and the ultimate vision.

During each year of implementation, subcommittees are
formed to work on areas of emphasis. For example, in year one
of the Orange County plan, the following subcommittees were
created: adopt- a- playground/fitness center, family involvement,
public relations, and staff wellness. For year two, public rela-
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lions, family involvement, and assessment subcommittees were
formed. For year three, interdisciplinary and leadership subcom-
mittees were formed.

Typical agendas for advisory committee meetings include
introductions and sharing by committee members, coordinator
update, discussion of common issues, and subcommittee work
(three-year plan). It is the subcommittee work and the constant
movement toward the three-year vision that provides committee
members with a very concrete reason for staying actively
involved. I find that it also is very important to offer these folks
additional incentives for attending meetings. These include
valuable information, sources for free equipment and supplies,
and opportunities for professional growth that are unavailable to
other educators in the region.

Communicate the Vision to All Stakeholders
Having a vision is great, but sharing the vision with everyone

involved makes it a reality. In the last chapter, the stakeholders
for a district were defined; at the regional level the stakeholders
include all those stakeholders from each district. Therefore, the
number of possible relationships for the leader increases at an
exponential rate. As the regional leader for physical education,
you become a spokesperson for the profession. Effective leaders
are, above all, good storytellers. All interactions provide poten-
tial opportunities for promoting physical education. Often, it is
the personal relationships we create that result in tremendous
leaps and bounds in the promotion of physical education.

I have made it a point to advocate for physical education
during all interactions with my colleagues at the Orange County
Department of Education. I have taught each and every person
to say "physical education" instead of "P.E." In addition, I have
made it a point to include physical education in every regional
project (e.g., technology plan, interdisciplinary models, admin-
istrative training programs, video development).

Recently, I mentioned to a colleague in charge of our acad-
emic decathlon (knowledge competition for high school
students) that physical education was still not part of this
activity. She replied that as soon as I wrote a test (50 questions),
she would include it. The next week, I walked into her office
and handed her the test. I believe that the number one reason for
the inclusion of physical education in the academic decathlon
was my personal relationship with this colleague. The second
reason was that I didn't procrastinate in developing the test.

Because we in regional leadership are accountable to various
educational agencies in our geographic area, we must maintain
communication with the boards of education, superintendents,
administrative staff, and teachers in each and every district. I
have found the distribution of an elementary and a secondary
physical education newsletter a must in maintaining open
communication with the 20,000-plus educators in my region.
The newsletter is published three times per year (September,
January, and April). It always contains a listing of workshops, a
calendar of events, and a coordinator update. In addition, timely
news articles are included, along with in-depth coverage of a
specific topic (e.g., curriculum development, assessment, play-
ground equipment and safety, lesson plans). The newsletter also
is used to introduce new physical education products that have
been developed by the Orange County Department of

1 3

Education.
A collaborative relationship with the local professional orga-

nization is a must. Often, an educational agency cannot become
politically involved in issues; however, professional organiza-
tions can and should take political stands on issues that affect
their membership. A mutually beneficial relationship with a
professional organization can serve the profession well. For
example, in my region, we are currently in the process of estab-
lishing a foundation for physical education as one of our
subcommittee public relations projects. Although I have the
time and expertise to do the paper work and leg work required
to establish the foundation, the professional organization is in a
much better position to oversee the foundation.

Institutes of higher education (IHE) also are important enti-
ties with which to establish open communication. A positive,
collaborative relationship with these institutes can result in
better qualified new teachers. I am often invited by our local
IHE to speak to their students about projects and inservices
available throughout the region. In turn, I invite a representative
from each IHE to attend our regional advisory committee meet-
ings. Because more and more grants are requiring collaboration,
a positive working relationship with your local IHEs can result
in additional funds for both programs. Finally, a strong relation-
ship with the IHE can provide academic credit for your profes-
sional development learning opportunities.

Create Models
If I divided my time between the 27 school districts, 400

schools, 600 physical educators, and 20,000 teachers/adminis-
trators in Orange County, I would accomplish very little.
However, the development of models, including curriculum
standards, unit plans/lesson plans, instructional materials, and
assessment tools, along with the process for replicating and
using these tools goes a long way toward assisting many
teachers and administrators in the region.

In 1994, our first official state physical education framework
was published. Many of the districts in the region had either
never written a physical education curriculum, or the curriculum
was 20 to 30 years old. Our framework, which is similar to the
National Standards for Physical Education, is based on a
conceptual curriculum model; however, most of the administra-
tors and educators in the region were familiar with an activity
model. Each of these facts pointed to the need for sample phys-
ical education exit and grade level standards.

Although each of the 27 school districts in Orange County
have or are in the process of developing their own physical
education standards, the region's model standards have served
as an example of what is necessary in order to align with the
framework. In addition, the process that the sample curriculum
committee piloted has served as a model for the districts as they
worked on their curricula. It is interesting to note that, even
though each district has created a physical education curriculum
committee and worked through the process themselves, the
standards across the school districts are very similar. This fact
has facilitated the creation of unit/lesson plan models and
instructional materials along with sample assessment tools.

Once most of the districts finished their curriculum stan-
dards, they began to ask about model physical education lesson
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FIGURE 11.1: Orange County Department of Education Three-Year Plan for Physical Education

Vision 1
t4 Expectancy

All students have equal access to
appropriate and sufficient equip-
ment, supplies, and technology

Activities/Timelines
First Year.

Identify and support one elementary,
middle school, and high school in
the use of technology in physical
education

Provide workshops on the use of tech-
nology in physical education

Describe the use of technology in phys-
ical education in the spring
newsletter

Publish in the winter newsletter a
comprehensive list of equipment and
supplies (noting the availability of
free equipment and supplies) that
support the framework
Second Year

Identify and support one elementary,
middle school, and high school in
the use of technology in physical
education

Provide workshops on the use of tech-
nology in physical education

Continue to identify free and inexpen-
sive resources for physical educa-
tion equipment and supplies, along
with a suggested budgetary figure
for physical education equipment

Create an "Adopt-a-Playground"
program

Create an "Adopt-a-Fitness Center"
program
Third Year.

Identify and support one elementary,
middle school, and high school in
each district in the use of tech-
nology in physical education

Provide workshops on technology in
physical education

Continue to identify free and inexpen-
sive resources for physical educa-
tion equipment and supplies

Implement an "Adopt-a-Playground"
program

Implement an "Adopt-a-Fitness Center"
program

Costs
First Year.

Technology hardware/software funds
for identified schools
Second Year.

Technology hardware/software funds
for identified schools
Third Year:

Sponsorship for "Adopt-a-Playground"
Sponsorship for "Adopt-a-Fitness

Center"
Technology hardware/software funds

for identified schools
Evaluation
Survey schools to determine status of

technology equipment
Survey schools to determine status of

equipment and supplies
Survey schools to determine status of

"Adopt-a-Playground" program
Survey schools to determine status of

"Adopt-a-Fitness Center" program

Vision 2
Expectancy
All students, teachers, and families

participate in life long wellness and
physical activities

hi Activities/Timelines
First Year.

Create a staff wellness plan
Create a fit family program (age-appro-

priate activities that parents can do
with their children); this became
"Families in Training" and is spon-
sored by Pacific Mutual
Second Year.

Inservice physical educators on staff
wellness plan

Implement "Families in Training" at 15
elementary schools
Third Year

Implement staff wellness program in
one school in each district

Implement "Families in Training" at 30
elementary schools

111 Costs
Second Year

Funding for fit family ("Families in
Training") program
Third Year

Personnel for wellness program
Funding for fit family ("Families in

Training") program
Evaluation
Survey schools to determine status of

staff wellness programs
Survey schools to determine status of

fit family ("Families in Training")
program

Vision 3
is Expectancy

All students succeed in the physical
education curriculum

114

gi Activities/Timelines
First Year

Each district identifies one lead teacher
to attend Orange County Department
of Education workshops and
communicate information back to
district

Provide district level workshops on the
framework, including setting a
positive environment

Each district creates a K-12 physical
education curriculum based on the
framework

Provide countywide workshops on
developing unit and lesson plans
along with effective instructional
strategies (after school, week-long
summer institute)

Create an elementary physical
education certification program

Write the script for a video on
sheltered instruction in physical
education
Second Year

Each district and secondary school
identifies one lead teacher to attend
Orange County Department of
Education workshops and communi-
cate information back to district and
school

Each district creates a K-12 physical
education curriculum based on the
framework

Develop daily lesson plans for K-5
Provide countywide workshop on

teaching elementary lesson plans
Develop unit plans for one-third of the

instructional units for grades 6-10
Provide countywide workshops on

teaching middle school and high
school units

Provide countywide leadership series
for physical educators

Get approval for elementary physical
education certification program

Produce video on sheltered instruction
in physical education

Develop K-12 sample physical educa-
tion portfolio
Third Year.

Each district and school identifies one
lead teacher to attend Orange
County Department of Education
workshops and communicate infor-
mation back to district and school

Each district creates or implements a
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FIGURE 11.1: Orange County Department of Education Three-Year Plan for Physical Education (continued)

K-12 physical education curriculum
based on the framework, and
adjusts it as necessary

Provide countywide workshop on
teaching elementary lesson plans

Develop unit plans for one-third of the
instructional units for grades 6-10

Provide countywide workshops on
teaching middle school and high
school units

Provide countywide physical education
leadership academy to selected
group of physical educators

Implement elementary physical educa-
tion certification program

Distribute video on sheltered instruc-
tion in physical education

Develop K-12 sample physical educa-
tion portfolio

Costs
All Years:

District stipends or substitute time for
professional development activities

Evaluation
Check sign-in sheets for attendance at

professional development activities
Survey schools for documentation on

school level workshops
Survey schools on implementation of

curriculum and unit/lesson plans
(possible visitations)

Survey elementary certification partici-
pants as to quality and effectiveness
of program

Completion of products (portfolio,
video)

Vision 4
a Expectancy

Physical education is viewed by all as
an equal and integrated component
of the education system

Activities/Timelines
First Year:

Create and distribute information on
the importance of physical educa-
tors being members of schoolwide
committees

Work on sample interdisciplinary
models that include physical educa-
tion content

Create sample inservices on wellness
and social initiatives that physical
education teachers can present to
other staff members
Second Year:

At least one schoolwide committee at

each secondary school has a
physical education teacher member

Distribute sample interdisciplinary
models that include physical
education content on request

Create additional sample interdisci-
plinary models that include physical
education content.

Provide countywide inservices on how
to present wellness and social
initiatives to staff members

Provide countywide inservice on
interdisciplinary models including
physical education

Include physical education in academic
decathlon program

Distribute press releases to local media
Create a video public service

announcement
Create a packet containing research on

the importance of quality physical
education
Third Year:

At least two schoolwide committees at
each secondary school have a phys-
ical education teacher member

Distribute sample interdisciplinary
models that include physical educa-
tion content to all secondary schools

Each middle school and high school
physical education staff will provide
one presentation (wellness or social
initiatives) for their entire staff

Distribute press releases to local media
Distribute video public service

announcement
Distribute packet containing research on

the importance of quality physical
education

Costs
Second Year:

Create public service announcement
Evaluation
Survey schools to determine member-

ship in schoolwide committees
Survey schools to determine how inter-

disciplinary models are being
utilized

Survey schools to determine number of
presentations by physical educators
to entire staff

Statistics on number of showings of
public service announcement

Number of press releases published
Inclusion in academic decathlon

program

Distribution and use of quality physical
education research packet

Vision 5
ik Expectancy
Physical education teachers are viewed

as educators by school officials,
parents, and community members
Activities/Timelines

First Year:

Membership in the California
Association for Health, Physical
Education, Recreation and Dance is
increased by 10 percent

All physical educators attend one
workshop, inservice, or conference
on physical education
Second Year:

Membership in the California
Association for Health, Physical
Education, Recreation and Dance is
increased by 10 percent

All physical educators attend one
workshop or conference on physical
education outside their school
district

Create sample presentations for school
boards, business leaders, and
parent/community groups

Press releases on the progress of
"Everyone Can Through Quality
Physical Education" are distributed
countywide
Third Year:

Membership in the California
Association for Health, Physical
Education, Recreation, and Dance is
increased by 10 percent

All physical educators attend two
workshops or conferences on phys-
ical education or a related educa-
tion area outside their school district

In each district, a presentation is made
to the school board, one business
group, and one parent/ community
group

Brochure created and distributed
countywide on quality physical
education and the progress of
"Everyone Can Through Quality
Physical Education"

Costs
Third Year:

Creation and printing of brochures
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plansespecially for the elementary level, where we have very
few physical education specialists. We looked at the various
commercial elementary physical education lessons and found that
none were based on a conceptual curriculum model. So, we began
to create 1,080 K-5 physical education lesson plans that aligned
with our K-5 standards. We compensated the grade level writers
using the money we had earned from selling our sample
curriculum standards outside our immediate area. Each lesson
contained lesson standards, teacher directions, learning activities,
and closure questions. Each aspect of the lesson contained a refer-
ence number that linked it to the grade level standard. In addition,
task cards were created for the various learning activities.

We decided to create one-third of the sixth through tenth
grade unit/lesson plans each year. Unlike the elementary
teachers, the sixth through tenth grade teachers are credentialed
physical educators who know how to teach physical education.
However, in many cases, these teachers did not know how to
incorporate all the new standards into their unit plans. In addi-
tion, there were several new instructional activities (e.g., self-
defense, Frisbee, rhythms) with which many teachers were
unfamiliar. We began writing unit/lessons for the more unique
activities (e.g., Medieval Times, tumbling and gymnastics,
square dance, orienteering) and moved toward the more
common ones. All of the materials were provided at no cost to
the districts within our region and sold outside our region in
order to fund future projects.

Now that we had our standards and sample unit/lesson plans
in place, the question arose as to whether the students were
actually meeting the standards. So, the physical education advi-
sory committee decided to focus on assessment. It created a
subcommittee to work on a sample K-12 physical education
portfolio using the proceeds from the lesson plans. The subcom-
mittee worked for a year and, in October 1997, a copy of the
sample K-12 physical education portfolio was sent to each
school district in Orange County with permission to adapt or
reproduce. We also made the product available for sale.

Provide Inclusive Professional Development
Professional development is typically the number one

responsibility of a regional leader. Butunlike a district
leadera regional leader is dealing with a number of different
districts, each with its own agenda for professional develop-
ment. The question, then, is how to provide high-quality profes-
sional development, as defined in Chapter 4, to so many
different school districts and schools.

One strategy is certainly being on call to respond and assist
individual districts and schools with their personal agendas. The
difficulty with this approach is that it requires a great deal of
time, and depending on the number of districts/schools under
your direction, you may or may not be able to address all of
their needs. In a time when regional leadership is diminishing,
this approach may not be in the best interest of the profession.

The second approach is to have your physical education
advisory committee include a professional development focus in
its plan. This focus should take into consideration the overall
plan to improve physical education. For example, the plan
developed by our advisory committee included the following
secondary professional development focus:
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Year 1: Physical education framework awareness training,
new trends in physical education

fa Year 2: Curriculum development process

E3 Year 3: One-third of the instructional units for grades 6, 7,
8, 9, and 10, and electives

L Year 4: One-third of the instructional units for grades 6, 7,
8, 9, and 10, and electives

Year 5: One-third of the instructional units for grades 6,
7, 8, 9, and 10, and electives.

The advantage of this approach is that you can focus on a
few topics or issues each year rather than offering a variety of
topics. It also is possible to offer the sessions on different days
and at different times in order to meet the needs of all teachers.
For example, Saturday sessions, evening sessions, summer
sessions, and weekday sessions provide options for teachers as
they develop their own professional development plans.

The weakness with this approach is that there are districts
and schools that cannot proceed this quickly and, therefore, get
lost in the process. However, taking into consideration the new
technology, it is possible to provide the professional develop-
ment listed in the plan while still bringing along those schools
and districts that may be behind.

We have established a system whereby each yearly topic is
delivered via the Internet starting in the year following the live
delivery. Once the topic is set up for delivery on the Internet, it
can continue for several years with very little maintenance. Be
aware, however, that the initial development of online inservices
is very time consuming.

Developing a quality professional development opportunity via
the Internet requires the same commitment as a live professional
development opportunity. The first step in learning to deliver a
professional development opportunity via the Internet is taking a
course using this media. Throughout the learning opportunity,
special attention should be paid not only to the content, but to how
the content is delivered and is learning structured.

During the 1996-1997 school year, my regional office began
to experiment with a combination of learning experiences
including Public Broadcast Services (PBS), World Wide Web, e-
mail, listserv, and Virtual Auditorium. The specific topics were
our new physical education framework, the National Physical
Education Standards, and state fitness testing. These initial
topics were selected because of the timeliness of the topicsthe
framework and National Standards were relatively new, and our
state had recently adopted a new state fitness test (Fitnessgram);
the topics had already been delivered through a traditional (live)
model, so many of the instructional resources were already
created; and this particular inservice was the first in a series
designed to improve the quality of physical education instruc-
tion in Orange County.

The course was submitted to one of our local universities as
part of its extended education program. It was assigned a course
number, and was made available to educators for one unit of
college credit. Advertisements were created by both the univer-
sity and the Orange County Department of Education. The
flyers were distributed to physical educators throughout the
region as well as to physical educators in neighboring regions.
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FIGURE 11.2: Modules

Module 1 Introduction Signing up for a listsery

Module 2 Reform Movement Accessing a web site

Module 3 Education Codes

Module 4 Learning Environment

Module 5 Curriculum Development

Module 6 Goal 1

Module? Goal 2

Module 8 Goal 3

Module 9 Instructional Strategies Virtual field trip

Module 10 Instructional Materials Virtual auditorium-guest
Web whacker

Creating bookmarks

Virtual auditorium

Accessing web sites

Accessing web sites

Virtual auditorium

Search tools

Module 11 Assessment Tools Interactive web pages
Audio

Module 12 Portfolios File transfer

Module 13 History of Fitness Testing Search tools

Module 14 Fitnessgram Test Battery Virtual auditorium-guest
Video conferencing

Module 15 Cardiorespiratory Endurance Video

Module 16 Strength, Endurance, and Flexibility Video
Chat software

In addition, articles were written and published in one state
professional journal and two national professional journals, so
that physical educators from across the United States might
participate in this unique learning opportunity.

The only prerequisites for the course required participants to
have an e-mail address and Internet access. Participants were
informed that there would be 16 learning modules that they
could complete any time between October 15, 1996, and May
15, 1997. In total, 50 physical educators signed up to participate
in this learning opportunity.

The course began with an e-mail message welcoming each
participant to the course and providing an Internet address each
person could "click on" to get to the course syllabus. The
syllabus provided participants with the objectives, a list of the
16 modules (see Figure 11.2), course assessment information,
and textbook references. The participants were asked to read the
syllabus and then click on Module 1.

The first module did not provide any physical education
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content information. It simply congratulated participants on
their web navigating skills, and then listed all participants in the
class and their e-mail addresses. The participants were grouped
in triads as study teams. They were asked to send an e-mail
message to their teammates introducing themselves, along with
a copy to the instructor.

Throughout the course, lessons required participants to
discuss ideas and concepts with their teammates. To that end,
the first module ended with instructions on how to sign up for
the class listserv. The listsery allowed participants to address a
question or concern to the entire class using one e-mail
message. Participants were informed that they could interact
with the entire class, their teammates, or the instructor at any
time throughout the course when they needed assistance or
wanted additional information.

Most modules included an Internet skill as well as physical
education content. Both learning activities were taught simulta-
neously and in support of one another. This strategy provided
participants with "real-life" reasons for learning the Internet
skill, since in many cases it was required to access the physical
education content. Every week or two, a new module was
posted and linked to the syllabus. The last module was posted
on March 18, 1997. Participants were free to complete each
module once it was posted, or at any time before May 15, 1997.

Special events were held several times between October 15,
1996, and March 18, 1997, including three one-hour video
broadcasts on the California physical education framework.
These were produced by the Educational Telecommunications
Network, and broadcast over our local public broadcasting
network (KOCE). Participants could watch the broadcast live or
tape it for later viewing. Participants not within receiving
distance of the broadcast could purchase the video from the Los
Angeles County Office of Education.

The other special event included simultaneous online text-
based discussions via a Virtual Auditorium provided by
Classroom Connect, and videoconferencing. Four Virtual
Auditorium experiences were held during the course. The first
two involved interaction between participants and the instructor,
while the last two included a guest speaker. After the final
Virtual Auditorium experience, those participants with the
necessary equipment had the opportunity to try a videoconfer-
encing experience using free "Cu-SeeMe" software.

During the Virtual Field Trip, participants visited a web site
developed by one school that had implemented many of the new
ideas found in the framework and the National Standards. The
site contained text-based information as well as pictures of the
program. The first guest speaker for the Virtual Auditorium was
one of the teachers from this school, who was able to answer
questions from the participants. The second guest speaker was a
representative from the agency that had developed the fitness
testing program.

For regional leaders, this type of professional development is
ideal, since we often cover large geographic areas. It solves the
problem of having to repeat the professional development
opportunity in a number of different locations. In addition,
experts can be invited to share their knowledge and under-
standing right from their homes, located anywhere in the United
States or the world.
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Be Creative with Funding Issues
Regional coordinators typically make due with very limited

budgets; most are even smaller than those of district coordina-
tors. So, financial creativity is the name of the game for initi-
ating those innovative projects that require funding. How often
have you wanted to try an alternative professional development
idea, provide funds for a particular school that has the potential
for being a model for others, or develop new materials for your
teachers, but your budget didn't afford you the opportunity?

I have found five successful avenues for securing additional
funding for the projects my advisory committee and I wish to
conduct: charging for workshops, developing and selling mate-
rials, asking for donations or soliciting grants, and creating a
foundation.

When I first began to offer professional development oppor-
tunities, I offered them for free, and I did, the presenting/facili-
tating so that there would be little or no cost involved. I found
that many teachers who signed up for the workshop never
showed up, and many teachers who had not signed up did. It
appeared that they were not committed to the learning opportu-
nities, since there were no fees involved.

I also noticed that my colleagues (coordinators of other
subject areas) were charging nominal fees ($10$25 per day)
for their workshops, and that professional businesses were
charging high fees ($150$300 per day) with very high atten-
dance. So, I started charging $15, and then later $20, for a full-
day workshop. I used the money for refreshments and additional
speakers wh6n necessary, but more importantly I saved the
money for advisory committee projects. The fee didn't seem to
prevent anyone from attending the workshops, and typically the
school or district paid the fee for the teacher out of their staff
development fund.

I also have found that the creation and sale of instructional
materials can add quite a few dollars to the budget. I was fortu-
nate enough to request and receive start-up funds from my
director of instruction; however, I also could have used revenue
from workshop attendance to start the instructional materials
development fund. As teachers were brought together to work on
the instructional materials, I was able to either pay for their substi-
tute (if during school time) or a stipend (for their personal time).
The instructional materials were then given to teachers in our
region for free or a nominal fee, and sold outside the region. The
revenue from one project provided the funds for the next project.

Donations are often a hit-or-miss proposition. I have one
colleague who requested free equipment from 100 companies.
Ninety-nine companies turned him down, but one furnished his
entire fitness center. I have sent out several letters to the local
fitness centers, hospitals, athletic teams, and health spas
requesting new or used equipment for our schools. Although I
can't say that this has been very successful, I have gotten a few
schools some equipment through funds generated by gate
receipts from professional athletic competitions. The athletic
teams designate one night as School A's night, and both the
school and the organization sell tickets. Then, the gate revenue
is split between the organization and the school.

As described in Chapter 5, many requests for proposals are
distributed annually, and some can be used to fund physical
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education projects. However, another possibility is becoming a
part of a "non-subject-specific" grant written by your regional
office. For example, our office recently wrote a National
Challenge Grant that provides $1.5 million in technology funds
per year for five years. Although the grant targets technology,
and specifically math and science, we wrote in several refer-
ences to physical education as a subject area which, through
interdisciplinary instruction, can assist students in their learning
of math and science concepts.

Although there are grant funds for physical education, my
experience has been that they are few and far between. This
lead our physical education advisory committee to create their
own Orange County Physical Education Fund under the Orange
County Community Foundation, using start-up funds from a
grant awarded by USPE. The initial steps for putting the fund
into practice included creating brochures, training teachers to
give presentations on quality physical education and requesting
donations, and associating ourselves with a nonprofit founda-
tion. The brochures and presentations have resulted in grant
donations that are placed in the foundation's account. The
governing committee for the foundation then decides how to
allocate the funds for improving elementary playgrounds, devel-
oping middle and high school fitness labs, and creating innova-
tive physical education programs throughout the region.

Groom a Replacement
There is nothing worse for a leader than to create a quality

physical education program, change jobs, and see the program
decline in terms of both quality and energy. Grooming a
replacement is the best protection for the future of your
program. Good leaders mentor others through modeling,
teaching, and empowering. Setting a good example is not only a
terrific learning experience for others, it's part of the process of
self-invention for leaders.

Although I named this section, "groom a replacement," it is
actually important to groom several replacements. It is
dangerous to select only one person and to work exclusively
with that person. The potential always exists that the individual
you select will not become your replacement. And, even if the
person is eventually selected as your replacement, he or she
may never be able to truly establish a solid footing as the
regional leader since others may look to him or her with envy
and resentment.

Typically, the cream rises to the top. So too do quality indi-
viduals. As discussed in previous chapters, quality teachers
become quality department chairpersons, who become quality
mentor teachers, who become quality leaders. Take a careful
look at your advisory committee, and identify those individuals
who seem to volunteer for most of the projects. Be careful
about bringing individuals along too quickly. Provide key indi-
viduals with greater and greater responsibility on committees as
chairs or co-facilitators/presenters, and involve them in other
projects (e.g., creating instructional materials, assessing soft-
ware, etc.).

We recently began a summer leadership academy to assist
with developing leadership potential. This week-long learning
opportunity required interested teachers to apply for 20 open
slots. The academy focused on physical education, technology,
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and leadership. Participants were provided with information on
using the most current technology along with leadership skills.
Each participant then selected a leadership project that he or she
would initiate during the academy and finalize throughout the
school year. In addition, each participant selected nine
secondary schools in the region where he or she would assist
and motivate the physical educators throughout the year.

The mentor/mentee relationship can be a mutually satisfying
one. The mentor is able to delegate responsibility to other indi-
viduals who may not even work for the regional agency. The
mentees benefit from the opportunity to work on exciting
projects, meet key people, and learn new skills. However, both
mentor and mentee must be careful of the emotional depen-
dency that can develop on either side of the relationship. Both
also must be aware that through close association, a failure by
one can embarrass the other. By maintaining one's individual
identity and mentoring several individuals, the mentor/mentee
relationship can result in more benefits and fewer liabilities.

Chapter Summary
Regional leadership positions may be on the decline as we

move into the twenty-first century; however, it is incumbent
upon those currently in such positions to demonstrate the need
for them. It takes courage to be a visionary and an advocate for
change, but this is imperative if physical education and its
respective leadership positions are to survive into the next
millennium.

The regional leader must provide opportunities for collabora-
tion between teachers, administrators, community members,
districts, institutes of higher education, and professional organi-
zations. In addition, the regional leader must convince the
various stakeholders that they are part of a larger mission. The
opportunity to meet, address issues, create an overall plan, and
implement a common vision provides individuals with a reason
to participate in a common cause. Creating models and profes-
sional development opportunities and assisting with funding
issues also demonstrate that cooperative efforts are worth the
time and energy. Finally, it is important to groom a replacement
to ensure there will be continuity and programs will continue to
advance.
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uring the 1998-1999 school year, slightly more than
three quarters of the states, along with several territo-
riesincluding the Virgin Islands, American Samoa,

Guam, and Puerto Rico, employed an individual who is respon-
sible for physical education at the state level. Known as the
state director, coordinator, specialist, supervisor, education asso-
ciate, or consultant, this person is charged with providing phys-
ical education leadership and direction at the state level.

The name of the agency where this person works also is
known by a variety of names: Department of Education,
Department of Public Instruction, State Board of Education,
Department of Children, Families and Learning, Department of
Elementary and Secondary EduCation, Office of Education,
Department of Education and Cultural Affairs, Office of Public
Instruction, or Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction
(Council of Chief State School Officers 1997). Whatever they
are called in their individual states, and wherever they may
work, they are most generally referred to as state directors.

The number of states employing a state director has been in
flux since directors first emerged in the early 1900s. As state
funding goes; as state superintendents, directors, secretaries, or
commissioners go; as politics go; as state priorities go; so goes
the state director for physical education (AAHPERD 1976).
Actually, this has been the case for all subject area state direc-
tors over the years.

The national organization for physical education and health
education state directorsthe Society of State Directors of
Health, Physical Education and Recreation (SSDHPER)works
continuously to encourage states to employ state directors
(Society of State Directors of Health, Physical Education and
Recreation 1985). The SSDHPER coordinates activities with the
American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation
and Dance (AAHPERD), and collaborates in a variety of ways,
especially with the National Association for Sport and Physical
Education (NASPE) and the American Association for Health
Education (AAHE). However, the SSDHPER is not a substruc-
ture of the Alliance (Society of State Directors of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation 1998).

According to the results of the 1994 School Health Policies
and Programs Study conducted by the Centers for Disease
Control, 76.5 percent of the states and territories had a person
responsible for directing or coordinating physical education
(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 1994).
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Approximately four out of five of these state directors also had
other responsibilities, including serving as the state director for
health or driver education, or serving on a school improvement
team. Also, a few states had separate directors for elementary
and secondary physical education or adapted physical education.

Just as the title of the chief state school officer varies, the
name of the department or office varies, and the title of the state
director varies, so too does the position description. However,
one common thread that seems to run through all of the posi-
tions is that the person in this job exercises state leadership and
direction for K-12 public school physical education programs.
Currently, more than 90 percent of all states require K-12
schools to provide physical education to some extent (American
Health Association 1995).

Typical position announcements for state directors would
list requirements such as:

1. Advanced degree (doctorate preferred)

2. Skills such as experience in curriculum and assessment
development, standards development, professional devel-
opment including workshop/inservice presentations

3. Experience in grant writing

4. Experience in managing people and working with teams

5. At least three to five years of teaching experience

6. Administrative experience including budgeting, supervi-
sion, and the use of technology.

The responsibilities listed in the position description may well
include developing and implementing state level curricula,
program evaluation plans, student assessment plans, and teacher
inservice and articulation with higher education, other state
departments, professional organizations, and other agencies. The
determination of what constitutes "state leadership," the scope of
the "direction," the political constraints of the specific state, and
individual priorities are what make each position unique.

While it is true that each position is unique, this chapter will
look at several areas in which common elements tend to be
associated with the role of the state director of physical educa-
tion. One should keep in mind, however, that while these
elements may be "common," they might not all be found in the
role of any one state director. And, how they are realized will be
unique to each director and each state.
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Each state places certain limitations and restrictions on the
state director. These may be internal limits such as budget,
travel limits, or availability of support staff. Or, they may be
external limits such as giving priority to other subject areas
deemed to be "more basic," or limiting access to schools and
teachers or to higher education programs and personnel. It also
is true that state directors make the position a reflection of
themselves, taking into account their views of the role of educa-
tion, the place of physical education in the curriculum, the role
of the teacher, the role of higher education, and the role of the
school administrator. Consequently, the position is not only
constructed by state requirements, but also by the individual.
This makes the hiring process especially important as experi-
ence, vision, and personality will all come into play in deter-
mining the director's effectiveness.

The role of the state director is discussed here in relation to
seven themes that encompass the most widely performed duties:

1. Communicating with the State Board of Education

2. Communicating with Professional Associations

3. Communicating with Higher Education

4. Professional Development

5. Advocacy

6. Setting Standards

7. Change Agent.

Communicating with the State Board of Education
All states except Wisconsin have a "board of education" that

is constitutionally or legislatively defined. These boards may be
elected by the public or appointed by the governor. Membership
may be a full-time responsibility or boards may only meet
monthly. Florida is unique in that its board is, in essence, the
"state cabinet." It is made up of state-level elected officials,
including the governor and lieutenant governor. Usually, if the
chief state school officer (state superintendent) is elected, the
board is appointed, and vice versa. The duties and powers of the
state board vary with each state, but generally the board sets
state policy requirements for K-12 education (Montana Office
of Public Instruction 1995).

In describing the state board of education to teachers, I
sometimes tell them to think of their own local school boards. I
then explain that the state board tends to be much the same. It
can reflect "the good, the bad, and the ugly" depending on the
issue, political pressure, or financial outlook. The other thing I
tell teachers is that most state board members are trying to do
the best job they can; for the most part they are caring,
concerned people who want to do their best for the taxpayer and
for students. Board members tend to come to their jobs without
a lot of background in education, although they may have
served on a local board. And, they don't necessarily have
specific program background information or experience in any
content area.

Following are the general roles a state director plays with
the state board. However, in each role the state director works to
educate the board concerning what constitutes quality physical
education:
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1. Explaining the ramifications of board decisions

2. Explaining what constitutes best practice

3. Providing state of the state reports

4. Making recommendations

5. Serving as a buffer

6. Conducting research.

The state director may explain the ramifications of board
decisions to board members.

For example, the director might explain what would happen
if the state requirement for physical education were reduced
from four years.to two, or from two to one. The intent is to
prevent poor decisions from being made.

Frequently, state boards conduct some type of hearing prior
to making a policy decision such as the one noted in the
previous example. In this case, the state director may gather
information to present, arrange for educators to make presenta-
tions, or coordinate a statewide effort to bring political pressure
on the board.

The state director gathers information in numerous ways:
contacting other state directors, calling schools, searching the
Internet, or contacting national organizations. Some states have
resource libraries and technicians available to research various
topics. The Montana Office of Public Instruction has resource
center staff who gather and store information for program repre-
sentatives. In the past, staff members have searched the litera-
ture on the relationship between physical activity and learning,
physical education time requirements in the various states, and
state standards for health and physical education.

The state director must know what factors influence the
board. For some, it may be large numbers of people for or
against a position, while for others it may be the influence of a
state official such as the governor. The board in Montana is
generally influenced more by a few parents than by a host of
teachers (whom they may view as self-serving). Thus, it is
generally good strategy to involve parents and students in any
lobbying effort.

State directors have input into such decisions as changing the
amount of time given to physical education in schools and certi-
fying or endorsing requirements for physical educators or
requirements for professional development. They provide
supporting information to help board members make informed
decisions. Positive change is more likely to occur when
supporting information and political pressure come together at
the same time.

At times, the state director must provide an explanation of
what constitutes "best practice."

A situation where such an explanation would be appropriate
would be when a state board considers allowing recess or
athletic participation to count toward meeting the state require-
ment for physical education. Again, the state director's role is to
facilitate good decision making.

Like many local school boards, the state board may some-
times be swayed by a vocal minority that wishes to impose its
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Sample State of the State Report: Physical Education

Today, there are almost 1,000 schools in our state; there are

600 elementary, 200 middle and 200 high schools. These
schools range in size from one teacher and three students to
our largest high schools with almost 2,000 students. They are
spread across a state roughly the size of Ohio, Pennsylvania,
New York, and New Jersey combined! Serving the physical
education needs of these students are classroom teachers in
our smaller elementary schools and specialists in our larger,
with specialists serving all the middle and high schools.
State requirements ensure that physical education is provided
at the elementary level as well as the middle and high school
levels.

Issues:
There are issues that are apparent in our physical education
programs that we should study.

1. Elementary classroom teachers with little higher education
background in physical education have low confidence in
providing physical education.

2. There are no clear, specific state standards for physical
education. The current standards are general, vague, and
difficult to assess.

3. Student assessment continues to cause problems.
Assessment is usually the prerogative of the instructor,
with some assessment based on whether or not students
shower or whether they have a good attitude.

Strengths:
1. Physical education continues to be taught by teachers who

are motivated, and who want to provide the best possible
education for their students.

2. The recent change in state requirements that limited class
size to a maximum of 30 at the secondary level has
resulted in an improvement in the quality of programs
offered.

3. Changes in the teacher preparation standards for our units
of higher education are providing for more consistency
among units, as well as improving the quality of our
programs.

Recommendations:
1. Study the teacher preparation programs of elementary

teachers to ensure that adequate preparatory courses are
available and are required of prospective teachers, who
will provide this curriculum to their students.

2. Develop state standards for physical education based on
the National Standards now in place.

3. Develop assessment guidelines and materials and ensure
professional development opportunities for secondary
physical education specialists to encourage appropriate
student assessment.

Questions and Answers:
I will be happy to respond to all questions presented by indi-
vidual Board of Public Education members.

will on everyone. This has happened in several states with
regard to the previous example. Advocates of this position often
argue: "Recess will get my kid moving, so why not count it for
P.E?" or, "My kid runs all over during football practice and
stays in shape that way, so why can't he skip PE?" If they do
not know the goals and objectives of a quality physical educa-
tion program, state board members might think these arguments
are valid. Thus, the state director must step forward, explain the
philosophical differences between athletics and physical educa-
tion, and explain the needs of all students. Once arguments
focus on program goals, objectives, and outcomes, most boards
are prone to make the right choices.

Many state directors provide of an annual State of the State
report. (See sample above.)

In some instances, they also give annual reports to the board
that outline program progress, issues, and future directions.
These occasions provide an excellent opportunity to educate the
board on the need for quality physical education programs and
what they accomplish, as well as future professional develop-
ment needs. The state director also might use these occasions to
relay information from national groups, the state AHPERD,
teachers, and higher education. In short, the director serves as a
conduit to coordinate communication between various groups
and the board.
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State directors often make recommendations to the board.

These may take many forms, from recommendations for
policy decisions to recommendations for a specific school
district or program. In this role, the state director acts as the
board's content area expert. The state director may make recom-
mendations relating to a state requirement such as minimum
length of time for elementary physical education class, whether
or not to allow a district to try a new program that does not
conform to state requirements, or whether to accept an unen-
dorsed teacher. It is imperative that the state director remain
abreast of cutting edge developments in the state and the nation.
Educators, administrators, and school board members all look to
the state director to be proactive and to present the best possible
information.

Sometimes the state director acts as a buffer for the board.

In this role, the state director defends an action or require-
ment for a board member, and takes the brunt of criticism.
Physical education is seen by some as a frill, and we continue to
see attempts to reduce, eliminate, or modify state requirements.
Similar to attacks on human sexuality education, values educa-
tion, art, or music, these attacks appear quickly and are usually
orchestrated by a few very vocal, demanding people.

In such a situation, the state director serves as the resource
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for accurate information, the historian who can explain previous
decisions, and the expert on the ramifications of the proposed
changes. The state director serves as the board's expert,
presenting the case for why things are the way they are. Many
times, notice is short as a group pushes for a quick decision
before any organized opposition has time to react. The state
director can work to slow an agenda or delay a decision while
additional information is gathered.

In Montana, a comprehensive review of the accreditation
standards for K-12 education resulted in a competition between
curricular areas for limited student time. Increasing require-
ments in mathematics, social studies, and science would have
effectively squeezed out programs in physical education, the
arts, and vocational education. Without advocates for a well-
rounded programincluding the state director and state
AHPERDthe educational program may well have been
narrowed to include only academics. Instead, the board recog-
nized the need and rationale for a comprehensive program
(Montana Board of Public Education 1997).

Some state directors conduct research for their boards.

This may range from informal information gathering to
conducting formal, state-level studies. The effectiveness of the
state director in this role is based on his or her credibility and
the quality of the research.

Some boards are not aware that new innovations or ideas in
other curricular areassuch as the development of standards
and benchmarks or multiple assessment strategies including the
use of portfoliosalso can play a part in physical education.
Some board members would be surprised to hear of the varied
uses of technology in physical education, or the culturally sensi-
tive activities that can be included in programs, or how physical
education can work with children who have diverse needs or
limited English proficiency. The emotional and social benefits
derived from physical education often surprise board members.

Communicating with Professional Associations
The state director serves an important role in communicating

with professional associations by:

1. Providing technical information and guidance

2. Acting as a conduit for communication

3. Providing recommendations and advance warning

4. Providing encouragement for "best practice."

In most states, the state director has very close ties with the
state AHPERD. In fact, the state director often serves in some
capacity on the state AHPERD's executive board. While the
closest ties may well be with the state AHPERD, there are other
professional associations with which the state director may
interact. These include the state teacher associations (NEA,
AFT), recreation association, health association, Governor's
Council on Physical Fitness and Sports, and the state chapters
of a variety of other national coalitions and organizations. In
addition, the state director often has close ties with the national
organizations with which these groups are affiliated.

The key to success in this role is developing and nurturing a
good working relationship with leaders in these organizations.
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This role involves many of the following elements.

The state director provides technical information and guid-
ance.

Professional associations need information, direction, and
suggestions for how to go about influencing change. This can
take many forms, from simply responding to questions at board
meetings to suggesting approaches to the state board of educa-
tion, state superintendent, regents, or legislature. It also can
involve offering suggestions on how the association can best
advocate for the profession: who to target, how to approach
them, and who has the influence.

The guiding principles for approaching the state board or
advocating are the same. First, don't assume that people outside
the profession have the same zeal for the program that we do.
Don't assume they have the same information. Don't assume
they are familiar with what is happening in quality programs. I
always tell our association that the people we are trying to influ-
ence are the product of our programs-20 years ago!
Consequently, putting together concise information on the
health status of children, including physical fitness and activity,
is a good idea. Program descriptions, including information
about health benefits, are effective. It is also a good idea to
enlist the support of leaders, parents, and students who can
verbalize the benefits of a program and be seen as "neutrals."

Professional associations also are active in developing prod-
ucts such as curriculum guidelines, assessment models, or state
standards. Many also provide staff development opportunities
such as inservice programs or workshops. The state director
assists with these efforts. This assistance might be in the form
of promotion, gathering resources, or advocating models.

The state director acts as a conduit for communication.

State directors serve their state AHPERD by ensuring that
information from national agencies or organizations, state agen-
cies, and other educational units gets to the field. They coordi-
nate what happens to that information, getting it into the
appropriate hands. Some information is more appropriate in the
hands of K-12 principals, some in the hands of superintendents,
while other information is more appropriate for the deans of
colleges of education. The state director acts as a mail sorter
and deliverer, as well as a reference and advocate. In this
capacity, the state director helps the AAHPERD in its communi-
cation role and provides reinforcement for national initiatives.

Sometimes, getting information into the right hands is a
shared responsibility. The state director might provide address
labels or envelopes, and the state AHPERD might do the
mailing. In another example, the state AHPERD might get
information to its membership and the state director might make
sure that it gets to non-members.

In Montana, I provide the MAHPERD executive board with
relevant new information from federal or national sources such
as Physical Activity and Health; A Report of the Surgeon
General (Centers for Disease Control 1996), or the Guidelines
for School and Community Programs to Promote Lifelong
Physical Activity Among Young People (Centers for Disease
Control 1997), which followed the Surgeon General's report.
The expectation is that board members will then pass that infor-
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mation on to the membership. On the other hand, board
members ensure that any information coming from AAHPERD
also gets to me. The key is that we jointly determine the best
routes to ensure broad coverage.

Many state directors provide guidance, reconunendations,
and advance warning.

Probably one of the most familiar roles of the state director
is that of keeping state organizations and professional associa-
tions abreast of impending change and offering advice on what
to do about it. This includes keeping the association informed
regarding a potential change in the state requirements for phys-
ical education, providing information on the status of the
Surgeon General's report on Physical Activity, or monitoring a
move by a state legislature to count extracurricular activities in
meeting the requirement for physical education. Or, it may be of
a positive nature: providing planning support for a physical
activity day, planning for the development of state-wide stan-
dards, or working to reduce the maximum number of students in
a single physical education class.

In 1989, a bill was introduced in the Montana legislature that
would have eliminated the requirement for the state supervisor's
position (Montana Office of Public Instruction 1991). The state
supervisor notified the Montana AHPERD, and representatives
appeared and provided testimony at a legislative hearing. Had
the state supervisor not sounded the alarm, no one would have
spoken in defense of a mandated position.

State directors provide encouragement for "best practice."

This important role is shared by AAHPERD, higher education,
national organizations and agenciesas well as with the state
director. National and state organizations and agencies see the
state director as the single most important person in the state to
provide with information they want shared with local teachers.

State directors also share information and materials with
each other on a routine basis. At the annual meeting of the
Society of State Directors of Health, Physical Education and
Recreation, presentations are made by representatives of
national agencies and organizations, representatives of
AAHPERD, and state directors. These presentations involve
new initiatives, changes, coming materials/events/issues, and
anything else that could have national implications.

State directors also provide annual state reports that are
consolidated and distributed to the SSDHPER membership.
These reports describe the latest state projects and trends and
detail innovative ideas. Examples in Montana are the summer
"master teacher" program, correlation of the Montana and
National Standards (Montana Office of Public Instruction &
Montana Association for Health, Physical Education, Recreation
and Dance 1996), and curriculum framework (Montana Office
of Public Instruction 1995) and assessment development
(Montana Office of Public Instruction 1993a, 1993b, 1993c,
1993d, & 1993e).

The master teacher program brings together 25 teachers
annually for an intense two-week training involving curriculum
development, standards, assessment, diversity, technology and
program integration. These teachers then serve as resources to
their local school districts and regions on curriculum and
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program development. Montana, in a joint project between the
state AHPERD and the state director, conducted and published a
correlation of Montana standards to the National Standards.
Work is now in progress on the next step: a revision of the
Montana standards to incorporate National Standard thinking.
This will again be a joint undertaking. Efforts in many states are
now centered around standards development, assessment, and
technology.

Communicating with Higher Education
The role the state director plays in higher education varies

widely from state to state. However, several important areas
seem to be common to this role:

1. Providing information from the K-12 system

2. Participating in higher education program reviews

3. Facilitating cooperative efforts.

The state director is a source of information from K-12
education.

Higher education must be responsive to the needs of K-12
education in the development of teacher preparation programs.
While many higher education institutions have mechanisms in
place to obtain information from other colleges and universities
and national organizations, most do not have any effective
means of collecting information from the K-12 schools for
which they develop teachers.

The state director is in constant communication with K-12
board members, administrators, and teachers. In state agencies,
communication is a never ending process; letters are constantly
going out, newsletters and other publications are developed and
distributed, presentations are made, and workshops are
conducted. The reverse is also true. There are letters and phone
calls, and now e-mail. There are numerous requests to attend
meetings, do trainings, and conduct workshops. Because of this
activity, state directors have their fingers on the pulse of phys-
ical education in the state.

Many directors hear comments like: "I wish my teachers had
a better background in dealing with inclusion issues." "I wish I
had more coursework in basic movement patterns." "The one
thing missing in my undergraduate program was student assess-
ment."

These are important pieces of information for institutions of
higher education to have prior to program modification. Again,
the state director serves as the conduit of information, not only
from the top down, but from the bottom up.

Some state directors serve on formal boards or committees
that link them with higher education institutions. This provides
an excellent avenue for the exchange of information. Most state
directors also talk to physical education students about K-12
education. This provides information not only to the students,
but to the instructor as well.

State directors participate in teacher preparation program
reviews.

Many state departments of education are involved in
ensuring the quality and consistency of teacher preparation
programs. Some state departments of education have developed
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standards for teacher preparation programs in their states.
Others use guidelines developed by the National Council for the
Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE). Still others have
cooperative arrangements with NCATE to accept the reviews
conducted by one another to avoid unnecessary duplication. The
state director may play some role in this process, from the
development of state standards to on-site review team participa-
tion (Montana Board of Public Education 1994).

In Montana, the state director coordinates the development of
the committee that reviews the teacher preparation standards.
This committee eliminates, adds, or modifies current standards
on a five-year cycle. It includes representatives from higher
education and K-12 education. The state director also has
participated on numerous higher education reviews that have
resulted in programs being modified to meet national and
NCATE standards.

State directors facilitate cooperative efforts.

Many higher education institutions have missions that
include "service" and "research," and the state director has job
responsibilities that depend on this type of assistance. State
departments of education are involved in numerous activities
that require volunteer assistance: state curriculum guidelines,
assessment models, teacher preparation standards, or state phys-
ical education standards. Most often, state directors chair these
efforts for the department and are dependent on the resources
found at institutions of higher education.

This typically fits into the "service" mission of such organi-
zations. Other activities, such as presenting at state AHPERD
conventions and providing inservice programs for local districts
and regional/state workshops also fit into this mission. Many
times the state director serves as the coordinator for these kinds
of activities. The state director also may assist in research
effortsas a participant or by securing school/teacher/adminis-
trator participation, mailing information, or creating promo-
tional materials.

Professional Development
Probably the most familiar role the state director assumes is

that of provider of services related to professional development.
This role includes:

1. Providing inservice and preservice programs

2. Conducting workshops

3. Developing and disseminating materials

4. Serving as a facilitator..

A normal year for the state director may include single-day
inservice programs at a dozen schools, quarterly regional work-
shops of two to three days duration, and two or three statewide
summer programs of three to five days duration. The scope of
this role is limited by resources, time, and personnel; however,
all state directors do this in some fashion. Sometimes a state
director overcomes the barriers by working creatively with
higher education institutions or the state AHPERD to combine
resources, expertise, or administrative and support capacity.

Examples of this are the master teacher program cited earlier,
and training of trainers programs. Both efforts prepare addi-
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tional experts who can serve as resources to their own as well as
other schools. These programs are especially effective as they
usually result in greater participation and generally are learning
experiences for both participants and program providers.

State directors provide inservice and preservice education.

Many state directors are available almost "on call" to provide
inservice and preservice programs to school districts and institu-
tions of higher education. Another common role of state direc-
tors is providing technical assistance to local districts and
higher education institutions. Technical assistance is any help a
program needs to make it more effective at what it is trying to
accomplish.

A common form of assistance is providing inservice and
preservice programs. K-12 topics include curriculum process
coordination, curriculum content, National Standards, program
evaluation, student assessment, and inclusion. In higher educa-
tion, assistance might take the form of guest lecturing on
curriculum development for graduate classes, general K-12
education information for undergraduates, or a State of the State
address to prospective elementary classroom teachers.

State directors provide workshops for K-12 teachers.

In this role, the director must assess the needs in the field
and the desires of teachers and administrators in order to
develop meaningful workshop programs. Needs are determined
through program observation, discussions with state AHPERD
officers, school administrators, and higher education faculty, or
even through the use of a survey.

The state director continuously monitors the needs of the state
in the area of physical education, the desires of teachers and
administrators, and national trends and develops programs and
workshops to meet these needs. Workshops can last from a single
day to more than a week and this effort often involves coordi-
nating a complex program, logistics, and multiple speakers.

The state director collaborates with other groups and develops
an annual plan to ensure that programs do not overlap, that classes
are disrupted as little as possible, and that the nee-ds of all
concerned are met. Annual plans vary greatly in number and
length of workshops; however, all successful plans involve the
active input of various groups including the state AHPERD and
higher education institutions. (See sample plan on next page.)

State directors develop and disseminate written and elec-
tronic materials.

When developing materials, the state director must determine
the needs and decide how to meet those needs and how to best
disseminate the information. In the past, that meant writing
curriculum frameworks, statewide standards, evaluation and
assessment outlines, as well as guidelines on a variety of topics.
Now, it also involves making materials available electronically.

The widespread use of the computer, state and national
networks, and the Internet have resulted in state home pages
that include listings for a variety of materials. Teachers can now
access materials and download those materials they wish to
retain. In fact, many directors have provided inservice, work-
shops, or materials on the use of technology.

Physical education materials currently available electroni-
cally through the Montana system (http://www.metnet.mt.gov)
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Montana Plan for Standards Development in
Physical Education

ACTIVITY TIMEUNE

1. Correlation project 12/96

2. Develop plan for standards 6/97

3. Office approval of plan 7/97

4. Budget secured 8/97

5. Meeting to develop standards 11/97

Two or three-day meeting including:

State AHPERD

K-12 teacher

Higher education

School administrators

Public

6. Compiling, printing, and distributing draft 1/98

7. Input from first draft and revision 4/98

8. Revision and submission to state board 6/98

9. Distribution of state standards 9/98

include model curriculum guides, program evaluation materials,
booklets on student assessment, and a "shareboard" where
educators can share ideas, concerns, or program information.

State directors serve a facilitating role in professional
development.

Professional development is a shared responsibility with
school administrators, state education agencies, units of higher
education, and other agencies and organizations. Most units of
higher education view professional development as a part of
their "service" mission. Many state AHPERD associations
consider professional development an important role, especially
in the use of Jump Rope for Heart dollars. Many times the best
thing a state director can do is to channel services and programs
to fit the needs of the K-12 schools and their teachers. They can
ensure that the "right" program gets to the "right" place, and
that it is delivered by the "right" people to the "right" audience.

Of course, this involves the never ending needs assessment
process for the state that has been mentioned previously. This
"brokering of services" role helps both units of higher education
and the state AHPERD deliver services to schools with a
minimum of problem, as the state director provides the critical
elementaccess.

Advocacy
The state director for physical education has, at various

times, been known as the "point of the spear" when issues
involving advocacy arise. When it is necessary to make the case
for physical education, most agencies, groups, and organizations
turn to the state director for leadership.

Advocacy takes many forms, and requires a variety of
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approaches. The state director must be aware not only of the
facts surrounding the issue, but also of the politics involved.
Advocacy can take place at several levels:

1. At the local level

2. At the state level

3. At the national level.

The state director is an advocate at the local level.

This usually involves supporting local programs with school
administrators, boards, and parents. A common role for the
state director involves talking to school district administrators
and boards about physical education programs. The state
director serves as the "outside expert" in such situations,
helping district staff make the case for quality programs.
Sometimes this role includes making presentations at school
board or community meetings.

The state director must be aware of current research and
effective programs and trends, yet he or she also must be sensi-
tive to the political climate of the district. Two things have
worked well for me during the past 20 years. First, I have taken
course work in general school administrationschool law,
school finance, and evaluationso that I can talk to administra-
tors and boards about general school district problems and
issues, and about how physical education fits into the picture. If
you don't understand administrative issues, how can you effec-
tively fit physical education into the picture? Second, I talk to
boards and administrators in straight-forward language; I don't
try to intimidate or suggest that I have the one and only answer.
I try to help them reach informed decisions on their own.

Finally, I try to remember that board members and administra-
tors have all gone through our programs as students; and that they
are making decisions based on their experiences. I admit that some
of these experiences were not good. I don't defend programs that
were in place 20 years ago, but rather talk about the needs of kids
and the changes that have taken place. I describe what our
programs look like and try to accomplish today.

The state director is an advocate at the state level.

The state director organizes efforts to advocate for effective
physical education programs. The state director is usually one
of the first people to become aware of issues in physical educa-
tion programming at the state level. He or she generally is the
initial advocate for effective programs with the state board of
education, state legislature, state parent/student/teacher organi-
zation, or other statewide group.

It is especially important for the state director to advocate for
quality physical education programs within their own agency!
While this may sound easy, it is very time consuming. It means
going to staff meetings and making sure physical education is
included in considerations that tend to revolve more around
other "core" programs. It means making sure that top manage-
ment personnelincluding the superintendent or commis-
sionerhave relevant, timely information. And, it means
developing a rapport and establishing credibility with the office
decision makers. It means including these management people
and the superintendent in meetings, conferences, and programs,
as well as in decisions concerning physical education. Without
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such advocacy, many state departments might develop programs
and initiativesincluding standards, curricula, time require-
ments for programs, teacher certification and endorsement
plans, or restructuring plansthat do not include physical
education.

The state director is an advocate at the national level.

The state director is usually one of the first people to become
aware of national concerns, and therefore must serve as an
advocate for the needs of the state. The state director knows the
roles national agencies and organizations play in the develop-
ment of effective programs within the states. He or she articu-
lates state needs to Congress, the President's Council on
Physical Fitness and Sport, the Departments of Education and
Health and Human Services, AAHPERD, and other national
groups and organizations. The state director is usually the only
person with a state perspective on the needs of physical educa-
tion programs and teachers, including the needs of large and
small schools, wealthy and poor schools, and rural and urban
schools. Effectiveness at the national level is usually the result
of two things: activity, and longevity. The more active and
involved state directors are, the more well-known they will be,
and the more often they will be called upon for advice.

Setting Standards
Standards are being developed, or have been developed, in a

variety of curricular areas and at a variety of levels. Most stan-
dards go beyond a simple requirement for physical education
and deal with the quality of the program provided. The state
director, in many instances, is involved in the development of
standards. This may involve:

1. Establishing standards at the local level

2. Establishing standards at the state level

3. Establishing standards at the national level.

The state director may assist in setting standards at the
local level.

Many state directors are involved in local school district
curriculum development processes, including the development
of standards, performance indicators, benchmarks, and evalua-
tion procedures. In states with regional or district coordinators,
this role may focus more on lending technical assistance. The
state director usually relies on national and state standards as
"guiding principles" for developing appropriate local standards.
This might include interpreting the intent of national and state
standards.

State directors also may be involved in helping districts
solicit local involvement. Many school districts use the state
specialist on physical education as the drawing card for a
communitywide meeting designed to start a project moving. It
is common to have not only teachers and administrators at this
type of meeting, but also parents, health club instructors, and
health and medical care personnel. These tend to be the people
who are most interested in the topic, and those who are willing
to get involved.
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The state director is involved in helping set standards at the
state level.

When state standards are being considered by the state board
of education, legislature, or state superintendent, the person
charged with leading the process is usually the state director. He
or she determines a process, selects representatives from the
field, secures input, determines what the format will look like,
secures support, and presents the results to the education or
political community. These standards vary from state guidelines'
for physical education to state curricula, to learner outcomes at
various grade levels, to specific program content. Standards also
may involve certification requirements, class size, assessment
requirements, statewide fitness testing, and class time require-
ments.

In Montana, since 1980, the state board of public education
has asked the state director to determine the process to review
the Montana Teacher Preparation Standards. This includes
developing a process, securing input, and presenting results to
the board for approval. In addition, during the last statewide
review of the Montana accreditation standards, the state director
served as the committee's resource person and as the spokesman
to the board once the process was completed.

The state director helps set standards at the national level.

The recent development of National Standards in a variety of
curricular areas, including the National Standards for Physical
Education released in 1996 (NASPE 1995), involved broad
input and broad support from the field. State directors played a
variety of roles in this areafrom direct involvement in the
development, to national diffusion efforts, and finally to diffu-
sion and implementation efforts within individual states. The
state director and state AFIF'ERD worked closely in providing
inservice, programs, and support for standards development.

Change Agent
Everything that has been said thus far in this chapter reflects

the role of state directors as change agents. This role includes
everything from the development or improvement of require-
ments at the state level to initiation or improvement of programs
at the local level. Whatever the "state of the state" of physical
education, the state director works to facilitate changes that will
result in even higher quality programs for teachers and students.
These changes may be seen at the legislative or state board
level, at the department of education level, in higher education
programs, or at the local level.

In more than 20 years as a state director, I have been directly
involved in changes that are now reflected in the accreditation
standards for K-12 schools, as well as the teacher preparation
standards for our colleges and universities. I have served as a
registered lobbyist to the legislature, providing input and
suggestions for changes to bills. I have provided input for
curriculum development processes at the district level, and I
have spoken to school boards and administrative groups, parent
groups, and a variety of organizations. I mention these because
they are typical of what state directors are doing nationwide.

To facilitate change at the local level, state directors must
understand people: teachers, administrators, parents, and
community members. They also must understand the politics of
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the community and of the state. If they are to avoid high levels
of frustration, they must understand that change in education is
a slow process.

I couch discussions about change in terms of what it will
mean to students, what it will mean to teachers, and what it will
mean to the credibility and prestige of the schocil program. Of
course, each teacher is motivated differently; however, most
teachers believe their state directors are credible. They believe
in the credibility of their professional associations and their
National Standards. They sincerely want quality programs for
their students. Once teachers believe in the value of change,
some will change and that will lead others to change. The key
for the state director is to initiate the process.

Chapter Summary
State directors fill a variety of leadership roles. They repre-

sent not only the state's physical education teachers but also the
state superintendent's office, state department of education,
parents, administrators, andof coursethe state's students.
State directors assume leadership roles in activities at the
national, state, and local levels. A wide variety of people, agen-
cies, and organizations depend on the effective leadership of the
state director.

Communication, professional development, development of
standards, and serving as a change agent for effective education
require a variety of skills and experiences. Most people see state
directors in the limited framework in which they know them:
teachers think they serve as a curriculum/development resource,
others may see them as program writers at the state-level, and
still others may view them in a monitoring role. However, the
state director has a varied, unique position, one that is vital to
the implementation and success of physical education programs
for all students.

In the end, those states with a state director for physical
education will have more effective physical education programs.
Those states should appreciate the assistance and make use of the
resource available to them. Those states that do not have a state
director should consider forming a statewide coalition of inter-
ested individuals and organizations and begin work toward
achieving that goal. A state director for physical education will
enhance professional development, communication, involvement,
preservice education, standards development, and advocacy. And
this adds up to better, more effective programs for our youth.

I believe there are two things that tend to make state direc-
tors even more effective. The first is length of time on the job. It
is almost a given that with experience comes credibility.
Experience also means you know how to get the job done, you
know who the power brokers are, and you know how to effec-
tively move things along. Experience in the state as a teacher
and/or school administrator also is an advantage. The second
thing that makes a successful state director is support. The more
support and active involvement from teachers, the state
AHPERD, other organizations and higher education units, the
more that can be done.

The way I articulate this message to people is by telling them
that by working cooperatively together, we can create a whole
that is greater than the sum of its individual parts. And that's a
winner for all of us!
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Part 4. Where To Go Next

Grant me the self-awareness to know honestly what I am,
what I can do, and what I cannot;

Grant me the judgment to channel my energies into those
avenues which best utilize my abilities and do not
require talents which I do not possess;

Grant me the wisdom to cheerfully admit error and learn
from my experiences, that I may grow and develop and
avoid repetition of mistakes;

Grant me the courage to make decisions whenever they
are necessary and to avoid rashness when they are not;

Grant me the consideration to recognize the worth of each
individual, and to respect all those with whom I have
contact, neither stifling their development nor exalting
myself at their expense;

Grant me the insight to develop a personal philosophy,
that my life may have more meaning and satisfaction
and that I may avoid capricious action under pressures
of expediency;

R. Saltonstall, Human Relations in Administration
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he first social revolutionthe Agricultural Revolution
began after 10 million years of hunting and gathering
food. From 8000 BC to the late 1600s AD, humans grew

their own food. With the coming of machines came the second
revolutionthe Industrial Revolution. This revolution brought
many new job opportunities, but it also caused some people to
lose jobs to the machines. These people fought hard against the
new technology. Since the middle 1900s AD, the human race
has been involved with the third revolutionthe Information
Revolution. The development of computers and improvements
in telecommunications brought us into the Information Age.

Social revolutions bring about changes in the way people
work and live. Americans today start working two years later
and retire five years sooner than they did in 1950. The number
of paid holidays has doubled, and vacation days are up by 63
percent. Life expectancy is up nearly six years from what it was
in 1970. Today there are cellular phones, computers small
enough to be held in the palm of the hand, and immediate
access to more information than one could possibly absorb in an
entire lifetime.

As we enter the new millennium, even more changes are
occurring at an ever accelerating pace, and education and
learning are not immune. It is predicted that within the next
decade, education will change more than it has since the
modern education system was created more than 300 years ago.
Education will no longer be the private domain of the school
system. Every employing institution will become a learning
center in order to keep its employees abreast of current tech-
nology and information.

Coupled with these educational changes is the prediction that
40 percent of the United States public school teachers will retire
or otherwise leave the profession by the 2003-04 school year.
This, combined with dramatic enrollment increases due to
immigrant children and second generation baby boomers, will
create a demand for new teachers. Efforts in states such as
California to reduce class size will mean even more hiring.

Changes in education affect physical education and the role
that leadership plays in promoting quality physical education
programs. This chapter examines several future trends and their
possible impact on both physical education and its leadership.

The seven major points for this chapter include:

1. New Theories on Learning

2. Increases in Information
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The Impact of Future Trends
on Physical Education and

the Role of Leadership
Bonnie Mohnsen

3. Advances in Technology

4. Increases in Home Schooling

5. The Need for Life Long Learning

6. Increases in Longevity

7. Increases in Violence

New Theories on Learning
New theories of learning are emerging, along with adequate

research to support their claims. Some of the new learning prin-
ciples based on brain-research (Caine, Caine, & Crowell 1994)
include:

at People learn and retain information only when the
knowledge has relevance and meaning for them

111 Emotions are critical and at the heart of learning

The brain processes parts and wholes simultaneously

U Learning involves both focused attention and peripheral
perception

111 The brain downshifts under perceived threats and learns
optimally when appropriately challenged

Enriched learning experiences (inclusion of all senses) are
retained longer

Learning engages the entire physiology.

The last principle is the most intriguing in terms of the role
of physical education in learning. Brain researchers now believe
that what happens in the body can affect the brain, and what

Brain-Based Learning Resources
(see Chapter 13 References)

Inside the Brain: Revolutionary Discoveries of How the
Mind Works (Ronald Kotulak)

The Learning Brain (Eric Jensen)

Making Connections: Teaching and the Human Brain
(Geoffrey Caine & Renate Nummela Caine)

Mindshifts (Geoffrey Caine, Renate Nummela Caine, & Sam
Crowell)

Smart Moves: Why Learning Is Not All in Your Head (Carla
Hannaford)
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happens in the brain can affect the body. Hope, purpose, and
determination are not merely mental states. They have electro-
chemical connections that play a large part in the workings of
the immune system and, indeed, in the entire economy of the
total human organism. Neuron growth, nourishment, and inter-
actions are integral to the perception and interpretation of expe-
riences. Strenuous activity has been shown to improve
oxygenated blood flow to the brain and thus increase learning
(Kotulak 1996).

It is imperative that schools of education include the new
developments in neuroscience, systems theories, cognitive
psychology, learning and motivation, and human development
in their teacher education programs. A better understanding of
all these principles by the entire education community will not
only improve student learning but also will heighten the respect
for physical education and the role that physical activity plays
in the human experience.

Many of the "brain-based" learning principles have been the
impetus for new educational trends such as block scheduling,
interdisciplinary instruction, and inclusion. Physical educators
must stay abreast of these and other new approaches to
learningboth in terms of cognitive information and motor
skill acquisition. Understanding and applying these theories will
increase student understanding and ability to demonstrate new
learning. In addition, the ability of physical educators to carry
on conversations about learning with other educators will
improve their standing in the educational community. Finally, it
will provide physical educators with a platform for defending
programs and improving the quality and status of their field.
Leaders can ensure that physical educators understand new
learning principles by providing learning opportunities related
to this emerging area of information.

Increases in Information
The amount of information we have is currently doubling

every year, and between the years 2010 and 2020, information
experts predict that knowledge will double every 70 days.
Eight-five percent of the information in the National Institute of
Health computers is upgraded every five years. Skills and
knowledge are becoming obsolete faster than ever. For example,
the half-life of an engineer's knowledge is as little as three years
in some fields.

As information increases, so too will information related to
the discipline of physical education and its associated subdisci-
plines of biomechanics, exercise physiology, social-psychology,
motor learning, historical perspectives, aesthetics, and motor
development. Physical educators and leaders alike must stay
abreast of current research. Researchers must continue to
publish in practitioner journals, translating research into usable
pieces of knowledge. In turn, physical educators must select the
most pertinent information from the body of knowledge to pass
on to the K-12 student. The increase in information certainly
makes a case for focusing on a few significant areas of informa-
tion as opposed to trying to learn a little bit about everything. It
also makes a case for identifying those key standards that
students need to know in order to be educatedor in the case of
our subject areaphysically educated.
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FIGURE 13.1: Technological Advances and their
Effect on Physical Education

Large flat-panel monitors with brightness of a standard CRT
display -0- model "life-size" demonstrations of motor skill

Interpretative telephony (language translation) --0- ability to
communicate with every child in the class

Smart machine -0- individualized skill analysis and feedback
for student

Holograms -0- demonstrations of sport strategies

Electronic notepads -0-- data collection by students on the field

Digital interactive television -0- demonstrations of current
professional athletes

Virtual reality -0- rock climbing simulations

Palm technology -0- handheld roll books

Computers worn as part of clothing access to computers
in the gymnasium, on the field, and during activity

Desktop videoconferencing A- sharing of instructional
strategies between physical education teachers

Advances in Technology
The most rapid advances occurring today are in the area of

technology. The power of technology is doubling every 18
months, and there is no end in sight. The technology of the
future will include an all-in-one box that contains a television, a
telephone, and a computer. Figure 13.1 shows but a few of the
new technologies on the horizon and their possible applications
in physical education. It will be incumbent upon physical
education leaders to stay abreast of the latest technological
advancements so that these devices are used to promote and
provide quality physical education experiences.

One of the most significant technological advances on the
horizon is interactivity on the Internet. The early dominant
language, HTML, did not lend itself to highly interactive activi-
ties. But newer languages will improve this situation.
Interactivity on the Internet will provide new learning experi-
ences for students in physical education. The ability of teachers
and students to be online for extended periods may mean that
content will be covered more rapidly and in greater depth than
ever before. Students will be able to complete homework
assignments with the assistance of experts and software
accessed on the Internet.

Computer software also will come of age in the next decade.
New software programs will be dramatically enhanced by multi-
media, interactivity, simulations, virtual reality, and other new
tools. Imagine being able to interact with holograms of famous
athletes/coaches/physical educators (living and dead), and to expe-
rience through virtual reality a wide variety of physical activities
typically unavailable to the user. Students from inner cities will
participate in outdoor education experiences. Students living in
desert environments will participate in downhill and cross-country
skiing. Students living in mountain areas will participate in surfing
and SCUBA activities. Not only will students experience the
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activity, but the software will provide relevant feedback, allowing
them to improve their technique and accomplishment.

Distance learningthe use of telecommunications equip-
ment such telephone, television, fiber optics, cable broadcast,
and satellites to send instructional programming to learners
will become even more commonplace. Teleconferencing via
satellite links and other technologies will bring two-way inter-
active videoconferencing into every classroom.

As a result, teaching may become more centralized, with a
few "star teachers" providing instruction for classes located
across the United States. A hand full of physical educators
delivering instruction through distance learning could replace
40,000 local teachers. Students would use the Internet as a way
of participating in follow-up activities.

Increases in Home Schooling
Today, more than half a million children are home schooled

by their parents in the United Statesup from 10,000 just two
decades ago. That's only about one percent of all K-12 students,
but the number is increasing rapidly, according to Patricia
Lines, senior research analyst at the United States Department
of Education. More students will be learning at home, using
computers and advanced educational software, as we approach
the millennium. Home schoolers are already the leading users of
educational technology in the United States.

There are interactive courses available on CD-ROM to assist
parents with home schooling. These courses interact with the
student in the student's own language. They determine and store
information about the student's learning weaknesses and use
this information during the instructional process. This approach
combines learning and assessment into one cyclical process
where assessment is constantly used to determine what learning
material is to be presented next.

Online courses are popping up all over the Internet. Currently,
many high school students are enrolled in online advanced place-
ment and college level courses. Students can take courses at their
own pace and get credit whenever they have mastered the mate-
rial. Assistance from course facilitators and other leaders is avail-
able online. And, incredible information resources are available for
students who are conducting research.

With or without physical education, home schoolers are
progressing through their K-12 education. We can either hide
our heads in the sand and pretend that we are not responsible
for these students who are outside the traditional school setting,
or we can ensure that all students become physically educated.
Online K-12 physical education courses will become a reality.
The only question is, "what kind of reality?"

Will these courses simply encourage participation in any
readily available activity, or will these courses produce physi-
cally educated adults? Leaders in the field physical education
must take a proactive approach to this situation and become
involved in the creation and distribution of K-12 online physical
education learning materials.

The Need for Life Long Learning
As the information base explodes, the work performed also

changes. It is predicted that future workers will need to prepare
for two or three career changes during their lifetimes. Jobs will
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Update 2005: Home Schooling and Physical Education -
Juan Chan, a home-schooled child of 12, begins his school
work with a 20-minute aerobic workout wearing a heart
monitor. At the end of the workout, Juan transfers the data
from the heart monitor to his computer, analyzes the graph
depicting his heart rate during the workout, and stores it as
one piece of evidence that he participates in aerobic
activity within his target heart rate range at least three
times a week.

Next, Juan, noting that his golf game has been off lately,
decides to practice his golf swing. Using electronic mail,
he sends messages to three of his friends asking if they
would like to play golf later in the day. He then searches
the Internet looking for access to one of the best golf
instructors in the world. After verifying the instructor's
credentials, Juan e-mails the instructor a video clip of his
golf swing with his own self-analysis. Within minutes, the
golf instructor responds in agreement with Juan's analysis
and noting a few additional points that Juan should
consider. In addition, the instructor sends along a hologram
of a professional golfer. Juan runs the hologram program
and practices along with the professional. Juan then sends
another video clip of his performance to the golf instructor
in order to verify that he has in fact corrected several of
the errors in his performance.

become more specialized, and the skills and knowledge required
to perform the jobs will become obsolete faster than ever. These
changes will necessitate education for adults as well as children.

The need for adult education will be met through online/on-
demand training courses available through global universities.
Such universities will emerge to provide training through
computer networks, satellite television, and other advances.
Access to adult learning also will be available at local schools,
which will be open from early morning to late at night to meet
the needs of an ever increasing learning community. Finally,
businesses will need to create and implement on-the-job
training strategies that will develop highly skilled workers who
will continuously upgrade their skills and retrain in response to
new global markets and technologies.

Without the influence of physical education leaders, life long
learning will be defined exclusive of physical education.
However, there are rapid increases in the expanding knowledge
based related to physical education and its related subdisciplines
as well. Physical education leaders must make this known to the
educational community and create adult learning opportunities
inclusive of physical education. Similar to home-schooling for
K-12 students, we must create and distribute home learning
opportunities for adult learners related to physical education and
physical activity experiences.

Increases in Longevity
Life expectancy has steadily increased during the last

century. In the United States, life expectancy is now 77 years,
and the number of Americans living to 100 is increasing
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Update 2000: Life Long Learning and Physical Education -
The school of the 21st century has become a mecca for life
long learning. Individuals from birth to old age participate in
learning activities such as discussion groups, lectures, and
"hands-on" investigations related to health, physical
activity, and wellness issues. Numerous resources are
available, from Internet access to computer software.
Especially important are devices that, while too expensive
for the average home, provide participants with significant
learning experiences in arenas of physical activity. Wall
climbing simulations, wellness centers equipped with the
latest in fitness devices, numerous virtual reality stations
for practicing motor skills (i.e., skiing, fencing, golfing), and
virtual caves for participation in team sports with virtual
players are available 24 hours a day with supervised
instructors available for one-on-one and small-group assis-
tance.

We certainly learned throughout the 20th century the
importance of allocating resources to prevention through
education (including kinesthetic learning) instead of the
more expensive intervention measures necessary when
individuals are not encouraged to reach their full potential.

weekly. It is anticipated that the quality of health care will
continue to improve as well as life expectancy with the advent
of medical advances such as "micromachines." These small,
ultra-thin machines will travel through human blood vessels to
repair damaged areas.

Businesses are already recognizing the impact that increases
in longevity will have on their organizations, especially in terms
of health concerns. Wellness programs are becoming increasing
popular as one alternative to rising health care costs (Popcorn
1992). Companies such as Ford Motor Company, Chrysler
Corporation, and Campbell Soup have instituted companywide
wellness programs.

Sentry Life Insurance has an on-site fitness center with a 25
meter pool, a gymnasium, racquetball and handball courts, an
indoor golf driving range, and a weight training room. The
program focuses on individualized fitness goals for employees
and their families. In addition, Sentry offers early glaucoma
screening, lower back clinics, hypertension screening, a
program on dental health, and classes on healthful cooking.
Sentry employs health professionals for weight control and
nutritional counseling, and fitness experts to teach skiing, slim-
nastics, first aid, self-defense, and cardiovascular fitness.

Naisbitt and Aburdene (1985) reported the following benefits
from companywide wellness programs:

New York Telephone Company saves at least $2.7 million
annually in reduced absenteeism and insurance costs

Toronto's Canada Life Insurance recouped $37,000 in
direct savings, $231,000 in decreased turnovers, and 22
percent in reduced absenteeism

Lockheed estimates $1 million annual savings on life
insurance premiums directly related to employee partici-
pation in its wellness program.
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The government is also alert to the changes in longevity and
the potential impact on health care costs. The Surgeon General's
report (1996) concluded that people of all ages, both male and
female, can substantially improve their health and quality of life
by including moderate (30 or more minutes of physical activity
most, if not all, days of the week) amounts of physical activity
in their daily lives. These recommendations increase the
public's awareness of the importance of physical activity and
fitness.

The Surgeon General's report also recommends that "every
effort should to be made to encourage schools to require daily
physical education in each grade and to promote physical activi-
ties that can be enjoyed throughout life" (p. 6). This recommen-
dation is based on research that shows favorable attitudes
toward physical education and perceived benefits derived from
physical activity being positively related with adolescent partici-
pation in physical activity (Ferguson et al. 1989; Zakarian et al.
1994; Tappe, Duda, & Menges-Ehrnwald 1990).

Increases in human longevity have great implications for
physical education. Even though health care is improving, it
will be difficult to sustain the health care costs as more and
more older adults require constant attention. Exercise has been
shown to improve strength and speed in older people (Fiatarone
et al. 1994) and strengthen bones (Nelson et al. 1991). The need
for self-health care will continue to grow, as will the importance
of physical activity, physical education, and health programs.
Physical education leaders need to capitalize on the recent
efforts supported by the Surgeon General's report and the future
needs of an aging society. Advocacy efforts should be increased
in order to take advantage of this timely support. Continued
efforts in the areas of adult physical activity and learning
programs also will sustain this effort.

Increases in Violence
The Federal Bureau of Investigation estimates that 1.8

million people in the United States are victims of violence each
year, including 400 children each month who die from gun
violence. In 1993, more than one million substantiated cases of
child abuse were reported. People 12 to 24 years old have the
highest risk of nonfatal assault of any age in the United States.
Violence is the leading cause of death among male and female
African-Americans, age 15 to 31.

During every school day in 1992, at least 100,000 students
carried guns to school, 160,000 students skipped class due to
fear of physical harm, 40 students were hurt or killed by
firearms, 6,250 teachers were threatened with bodily injury, and
260 teachers were physically assaulted (Burrus 1993, Prothrow-
Stith & Quaday 1995). Yes, there is violence in our society and
in our schools, and as our society becomes more diverse it will
continue to exist.

As Prothrow-Stith and Quaday (1995) explain, "Twenty
years ago, we thought children were safe in their homes. Then
we learned about physical and sexual abuse visited upon some
children in their homes. Abuse that was hidden for years. We
thought children were safe in their neighborhoods, particularly
the suburbs and rural areas. But slowly violence has crept into
the suburbs and into rural areas across America. Violence knows
no social, racial, ethnic, gender or age restrictions. Directly or
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Update 2010: Violence in the United States
Is on a Rapid Decline - Thanks to the 2005 interagency
agreement between educational, social, and recreational
institutions to combine resources in order to provide safe
environments 24 hours a day in all communities, allowing
youngsters and adults alike to participate in physical
activity and other recreational pursuits, today we see a
tremendous decline in the number of violent episodes
across the United States.

In addition to meeting the leisure needs of our society,
these institutions have provided day care for many children
while their parents work. And, a number of new jobs have
opened up, lowering the unemployment rate. This has been
a win-win-win project!

indirectly, we are all victims of the violence that is sweeping
across the nation" (p. 2). This violence is leaving physical
wounds as well as much deeper scars, hidden in the hearts and
minds of our children, schools, and communities.

The task of curbing violence is a multifaceted one that
requires many dedicated professionals from a variety of fields
working within their individual disciplines and as part of an
interdisciplinary team to create a range of intervention strate-
gies. The school stands as a logical center for the coalition
committed to violence prevention. Physical education and phys-
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ical activity can help with this significant social issue.
Leaders in physical education must continue to promote and

provide physical alternatives to involvement with gang activity
and violence. After-school recreation and intramural programs
offer all students a safe alternative to the streets. In addition,
stressing the development of prosocial skills, conflict resolution,
self-esteem, and personal defense in physical education will do
much to sustain the role of physical education in our school
systems as long as we inform the public of our activities and
their benefits. Therefore, it continues to be very important that
physical education leaders address advocacy issues as we enter
the new millennium.

Chapter Summary
Change begets more change. As physical education leaders,

we must constantly be in tune with changes in society, tech-
nology, education, and physical education. These changes will
and do affect the roles we play in promoting quality physical
education programs. Being visionary leaders requires us to keep
one eye on the future and the other on day-to-day operations.

Margaret Mead once said, "Never doubt that a small group
of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world; indeed,
it's the only thing that ever has." The authors of this book have
shared with you their knowledge, skills, and experiences. It is
their hope that you will take this information and lead others in
the quest for quality physical education into and beyond the
twenty-first century.
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